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Emergency clamped in
Sri Lanka, toll hits 290
DAY AFTER ATTACK Sri Lanka blames local Islamic extremist group for blasts
Agencies
n

letters@hindustantimes.com

COLOMBO: Sri Lanka’s President

invoked emergency powers on
Monday, a day after the devastating wave of Easter bombings that
killed 290 people, as reports
emerged that officials failed to
heed warnings from international intelligence agencies
about the threat of an attack by a
group identified as the National
Thowheeth Jamaath (NTJ).
President Sirisena gave the
police and military sweeping
wartime powers to arrest and
detain suspects without court
orders following the bombings
that targeted three churches and
four hotels.
The measure would take effect
at midnight on Monday and a
government curfew was to begin
at 8pm.
Provisions that granted police
powers to the military were
withdrawn at the end of Sri
Lanka’s civil war in May 2009.
At least eight Indians were
among the victims. Four names
were given on Sunday by external affairs minister Sushma
Swaraj and Kerala Pinarayi
Vijayan.
The Indian High Commission
in Sri Lanka tweeted the revised
toll on Monday night.
The capital Colombo was jittery through the day as police
said 87 bomb detonators were
found at the city’s main bus station, while three explosive devices hidden in a van near a church

shortstories
RAHUL CLARIFIES
SC COMMENTS BUT
KEEPS UP RAFALE
ATTACK ON MODI
NEW DELHI: Congress president
Rahul Gandhi on Monday clarified
his remarks made in connection
with the top court order related to
the review of Rafale case were in
the heat of the moment during a
campaign and not meant to
obstruct administration of justice
or scandalise the court in any
manner — although he maintained
that the Rafale deal is “tainted”.
Gandhi filed an affidavit in response to a contempt petition filed
by BJP MP Meenakshi Lekhi. ››P9

Most irresponsible PM India
has ever had: Sonia on Modi
RAE BARELI : India has never had a
PM as irresponsible as Narendra
Modi, UPA chairperson Sonia
Gandhi said on Monday while
addressing a closed-door meeting
of workers from her Congress
party. “The PM’s sense of responsibility was evident on the day when
he said he had nothing at stake
and could just pack up and leave
one day. The country has never
seen such an irresponsible Prime
Minister,” Gandhi said.
HTC

RPF cop dies trying to get
people away from train
NEW DELHI: A head constable of
the Railway Protection Force was
hit by a train on Sunday evening
while trying to save a couple at a
station in north Delhi.
››P5

A woman runs for safety with her infant after police found explosive devices in a parked vehicle near
AP PHOTO
St Anthony's shrine in Colombo on Monday, a day after the deadly Easter bombings.

that was targeted on Sunday
went off when bomb squad officials were trying to defuse them.
A Sri Lankan military spokesman said another “home-made”
pipe bomb filled with 50 kg of
explosives was found and
defused on an access road to the
international airport near
Colombo.
Armed security personnel
stood guard on street corners in
central Colombo that were
largely deserted, with most
shops closed.
There was no claim of responsibility for Sunday’s attacks but

morestories

cabinet minister and government spokesman Rajitha Senaratne said authorities believed
the NTJ was behind the bombing
in which nearly 300 people were
killed and 500 injured.
Authorities said 24 people
were arrested and they were
hunting for links between the
NTJ and foreign backers. “We
don’t think a small organisation
can do all that. We are now investigating international support
for them and their other links how they produced the suicide
bombers and bombs like this,”
Senaratne said.

Lanka Islamic centre
under NIA scanner
An Islamic centre that hosted
IS recruits from Kerala before
they left for Syria merits
probe, officials said.
››P12

Local group could have
been inspired by IS
The National Thowheeth
Jamaath, blamed for the
attacks, appears to have been
inspired by IS.
››P12

Lawyers’ bodies say
CJI violated process
in hearing own case

Rising boxing star
Kavinder stuns
world champion
at Asian meet

HT Correspondent

Saurabh Duggal

n

letters@hindustantimes.com

NEW DELHI: The Supreme Court

Bar Association (SCBA) and the
Supreme Court Advocates on
Record Association (SCAORA),
representing lawyers practising
in the Supreme Court of India, on
Monday called for the appointment of a committee by Supreme
Court judges to investigate and
inquire into allegations of sexual
harassment made against Chief
Justice of India Ranjan Gogoi by
a former staffer at his office.
The resolution passed by the
two lawyer bodies also criticised
the way the Chief Justice of
India conducted judicial proceedings in the matter “in violation of
procedure established by law as
well as principles of natural justice”.
On Saturday, the Chief Justice
convened an urgent suo motu (of
its own accord) hearing into the
allegations of sexual harassment
levelled against him by a former
staffer. Justice Gogoi set up a
three member bench headed
by himself that comprised Justice Arun Mishra and Justice
Sanjiv Khanna .

CJI BRIEFS
SC JUDGES
NEW DELHI: Chief Justice

of India Ranjan Gogoi
spoke to his fellow
Supreme Court justices
on Monday about the
recent allegations of sexual harassment against
him, three judges with
knowledge of the developments said.
“The CJI met judges
in the judges’ lounge
over a cup of tea and
informed them of the
allegation of sexual harassment. He defended
himself and informed
the judges of what had
happened,” a judge
who attended the meeting said.

A notice put out by the
Supreme Court that morning
said the court would take up a”
matter of great public importance
touching upon the independence
of judiciary”.

n

saurabh.duggal@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH : He has never won a

medal at the national level, but
Kavinder Singh Bisht now
stands assured of a bronze at the
Asian Boxing Championships in
Bangkok. To get there, the
23-year-old from Uttarakhand
had to go through the reigning
world champion in the 56kg category. No problem.
Bisht has only one medal to
show for the two years he has
been part of the national set-up,
and that came at a low-key invitational tournament in Helsinki
last month when he beat compatriot Mohammed Hussamuddin
in the bantamweight final.
On Monday in the quarterfinal against the world champion,
Kazakhstan’s Kairat Yeraliyev,
he shook off his rookie status in
style.
After being trapped in the
opening round by Yeraliyev,
Bisht put up a solid shell guard,
took the edge off Yeraliyev’s
attacks, and outmanoeuvred
him in the ring to win the next
two rounds.

In Jatland, political parties turn into family fiefs
n

pawan.sharma@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH: In the world’s

largest democracy, dynastic
politics is a dominant theme,
and the Jatland is no exception.
Political parties have once
again lined up members of
prominent political clans of
Haryana for the May 12 Lok
Sabha polls.
Leading the pack is the
Congress, followed by the
Indian National Lok Dal
(INLD) and its off-shoot, the
newly floated Jannayak Janata Party (JJP).
Haryana has 10 Lok Sabha
seats and six Congress candidates hail from different
political clans.
Interestingly, the politics
of patronage has not left
untouched even the BJP —

HT Correspondent
n

letters@hindustantimes.com

the party that used to hold
‘clout of clan’ responsible for
the decay in the political culture of Haryana.
Poll observers say the
BJP’s decision to field Union
minister Birender Singh’s
son Brijendra Singh, an IAS
officer, from Hisar, has come
as a surprise. The minister,
whose wife Prem Lata is BJP
MLA, has offered to resign
from the Union cabinet and
the Rajya Sabha.
The family traces its lineage to social reformer Sir
Chhotu Ram, who was the
maternal grandfather of
Birender.
Also testing their political
muscle will be the third and
fourth generations of Haryana’s three famous Lals-Bansi Lal, Devi Lal and Bhajan Lal.
CONTINUED ON P9

Cong old guard is back,
Delhi set for 3-way fight
HT Correspondent
n

htreporters@hindustantimes.com

BHOPAL: Madhya Pradesh Police

registered on Monday an FIR
against Pragya Thakur, the Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) candidate from Bhopal parliamentary
constituency, over her statement
that she was “proud” to have
taken part in the demolition of the
Babri Masjid in Ayodhya in 1992.
The action against Thakur, an
accused in the 2008 Malegaon
bomb blast who is currently out
on bail, was taken on the directions of the state election commission, which sent her two notices
— one for her remarks on the
Babri mosque and the other for
saying her “curse” killed Hemant
Karkare, a decorated police officer who was shot dead by terrorists during the Mumbai attacks in
November 2008.
Thakur, 48, who filed her nomination for the Madhya Pradesh
seat on Monday, did not comment
on the police action.

NEW DELHI :

The Congress
announced on Monday the
names of Sheila Dikshit and
some of her key associates from
the time she was chief minister
as Lok Sabha candidates, signalling the end of a four-monthlong negotiation saga with the
Aam Aadmi Party (AAP) and
making the fight for the national
capital a triangular contest.
The list, which includes the
names of Delhi heavyweights
such as former Union minister
Ajay Maken and state minister
Arvinder Singh Lovely, shows
the Congress and the AAP,
who both accepted they must
come together to successfully
defeat the Bharatiya Janata
Party, failed to find a common
ground.
The BJP, which on Monday
named cricketer Gautam Gambhir as a new face from East
Delhi, has so far retained five of

VIJENDER JUMPS INTO POLL RING,
IS CONG’S SOUTH DELHI NOMINEE
CHANDIGARH: The Congress
on Monday fielded Olympian boxer Vijender Singh
from South Delhi Lok
Sabha seat.
The party announced the
ace boxer’s candidature
after the Haryana government accepted his resignation as deputy superintendent of police. The Bhiwani
pugilist had got the DSP’s
job after winning a bronze
medal in the 2008 Beijing
Olympics. Being a govern-

its seven incumbent MPs.
“Congress has around 7-8%
votes in Delhi. Had the alliance
been restricted only to Delhi, as
the Congress was asking for,
then they would have lost even
that vote share. Now by opting

ment employee, Vijender
had to resign first to be eligible to contest. “The government has accepted Vijender’s resignation,” said
additional chief secretary
(Home) SS
Prasad.
Vijender is
pitted against
sitting BJP MP
Ramesh Bidhuri and AAP’s
Raghav Chadha.

out of the alliance, the Congress
has made it clear that it wants
the BJP to win in the elections,”
said AAP leader and Delhi’s
deputy chief minister Manish
Sisodia following the announceCONTINUED ON P9
ment.

K A T I H A R R A L LY R E M A R K S

EC bars Sidhu from campaigning for 3 days
Press Trust of India
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

NEW DELHI: The Election Com-

mission on Monday censured
Congress leader Navjot Singh
Sidhu for his remarks in which
he allegedly warned the Muslim
community that efforts were on
to divide their votes in Bihar,
and barred him from campaigning for 72 hours.
The ban comes into force
from 10 am, Tuesday. The Punjab minister joins leaders such

as Uttar Pradesh chief minister
Yogi Adityanath, BSP supremo
Mayawati, Union minister Maneka Gandhi and SP leader
Azam Khan who faced
similar campaign ban
recently.
“The
Commission...strongly condemns the impugned
statements made by him
during election campaign
held at Barsoi and
Barari of Katihar District,” the order rap-

ping Sidhu reads.
It also “censured” him for the
“misconduct” “The Commission, under Article 324 of the
Constitution of India and
all other powers enabling in this behalf,
bars him from holding any public
meetings, public
processions, public
rallies, road shows
and interviews,

public utterances in media
(electronic, print. social media)
etc. in connection with ongoing
elections for 72 hours from 10am
on April 23, 2019,” it said.
Addressing an election rally in
Katihar on April 16, the cricketer-turned-politician had
stoked a controversy by urging
Muslim voters of a Lok Sabha
constituency in Bihar with sizeable population of the minority
community to vote en bloc and
defeat Prime Minister Narendra
Modi.
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Bhupinder Singh Hooda:
Former CM is party nominee
from Sonepat
Deepender Hooda: Threetime MP and Rohtak candidate
is Hooda’s son

Brijender Singh: BJP
nominee from Hisar, is son
of Union minister
Birender Singh
Rao Inderjit Singh:
Union minister, son of
former CM Rao Birender
Singh

Kumari Selja: Daughter of
former Union minister Dalbir
Singh is a contesting from
Ambala
Kuldeep Sharma: Son of
four-time MP Chiranjee Lal
Sharma is Karnal candidate
Shruti Choudhary: Granddaughter of former CM Bansi
Lal is party pick for BhiwaniMahendergarh
Bhavya Bishnoi: Grandson of
former CM Bhajan Lal is
fighting from Hisar

INLD
Arjun Chautala: Son of
Abhay Chautala is a
candidate from Kurukshetra
Dushyant Chautala: Son
of Ajay Chautala, is JJP
nominee from Hisar
Digvijay Singh Chautala: Son of Ajay Chautala
is fighting from Sonepat
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BATTLEFIELD PUNJAB
facetoface

AmritsarsetforrareSikh
versusSikhcontestagain

SUKHPAL SINGH KHAIRA, PRESIDENT, PUNJAB EKTA PARTY

‘Nyay versus Namo are just hashtags, fight
here is on burning issues concerning state’

Anil Sharma
AMRITSAR: With the Bharatiya

finance minister), from the segment against Congress’ Amarinder Singh who won by a margin of 1,02,770 votes.

Janata Party (BJP) on Sunday
announcing Union minister of
state of housing and urban
affairs Hardeep Singh Puri as its
candidate from Amritsar, the
Lok Sabha constituency is once
again set for a rare contest on
the seat wherein two Sikh faces
are pitted against each other in
a direct fight.
The Congress has already
announced the candidature of
sitting MP Gurjit Singh Aujla
from the seat which has nearly
65% Sikh voters. Also, the Aam
Aadmi Party (AAP) has fielded
its Majha zone in-charge Kuldeep Singh Dhaliwal, a Sikh,
from the seat.
Barring the 2017 Lok Sabha
bypoll, which was necessitated
by the resignation of then state
Congress president Amarinder
Singh (now Punjab chief minister) as MP over the Sutlej-Yamuna Link (SYL) canal issue in
2016, the constituency has not
witnessed an election wherein
two Sikh nominees were in a
direct contest with each other
since 1967.
In the 2017 bypoll, Congress’
Gurjit Singh Aujla defeated BJP

A TOUGH TASK AT
HAND FOR PURI
A senior BJP leader said, “It will
be a tough task for Puri, a
former Indian Foreign Service
(IFS) officer, as the announcement of his name of was made
too late. He has less than a
month’s time to campaign in the
nine assembly segments of the
Lok Sabha seat with Aujla in the
thick of campaign for the last
three months,” he said.
Also, of the nine assembly
constituencies, the Congress
won on eight in the 2017 assembly polls. Moreover, three state
cabinet ministers have been
campaigning for Aujla, making
the task for Puri even tougher.
Earlier, the state BJP leaders
were expecting that the party
high command will field a celebrity from the seat as the time for
the campaign was less.
State party president Shwait
Malik said, “Puri will come to
Amritsar in a day or two. We
have already started our campaign. The Congress is divided
in Amritsar, which will benefit
our party.”

n

anil.kumar@htlive.com

n

Hardeep Singh Puri

IN THE 2017 BYPOLL,
CONGRESS’ GURJIT
AUJLA DEFEATED BJP
NOMINEE RAJINDER
MOHAN SINGH CHINNA,
ALSO A SIKH FACE,
BY 1,99,189 VOTES
nominee Rajinder Mohan Singh
Chinna, also a Sikh face, by a
margin of 1,99,189 votes.
Of a total of 19 contests,
including three bypolls, in the
parliamentary seat since 1952,
the Congress won 12 while the
BJP secured the seat only 5
times. Janata Party’s Baldev
Prakash and independent can-

n

Gurjit Singh Aujla

didate Kirpal Singh won from
the seat in 1977 and 1989. In the
1967 election, Yagya Dutt
Sharma, a candidate of the Jana
Sangh, the BJP’s forerunner,
managed to win from Amritsar.
After this, the BJP’s Daya
Singh Sodhi, a Sikh face,
secured the seat in 1998.
The seat was again wrested
from the BJP in 1999 by the Congress’ Raghunandan Lal Bhatia.
In 2004, the BJP fielded Navjot
Singh Sidhu (now in Congress)
made hat-trick by winning the
2007 (bypoll) and 2009 election
on party ticket.
In the 2014 Lok Sabha elections, the BJP fielded senior
leader and law minister in the
Atal Bihari Vajpayee government, Arun Jaitley (now Union

NEWCOMERSINLSPOLLS

Cong pins hopes on this
Badal-basher in Bathinda
Vishal Joshi
n

vishal.joshi@htlive.com

AMRINDER SINGH RAJA WARRING,
41, CONGRESS

BATHINDA: Gidderbaha MLA

AmrinderSinghRajaWarring
is the Congress choice to challenge Akalis in Bathinda, a
predominantly rural seat of
the Malwa region from where
Union minister Harsimrat
Kaur Badal is the sitting MP.
The party needed an
aggressive leader to fight the
Badals on their turf after both
finance minister Manpreet
Singh Badal and former chief
parliamentary secretary Navjot Kaur Sidhu refused to contest and Warring fitted the bill.
The young leader, who built
his political career by taking
on the Badals, has shown the
big fight temperament in the
past. He got his first break
when he defeated Manpreet,
who was then the People’s
Party of Punjab (PPP) chief, to
win the prestigious assembly
seat in the 2012 state polls.
On getting elected, the firebrand leader held a series of
protests against the Badal
family, barging into then chief
minister Parkash Singh
Badal’s sangat darshan programme in his constituency at
one stage and police force had
to be deployed to keep him at
bay. He knows the art of staying in the limelight, but gets
carried away often and lands

Seat: Bathinda
Educational qualification: Matriculate
Political debut: In 2012, when he was
elected as an MLA from Gidderbaha.
Claim to fame: Remained national president
of the Youth Congress. He won the
Gidderbaha assembly seat, an Akali
Dal stronghold

›

We cannot call
Warring an
insignificant candidate
from Bathinda. He is
young and outspoken
A SENIOR AKALI LEADER

into controversies for shooting off his mouth.
An active social-media
user, Warring remains on a
perpetual offensive mode
against the Badals in and outside the assembly. In September 2016, Warring was instrumental in organising an overnight sit-in at Punjab Vidhan
Sabha against the then Akali
government.
Considered close to Congress president Rahul Gandhi,

Warring was appointed
national president of the
Youth Congress, the youth
wing of the party, in 2014. With
no political family background, he has quickly
climbed up the ladder due to
his in-your-face style of politics and oratory skills.
“We cannot call Warring an
insignificant candidate from
Bathinda.He is young andoutspoken,” says a senior Akali
leader, requesting anonymity.
A resident of Muktsar, Warring was nurtured politically
in the Congress by former
party veteran Jagmeet Singh
Brar, now senior vice-president of the SAD. Warring
began his political career as
the block chief of the Youth
Congress in 2000 and was elevated as Muktsar district president of the outfit in 2002.

Jai Prakash Jain, an Independent candidate, wearing a garland
of poppy seeds after filing his nomination in Ludhiana on
Monday.
GURPREET SINGH/HT

Harsimrat goes with ‘takdi’
Her name is still to be
announced by the party
from Bathinda, but Union minister food processing industries
and sitting MP Harsimrat
Kaur Badal is already in
campaign mode and addressing
public meetings.
At her rallies, the two-time MP
has been seen wearing a badge

navneetsharma@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH: Punjab Ekta
Party (PEP) president Sukhpal Singh Khaira is in a makeor-break fight. The two-time
Bholath MLA, who quit AAP
in January this year to set up
his separate outfit, is leading
a six-party alliance he
stitched together. Though
hampered by lack of an organisational set-up and limited
appeal, Khaira’s aim is to
make his presence felt by
being more than just another
vote-splitter in Bathinda,
from where he is in the fray,
and elsewhere. HT spoke to
the firebrand leader about
the fight at hand and challenges ahead. Edited excerpts:

How does it feel leading
the fight?
We are getting a fairly good
response. The best response
is in Khadoor Sahib where
our candidate (Paramjit Kaur
Khalra) is getting support
from Sikh jathebandis, sant
samaj, human rights organisations, farmer unions and
taksalis. Similarly, Simarjit
Bains and Manwinder Giaspura are also doing well. We
have given candidates who
contributed to society. I have
covered 200 of the 600 villages
in Bathinda and found that
people are fed up with the two
main parties (Congress and
SAD). There is a strong
undercurrent against them
like 2014 which may give us a
chance to win a few seats. We
are in a good fight.

EC nod to de-silting,
sewerage cleaning
CHANDIGARH: The Election Com-

You neither have a strong organisational set-up nor do you figure in the ‘Namo versus Nyay’
poll narrative. Why should people vote for the alliance?

mission of India (ECI) has
accorded its approval to float
tenders for various works of
de-silting and cleaning of sewers.
Disclosing this on Monday, the
chief electoral officer (CEO),
Punjab, S Karuna Raju, said
Punjab government haf sought
permission to float tenders for
various works, permission to
execute already started works
and nod for award of tenders for
works of de-silting and cleaning
of sewerage.
HTC

The burning issues of Punjab
are more important for people here. They are more concerned about drugs, farm suicides, unemployment and
debt than Namo and Nyay.
People want to know who will
save them from all these

If they tie-up with Congress
in Delhi, whatever little
remains of them here will
also erode. They are finished
in Punjab even now except
for Sangrur where (sitting
MP) Bhagwant Mann has a
little appeal due to his comedy acts.

What about allegations that you
tried to destroy the AAP
because of your personal ambitions?

n

Sukhpal Singh Khaira

problems. They have no faith
in Namo or Nyay that are just
hash tags and a part of political gimmickry.

Do you feel Bargari sacrilege
and police firing issues in
Behbal Kalan will resonate
with voters?
It is an important burning
issue. The way the Akalis
have got the SIT member
changed shows it is a politically-motivated move. The
sentiments of people are hurt
as they know the Akali leadership, the Badal family, is
responsible. They will face
the heat.

By fielding candidates like
Khalra, you have made a strong
Panthic pitch. Is it working?
I have not fielded candidates
with Panthic angle in mind,
but, yes, people who were victimised and wronged have
been given the ticket. I did not
field Bibi Khalra from Khadoor Sahib to play Panthic
politics. When I took up the
fight on the Behbal Kalan firing issue, the same thing was
said. But, my fight was
against injustice.

Why do you think Sikh hardliners like Mokham Singh are
backing her then?

I think they are all sympathetic to her cause. Her husband got eliminated and was
a victim of unconstitutional
working of the Punjab Police.
Their sympathies are with
her. They are not seeking
anything in return.

Taksalis and AAP want her
to contest as an independent
candidate.
I want to request (Taksali
leader Ranjit Singh) Brahmpura not to fall for cheap
machinations of AAP. We do
not want support from AAP
because they first surrendered before (Akali leader)
Bikram Singh Majithia on
drugs issue and now they are
beseeching the Congress for
an alliance. I want to ask
Brahmpura that if we include
AAP in the alliance and they
form a coalition with the Congress in Delhi, won’t he feel
ashamed. She is very much a
PDA candidate. Any decision
on her candidature will be
taken by all alliance members.

There is a feeling that you are
aiming to outdo AAP and
become the third alternative.
Our aim is to outdo even Akalis. We want to be in the political centre stage to become the
alternative in 2022.

Modi’s nuke remark reckless: Capt
n

gagandeep@htlive.com

JALANDHAR :Punjab chief minis-

ter Captain Amarinder Singh on
Monday lashed out at Prime
Minister Narendra Modi for the
making “an irresponsible statement over nuclear weapons”,
reminding the latter to stop
politicising the air strikes in
Pakistan’s Balakot.
Addressing a rally in Jalandhar after accompanying Congress candidate Chaudhary
Santokh Singh to file his nominations papers, the CM said
it was unfortunate and irresponsible on part of the country’s leader to say that nuclear
arsenal is not made for Diwali
and it can be used against the
adversary.
“Every day, our security forces personnel are dying in
Jammu and Kashmir but
nobody has the courage to take
responsibility or talk about
them. The security forces are
not Modi’s personal property,”
he said.

that carries the party’s election
symbol, ‘takdi’ (weighing
scale), in her meetings. The
‘takdi’ symbol is different from
the ‘Proud to be an
Akali’ badge her husband,
Shiromani Akali Dal (SAD)
chief Sukhbir Singh Badal,
sports at all his public meetings these days.

‘DON’T AGREE WITH
CALLING 1984 RIOTS
AN ACT OF TERROR ‘
Questioned over Modi accusing
the Congress of fielding 1984
anti-Sikh riots suspects and
terming the killings as an act of
terrorism, Amarinder Singh
said, “If somebody was inducted
into the party, I am not aware of
it. I left the party in 1984 and
rejoined in 1994,” he said.
Whether he agreed with Modi
calling the 1984 massacre an act
of terror, the CM said, “Absolutely not. Modi can say anything,” he said. He also slammed
the BJP for fielding Pragya
Singh Thakur from Bhopal.
“How can they field a person
who is facing the terror charges?”
He questioned the BJP and
the Akali Dal as why they were
not seeking votes on their
so-called major steps — demonetisation and Good Services Tax
(GST) which plunged the country into crisis. “SAD should first
announce its candidates from
the Bathinda and Ferozepur
constituencies,” he said.
CONG MLAS SAY DRUGS
NOT WIPED OUT FULLY
Two Congress MLAs — Hardev
Singh Laddi Sherowalia (Shahkot) and Rajinder Beri (Jalandhar central) admitted that

Actually, they are responsible. I am not the only one who
left the party. Beginning with
people like Prashant
Bhushan and Yogendra
Yadav who built the party, I
can give the names of dozens
of leaders who left it. Either
people have deserted them or
just been thrown out. (AAP
convener Arvind) Kejriwal is
the sole person responsible
for breaking the party. I did
not plan anything. One thing
happened after the other.

Dera premis are saying they are
being approached by political
parties. What’s your stand?
Honestly speaking, we are
not approaching any dera at
all. I respect all religious
sects, but strongly feel they
should not be dragged into
electoral politics.

is the truth about talk that you
are getting huge amount of
funds from NRIs?
NRIs shifted from AAP to our
party lock stock and barrel
and some are here to support
us, but most of them are supporting by calling up their
friends and relatives. As for
funds, whatever support they
are giving is through proper
channel. Any govt or agency
is welcome to inquire into
allegations being levelled in
this regard. We are not getting anything in an illegal
manner.

SHOW-CAUSE

Taking blessings of
Guru Granth Sahib
doesn’t violate
poll code: Khalra
HT Correspondent
n

n

CM Amarinder Singh addresses a rally in support of Congress nominee Chaudhary Santokh Singh (R) in
Jalandhar on Monday as former MP Mohinder Singh Kaypee (2R) looks on.
PARDEEP PANDIT/HT

9 NOMINATIONS FILED ON DAY 1
HT Correspondent

Ludhiana Independent’s poppy love

n

n

Gagandeep Jassowal

POLLDIARY
Independent candidate from
Ludhiana, Jai Prakash Jain
alias Titu Bania, 40, wants a
green signal to poppy cultivation
in state to improve the economic
condition of the farmers. Titu, a
comedian by profession, filed his
nomination papers on Monday
and deposited the security
amount from his child’s piggy
bank. The supporters honoured
Titu with poppy seed garlands.
Titu had contested the general
elections in 2014 as well and was
polled 1,500 votes. When asked
doesn’t advocating poppy cultivation mean promoting drugs,
Titu said the government itself
sells liquor which is also an
intoxicant. That calls for a
debate.

How do you think AAP’s desperate attempts to forge an alliance with Congress in Delhi will
play out here?

Navneet Sharma

BATTLE LINES DRAWN Barring 2017 LS bypoll, seat hasn’t seen an election
wherein two Sikh candidates were in a direct fight with each other since 1967

n

letterschd@hindustntimes.com

CHANDIGARH :Nine candi-

dates submitted papers on
the first day of nomination
filing across the state on
Monday. Chief electoral
officer S Karuna Raju said
Kabal Singh (independent)
filed his nomination from
Amritsar, while Santokh
Singh Chaudhary and
Vikramjit Singh Chaudhary of the Congress party
filed nominations from
drugs have been not completely
eradicated in the state, adding
that the state government has
given a free hand to the police to
deal with the problem.
Santokh Singh said the CM
has taken a serious note of the
sacrilege incident in Bargari
and police firing. “I requested
the CM to get the 1986 Nakodar
police incidents probed and take
it to its logical conclusion so that
SAD could be exposed,” he said.
SULKING KAYPEE
ACCOMPANIES MP
AFTER CM MEETS HIM
Upset over denial of party ticket
to him, sulking Congress leader
Mohinder Singh Kaypee agreed
to extend his support to party
candidate from Jalandhar,
Chaudhary Santokh Singh,

Jalandhar (Reserved seat).
Badal Singh filed nomination (as independent) from
Faridkot (Reserved),
Raghunath Singh of the
CPM from Anandpur
Sahib, Baldev Raj Katana of
National Justice Party and
Jai Prakash Jain (independent) from Ludhiana.
Gursewak Singh of the SAD
(Amritsar) filed nomination from Bathinda and
Mahinder Pal Singh of
Bhartiya Lok Sewa Dal
from Sangrur.
after chief minister Amarinder
Singh visited his house in the
city to meet him on Monday.
The chief ministerasked Kaypee to accompany him to show
solidarity with the party. Kaypee, a former state Congress
chief, had publically questioned
the party’s decision of allotting
ticket to sitting MP Chaudhary
and called it his political murder. He, however, later softened
his tone after he held meetings
with the party high command
that reportedly assured him to
reward suitably.
“Kaypee is a senior Congress
leader and my old friend. During my previous term as CM, he
was PPCC (Punjab Pradesh
Congress Committee) chief. He
will work for the party,” Amarinder said.

assetswatch
CHUADHARY
SANTOKH SINGH
PARTY: Congress
CONSTITUENCY: Jalandhar
(reserved)
ASSETS IN 2019 (including
spouse’s): ₹9.28 crore
ASSETS IN 2014 (including
spouse’s) – ₹10.4 crore
MOVABLE (TOTAL
VALUE): ₹1.9 crore
Cash in hand: ₹2 lakh
Jewellery: ₹1.5 lakh
(approx)
Bank Balance: ₹30.7 lakh
Vehicles: A BMW car
(₹32.7 lakh), a Honda
Accord (₹ 4.9 lakh) and
a Maruti Gypsy (₹ 3.1 lakh)
Weapons: .12 calibre
gun (₹7,000) and .32
calibre revolver
(₹50,000)

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

AMRITSAR: Replying to a showcause notice for violating the
model code of conduct, Punjab
Ekta Party (PEP) Khadoor
Sahib candidate Paramjit Kaur
Khalra on Monday said that
“taking blessings of Guru
Granth Sahib” does not violate
the election code.
She also urged Khadoor
Sahib returning officer (RO)
Pardeep Kumar Sabarwal, who
had issued the notice, to ignore
the matter.
The RO had issued the notice
to Khalra after she termed Guru
Granth Sahib, the Sikh holy
book, as her election manifesto
while giving an interview to a
news channel on Saturday.
In her reply, Khalra said,
“The message of Guru Granth
Sahib is not only for a particular
community, but it is for the
humanity. I am saddened that
the notice was issued to me on
the complaints of those leaders
who were responsible for making an attack on the Golden
Temple, and for the sacrilege
(incidents) in Punjab.”
She said, “I had termed the
directions of Guru Granth
Sahib as my manifesto. I feel
that taking blessings of Guru
Granth Sahib is not a violation
of the model code of conduct,
thus the matter should be
ignored.”
Sabarwal said “We have
received the reply from Bibi
Khalra. The decision will be
taken after examining it thoroughly.”

IMMOVABLE (TOTAL
VALUE) – ₹7.3 crore
Commercial buildings:
₹5.7 crore
TOTAL LIABILITIES:
₹8.6 lakh
WIFE’S ASSETS (TOTAL):
₹8.9 lakh
LIABILITIES: ₹16.7 lakh

n

Paramjit Kaur Khalra, PEP’s
Khadoor Sahib nominee, had
said Guru Granth Sahib is her
election manifesto
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CRY FOR SURVIVAL?

Bumperwheatcropeuphoriadrowns
inworryoverlackofstoragespace
VULNERABLE Due to lack of covered space, most of procured wheat will have to be kept in open plinths
Gurpreet Singh Nibber
n

Harsimrat alleges
moisture-checking
machines in
mandis tampered

gurpreet.nibber@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH: The euphoria of a

bumperwheatcropinPunjabhas
drownedintheworryoverlackof
storagespacefortheproducethat
hasstartedarrivinginstatemandis and procurement centres.
Due to lack of covered space,
most of freshly procured wheat
will be sent for storage in open
plinths making it vulnerable to
the vagaries of weather.
In the covered storage space
available in the state, 100 lakh
tonne rice and 43 lakh tonne
wheat of the previous seasons is
already stacked.
The state has a total storage
capacity of 158.5 lakh tonne
(including 5 lakh tonne silos).
This means only 15 lakh tonne
storage space in the covered
godowns is available for the
wheat of the current season.
Besides, 12 lakh tonne wheat is
also stored in the open plinths.
Therefore, most of the crop in
the current season will be stored
in the openplinths which arenot
sufficient to hold the entire crop.
The state food and civil supplies department has estimated
arrivalto132lakhtonneofwheat
as marketable surplus while the
totalcapacityofopenplinthsis75
lakh tonne, out of which onesixth space is already occupied.
“Inthegivenscenario,wehave
to store wheat in the open and in
thepaddyshellingmills,”saidan
official of the department.
DELAYED HARVESTING
MAY CAUSE SUDDEN
INFLUX
Due to dip in temperatures in
March and sporadic rain last
week, wheat harvesting in the
state has been delayed by a fortnight.
The food and civil supplies
departmentstartedprocurement
from April 1, but only 4 lakh
tonne wheat arrived in mandis
till April 21.
Now,with the risein temperaturesthearrivaloftheproduceis
expected to pick up and procurementagenciesareexpectingsudden influx in coming days.

HT Correspondent
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

BATHINDA/MANSA: With farmers

n

Labourers drying the wheat crop at the new grain market in Patiala on Monday,

The slow movement of wheat
from Punjab to consumer states
is adding to the worries of the
state government. “As against
the monthly average movement
of 10-12 lakh tonne of foodgrains
(wheat and rice) from the state to
consumer states, the movement
hasdippedto7-8lakhtonne,”said
officials in the regional office of
Food Corporation of India (FCI)
in Chandigarh.
Principal secretary, food and
civil supplies department, KAP
SinhatoldHTthatarrangements
forwheatstoragearebeingmade
and FCI has also been asked to
scale up movement out of the
state.“Wearehopefulofvacating
storage space by the time procurement ends,” he added.
The overall bumper crop
in the entire country is adding
to slow movement. There may
havebeenafallof10,000hectares
in area under wheat crop (from
35.12 lakh hectares last year
to 35.02 lakh hectares this year),
butthe overall area under wheat
production in the country
hasgoneupthisseasonbyatleast
7%. As per the figures available
from the agriculture ministry,
wheat was sown over 310 lakh
hectares this season.

BHARAT BHUSHAN /HT

Storage capacity in state
In the covered storage space available, 100 lakh tonne
rice and 43 lakh tonne wheat is already stacked

158.5

143

75

12

Total covered
storage
capacity

Foodgrains
already
stored in
covered
godowns

Storage
capacity
in open
plinths

Wheat
already
stacked on
open plinths

lakh tonne

lakh tonne

lakh tonne

lakh tonne

Capt seeks relaxation in
procurement norms
CHANDIGARH: Punjab chief minis-

ter Capt Amarinder Singh on
Monday wrote to Prime Minister
Narendra Modi seeking relaxation in the specifications for procurement of wheat in the current
season, in view of the crop losses
suffered by farmers due to
unseasonal rain.
The CM has also asked the PM
to direct the ministry of consumer affairs, food and public
distribution to depute a team of
experts to visit Punjab to assess

the loss in quality of wheat due to
the rain so that revised specifications can be offered. The relaxation has been sought without a
value cut.
He pointed out that rain at the
time of maturity of crop had
caused damage leading to loss of
grain quality because of waterlogging, leading to loss of lustre
loss. The CM urged Modi to
immediately resolve the issue to
ensure hassle-free procurement
of wheat.
HTC

alleging that state agencies are
not procuring wheat crop claiminghighmoisturecontent,Union
food processing industry minister Harsimrat Kaur Badal on
Monday came out in their support and claimed that moisturecheckingmachinesusedinmandis are tampered.
Harsimrat, who visited the
Bathinda grain market to take
stock of the situation, claimed
that the machine she chose for a
trial was showing moisture content even without any gains in it.
Shesaid,“Thisisanewkindof
‘goondatax’beingcollectedfrom
farmersinthenameofhighmoisturecontentby wayoforganised
rigging of machines.”
Harsimrat, the sitting Shiromani Akali Dal (SAD) MP from
Bathinda, accused the Congress
governmentof“becomingapartner in this extortion racket
against the farmers.”
A coordination committee of
procurement agencies had on
Sunday announced to stop purchase of wheat for 48 hours, stating that the moisture content in
the grains was higher than the
permissible limit of 12% even as
farmers are demanding prompt
procurement of crop.
On the alleged tampering of
machines, Bathinda DC Srinivasan said. “The machines have
beenprovidedbyPunjabAgriculturalUniversityandbyandlarge
these are functioning properly.
Whereverthereisaproblem,the
machines are being changed.”
Meanwhile, agencies resumed
wheat procurement following a
protest by farmers’ unions in
Mansa on Sunday.

n

A house sparrow sitting on wheat crop in a field at Sidhuwal village in Patiala. This species of
birds, which was most common in the region, is rarely spotted these days.
BHARAT BHUSHAN/HT

FA K E E N C O U N T E R

HC forms fresh SIT to probe
charges against Umranangal
HT Correspondent
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH : A three-member

special investigation team
(SIT), headed by director general of police (DGP, PSPCL) Sidharth Chattopadhyaya, will
probe the allegations of a fake
encounter against suspended
inspector general of police (IGP)
Paramraj Singh Umranangal,
among others, in a 1994 case.
The other two members of the
probe team are ADGP Gurpreet
Kaur Deo and IGP B Chandra
Sekhar.
All the three officers picked
up by the Punjab and Haryana
high court for the probe hail
from outside Punjab. This
comes in the wake of a request
from the petitioner who alleged
patronage to the accused by
local officers.
The order with regard to the
SIT was passed by a high court
bench on April 11 (made available on Monday) on hearing a
2013 plea of Dalbir Kaur, whose
husband Sukhpal Singh was
allegedly killed in a fake
encounter by a Punjab Police
team led by Umranangal in 1994.

DGP CHATTOPADHYAYA
TO HEAD SIT FORMED ON
PLEA OF VICTIM’S
WIDOW THAT ACCUSED
ENJOY PATRONAGE BY
LOCAL POLICE OFFICERS
She alleged that after killing
her husband, the police team
claimed that dreaded terrorist
Gurman Singh Bandala was
killed in the encounter. Later,
Bandala was found alive.
“I am of the opinion that considering the rank of respondent
No. 3 (Umranangal), the nature
and gravity of the allegations,
the level of the existing SIT conducting the investigation, its
progress since the registration
of the FIR on 15.03.2016 and
other over all circumstances of
the case, it is fit case to constitute a sufficiently higher level
SIT, for a speedy and effective
investigation and to allay the
apprehensions and inspire the
confidence of all concerned in
its fairness,” the high court
bench of justice Arun Monga

said.
The existing SIT comprised
the area DSP, the SHO concerned and the in-charge, CIA
staff, Batala.
The FIR was registered in
2016, three years after the petition was filed in the high court.
The SIT had even failed to ascertain the identity of any of the 3-4
persons, who had allegedly
taken away Sukhpal Singh in
August 1994, the court said. .
“Even if a theft of a bicycle is
reported, the police have to register an FIR. It is rather bizarre
that when a human being disappears, is abducted, not even a
DDR is recorded, what to say of
an FIR,” the court observed.
“Such extraordinarily peculiar and abnormal situation
makes one curious and suspicious of the dubious conduct of
the concerned police officials,”
the court said while taking note
of the fact that no FIR was registered by police on disappearance of Sukhpal Singh, even as
his family approached them
time and again.
The court also noted that the
media highlighted the issue in
2007, but the police failed to act.

Over 100 acres of
wheat gutted in
Muktsar villages

HEAT AGAINST CHEAT

HT Correspondent
n

n

Pearl group investers holding a protest outside the district administrative complex in Bathinda on
.SANJEEV KUMAR/HT
Monday.

lettershcd@hindustantimes.com

MUKTSAR: Standing wheat crop
spread over more than 100 acres
in three villages of Muktsar district was gutted in farm fires that
broke out in the fields on Monday causing huge monetary
losses to the farmers.
The fire incidents were
reported from Tamkot, Bhoondar and Mrar Kalan villages. In
the district In Tamkot and
Bhoondar villages, fire engulfed
wheat cultivation over an estimated area of 90 acres. The reason behind these fire incidents is
yet to be ascertained.
In Mrar Kalan village, crop
spread over around 20 acres was
destroyed in a fire that was allegedly caused by an electric short
circuit.

As Ghubaya campaigns in Ferozepur,
local Congress leaders stay away
election
2019

FEROZEPUR LS SEAT
Gaurav Sagar Bhaskar
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

FEROZEPUR: Congress party’s Fer-

ozepur candidate Sher Singh
Ghubayamayhavesucceededin
prevailing upon the party high
command to bag the ticket after
switching over from SAD, but
winning over the local leaders
seems to be a tough task. During
his maiden visit to his constituency on Monday, majority of
the senior Congress leaders,
including sitting MLAs, didn’t
show up.
Ghubaya was welcomed by
some local leaders at Talwandi
Bhai, the entry point of Ferozepur, and was accompanied by
Jasmail Singh Laddi Gehri, the
husband of Ferozepur (rural)
MLA Satkar Kaur.
At Ferozepur, local congress
MLA Parminder Singh Pinki as
well as district party chief Gurcharan Singh Nahar were conspicuous by their absence.
Meanwhile, at Golo Ka Maur
undertheGuruHarSahaiassem-

n

Congress’ Ferozepur Lok Sabha candidate Sher Singh Ghubaya during a road show at Talwandi Bhai
HT PHOTO
village on Monday.

bly segment, cabinet minister
and strong ticket contender,
Rana Gurmit Sodhi, was busy
‘pacifying’ his supporters over
denial of party ticket and did not
join the convoy of Ghubaya.
“Neither PPCC chief Sunil
Jakhar nor Rana Sodhi got the
ticket, which has left most of the
local leaders heartbroken,” said
NachatarSingh,aRaiSikhleader
of the Congress party.
“Instead to fielding a turncoat

who had done so many excesses
onCongressworkersinthelast10
years, any other Rai Sikh should
have been fielded,” rued Balwinder Singh.
“Partyworkersareveryupset
overthedecisionofthepartyhigh
commandandIwillapprisetheir
sentimentstoPunjabCMCaptain
AmarinderSinghaswellasother
senior leaders of the party,” said
Rana Sodhi.
Meanwhile, former minister

Hans Raj Jossan,an OBC leader,
also stayed away from Ghubaya
when he reached Jalalabad late
evening on Monday. “The decision of the party is unfortunate,
but we will try to convince our
supporters,” said Jossan.
“In a democratic system,
everyonehastherighttodemand
ticket,soIhavenogrudgeagainst
any Congress leader. I will soon
meetallofthemtoseektheirsupport,” said Ghubaya.
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BATTLEFIELD HARYANA

PartiesfailwomeninHaryanaagain NEWCOMERSINLSPOLLS
Riding on family legacy,

POOR RECORD State’s patriarchal mindset comes to fore as major parties field only six women
among 50 candidates in fray for 10 Lok Sabha seats; only women from political families get to contest
Neeraj Mohan and Sunil Rahar
n

neeraj.mohan@hindustantimes.com

KARNAL/AMBALA :Women empowerment remains a distant dream
in Haryana. Traditionallya male
bastion with a skewed sex ratio
and high rate of crime against
women, the state has a poor
record of fielding women candidates.
This time, there are only six
women candidates from major
parties for the 10 seats, while the
number of male candidates is 44.
The Indian National Lok Dal
(INLD), the state’s oldest
regional party, did not give a
ticket to any woman candidate.
Arvind Kejriwal’s Aam
Aadmi Party, which forged an
alliance with Jannayak Janta
Party (JJP) and fielded its candidates on three seats, also
did not field any woman candidate.
The JJP has a lone woman
candidate in Swati Yadav, who is
contesting from Bhiwani-Mahendergarh. This after party
leader Dushyant Chautala
announced last month that his
party will field three women candidates.
Sunita Duggal, a former
Indian Revenue Service (IRS)

Of the 131 MPs elected from the state since it was carved out of Punjab in 1966,
women were elected to Parliament only nine times.

2014
Total candidates
Women in fray

2009
230
10

INLD candidate
1
Congress candidate 1
BJP-HJC (BL)
0

2004

Total candidates
Women fielded

210
14

Congress
BJP-INLD alliance

2
1

HJC (BL)

0

officer, is the only woman candidate of the ruling Bharatiya Janata Party from Sirsa (reserved)
seat.
Even the Congress, which
promises 33% reservation for
women in Parliament and state
assemblies, gave the ticket to
only two women candidates,
Kumari Selja from Ambala
(reserved) and state legislative
party leader Kiran Chaudhary’s
daughter Shruti from BhiwaniMahendergarh. Both women are
from political dynasties.
The BSP-LSP alliance has
fielded Raj Bala Saini from Sonepat and Shashi Saini from Kurukshetra. Both are contesting
from Raj Kumar Saini’s Loktantra Suraksha Party.

1999
160
8

Total candidates
Women in fray

114
3

Congress, BJP, INLD

2
each

BJP-INLD alliance

1
each

the women’s studies and
research centre of Kurukshetra
University, says parties hesitate
to field women as they undermine their ability to win.
“Women’s
representation
should be increased. When given
an opportunity, women candidates perform better despite getting political, educational and
social exposure much later than
men,” she says.
University professor Santosh
Dahiya says parties don’t give
tickets to women because they
want to restrict them to
rallies.
“Only a woman from a political family gets to contest.
Women’s participation in our
country is 11% . Despite the pass-

Digvijay to take on Hooda in Sonepat
KEEN CONTEST Hooda defeated Digvijay’s great grandfather Devi Lal thrice from Rohtak
HT Correspondent
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

CANDIDATES’PROFILE

CHANDIGARH: Digvijay Chautala,

the grandson of Indian National
Lok Dal supremo Om Prakash
Chautala,wouldtakeontwo-time
chief minister Bhupinder Singh
Hooda, who had defeated his
great grandfather Devi Lal,
thrice.
Digvijay, 29, who would contest from Sonepat, was among
threecandidatesfielded on MondaybytheJannayakJantaPartyAam Aadmi Party (JJP-AAP)
combine, the remaining two
being Mehmood Khan, an alumnus of Indian Institutes of Management(IIM),Ahmedabad,who
would contest from Gurugram
and Jai Bhagwan, a businessman, from Kurukshetra.
Digvijay, is seen to have a
potentialtocauseamajordentin
the Jat vote bank of Hooda, especially in the assembly segments
falling in Jind district of Sonepat
parliamentaryconstituency.Digvijayhadmustered38,000votesin
therecentlyheldJindbypolland
finished second. President of the
studentswingoftheJJP,Digvijay
has been active in students politics for about five years.
While the seat has Ramesh

DIGVIJAY CHAUTALA, 29

JAI BHAGWAN SHARMA, 57

MEHMOOD KHAN, 65

President of Indian National
Students Organisation, the students’ wing of the JJP, Digvijay has
been active in students politics for
about 5 years. Digvijay is seen to
have a potential to cause a dent in
the Jat vote bank of Hooda,
especially in assembly segments in
Jind of Sonepat. He had mustered
38,000 votes in recently held Jind
bypoll and finished second.

Jai Bhagwan, who is also popularly
known as DD, has been active in
politics and remained member of
zila parishad, Kurukshetra. He
fought Pehowa assembly seat in
2014 on a BJP ticket and garnered
about 40,000 votes. He was also
active in students politics and also
twice remained president of Pipli
grain market.

A bachelor from Haryana Agricultural University, Hisar, Khan, is an
alumnus of IIM, Ahmedabad, and
has worked in several multi-national companies for over four
decades. Having being named in
the Forbes India Person of the Year
2009, he is also a recipient of NRI
Bharat award. He is currently into
social work and office-holder of
four social fora.

Kaushik, the sitting Bharatiya
Janata Party MP from Sonepat,
Digvijay would take on Hooda
whohaddefeatedhisgreatgrandfather Devi Lal in 1991, 1996 and
1998fromRohtakLokSabhaseat.
Sonepat is considered to be

Hooda’s citadel.
With Monday’s announcement, the JJP-AAP combine has
named its candidates for all 10
LokSabhaseatsinHaryana.The
other seven are Dushyant Chautala from Hisar, Swati Yadav

Bhaskar Mukherjee
n

bhaskar.mukherjee@hindustantimes.com

BHAVYA BISHNOI, 26, CONGRESS

HISAR : With the launch of

Total candidates
Women in fray

WINNABILITY
UNDERMINED
Of the 131 MPs elected from the
state since it was carved out of
Punjab in 1966, women were
elected to Parliament only nine
times. Of them, Selja, was elected
four times, twice from Ambala
(reserved) and twice from Sirsa
(reserved), Kailsho Saini from
Kurukshetra twice, Chandrawati, Shruti and Sudha Yadav
represented
Bhiwani,
Bhiwani-Mahendergarh and
Mahendergarh seats once,
respectively.
The constituencies of Karnal,
Rohtak, Hisar, Faridabad, Gurugram and Sonepat have not sent
a woman to Parliament.
Ranjana Aggarwal, director of

Bhavya spices up contest

ing of the women’s reservation
bill in the Rajya Sabha, it could
not be passed in the Lower
House,showingthecommitment
of parties towards women’s
empowerment,” Dahiya says.

Women’s participation in Haryana LS election

from Bhiwani-Mahendergarh,
Pradeep Deswal from Rohtak,
Nirmal Singh Malhadi from
Sirsa, Prithvi Raj from Ambala,
Krishan Kumar Aggrawal from
KarnalandNaveenJaihindfrom
Faridabad.

142 candidates
file nominations
on penultimate
day in Haryana

Constituency: Hisar

former chief minister Bhajan
Lal’s grandson 26-year-old
Bhavya Bishnoi from Hisar
Lok Sabha seat, the Congress
party has made the contest triangular. He will take on BJP’s
Brijendra Singh, a former IAS
officer and son of Union steel
minister Birender Singh and
MLA mother from Uchana
Prem Lata; and Jannayak
Janta Party’s (JJP’s) Dushyant Chautala, who is also the
sitting MP.
Political experts say the
entry of Bhavya has made the
contest interesting as he mostlikely will attract non-Jat voters since both his rivals are
Jats.
Bhavya, who studied MSc
in ‘Contemporary India studies’ from St Antony’s College,
Oxford University, filed his
nomination papers on Monday in the presence of his
grandmother Jasma Devi, and
MLAparents KuldeepBishnoi
and Renuka Bishnoi, besides
HPCC chief Ashok Tanwar.
Bhavya’s father Kuldeep and
grandfather Bhajan Lal had
represented Hisar in the Lok
Sabha.
HPCC chief Ashok Tanwar
said, “The Congress party has
fielded its best players in the
political field and all the 10

NEGLECTED SECTION
In 2014, the BJP-HJC(BL) alliance did not field any woman
candidate. OP Chautala’s INLD
and the Congress fielded a
woman candidate each. In 2009,
the INLD-BJP alliance pitched
only BJP’s Sudha Yadav from
Gurgaon, while the Congress
gave the ticket to Selja and
Shruti Chaudhary from Ambala
and Bhiwani-Mahendergarh
seats, respectively.
In 2004, the BJP reposed faith
in Sudha Yadav from Mahendergarh, while Selja (Congress) and
Krishna Malik (INLD) were
fielded from Ambala and Sonepat.
In the 1999 election, the BJPINLD alliance fielded INLD’s
Kailasho Saini from Kurukshetra and Sudha Yadav from
Mahendergarh.
The Congress had not fielded
any woman candidate in 10 seats,
while Bansi Lal’s Haryana Vikas
Party (HVP) fielded its male candidates on both seats.

Educational qualification:
MSc in ‘Contemporary India studies’
from St Antony’s College,
Oxford University
Political debut: First-timer
Electoral record: Nil
Claim to fame: Grandson of former chief
minister Bhajan Lal and MLA couple
Kuldeep Bishnoi and Renuka

›

I always wanted to become an international
cricketer and even played under-15 category
matches for Delhi. There was no pressure on me to
join politics. I personally decided to become a
politician and my main focus will be making Hisar the
capital of Haryana.
BHAVYA BISHNOI, Congress candidate from Hisar

candidates will win by handsome margin.”
“I always wanted to become
an international cricketer and
even played under-15 category
matches for Delhi. There was
no pressure on me to join politics. I personally decided to
become a politician and my
main focus will be making
Hisar the capital of Haryana,”
Bhavya told HT.

He said being a cricketer by
heart, if he is voted to power,
he will work for the sports fraternity ofHisar so that they get
better opportunities to prove
themselves. “I talk less, work
more and will fulfil my poll
promises. We are very much
sure that I will win by a margin of more than one-lakh
votes. Creating new jobs will
be my focus,” Bhavya said.

Selja files papers from Ambala,
Koth enters fray from Hisar

CHANDIGARH: On the penultimate
day of filing nominations in Haryana, 86 nominations were filed
by 64 candidates on Monday, an
official said.
This has taken the total number of those in the fray for the 10
Lok Sabha seats to 142, Joint
Chief Electoral Officer Inder
Jeet said.
Notable leaders who filed
nomination papers on Monday
included former Union Minister
Kumari Selja from Ambala, sitting Deepinder Singh Hooda
from Rohtak, former Chief Minister Bhajan Lal’s grandson Bhavya Bishnoi fron Hisar, former
MP Avtar Singh Badana from
Faridabad (all Congress), former
MP Arvind Sharma from Rohtak
and sitting MP Ramesh Chander
Kaushik from Sonipat (all BJP)
and sitting MP Charanjit Singh
Rori from Sirsa(Indian National
Lok Dal).All 10 candidates of the
ruling Bharatiya Janata Party
(BJP) have now filed their nomination papers, Chief Minister
Manohar Lal Khattar said. The
last date for filing of nominations
IANS
is Tuesday (April 23).

AMBALA/HISAR: RajyaSabhamember and former Union minister
Kumari Selja filed her nomination papers as Congress candidate from Ambala (reserved) on
Monday.
Selja, who is seeking her fifth
term in Lok Sabha, had represented Ambala in 2004 and 2009
and Sirsa in 1991 and 1996.
Former Haryana chief minister Bhupinder Singh Hooda was
presentwhenSeljafiledhernominationpapersatthedeputycommissioner’s office in Ambala
city.
Sheljahadreachedthedeputy
commissioner’sofficeinaprocession in which a large number of
Congress workers were
present.
Earlier, addressing a massive
crowd, Hooda said Selja was his

SURESH KOTH,
INLD, HISAR

CHARANJEET SINGH
RORI, INLD, SIRSA

BHAVYA BISHNOI,
CONGRESS, HISAR

RAMPAL, INLD,
AMBALA (RESERVED)
Cash in hand: ₹2 lakh

HT Correspondent
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

FORMER HARYANA CM
BHUPINDER HOODA WAS
BY HER SIDE WHEN SHE
SUBMITTED HER PAPERS
younger sister.
“As a brother, I was present
during my sister’s nomination. I
will now fly to Rohtak to be with
my son Deepender Hooda when
he submits his nomination
papers,” he said.
Launching a scathing attack
ontheBJP,theformerchiefminister termed the Narendra Modi
government at Centre the as
“anti-farmerandanti-labourer”.
Selja said she would be
indebtedtothepeopleforthelove
bestowed on her.
“You should compare the
development works doneduring
the previous Congress government with the development

works carried out in the BJP
regime. The BJP is politicising
thearmedforces,whichbelonged
to all. Ask them (BJP leaders)
what was their role during the
freedom struggle,” she said.
Selja’s father, former Union
minister Dalbir Singh, was
elected Lok Sabha member from
Sirsa four times.
Meanwhile, Bhavya Bishnoi,
accompanied by his parents and
HaryanaPradeshCongressCommittee (HPCC) chief Ashok Tanwar, filed his papers for
Hisar.
Sitting Indian National Lok
Dal MP from Sirsa Charanjeet
Singh Rori and the party’s Hisar
candidate Suresh Koth also filed
their papers.
Rori said that INLD is in a
strong position in Haryana and
the party is sure that all candidates will win by a huge
margin.

assetswatch

ARVIND SHARMA,
BJP, ROHTAK

DEEPENDER HOODA,
CONGRESS, ROHTAK

SWATI YADAV, JJP,
BHIWANI

Cash in hand: ₹2.5 lakh

Cash in hand: ₹15.76 lakh

Cash in hand: ₹76,000

KUMARI SELJA,
CONG, AMBALA
(RESERVED)

Cash in hand: ₹40,000

Cash in hand: ₹3.40 lakh

Bank deposits: ₹12.9 lakh

Bank deposits: ₹5.5 crore

Bank deposits: ₹2 lakh

Cash in hand: ₹2 lakh

Bank deposits: ₹1.85 lakh

Bank deposits: ₹8 lakh

Cash in hand: ₹10 lakh Bank
deposits: ₹19 lakh

Bonds: ₹38.71 lakh

Bonds: ₹2.7 crore

Bonds: Nil

Bank deposits: ₹4.79 crore

Bonds: Nil

Bonds: Nil

Bank deposits ₹19 lakh

Jewellery: ₹36 lakh

Jewellery: ₹1.6 crore

Jewellery: ₹12 lakh

Bonds: ₹1.54 crore

Jewellery: ₹2.04 lakh

Jewellery: ₹4.91 lakh

Bonds: ₹15 lakh

Movable: ₹2.8 crore

Movable: ₹13.5 crore

Movable: ₹1.6 crore

Jewellery: ₹21.22 lakh

Movable assets: ₹4.29 lakh

Movable assets: ₹34.28 lakh

Jewellery: Nil

Immovable: ₹1.30 crore

Immovable: ₹31.2 crore

Immovable: ₹7.5 crore

Vehicle: Honda city

Immovable: ₹19.50 lakh

Immovable: ₹71.25 lakh

Movable assets: ₹1.2 crore

Total: ₹4.1 crore

Total declared assets: ₹44.7 crore

Total declared assets: ₹9.1 crore

Moveable assets: ₹6. 60 crore

Vehicle: Doesn’t own a car

Immovable assets: ₹2.5 crore

Immovable assets: ₹17.44 crore

Total declared assets (including
spouse): ₹23.79 lakh

Vehicle: Toyota Innova and
Mahindra TUV
Total declared assets (including
spouse): ₹1.05 crore

Total declared assets: ₹3.7 crore

Last poll (2014): ₹3.4 crore

Last poll (2014): ₹35.87 crore

Total declared assets: ₹24.04 crore

PONZI SCAM

Fresh controversy on bail to Gujarat bizmen
HT Correspondent
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH: A Punjab and Haryana high court bench will decide
onTuesdaywhetherRahulModi
and Mukesh Modi, two Gujarat
businessmen, had ‘lied’ to court
aboutmedicalconditionofoneof
their family members, which
becamebasisofavacationbench
granting them bail last week.
Thehighcourtbenchofjustice
Ajay Tewari on Monday
remanded back the matter to the
bench of justice Amit Rawal,
whichhadgrantedinterimbailto

the duo on April 18 during vacations in the high court. The businessmen are being investigated
by serious fraud investigation
office (SFIO) in an alleged ₹8,000crore ponzi scam, in which they
have allegedly “duped” lakhs of
people.
In March this year, the
SupremeCourthadcancelledthe
bail granted to the duo by the
Delhi high court, when the Centre had questioned ‘territorial
jurisdiction’ of Delhi court in the
case stating that the duo were
deniedbailbyaGurugramcourt.
The SC had told them to sur-

IN MARCH THIS YEAR,
THE SUPREME COURT
HAD CANCELLED THE
BAIL GRANTED TO DUO
render before a Gurugram court
by April 1. They were arrested in
December 2018, but released on
bail after Delhi high court’s
order.
As of Punjab and Haryana
high court, it had on April 18
allowedthemtovisitAhmedabad
in custodyof two Haryana police
officers and granted bail for 15

days. The duo had approached
the high court citing illness of
grandmother of Rahul Modi and
sought to visit the family in
Ahmedabad, which was allowed
by court on April 18.
However, the Centre had
moved an application on Saturday stating that they ‘lied’ to
court and Rahul’s grandmother
wasnotadmittedinthathospital.
On Monday, Modis’ lawyer
told the court that on that date, it
was mentioned to the court that
grandmother‘wastobe’admitted
toUNMehtaHospitalinAhmedabad, but somehow ‘inadvert-

ently’, it got recorded that she
was ‘already’ admitted there. An
application has already been
moved for correction of that
order, the court was told.
Justice Tewari referred the
matter back to the chief justice
observing that to ascertain what
statement was made before justiceRawalwastobeexaminedby
him. Justice Rawal does not deal
with criminal cases these days
and matter got listed before him
due to vacations. It was listed
before justice Tewari as he is
assigned criminal-cases roaster
these days.

In-laws booked for
assaulting woman
GURUGRAM: A 32-year-old woman
has accused her husband’s
cousinandauntofassaultingher
and threatening her for life.
Police said, the woman, Uma,
marriedManoj,38,in2014andthe
couplelivedwiththefamily.Uma
claimed the couple moved out in
March this year. On Sunday,
Umaallegedherhusband’saunt,
came to her place and started
fighting with her. “When Uma
raised an alarm, her neighbours
came and told the aunt to
leave,”police said. Later, the
aunt’s son came and abused and
assaultedher.AnFIRwaslodged
underrelevantIPCsections. HTC

Vehicle: Does not own a vehicle

Bank deposits: ₹10,000
Bonds:₹1 lakh
Jewellery: ₹1.42 lakh
Movable assets:₹4.52 lakh
Immovable: ₹25 lakh
Wife: Movable assets: ₹2.63 lakh
Immovable: ₹12 lakh
Total assets (including spouse):
₹44 lakh

Two killed in road
accident in Karnal
HT Correspondent
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

KARNAL :Two people were killed
and two others critically injured
when two motorcycles had a
head-on collision on KarnalPingali road near Daulatpur village.
The deceased have been identified as Praveen Kumar, 32, of
Narukheri village and Vikrant,
22, of Rahra village. They injured
have been identified as Praveen’s brother Ravinder and
Vikrant’s pillion rider Mukesh.

They were rushed to a private
hospital in Karnal, where
Vikrant and Praveen were
declared brought dead and
Ravinder and Mukesh were
admitted with multiple injuries.
A case under Section 304 A (causing death by negligence) and 279
(rash driving) has been registered. Police say investigation is
going on and action will be taken
after recording the statements of
the injured.
The bodies were handed over
to their family members after
post-mortem.
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spiceoflife

Amritsar: Garbage
collection hit as 850
workers go on strike

May the tribe of the compassionate increase
Chetana Vaishnavi

their valour and compassion.
Members of the Sikh community have played a vital role
in my life too. When my husband and I landed in Chandigarh four decades ago from
Kashmir, I was apprehensive
even though I had some
exposure to Sikh families in
Mumbai during my formative
years.
For months, I found it difficult to tell one Sikh gentleman
from another because of the
turban that hid the upper part
of the face. But when I joined a
project, Mr JS, a colleague,
treated me like an elder sister.
The first time he visited us in
Sector 15, he saw that we did
not even have a bed in our
home. Moved by our condition,

T

he compassion shown by
Sikhs after the Pulwama
terror attack in February played a vital role in alleviating the fear of Kashmiri
Muslims escaping the backlash. The Sikh community
believes in peace and prosperity for all and therefore
Kashmiris stranded as journalists or as students in institutions across the country
received support from nongovernmental organisations
such as Khalsa Aid to reach
home safe.
Historically,
Sikhism
evolved in times of religious
persecution more than 500
years ago. Sikhs are known for

PENDING SALARY Mayor says cleanliness works to resume today

SIKHISM EVOLVED IN
TIMES OF RELIGIOUS
PERSECUTION MORE
THAN 500 YEARS AGO.
SIKHS ARE KNOWN FOR
THEIR VALOUR AND
COMPASSION
he offered to get a steel cot in 11
monthly instalments of Rs 10.
I still can’t forget how he rode
his cycle from Attawa, holding
the folded steel cot in one hand
till he reached our house. I
retain the cot as a mark of gratitude to him.
Then Dr SK came into my
life when I was studying. She

treated me like a daughter and
encouraged me to study on.
In the early nineties, a few
months after I appeared for a
faculty interview in a medical
college, professor KS, who was
heading the interview board,
met me on the way and asked
me why I did not join the post.
A few days later, professor JS,
heading the medical college,
asked me the same question.
Surprised, I learnt that my
appointment letter was deliberately withheld by the office
concerned to please mischievous elements governing my
academic life. Unfortunately
for them, and fortunately for
me, there were two other wonderful Sikh gentlemen who
helped me win my bread and

letterstoeditor
FAILURE OF INTELLIGENCE
AGENCIES

n

A woman walks past an overflowing garbage bin on Majitha road in Amritsar on Monday.

HT Correspondent
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

AMRITSAR :As many as 850 sanitation employees of solid waste
management company continued their strike for the second
day, hitting the cleanliness of the
city.
The sanitation staff has suspended the garbage lifting work
over delay in payment of their
salaries, which has been pending
for the last two months. The
strike has affected 75 wards of
the city and over 250 garbage lifting trucks are lying non-operational.
Meanwhile, heaps of garbage
is seen littered on the city streets
while the garbage bins are overflowing with wastes. The residents were facing hard time as
the accumulated garbage heaps
emitted foul smell. Besides areas
in the walled city, the worst hit
areas are Rani Ka Bagh, Majitha
Road, GT Road, Ram Bagh and
Ranjit Avenue among others.

shortstories
PREGNANT
WOMAN KILLED
AS CAR HITS BIKE
NEW DELHI: A 23-year-old
pregnant woman was killed after
a bike on which she was riding
pillion with her husband was hit
by a car from behind in northwest
Delhi’s Jahangirpuri on Sunday
evening. Police are trying to trace
HTC
the vehicle and its rider.

Bharat Darshan train to
start from Jalandhar today
JALANDHAR : A tourist train,
Bharat Darshan, that will cover all
important destinations in the
country in the course of a month
will begin its journey from the
Jalandhar City railway station on
Tuesday. Launched by the Indian
Railway Catering and Tourism
Corporation , the train will start
from the city railway station at
HTC
12:40pm.

EC gives nod to tenders for
Nanak birth anniversary
CHANDIGARH: ECI on Monday
gave nod to tendering of works
related to 550th birth anniversary
celebrations of Guru Nanak. Chief
electoral officer S Karuna Raju
said the state government had
sought a clarification on tendering process for works in connection with the 550th birth anniversary celebrations of Guru Nanak.
As per Raju, the commission has
no objection to the proposals as
far as poll code of conduct is
concerned with the condition
that no publicity should be
HTC
done.

Manoj Kumar, in-charge,
solid waste management company, said, “We collect more
than 400 metric tonnes of garbage from the 75 wards on daily
basis. As the employees have not
got their salaries for the last two
months, they have suspended
the work. The officials of municipal corporation (MC) have
assured us to pay our salaries on
time. However, our salaries are
still pending. The sanitation staff
will resume their work only
when the civic body will clear
their payments.”
‘FUNDS MEANT FOR
STAFF DIVERTED FOR
OTHER PURPOSES’
When contacted, mayor Karamjit Singh Rintu said, “The private
company had diverted ₹10 crore,
which we had given them in last
three months. Despite releasing
funds from our side, the private
firm had not paid salaries to its
employees and had used the
money for other purposes. We

›

SAMEER SEHGAL/HT

We collect more than
400 metric tonnes of
garbage from 75 wards on
daily basis. As the staff
have not got their salaries
for last two months, they
have suspended the work.
MANOJ KUMAR, solid waste
management company in-charge

have released ₹83 lakh today
(Monday) and pending salaries
of the staff have been cleared.We
have also taken a written undertaking from the company confirming that the money meant
for sanitation employees will not
be used for other purposes.”
“The company already owes
₹10 crore to the corporation,”
said mayor, adding that the salaries have been cleared and
the garbage lifting will resume
from Tuesday (today).

‘Will campaign to
ensure SAD-BJP
win on all 13 seats’

n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

NEWDELHI: Till a few days ago, the

Aam Aadmi Party (AAP) and the
Congress were holding talks to
forge an alliance in Delhi. Now,
with the possibility of a tie-up
almost over, candidates of the
two parties are preparing to face
each other in what will be a threecornered contest for the seven
parliamentary seats in Delhi.
Besides the BJP, the AAP candidates will be contesting against
heavyweights of Delhi politics
fielded by the Congress. Comparatively, all AAP candidates,
except the North West Delhi candidate Gugan Singh, have never
been in an electoral fight. Also,
the BJP has retained five MPs
and named former cricketer
Gautam Gambhir as its nominee
from East Delhi. The party is yet
to announce its candidate from
North West constituency.

It is horrible that 290 persons
became victims of senseless violence in Sri Lanka. What was the
fault of these innocent worshippers, tourists, ordinary citizens
and police officials? Clearly,
this is an intelligence failure.
How could a group execute a
series of bombings and violent
activities in various parts of the
country that too in a coordinated manner and the security
agencies could not pre-empt
them?
Rajendra Aneja, via email

UT QUOTA IN CITY
COLLEGES
Around 85% seats are reserved
in arts and science colleges in
Chandigarh for students who
pass their Class 12 exams from
city schools. Chandigarh is the
capital of Haryana and Punjab.
It is a great injustice to the students of both the states who
wish to pursue their studies at
city colleges. At least students of
Punjab, Haryana and Himachal
Pradesh should be treated on a
par with Chandigarh students.
Sukhdev Singh Minhas,
Chandigarh

SADHVI’S CANDIDATURE IS
ANTI-NATIONAL
Fielding Pragya Singh Thakur
from Bhopal has exposed the
true colours of the Bharatiya
Janata Party. Prime Minister
Narendra Modi, who came to
the rescue of Pragya and compared her with Rahul Gandhi
and Sonia Gandhi being out on
bail, has forgotten the difference between a case under the
Unlawful Activities (Prevention) Act and the one of misap-

also shaped my career. They
are professors BS and HS, who
believed in the power of merit.
In my random prayers to God,
I silently offer them my gratitude.
A year-and-a-half ago when
my family met with a serious
road accident in Sonepat in the
middle of the night, we contacted our Sikh friends in
Mohali, who searched online
and requisitioned an ambulance immediately. Their
timely help saved our lives.
Sikhs are thus largehearted and compassionate
people. May their tribe
increase!
n

chetanavaishnavi@gmail.com

The writer is a Panchkula-based
freelance contributor

ramesh.vinayak@hindustantimes.com
propriation. Not only this,
Pragya made disgusting
remarks about Hemant Karkare, the hero of 26/11 who died
fighting Pakistani terrorists in
Mumbai. Though she took her
statement back, the BJP is
clearly out there to polarise the
country.
SK Khosla, Chandigarh

II
Politicians like Pragya Singh
Thakur of the Bharatiya Janata
Party (BJP) are a liability for the
nation since they deliberately
fan communal passions, damaging the social fabric. In her latest speeches, she boasted of
being part of the mob that
demolished Babri Masjid in 1992
and shamelessly said her curse
killed Hemant Karkare during
the 26/11 Mumbai terror attack
as Karkare had arrested her in
the Malegaon bomb blast case.
Can we justify giving irresponsible politicians like her the title
of ‘sadhvi’?
Brij B Goyal, Ludhiana

AN INDUSTRY IN TROUBLE
The civil aviation industry in
India is passing through the
most complex phase for the last
one decade with many players
falling like a pack of cards, unable to meet their debt obligations. To give a boost to the
domestic aviation sector, the
government has been working
on various initiatives including
upgradation of airports as well
as enhancing regional air connectivity. It is unfortunate that
this turbulence should occur in
a country like India that offers a
huge potential for expansion. It
is necessary that some kind of
viable solution is expeditiously

worked out to ensure business
continuity. The industry is
highly cyclical and operates on
a thin margin with a heavy
capex leading to a high leverage.
The crux of the problem concerning the entire civil aviation
industry will need to be
addressed instead of treating a
single airline in isolation.
SC Dhall, Zirakpur

PRAGMATIC POLICIES, NOT
JINGOISTIC NOTES
Even if the opposition has no
leader of Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s stature, the bharatiya Janata Party must convince
the public about the efficacy of
its policies to tackle the agrarian distress and the joblessness
to ensure its return to power.
The BJP has a lot of things to
learn from its unexpected defeat
in the 2004 Lok Sabha elections
fought by it on the phony if not
the funny ‘Shining India’ plank.
They must remember the 2014
general elections win was more
due to the strong anti-incumbency and corruption charges
against the UPA government
than its own facile promise of
‘achhe din’.
Tarsem Singh, Mahilpur

WHERE ARE THE WOMEN
Despite directions from Congress chief Rahul Gandhi to give
preference to women and bring
in at least 33% women in politics, not much has been done by
the party high command. Similar is the position in other parties as participation of women in
social, economic and political
arena leaves much to be desired.
The Women’s Reservation Bill
is pending and has not been
passed since 1996. It is high time

that political parties voluntarily enhanced the participation
of women to exhibit that they
are really serious about women
empowerment.
Subhash Vaid

A RURAL HEALTH
CARE TRAGEDY
It is a real tragedy that even
after 70 years of independence,
we as a nation have failed to
identify the cause of inadequate
health care and deficiency of
qualified doctors, especially in
rural areas. Commercialisation
of medical education is an
important factor. Unless the
government follows the advice
of former President APJ Abdul
Kalam and provides urban
amenities to rural areas in its
Five Year Plan along with excellent pay packages, incentives,
good infrastructure, availability of medicines and secure
atmosphere, young doctors will
not be willing to work in rural
areas. Making rural service
mandatory without improving
the infrastructure and pay
packages will lead to more problems.
Dr Vitull K Gupta,
Bathinda

RAISING SERIOUS
QUESTIONS ON JUDICIARY
The alleged sexual harassment
complaint against the Chief Justice of India (CJI) by an ex-employee of the Supreme Court
raises serious questions. The
woman was fired from her job
for alleged inappropriate conduct. Apparently, she has tried
to malign the CJI at the behest of
some people who are expecting
some harsh Supreme Court verdicts in the coming days. The

complaint needs to be probed
thoroughly and anyone found
guilty should be punished.
SS Saacha, SAS Nagar

COLLAPSE OF JET
AIRWAYS
The collapse of Jet Airways adds
another sad chapter to the
Indian aviation industry in the
last two decades during which
as many as 12 airlines went bust.
The reasons are almost similar:
Fuel costs, unfavourable foreign exchange equations and
the ambitions and mismanagement. It needs introspection as
to why this airline business is
falling apart despite an exponential spike in air traffic both
in domestic and international
areas. It seems all these airlines
have a certain shelf life. The US
flag bearer PanAm also collapsed after being in existence
for more than 60 years. For Jet
Airways, it is not just a sad end
for its rags-to-riches founder
Naresh Goyal, once listed by
Forbes magazine as one of the
richest persons in India, but
also a big trauma for thousands
of employees who lost their jobs.
Dr BN Anand, Mohali

A DAY TO VALUE BOOKS
Our educational institutions
need to celebrate World Book
Day by encouraging the
younger generation to discover
the pleasure of reading, enabling them to gain knowledge
and improve their wisdom on
words; organising functions in
school and college libraries, creating an atmosphere of reading,
imbibing values and morals
which can be the result of
becoming book readers.
Harpreet Sandhu, Ludhiana

HT Correspondent
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RPF constable dies saving couple, kids

AMRITSAR: Two days after joining

the Shiromani Akali Dal (SAD),
former Congress lawmaker Jagmeet Singh Brar on Monday said
that he will campaign for the SAD
across the state to ensure the
SAD-BJP alliance’s win from all
the 13 seats of Punjab.
The SAD leader was in the holy
city on Monday to pay obeisance
at Golden temple. Addressing
media, Brar said, “SAD president
Sukhbir Singh Badal and Parkash Singh Badal have shown
great faith in me by welcoming
me into the party fold. They have
given me a platform to raise
issues and problems faced by people in the state. The Badals have
instructed me to campaign for the
SAD in the entire Punjab.”
“Along with Badals, I will campaign for each candidate of the
alliance and organise rallies in
their support too. We will make
sure that SAD-BJP wins all 13 Lok
Sabha seats”, said Brar.
Speaking over series of viral
WhatsApp messages, Brar said
that it was a fall for Captain Amarinder Singh. The CMO had
shared a series of messages sent
by Jagmeet, suggesting that he

Anvit Srivastava
n

could help “fix” the Badals and
volunteering to contest the
Bathinda seat. “The man who
belongs to a royal family has
shown his standards. I had served
40 years in the Congress and was
loyal for my outfit. I always
wanted to work for the party but
the Congress betrayed me. They
have shown their real side.”
“Captain has justified my position in front of the nation by
showing those messages. It
clearly shows the type of words I
used in the messages and his
reaction to its original meanings,” said Brar.

LS polls: AAP’s greenhorns
face Delhi’s heavyweights
Abhishek Dey and
Sweta Goswami

05

ALL AAP CANDIDATES,
EXCEPT THE NORTH
WEST DELHI CANDIDATE
GUGAN SINGH HAVE
NEVER BEEN IN AN
ELECTORAL FIGHT
Atishi, the AAP’s candidate
from East Delhi, will be taking on
the Congress’ Arvinder Singh
Lovely, who has been a threetime MLA from Gandhi Nagar
constituency.
“Arvinder Singh Lovely is a
politician who joined the BJP and
returned to the Congress. Any
individual who opposes the ModiShah rule can never see an alternative in Lovely,” Atishi said.
“Lovely was the education
minister in Delhi. I will dig out the
pamphlets he had distributed
ahead of the elections in 2014, take
them to people and make them
see how many promises has he

actually kept,” Atishi, a former
advisor to Delhi’s education minister, said.
In North East Delhi, a Purvanchali bastion, the Congress has
fielded its three-term CM Sheila
Dikshit. For the AAP’s Dilip Pandey it will be his first electoral
outing. The BJP contender from
the seat is the sitting MP Manoj
Tiwari. Ajay Maken, the Congress candidate from New Delhi,
said he and the other Congress
leaders would rather use their
experience in politics and governance to convince voters. Several other AAP leaders said it is
essential for the party to include
in their strategy preparation of
performance reports of Congress
leaders. The AAP candidates Brijesh Goyal, who will be contesting
against Maken from New Delhi,
and Balbir Jakhar, who will be
taking on Congress leader Mahabal Mishra in West Delhi, said
they will adopt the same
approach.

GT Karnal
Road

anvit.srivastava@htlive.com

NEW DELH:i A 50-year-old constable of the Railway Protection
Force (RPF) was killed by a Shatabdi Express on Sunday evening
while saving a couple and some
children from going under the
train at the railway tracks near
Azadpur railway station.
According to the police, the
incident took place around
9.30pm when constable Jagbir
Singh Rana was patrolling the
tracks between Adarsh Nagar
and Aazadpur railway stations.
“His name will be sent to the
President for the bravery award
(posthumously),” Arun Kumar,
director general, RPF, said.
“As told by witnesses and residents, when he reached signal
number seven, he saw a couple
arguing on the tracks. Rana spotted a Hoshiarpur Express train
approaching the couple. Those
who witnessed the incident said
Rana ran towards the couple and
alerted them. He pushed the man
and the woman out of the train’s
way and also stepped away from
the track. Within a fraction of a
second, the train passed by,” an
RPF officer, who is not authorised to speak to the media, said.
Meanwhile, three children
from the neighbourhood, who
had come to dump garbage near
the tracks, were standing on
another parallel track and were
watching the couple fight. “Suddenly, Rana heard a train blow
its horn and realised that
another train was approaching
him and the kids. He shouted at
the kids to move away. They
managed to step off the tracks
but Rana, even as he jumped
away, was hit by the train,” the
officer said.
Kishan Shah, who lives in one
of the hutments near Azadpur
railway station, witnessed the
incident.
“The policeman was thrown
up in the air. He fell at least 15
metres away,” Shah said.
Mohammad Naeem, another
resident, said, “Many come here
to dump garbage. We do not
remember seeing them (the couple) here. I saw that the policeman first saved the couple and
then ran after the children.”
Deputy commissioner of
police (railways) Dinesh Kumar
Gupta said they got a call about

A sacrifice in
the line of duty

Adarsh
Nagar

Adarsh Nagar
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Shalimar
Bagh

During his 29-year career with the
RPF, Jagbir Singh Rana was twice
awarded for meritorious service
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9.00PM: Rana was
patrolling the tracks
when he spotted a
couple arguing on a
parallel track, on
which a train was
approaching. They
hadn’t noticed the
train. Meanwhile,
three children were
standing on the
same track as him

9.25PM: As Rana rushed to alert couple, another train
was approaching on the track where the children stood

Rana managed to push the couple
out of the train’s path

Rana landed back on the track where the kids were. Seeing the other train approaching, Rana
yelled at the kids to move. They stepped away, but Rana was hit before he could move
the accident around 9.45pm.
“The initial inquiry revealed
that he was run over while trying
to save a woman and some children . The train that hit him was
the Kalka Shatabdi. His body
was preserved for a post-mortem
examination and family members were informed,” Gupta said.
On Monday, Rana’s family
donated his eyes before taking
his body to his village Jatola in
Sonepat, for his last rites. Rana
had joined RPF in July 1989.
“A wreath-laying ceremony

was arranged for Rana, who had
won the meritorious services
award twice in his 29-year
career. One of the awards was
given by the minister of state of
railways in 2009 and the other by
the divisional railway in 2008,”
RN Singh, divisional railway
manager (Delhi division), said.
Rana, who was posted at
RPF’s Adarsh Nagar police station, is survived by his wife and
two sons.
Rana’s elder son Rohit Kumar
said his family was in shock but

Illustration: MOHIT SUNEJA

were proud that Rana died in the
line of duty. “He was sincere
about his duty. He successfully
saved a woman and three children. His sacrifice will always
motivate us,” Kumar, a final
year BA student, said.
Rana’s elder brother Rajbir
Singh said Rana was the only
earning member of his family.
“Both his sons are studying. We
hope the state administration or
the force will help them,” Rajbir
said.

ONE INJURED IN
CLASH BETWEEN
TWO GROUPS
HT Correspondent
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

AMRITSAR: One person was injured
in a clash between two groups
over forming a committee for a
Gurdwara Sahib in Mattewal village falling under Baba Bakala
sub-division, police said on Monday.
The police have booked six persons of a group under murder bid
charges. The accused are Hardiyal Singh, Sardool Singh, Daljit
Singh, Bachattiar Singh, Sulakhan Singh and Harpreet Singh
of the same village.
The case has been registered
on the complaint of the victim,
Buta Singh, of Mattewal village.
He said, “On Sunday, I along with
five more persons have gathered
in the village’s Gurdwara Sahib
to form its committee. The
accused were also present there.
We constituted a seven-member
committee and Money Singh was
made secretary. Two of the
accused, Hardiyal Singh and Daljit Singh opposed the election of
the committee.”
He said, “We tried to calm Hardiyal and Daljit, but to no avail.
After sometime, all the accused,
who had already hid their sharpedged weapons outside the Gurdwara Sahib, made an assault on
me. One of the accused Daljit
Singh attacked me with a sword,
injuring my right arm grievously. The accused fled the spot
leaving behind weapons, on seeing the people.”
Assistant sub-inspector (ASI)
Kewal Singh of Mattewal police
station said, “On the complaint of
the victim, a case under Sections
307 (attempt to murder), 324 (voluntarily causing hurt by dangerous weapons or means), 323 (punishment for voluntarily causing
hurt), 325 (punishment for voluntarily causing grievous hurt), 506
(punishment for criminal intimidation), 148 (rioting, armed with
deadly weapon) and 149 (every
member of unlawful assembly
guilty of offence committed in
prosecution of common object) of
the Indian Penal Code (IPC) has
been registered against the
accused.”He said the accused
were absconding, and the efforts
were being made to arrest them.
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election2019
It’sMehbooba’sfightforsurvival
asAnantnaggoestopolltoday

Former BJP MP Chandel
switches sides, joins Cong

FIRST PHASE 5.3 lakh voters to exercise franchise in Anantnag district; voting in 3 other districts on April 29, May 6

SHIMLA: In a setback to the Bhar-

Mir Ehsan
n

ANANTNAG

mir.ehsan@htlive.com

ister Mehbooba Mufti is among
the18candidates,whosefatewill
be decided by 5.3 lakh voters in
theAnantnagdistrictwhowillgo
out to vote on Tuesday.
The high-profile elections are
crucial for the political future of
the Peoples Democratic Party
(PDP) led by Mehbooba.
Since the formation of the
party in 1999, four districts of
south Kashmir became party’s
bastion with its candidates winning12seatsin2008and11in2014
there.Now,thePDPisfightingfor
survival and Mehbooba’s candidature from the Anantnag Lok
Sabha seat is the party’s hope of
victory,which could givea boost
totheotherwisedemoralisedcadres of the PDP.
In2014,Mehboobahadwonthe
Anantnag Lok Sabha seat by
defeatingNCcandidateMehboob
Beg by more than 65,000 votes.
Later in the assembly elections,
thepollinginsouthKashmirwas
about 39% and the PDP got the
highestvoteshareinsouthKashmir. When Mehbooba became
J&K chief minister in 2016 after
her father’s demise, she got
elected from her father’s assembly seat and vacated her Lok
Sabha seat with an intention to
field her younger brother Tasaduq Mufti from there.

TRUCK
CARRYING CASH
CATCHES FIRE

INTHERING

SRINAGAR: FormerJ&Kchiefmin-

SRINAGAR: A truck carry-

n

Mehbooba Mufti
PDP

n

Ghulam Ahmad Mir
CONGRESS

n

Hasnain Masoodi

n

NATIONAL CONFERENCE

Sofi Yousuf
BJP

Quick take: South Kashmir’s Anantnag constituency has been the bastion of the PDP. Mehbooba Mufti never lost
from there since she joined politics in 1996. However, as the PDP allied with the BJP following the 2014 assembly
elections, there is anger against the party. Separatists have called for a boycott and militants have issued threats.
In an unprecedented move, the election commission decided to hold elections in three phases. The more the
boycott, the more it will lessen the chances of Mehbooba’s win. NC candidate Justice Hasnain Masoodi (retd) is a
novice. Mehbooba’s real fight will be against state Congress chief Ghulam Ahmad Mir.
2014 results: Mehbooba Mufti defeated the then NC candidate Mirza Mehboob Beg by a margin of 65,000 votes.

However, after the killing of
Burhan Wani the same year, the
Valley got engulfed in agitation
andsouthKashmirremainedthe
worst-hit with dozens of local
youths joining militancy.
As per the PDP youth president,Waheed-ur-RehmanParra,
these were tough times for the
party. “But people would still
elect Mehbooba Mufti because
theyknowherverywell,”hesaid.
Due to security reasons, the
PDP president could not hold
roadshows in various parts of

south Kashmir and the thin publicpresenceatthepartyralliesat
some places rang alarm bells for
the party strategists. “If MehboobalosesfromsouthKashmir,
it is going to be a big dent on our
party.Ourmainfocusistomobiliseourcadresonthevotingday,”
saidaseniorpartyleadercloseto
Mehbooba.
A TRIANGULAR CONTEST
A triangular contest is expected
between Mehbooba Mufti, NC
candidate Justice Hasnain Mas-

Cong nominees entered poll
fray under pressure: Jai Ram
HT Correspondent
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

DHARAMSHALA : Himachal Pra-

desh chief minster Jai Ram Thakur on Monday took a potshot at
the Congress, saying the leaders
of the party were not willing to
contest Lok Sabha elections and
those in poll fray were due to
pressure from the high command.
Addressing party workers’
meetings at Shahpur of Kangra
and Sinhuta in Chamba, Thakur
said many Congress leaders
were lobbying for Congress
ticket from Kangra parliament
seat but they withdrew from the
race sensing defeat.
“Those, who are in the field
are only scapegoats,” said Thakur. He said the “baseless state-

ments” Congress leaders were
making against the BJP
reflected their anxiety and fear
of defeat.
The chief minister said the
people of the country had made
up their mind to hand over the
reins to Prime Minister Narender Modi again.
“In Himachal too, the lotus
will bloom,” he said.
Thakur said the opposition
parties were carrying out a campaign to mislead the voters but
the public would not fall in the
trap.
The Modi government had
launched schemes for the welfare of all sections of society,
benefiting crores of families, he
added.
The chief minister also
exhorted the people of Kangra to

vote for BJP candidate Kishan
Kapoor whom he described as
honest and experienced leader.
Outgoing MP Shanta Kumar,
urban development minister
Sarveen Chaudhary, BJP candidate Kapoor and Bhatiyat MLA
Vikram Jariyal were among
others present on the occasion.
BJP CONSIDERING
TAKING BACK REBELS
Meanwhile, talking to reporters
on Sunday, Thakur said the BJP
was considering taking back
three leaders from Kangra who
had rebelled against party during the 2017 assembly polls.
The three leaders are former
MP Rajan Sushant, ex-legislator
from Palampur Praveen
Sharma and Baldev Thakur
from Fatehpur.

htclassifieds
EMPLOYMENT

PUBLIC NOTICES

REQUIRED FEMALES for Office

I, RANWINDER Kaur W/o Gurveer

(12th/ Graduation) Parttime/
Fulltime Meeting Hours 2 PM - 3 PM
Sunday Also Open. Amar Academy &
Home Tuitions, First Floor, Amar
Complex, Near Kochar Market
Chowk, Ludhiana.

EDUCATION
COACHING
SBI PO, SBI Clerk, Meeting Hours 2
PM. - 3PM, Sunday Also Open, Amar
Academy & Home Tuitions. First
Floor, Amar Complex, Near Kochar
Market Chowk, Ludhiana.

EDUCATION
EXCELLENT HOME Tuition of
Mathematics 8th, 9th, 10th, +1, +2
by RajSir, 15 Years Experience.
8286100004.

HOME TUITION Maths/ Science
7th to 10th Class by B.Sc, B.Ed, experienced Teacher Contact:
7696232454

PUBLIC NOTICES
I, DEEPIKA Verma W/o Pankaj
Verma R/o H.No.48, Kanshi Nagar,
tehsil & Distt. Pathankot (Pb), Affirm
and declare that my former name
Deepika, But I want to change my
name from Deepika to Deepika
Verma. Note All.

Singh, Vill Kheri Bhima, Patiala,
changed my name to Ranvinder
Kaur.

I HEM Lata Daughter of Shri Lekh
Ram Resident of Village Dafawag
P.O Ghanhatti Tehsil and Distt.
Shimla H.P. I have changed my
name from Hem Lata to Chhaya So
my name Chhaya be made all
records.

I, AANCHAL Dhapta D/o Sh.
Devinder Singh aged about 24 years
R/o Lokinder Jandev, Nikhil Cottage,
Inder Nagar Dhalli Shimla-12, Tehsil
& District Shimla H.P. Declare that i
have changed my name from
Kumari Aanchal to Aanchal Dhapta.
All Concern please Note.

I, BALJEET Singh S/O No.(3958890)
Rank Sep. Late Rania Ram VPO Beri
Razadian Tehsil Sadar Distt.
Bilaspur(H.P.) declare that my name
wrongly entered as Baljit Singh in
my father army record instead
correct name Baljeet Singh.
Concerned Note.

I HARISH Kumar S/o Uttam Chand
R/o 206, St. No. 3, New Deep Nagar,
Civil Lines Ludhiana have changed
my name to Harish Kumar Bajaj.

I, JC-842261W Rank Nb Sub Dalel
Singh S/O Amar Singh Village
Taroun P.O. Barota Tehsil
Ghumarwin Distt. Bilaspur(H.P.) My
son Ravinder Singh DOB 24.03.1982
is wrongly entered in my service
documents.Actually DOB of my son
19.04.1981. All Concerned Note.

PUBLIC NOTICES
IN THE COURT OF MS.
LAVLEEN SANDHU
CIVIL JUDGE (JUNIOR
DIVISION) SHAHEED
BHAGAT SINGH NAGAR
CNR No. PBSB02001270/2017
Next Date:- 01.05.2019 at 10.00 AM
Kulbir Singh S/o Tarsem Singh S/o
Santa Singh Village Barnala Kalan
Tehsil, Nawanshahar
... Plaintiff
Versus
Gurcharan Singh S/o Atma Singh
S/o Beant Singh R/o House No. 2,
Rai Colony Chandigarh Road,
Nawanshahr Distt. SBS Nagar.
... Defendant
Suit for Permanent Injunction
Publication Issued to:Gurcharan Singh S/o Atma
Singh S/o Beant Singh R/o House
no. 2, Rai Colony Chandigarh Road,
Nawanshahr Distt. SBS Nagar.
In Above the petition the
Defendant could not be served. It is
ordered that defendant should
appear in person or through
counsel dated 01/05/2019 at 10.00
A.M
For details logon to https://high
courtchd.gov.in/?trs=district_
notice&district=sbsnagar
Given under my hand and seal of
this court on 12.04.2019.
Sd/Civil Judge (Junior Division)
Shaheed Bhagat Singh Nagar.
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atiya Janata Party (BJP) in
Himachal Pradesh, its threetime MP Suresh Chandel, who
was caught in a sting operation
in cash-for-query scam in Parliament in 2005, joined the Congress on Monday.
He was inducted into the
party fold in the presence of the
Congress president Rahul Gandhi, Himachal Congress president Kuldeep Rathore and All
India Congress Committee
(AICC) in-charge for Himachal
Pradesh Rajni Patil.
Before switching his loyalty
to the Congress, Chandel was
the national vice-president of
the BJP’s Kisan Morcha, a
farmer’s wing of the party.
A former state BJP chief,
Chandel was elected to Lok
Sabha from Hamirpur in 1998,
1999 and 2004.
He was reportedly feeling
neglected in the party and had
been lobbying for a Congress
ticket to contest Lok Sabha elections from the constituency.
But the Congress nominated
Ram Lal Thakur as a section of
the party opposed Chandel’s
induction.
Himachal Pradesh chief minister Jai Ram Thakur and
former chief minister Prem
Kumar Dhumal had also met
Chandel to pacify him, but he
did not listen to them and joined
the Congress.
Born in 1960, Chandel hails
from Gandhi Ropa village of

n

Congress president Rahul Gandhi with Suresh Chandel (left) in New
ANI
Delhi on Monday.

HP CM JAI RAM THAKUR
AND FORMER CHIEF
MINISTER PREM KUMAR
DHUMAL HAD ALSO MET
CHANDEL TO PACIFY HIM,
BUT HE DID NOT LISTEN
TO THEM AND JOINED
THE CONGRESS

defeated by Congress nominee
Bhumbher Thakur.
Rathore, who returned to
Shimla in the afternoon, said
Chandel’s entry in the Congress
would make a big difference in
Hamirpur.
“The results will tell. The BJP
had been brimming with overconfidence for long. Chandel’s
entry in the Congress only
reflects the growing resentment
against the top leaders in the
BJP,” said Rathore.
Former MLA and senior Congress leader Kuldip Singh
Pathania said Chendel’s decision proved that BJP workers
were unhappy with the party
leadership.
Meanwhile, BJP’s election
in-charge for Hamirpur Praveen Sharma it was not the right
decision as the Congress was a
sinking ship.

highlight problems of the people
of south Kashmir,” Mir said.
The NC has picked a retired
justiceasitscandidateandishoping that resentment against the
PDP could help the party, which
haswonfromthisseatmorethan
sixtimesinthepast.OmarAbdullah and Farooq Abdullah have
also campaigned for the former
justice. The BJP has also fielded
its only Muslim legislator from
Kashmir, Sofi Yousuf, from the
constituency.However,theparty
has no strong base there.

Rahul slur row:
BJP ‘grounds’
Satti, for now

Himachal CM misleading voters: Cong

HT Correspondent

Janta Party (BJP), which on
Sunday had issued pictures and
claimed that as many as 10 families and close relatives of former
Union minister Sukh Ram have
joined BJP, the HPCC state
spokesperson, Sanjay Lakhanpal, on Monday said the chief
minister, Jai Ram Thakur, was
following in the footsteps of his
mentor Prime Minister Narendra Modi and misleading the
voters by deceit, cunningness
and falsehood.
Chief minister Jai Ram Thakur, who was campaigning in
Drang segment in Mandi on
Sunday, had claimed that people now had reposed their faith
in PM Narendra Modi and the
BJP would win all the four Lok
Sabha seats in the state.
Notably, the BJP had repeatedly named Pandit Sukh Ram
and not Aashray Sharma, who is
his grandson and contesting as
the Congress party candidate
from the Mandi Lok Sabha constituency.

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

SHIMLA: : After the controversy

BJP candidate from Kangra Kishan Kapoor, Himachal CM Jai Ram Thakur, senior party leader Shanta
HT PHOTO
Kumar and cabinet minister Sarveen Choudhary at a poll rally in Kangra on Monday.

n

oodi(retd)andJammuandKashmirPradeshCongress president
GhulamAhmadMir.Thepolling
percentage on the voting day
would play an important role in
the victory of any of these candidates.
Mir is an old politician and
formerminister,whoknowshow
tofightelectionsandlowturnout
couldhelphim.“Peoplewill vote
for us because all other parties
have been exposed as they allied
withtheBJPinthepast.Congress
istheonlypartywhichisgoingto

n

n

ing cash caught fire in
Anantnag Lok Sabha constituency, prompting
former CM Mehbooba
Mufti to call for a probe.
Police said the truck
caught fire mysteriously
at Panzeth in Qazigund.
“About 10-12 half burnt
currency notes were also
recovered from the truck.
We have registered an
FIR and detained the
driver and the helper of
the truck,” said a police
HTC
officer.

HT Correspondent

over his alleged slur against All
India Congress chief Rahul Gandhi and the subsequent 48-hour
ban on campaigning imposed by
the election commission, the
Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) in
Himachal Pradesh on Monday
decided not to use state party
president Satpal Singh Satti’s
services in canvassing for the
time being.
Chief minister Jai Ram Thakur, former chief ministers
Shanta Kumar and Prem
Kumar Dhumal would be the
main campaigners for the BJP
in the state and Satti had been
directed by the party to confine
himself to Una, party’s state
vice-president Praveen Sharma
said.
“Sattijee is one of the main
leaders in the BJP. He will now
look after the organisational
coordination,” Sharma added.
The BJP had earlier named
Satti and 22 other leaders as
party’s star campaigners in the
state.

n

Satpal Singh Satti

Bilaspur district in Hamirpur
Lok Sabha constituency.
He was the state BJP chief of
BJP from 1998 to 2000.
Chandel was among 11 MPs
who were expelled from Parliament on December 23, 2005, for
accepting money to raise questions in the House.
He contested the assembly
polls from Bilaspur as a BJP
nominee in 2012 but was

HT Correspondent
n
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MANDI : Slamming the Bharatiya

‘BJP HAS SENSED
ITS DEFEAT’
The Himachal Pradesh Congress Committee spokesperson,
Sanjay Lakhanpal, said, “Sensing its defeat in the parliamentary elections in Himachal Pradesh, the BJP leadership has
taken refuge in propaganda to
astray the people by sensationalising the elections.”
He said that the BJP had been
repeatedly creating fake news
in Mandi by “parading its own
members before the mediaper-

n

Former HP chief minister Virbhadra Singh during an election campaign of Congress nominee Dhani Ram
HT PHOTO
at Nalagarh in Solan on Monday.

›

Jai Ram Thakur
knows that the BJP
will lose these elections.
That is why he is sticking
to Mandi district only
SANJAY LAKHANPAL,
HPCC spokesperson

sons” and portraying them as
those who have left the Congress to join the BJP.
“In reality, these people had
joined the BJP before the state
assembly elections in the end of
2017,” he said, and added that
“Instead of joining, this could be
called rejoining.”

‘COMEDY DOESN’T
END HERE’
Lakhanpal further said that the
comedy did not end there and
the chief minister personally
welcomed such people into his
party fold and added a ragged
feather to his cap by saying that
the BJP was becoming stronger.
“This is being done to show
that his leadership is so strong
that it can take the relatives of
his opponents into its fold,” the
HPCC spokesperson added.
He said that similarly, the
chief minister also welcomed
some present and former
elected members of panchayati
raj institutions into his party at
a function recently held at Saigaloo area, the native village of

Pandit Sukh Ram, while “everybody knows that they had joined
the BJP with Anil Sharma when
he switched from the Congress
in 2017”.
He added that the Jai Ram
Thakur knew the reality that
BJP was losing these elections
and that was why he was stuck
to district Mandi only and campaigning for BJP candidate Ram
Swaroop Sharma.
‘RAM SWAROOP LOSS
IS JAI RAM’S LOSS TOO’
“If Ram Swaroop loses the elections, then BJP leaders may
raise their voice against Jai
Ram Thakur’s leadership and
he might lose the chief minister
portfolio,” Lakhanpal said.

P M M O D I ’ S R E M A R K A T B I K A N E R R A L LY

Pakistan has not kept nuclear
weapons for Eid: Mehbooba
SRINAGAR : Former Jammu and

Kashmir chief minister Mehbooba Mufti retorted to Prime
Minister Narendra Modi’s
“nuclear button” comment saying if India’s nuclear bombs are
not saved for Diwali, Pakistan
hasn’t “kept theirs for Eid
either”.
“If India hasn’t kept nuclear
bombforDiwali,it’sobviousPakistan’s not kept theirs for Eid
either. Don’t know why Prime
Minister Modi must stoop so low
and reduce political discourse to
this,” Mufti tweeted on Monday.

Mufti reiterated her stance
while speaking to reporters in
Kulgam. “What Pakistan
(nuclearbombs)possesseswould
not be saved for Eid (if ours is
saved for Diwali). We are evenly
placed in this matter,” she said.
While addressing a rally in
BarmeronSunday,PrimeMinister Modi said had said terror
attacks were common in the
countryduetothelibertygivento
Pakistan. “Today (Sunday) also
deadly attacks have taken place
in Sri Lanka. People were celebrating Easter and praying in

churches, but terrorists killed
them. What wrong did they do?
They were only praying.”
“To teach a lesson to these terrorists, I get inside their homes
and kill them. India has stopped
thepolicyofgettingscaredofPakistan’s threats. Every other day
theyusedtosay‘wehavenuclear
button’.....Whatdowehavethen?
Have we kept ours for Diwali?
Humne Pakistan ki sari hekdi
nikal di. Usey katora lekar duniya bhar me ghumne ke liye
maine majboor kar diya hai,” he
had asserted.
ANI

INDIAN COUNCIL OF MEDICAL RESEARCH
V.Ramalingaswami Bhawan
Ansari Nagar, Post Box 4911, New Delhi - 110029

Test for ICMR Junior Research Fellowship

NOTIFICATION – 2019
The Indian Council of Medical Research (ICMR) in collaboration with Postgraduate Institute
of Medical Education & Research (PGIMER), Chandigarh will hold national level examination for
award of Junior Research Fellowship (JRF) in Life science/ Social science stream on Sunday,
July 21, 2019 at Bengaluru, Bhopal, Bhubaneswar, Chandigarh, Chennai, Delhi, Guwahati,
Hyderabad, Kolkata, Mumbai, Srinagar (J&K) and Varanasi.
Information bulletin/brochure, online application form and other details will be available
at both PGIMER website: http://pgimer.edu.in and ICMR New Delhi website: www.icmr.nic.in.
Candidates may visit the websites w.e.f. 23.04.2019. The last date for filling of online application
is 27.05.2019. Only online application will be accepted, no other mode of submission of
application will be accepted.
REGISTRAR
PGIMER, CHANDIGARH & CO-ORDINATOR, ICMR-JRF-2019 EXAM
000276
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Traffic restrictions: SC seeks
replies from Centre, J&K
Press Trust of India
n
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NEW DELHI: The Supreme Court
Monday sought responses from
the Centre and Jammu and Kashmir on a plea seeking quashing of
an order which restricts civilian
traffic two days a week on the
national highway (NH) stretch
from Udhampur to Baramulla for
movement of security forces.
The state government issued
an order on April 3 in which it
said that keeping in view the Pulwama terror attack, another car
bomb attack on security forces’
convoy at Banihal and movement
of forces during the Lok Sabha
elections, no civilian traffic
movement will be allowed on the
NH stretch from 4am to 5 pm
twice a week.
The order said there would be
two “dedicated days every
week”— Sunday and Wednesday
— for movement of security forces’ convoy when there would be
no civilian traffic on the national
highway from Baramulla to
Udhampur
from
4am
to 5pm.

Separatists protest
‘ill-treatment’
of Yasin Malik

THE REGULATION OF THE
VEHICULAR MOVEMENT
ON THE NH WOULD
REMAIN IN FORCE TILL
MAY 31, THE ORDER
ISSUED BY THE STATE
GOVT HAD STATED
The regulation of the vehicular
movement on the NH would
remain in force till May 31, it said.
A plea challenging the April 3
order came up for hearing on
Monday before a bench headed
by Chief Justice Ranjan Gogoi.
“Issue notice on the writ petition, as also on the prayer for
interim relief, returnable within
two weeks,” said the bench, also
comprising justice Deepak Gupta
and justice Sanjiv Khanna.
The plea has been filed by Muzzafar Shah, senior vice president
of state political party Awami
National Conference and social
worker Yasmeen Sonaullah.
The plea, filed through advocate Suhail Malik, alleged that
the “absurd and draconian deci-

sion” to restrict civilian traffic
movement on the 270-km stretch
on the national highway directly
affects lives of lakhs of people and
“its indirect economic and social
impact is interminable”.
“The impugned order means a
virtual lockdown of the valley
two days every week which will
directly affect 10,000 vehicles plying every hour, which includes
vehicles carrying patients, students, tourists, businessmen and
government officials,” the plea
said, adding, “such an extreme
step was not even adopted during
the Kargil War in 1999”.
The plea said: “It is further
submitted that the illogical, vindictive and notorious order
would result in offices, schools,
colleges, banks, airports, railway
stations shut every two days a
week.”
It further said the order will
“have a direct impact on the general elections of 2019 as it will disrupt the campaigning and constrict the ability of political parties and candidates to mobilise
workers, set up public meetings
and meet workers”.
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FOUR KILLED
Three DU students taken hostage, Two ‘hitmen’ of
AS CAR PLUNGES their new sedan stolen at gunpoint Delhi gang held
INTO GORGE IN
HIMACHAL

NEW DELHI: The Delhi Police on
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GURUGRAM: Three first-year Delhi
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SHIMLA:Four people were killed in

a car accident that took place in
Himachal Pradesh’s Sirmaur district on Sunday night. The car
(HR 05H 9274) plunged into a 500mt-deep gorge near Sangrah, killing all its occupants on the spot.
The victims have been identified as Suresh Kumar, 30, of
Thola village, who was driving
the vehicle; Virendra Kumar, 32,
of Korag village; Surendra
Kumar, 38, of Kafalnu village and
his wife Raksha Devi, 35.
The vehicle was spotted by
some locals, who informed the
police around 12.41am.
The victims’ bodies were taken
to the government hospital in
Sangrah for autopsy.
Nahan's deputy superintendent of police (DSP) Anil Dhaulta
said all the four victims were relatives and were going to attend a
marriage function.

University (DU) students were
allegedly taken hostage and
robbed at gunpoint by three robbers, who drove the victims
around the city for over two
hours, before driving away in
their car on Saturday night in
Sector 69. The police said the robbers allegedly threatened the college students that they would
come after them at their local
addresses and college if they
reported the incident.
According to the police, the
incident took place on Saturday
around 10pm, when one of the victims, who had purchased a new
Honda City car, took his two
friends for a joyride in the city.

Police said the victims, aged
19-20, were close to Sector 69
when three suspects, all of whom
were carrying guns, walked in
front of their car.
“The suspects got into the car
with the victims and drove them
around for at least two hours.
During the journey, the robbers
took the victims to an ATM but
were unable to withdraw the
cash, due to technical faults and
insufficient balance in their bank
accounts,” Himanshu Garg, DCP,
south, said.
The police said the victims told
them that they were dropped off
at a spot in Budhera near
Dhankot, a distance of at least 20
kilometres, from where they
were held hostage around midnight. The robbers took some
cash from them and fled with the

new Honda City car. The incident
was reported to the police around
1.30am and the case was registered on Sunday morning.
A police officer privy to the
investigation, requesting anonymity, said, “They were threatened that they would be followed
and stalked if they went to the
police. The victims are extremely
scared and do not remember the
several locations they were taken
to. The robbers did not take away
their mobile phones.”
Shukarpal,SHO, Sector 65
police station, said, “The robbers
took ₹2,000 in cash from the victims before taking off with the
car.” A case was registered
against the suspects under IPC
Sections 341, 379-A, 34 and Arms
Act Sections 25/54/59 on Sunday,
the police said.

Monday arrested two associates
of one of Delhi’s most notorious
gangsters, Ashok Pradhan.
Police said the arrested men
had procured firearms and a
motorcycle, which they had
robbed from a man at gunpoint
in Delhi’s Najafgarh last week,
to execute two killings.
Police identified the two men
as Naveen Gill, 21, who hailed
from Haryana’s Jhajjar, and
Rahul Dagar, 20, a resident of
Jafarpur Kalan in Delhi.
Two countrymade pistols,
four cartridges and the stolen
TVS Apache motorcycle were
recovered from their possession.
DCP (crime) G Ram Gopal
Naik said the arrested men had
made a failed attempt to kill one
of the two targets.
HTC
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SRINAGAR: Kashmiri separatists on

Monday called for a shutdown a
day later against the “ill-treatment meted out to the ailing”
incarcerated JKLF chief Yasin
Malik, while former chief minister Mehbooba Mufti demanded
his immediate release for proper
medical treatment.
In a statement, separatists
Syed Ali Geelani, Mirwaiz Umar
Farooq and the JKLF called for
protests across the Valley saying
Malik’s health was deteriorating
under custody in New Delhi.
The NIA had arrested Malik on
April 9 in connection with a case
related to ‘terror funding’.
“NIA’s high-handedness has…
forced senior resistance leader
Muhammad Yasin Malik to go on
hunger strike and today his hunger strike has entered the 12th
day,” the statement said. HTC

n

Yasin Malik

n

Anil Kumar, science topper

n

Ashmita Sharma, arts topper

n

Preity, commerce topper

Class-12 girls shine in arts and
commerce, boys excel in science
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DHARAMSHALA :Girls put up a stellar performance in the arts and
commerce streams, while boys
excelled in the science stream’s
merit list in the Class 12 examinations conducted by the Himachal
Pradesh Board of School Education (HPBoSE), results for which
were declared on Monday.
The overall pass percentage
was 62.01%. The results are available on the HPBoSE’s website:
hpbose.org.
HPBoSE chairperson Suresh
Kumar Soni said 95,492 students
appeared for the examinations, of
which 58,949 passed. As many as
16,102 candidates got a compartment. Soni said the pass percent-

age has declined by a significant
8% as compared to last year’s
70.18%. He said the low pass percentage was due to curb on mass
copying after CCTV cameras
were installed at all the 1,980
exam centres.
SCIENCE STARS
Anil Kumar of Kullu’s Dhalpur
topped the science stream by
scoring 98.6%, followed by Prakriti Thakur of Hamirpur; Saanvi
Sankhyan of Bilaspur and Jeevesh Awasthi of Solan, who
jointly bagged the second position by scoring 98.2% marks.
Shubhangini of Mandi’s
Gopalpur bagged the third position by scoring 98% marks. Of 27
students on the toppers’ list, 17
are girls and 10 boys.

ARTS ACES
In the arts stream, Ashmita
Sharma of Una grabbed the top
spot with 96.4% marks, followed
by Sakshi Thakur of Hamirpur,
with 96% marks.
Kartikeya Kohal of Una
bagged the third position by scoring 95.8% marks. Of the 18 students on the toppers’ list, 16 are
girls and only two boys.
COMMERCE CHAMPS
Preity Birsanta of Nahan topped
the commerce stream by scoring
98.8% marks, followed by Ishita
Aggarwal at with 98.4% marks.
Dikshu Sharma of Rohru in
Shimla, bagged the third position
with 97.6% marks. Of the 13 students on the merit list, 10 are girls
and three boys.
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election2019

BiggestroundofLSpollingtoday
PHASE 3 Across 13 states and two union territories, 117 constituencies will vote on Tuesday. Also in play is Goa, where three bypolls may decide who forms the state government
28 seats, 384 candidates, 43.32 million voters, 4 assembly bypolls in Gujarat

WEST BENGAL

KERALA

GUJARAT + DADRA & NAGAR HAVELI + DAMAN & DIU

5 seats, 61 candidates, 8 million voters

20 seats, 227 candidates, 26.1 million voters

A battle for prestige on BJP’s Will Sabarimala row sway polls? Cong, TMC hope to
stave off BJP charge
home turf amid farm crisis
HT Correspondent
n

letters@hindustantimes.com

THIRUVANANTHAPURAM:The Bhar-
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AHMEDABAD:All 26 seats in Prime

MinisterNarendra Modi’s home
stateofGujaratwillgotothepolls
inthethirdphaseofongoinggeneral elections on Tuesday. The
contest is primarily between the
ruling Bharatiya Janata Party
(BJP) and Congress.
The BJP won all 26 seats in
2014. The Congress recorded its
besteverperformanceinthestate
since 1995 when it won 79 out of
182 seats in the assembly elections in Gujarat in 2017. The BJP
bagged 99 seats and formed the
government.
Saurashtra in south-western
Gujarat will be keenly watched.
TheCongressswepttheregion,a
BJPbastion,in2017onthebackof
disenchantment amongfarmers
and business communities with
the ruling BJP. The Congress
won32outoftheregion’s56seats.
The regionsendsseven lawmakers to Parliament.
The BJP has tried to revive
itself in the region through welfare schemes and by poaching
Congress legislators. Modi has
also held three out of his six ral-

lies in Gujarat in Saurashtra.
Congress president, Rahul Gandhi, addressed two of his five rallies in the region.
The Congress isalso hopingto
putupabettershowinnorthGujarat, which has six Lok Sabha
seats. Other Backward Classes
and Dalits, which have been the
Congress’s traditional supporters,dominatetheregion.TheBJP
is banking onitsstrong presence
inurbanandsemi-urbanregions
of Gujarat, where about 57% of
the state’s total population lives.
Modi and BJP chief, Amit
Shah, have extensively campaigned in Gujarat, focusing on
nationalism and the Indian air
strikeinPakistanonFebruary26
in retaliation to the February 14
bomb attack in Kashmir. The
Congress campaign has centred
on alleged corruption in the
Rafale jet deal.
Shahisamongthoseinthefray
in Gujarat. He is up against the
Congress’sthree-termlegislator,
C J Chavda, in Gandhinagar. In
Amreli,Congress’sPareshDhanani is pitted against BJP’s Naran
Kachadiya. Former Congress
statechief,BharatsinhSolanki,is
the party’s candidate in Anand,

against BJP’s Mitesh Patel.
As many as 43 million voters
are eligible to vote while 371 candidatesareinthefray.Surendranagarhasamaximumof31candidates and Panchamhal the lowest, 6.
Ahmedabad-based political
analyst,HariDesai,saidGujarat
isaprestigeissuefortheBJPasit
seeks to retain all 26 seats. Desai
added the Congress is keen to
build on its performance in 2017
assemblyelections.“Andforthat
reason, Saurashtra has been
focusofboththeCongressandthe
BJP. If Congress snatches a few
seats from the BJP, it will be a
huge moral victory for them.”
In Daman and Diu, sitting MP
Lalubhai Patel of the BJP will
face Ketan Patel of the Congress.
TheUnionTerritoryisasetoftwo
geographically independent
areas inwestern Indiaseparated
by Arabian Sea.
InDadraandNagarHaveli,the
BJPhasnominateditssittingMP
Natubhai Gomanbhai Patel
against Congress leader and sixterm MP Mohanbhai Sanjibhai
Delkar. The Union Territory is
landlockedbetweenGujaratand
Maharashra.

CHHATTISGARH + ODISHA
13 seats, 187 candidates, 21.9 million voters ;
42 assembly seats in Odisha

atiya Janata Party (BJP) is lookingtoupsetequationsinKerala’s
bipolarpoliticsdominatedbythe
Left bloc and a Congress-led coalition, focusing on the Sabarimala issue that has been the
mainstay of its campaign.
All 20 Lok Sabha constituenciesinthestatewillvoteonTuesday. Congress president, Rahul
Gandhi, who is contesting from
north Kerala’s Wayanad, apart
from his party’s traditional
stronghold of Amethi in Uttar
Pradesh, is among the heavyweights in the fray.
Rahul Gandhi’s candidature
and the BJP’s Sabarimala campaign shone the spotlight on the
southernstateintheelectionseason, which has witnessed highprofile poll rallies involving top
leaders such as Prime Minister
Narendra Modi, BJP chief Amit
Shah, Gandhi and his sister and
Congress general secretary PriyankaGandhiVadra,amongothers.Atleasthalfoftheseatsinthe
state could see a three-cornered
fight, poll analysts say. In 2014,
the Congress coalition got 12 and
the Left bloc got eight seats.
The BJP’s strategy is focusing
on gaining mileage from the
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RAIPUR:ElectionsinChhattisgarh

come to an end with the remainingsevenofits11LokSabhaseats
going to polls on Tuesday. The
Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) is
hoping to retain power in the
state, where it has won 10 out of
the 11 seats since 2004. In 2014, it
won six of the seats going to the
polls on Tuesday.
Congressislookingtobuildon
its performance in the state
assemblyelectionsheldlastyear
when it wrested power from the
BJP by winning 68 out of the 90
assembly seats.
In Durg, Congress has fielded
former legislator Pratima Chandrakar, who belongs to the backward Kurmi community. She is
upagainstanotherKurmi,BJP’s
VijayBaghel.Itisexpectedtobea
triangular contest in JanjgirChampa, a seat reserved for the
Scheduled Caste community.
Congress’sRaviBhardwaj,BJP’s
Guharam Ajgale and Bahujan
SamajParty’sDauramRatnakar
are in the fray.
In the tribal-dominated Raigarh seat, the BJP has denied

ticket to Union minister Vishnu
DeoSai.IthasfieldedGomteeSai
while legislator Laljeet Singh
Rathiya is the Congress’s candidate. Bilaspur, Raigarh, JangirChampaandDurgareexpectedto
be close fights.
AshokTomar,aRaipur-based
political commentator, said the
last phase will be different from
theearlierphaseswhenthe Congress had a “clear edge”. “It is
nowdoordiefortheBJP.Ibelieve
that in Durg, Bilaspur and Raigarh, Congress is finding it very
difficult to maintain the lead
taken in the assembly polls.”
In Odisha, the fate of two
former police officers, an ex-bureaucrat, a national spokespersonoftheBJP,amediabaronand
the Congress’ Odisha unit chief
will be decided as six Lok Sabha
and 42 assembly seats poll on
Tuesday.
The fight in these parliamentary constituencies is directly
between the BJP and ruling Biju
JanataDal.WhiletheBJPseems
tohaveanedgeinBhubaneswar,
DhenkanalandKeonjharparliamentary seats, the BJD seems to
be ahead in Cuttack, Puri and
Sambalpur.

2 seats, 12 candidates,
11.35 mn voters, 3 bypolls

n

BJP is focusing on gaining from the Sabarimala stir.

Sabarimalastirthateruptedafter
theSupremeCourt,inSeptember
2018, scrapped a centuries-old
ban and allowed entry of women
devoteesofmenstruatingageinto
the shrine in the Western Ghats.
While the ruling Left Front
said it was committed to implementing the top court order, the
BJP backed traditionalists who
supportedthebanandtooktothe
streets in protest. The BJP will
hope for the consolidation of
Hindu votes to gain a foothold in
southern and central Kerala.
BJPstate president, PS SreedharanPillai,said“it[Sabarimala]
is a golden opportunity and the
party will use it to its hilt”.
The ruling Communist Party
of India (Marxist), faced with the
Sabarimala protests, appeared
displeased with Congress’s

announcement that Gandhi will
contest from Wayanad.
“It seems Left parties are his
main enemy, not the BJP,” chief
minister Pinarayi Vijayan said
after Gandhi’s candidature was
announced.
Congress leader, Ramesh
Chennithala,said,“Nodoubtthat
Rahul’s entry will have a ripple
effect in all the 20 seats.”
Seniorjournalist andpolitical
observer,SunnykuttyAbraham,
said, “I think that more than
Sabarimala,theRahuleffectwill
damagetheLeft’sprospectsinthe
state.”
In northern Kerala, political
killings have become an election
issue. The murders of two Youth
Congress activists, Kripesh and
SharthLal,triggeredastormtwo
months ago.
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PANAJI:OnTuesday,Goawillgoto

poll for two Lok Sabha seats and
three assembly segments
(bypolls) inits40 member house.
This is the first election in two
decadesthattherulingBharatiya
Janata Party (BJP) has fought
without its star campaigner,
former chief minister Manohar
Parrikar, who died on March 17.
In North Goa, BJP’s Shripad
Naik, a four-time MP, won big in
2014. Now he is pitted against
Congress state president Girish
Chodankar. Aam Aadmi Party,
Republican Party of India (Kamble), and two Independents are
also in the fray in North Goa. In
South Goa, BJP’s MP Narendra
Sawaikarispittedagainstformer
Congress MP Francisco Sardinha. The Maharashtrawadi
Gomantak Party, with a large
vote bank in the Ponda region of
the constituency, is backing the
Congress.
“ItisunlikelythattheBJPwill
retain both Lok Sabha seats and
theycouldevenbeupsetinitstraditional stronghold of North
Goa,”saidpoliticalanalystPrabHTC
hakar Timble.
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KOLKATA:Five of West Bengal’s 42
LokSabhaseatswillgotopollsin
the third phase of the ongoing
national polls on Tuesday.
Congress won three of the five
seats — Malda North, Malda
South, Jangipur — in Malda and
Murshidabad districts in 2014.
The ruling Trinamool Congress
hasneverwonanyofthefourLok
Sabha seats in the two districts,
whichhavetraditionallybeenthe
Congress’s strongholds.
Over eight million voters are
eligible to vote while 61 candidates are in the fray.
Mausam Benazir Noor, the
two-time Congress lawmaker
from Malda North, has switched
totheTMC.Noorisupagainsther
cousin and Congress candidate,
Isha Khan Choudhury.
InMaldaSouth,Congresslawmaker,AbuHasemKhanChoudhury, is likely to have it easier as
the Left Front is not contesting
this seat. In Jangipur, Congress
candidate Abhijit Mukherjee is
seeking re-election. He first
becameaMPin2012andretained
the seat in 2014.
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*Polling in Anantnag PC will be held in 3 phases; ** Polling in Tripura East was deferred

UTTAR PRADESH

Litmus test for SP in
traditional bastion
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n
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stituencies in the third phase on
April 23 will be a litmus test for
the Samajwadi Party (SP), with
political heavyweights like
Mulayam Singh Yadav,
Mulayam’sbrother andPragatisheel Samajwadi Party-Lohia
(PSPL)chief Shivpal Yadav, senior leader Azam Khan and Jaya
Prada,who is theBharatiyaJanata Party’s pick for Rampur, in
the fray.
ThealliancebetweenSP,Mayawati’sBahujanSamajPartyand
Ajit Singh’s Rashtriya Lok Dal
poses a challenge to BJP, which
won 71 out of the 80 Lok Sabha
seats in the state in 2014.
Mulayam is looking to win
from his home constituency in
Mainpuri for the fifth time. On
April 19, the alliance held a historic joint rally in Mainpuri
wherearchrivalsMayawatiand
Mulayam shared the stage after
24 years. Mayawati hailed
Mulayamastherealleaderofthe
backward community, and he
declared that this would be his
last election.

ASSAM + TRIPURA

14 seats, 279 candidates, 25.7 million voters

Of the fiveseats,the TMCwon
Balurghat in 2014. The BJP is
expected to give a tough fight to
TMC’sArpitaGhosh,whoishoping to retain the seat.
The BJP has been trying to
make inroads into states like
West Bengal to make up for the
possible losses of seats in its
strongholds like Uttar Pradesh.
West Bengal has the most seats
after Uttar Pradesh and Maharashtra (48).
TheCommunistPartyofIndia
(Marxist) is hoping to retain the
Murshidabad seat, which it won
in2014byamarginof18,453votes.
Muslim voters play a decisive
role in four of the five seats.
Prime Minister Narendra
Modi and BJP president Amit
Shah have campaigned in the
state and focussed on issues like
implementationofNationalRegister of Citizens (NRC).
Columnist and political commentator,SuvashisMaitra,said,
“For TMC, retaining Balurghat
will not be easy as BJP has risen
sharply. In Malda South, Congress is in a good position, but
BJP may increase its vote share.
In Malda North, Mausam Noor
will face a tough challenge.”

10 seats, 120 candidates, 17.8 million voters

AGRA/BAREILLY: Polling in 10 con-

Bihar
09 40

MAHARASHTRA

14 seats, 282 candidates, 24.3 million voters
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117 seats spread across 13 states and 2 union territories

its hold on state

KARNATAKA
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Round 3 of Lok Sabha elections at a glance

In C’garh, Cong hopes After Parrikar era,
to gain from 2018 win BJP fights to retain
HT Correspondent

HT Correspondent

Firozabad will witness an
interesting contest too —
Mulayam’s nephew Akshay
Yadav, the sitting MP, will face
hisuncleandpresidentofnewlyformedPSPLShivpalYadav,who
broke away from SP after
Mulayam’s son Akhilesh Yadav
took charge.
Prime Minister Narendra
Modi was in Etah on Saturday to
campaign for sitting MP from
Etah Rajveer Singh (alias Raju
Bhaiyya), son of former Uttar
Pradesh chief minister and
presentRajasthangovernorKalyan Singh.
Another seat currently in the
eye of the storm is Rampur,
where friends turned foes Azam
Khan (ofSP)and Jaya Prada will
slug it out.
Lucknowbased political commentatorandretiredprofessorof
politicalscience,DewakarGangwar, said: “The third phase of
pollingwillreflecttheinclination
of voters for BJP or SP-BSP alliance. Three seats Rampur,
BadaunandMainpuriarecrucial
forSPwhileBareilly,Pilibhitand
Moradabad hold importance for
BJP. The voter turnout will also
set the mood for other phases.”

BIHAR

5 seats, 64 candidates, 8.6 million voters

5 seats, 82 candidates,
8.9 million voters

Caste dynamics, PM’s Big names to go head-to-head in NRC, citizenship bill Nitish, Sharad
appeal likely at play high-profile western Maha fights row may shape polls Yadav and Lalu on
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BENGALURU:Voting for 14 seats in

northernKarnatakawill beheld
on Tuesday, bringing an end to
generalelectionsinthestatethat
sends 28 members to Lok Sabha.
As many as 2.43 crore electorate will vote to pick 14 winners
fromamongthe282candidatesin
the fray. The south Karnataka
region comprising another 14
seatswenttothepollsonApril18.
Among key contestants for
Tuesday’s elections is Congress
heavyweight
Mallikarjun
Kharge,whohasrepresentedthe
Gulbarga seat since 2009. This
timeheispittedagainstCongress
rebel Umesh Jadhav, who is
backed by former party leaders.
AlsointhefrayareUnionminister Ramesh Jigjinagi, who is
contestingfromBijapur(SC)constituency against Sunitha Chavan, and Ananth Kumar Hegde,
contestingfromUttaraKannada
districtagainstAnandAsnotikar
of the Janata Dal (Secular).
StateCongressworkingpresident Eshwar Khandre is hoping
to wrest Bidar from Bharatiya

JanataParty’sBhagwantKhuba.
Popularity of Prime Minsiter
Narendra Modi remains a key
factor in this election as well. In
2014, the BJP had won 10 of the 14
seats that will go to the polls on
Tuesday.
Just days before the polling,
the issue of separatereligionstatus for Lingayat was revived by
theBJPtotargettheCongressfor
allegedly hatching a conspiracy
to divide society.
The Congress, on the other
hand,focuseditscampaignonthe
factthat theBJP hadpickedonly
dominant caste candidates,
exceptforthefourreservedseats.
Of the 10candidatesof the BJPin
the region, eight belong to the
Lingayat sect and two are Brahmins,afacthighlightedbyformer
CM Siddaramaiah, who
attempted to consolidate the
AHINDA voters.
Political analyst Narendra
Pani said the Congress strategy
wasclearlyorientedtowardsconsolidatingthevotesofonesection
of Lingayats with the AHINDA
grouping. “The BJP’s move to
bring it up is interesting in this
light,” he said.
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MUMBAI:Polling will be held for

14 out of Maharashtra’s 48 Lok
Sabha seats in the third phase of
national elections on Tuesday.
Eight of these constituencies are
in Western Maharashtra, which
is considered to be a Nationalist
Congress Party (NCP) and Congress stronghold.
Union minister Anant Geete,
Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP)’s
state chief, Raosaheb Danve,
and NCP lawmaker Supriya
Sule, are among 279 candidates
in the fray.
Over 25.7 million people are
eligible to vote.
The constituencies going to
the polls include Baramati,
Pune, Kolhapur, Ahmednagar.
The rest of the 17 Lok Sabha
seats in the state will go to the
polls on April 29. So far, polling
has been held for 17 seats in the
first two phases in Maharashtra.
Experts expect mixed results
in the state, where the BJP and
Shiv Sena won 40 out of the 48
seats in 2014. “The reports com-

n

Western Maharashtra is
considered to be an NCP and
Congress stronghold. PTI

ing from different areas of the
state are indicating a changed
scenario. Comparing today’s
situation in the state, there is no
[Prime Minister Narendra]
Modi wave and thus the BJPSena will not be able to repeat
their performance. On the other
hand, the Congress-NCP will
perform better than the last
elections,” said Prakash Bal, a
political analyst. The Congress

and NCP won seven seats in
2014.
In Baramati, Sule is seeking
re-election. She is up against
BJP’s Kanchan Kul. Sule won
the last election by a margin of
over 69,000 votes. Her margin of
victory was over 3.36 lakh in
2009.
NCP chief and Sule’s father,
Sharad Pawar, has been a sixterm Parliament member from
Baramati.
In Madha, NCP’s Sanjay
Shinde is facing BJP’s Ranjitsinh Naik Nimbalkar. NCP’s
Parliament member Vijaysinh
Mohite Patil has declared his
support for Nimbalkar. Patil
wanted the seat for his son, Ranjitsinh, but NCP refused to give
him a ticket.
The NCP’s Sangram Jagtap is
up against BJP’s Sujay Vikhe
Patil, who is the son of Congress
leader Radhakrishna Vikhe
Patil, in Ahmednagar.
Geete is pitted against the
NCP’s Sunil Tatkare in Raigad.
He had defeated Tatkare in 2014
by a thin margin of 2,110 votes.
Geete is a six-term parliament
member.
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GUWAHATI:Polling will be held for

the remaining four out of
Assam’s 14 Lok Sabha and one of
Tripura’s two seats in the third
phase of the ongoing national
elections on Tuesday.
The ruling Bharatiya Janata
Party (BJP) had won one of the
fourAssamseats—Gauhati—in
2014.TheBJP’sallies,AsomGana
Parishad (AGP) and Bodo People’s Front (BPF), are contesting
Barpeta, Dhubri and Kokrajhar
seats going to polls on Tuesday.
Over7.4million people areeligibletovoteinAssaminthethird
phase while 54 candidates are in
the fray.
BJP’s Queen Oja is up against
the Congress’s Bobeeta Sharma
in Gauhati. In Dhubri, All India
United Democratic Front
(AIUDF)chief,BadruddinAjmal,
is seeking re-election. He is up
against AGP’s Javed Islam and
Congress’s Abu Taher Bepari.
Pramila Rani Brahma, a minister inAssam’sBJP-led government, is the BPF candidate from
Kokrajhar,whereNabaSarania,

an independent candidate, had
won in 2014. Sarania is seeking
re-election while the Congress’s
Sabda Rabha and United People
Party (Liberal) candidate, UrkhaoGwraBrahma,arealsointhe
fray.
Muslims account for nearly
79% of the total voters in Dhubri
and 70% in Barpeta.
“TheNationalRegisterofCitizens[NRC],whichleftoutnearly
40 lakh applicants, in its final
draft in July and the Citizenship
AmendmentBillwouldbeimportant issues...,” said political
observer, Samudra Gupta
Kashyap.
Indigenous groups in Assam
have opposed the bill saying it
would encourage more Hindus
from Bangladesh to settle in
Assam.
Polling will also be held for
East Tripura seat in the third
phase.Itwassupposedtogotothe
polls on April 18, but voting was
deferred on security grounds.
Communist Party of India
(Marxist)’sJitendraChaudhury,
theBJP’sRebatiTripura,andthe
Congress’s Pragya Deb are
among those in the fray.

the battlefield

PATNA: Stakes are high for both

JanataDal(United),currentlyin
power in Bihar, and opposition
Rashtriya Janata Dal (RJD) as
fiveofBihar’sLokSabhaconstituencies — Araria, Jhanjharpur,
Supaul, Madhepura and Khagaria — go to polls on April 23.
The state has 40 seats, with polling in each of the seven phases.
Out of the 25assembly seatsin
the five districts, the JD (U) had
won on 14 in 2015 assembly elections and the RJD, six.
JD(U)will contestthree seats,
while National Democratic Alliance partners Bharatiya Janata
Party and Lok Janshakti Party
willcontesttheremainingtwo.In
Madhepura, the party’s former
nationalpresidentSharadYadav
will contest on an RJD ticket.
“This region will assess the
strength of JD (U) and RJD. For
chief minister Nitish Kumar, it
will also test whether Economically Backward Classes are still
with him,” said Professor Vijay
Kumar of Babasaheb Bhimrao
Ambedkar Bihar University,
Muzaffarpur.
HTC
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InSCaffidavit,Rahul
clarifiesRafaleremark
‘TAINTED DEAL’ Comment made in
‘heat of campaign’, says Cong president
HT Correspondent
n

letters@hindustantimes.com

NEW DELHI: Congress president
Rahul Gandhi on Monday clarified that his remarks made in
connection with the Supreme
Court’s order related to the
review of the Rafale case were in
the heat of the moment during a
politicalcampaignandnotmeant
toobstructadministrationofjusticeorscandalisethecourtinany
manner — although he maintained that the Rafale deal is
“tainted” and seemed to suggest
that if he has misinterpreted the
court’s order on the review petition, then so have many ministers of the government who
passed off the order in the original case as a “clean chit” to the
deal.
Hisreactiontothecourtorder
“unfortunately got juxtaposed
and mingled with the political
slogan – Chowkidar Chor Hai,”
Gandhi stated in the affidavit
filed before the court.
Gandhi filed an affidavit in
response to a contempt petition
filed against him by Bharatiya
Janata Party MP Meenakshi
Lekhi. The BJP leader said that
Gandhihadsubstitutedthecourt
order with his views and attributed the political slogan to the
court. She alleged Gandhi had
saidthe“SupremeCourthassaid
Chowkidar Chor Hai.”
On April 15, the court sought
Gandhi’sexplanationonLekhi’s
petition.
Gandhi’s affidavit read: “It
(statement) has been used (and
misused) by my political opponentstoprojectthatIhaddeliberatelyandintentionallysuggested
that this court had said Chowkidar Chor Hai! Nothing could be
farther from my mind. It is also
clearthatnocourtwouldeverdo
that and hence the unfortunate
references (for which I express

regret) to the court order and to
the political slogan in juxtapositionthesamebreathintheheatof
political campaigning ought not
tobeconstruedassuggestingthat
thecourthadgivenanyfindingor
conclusion on that issue.”
Gandhi’scommentwasareaction to the April 10 order that
rejectedtheCentre’sobjectionto
the maintainability of review
petitions in Rafale case and
which allowed the petitioners to
rely upon leaked documents. He
clarified in his affidavit that it
wasgivenwithouthavingaccess
to theactual court order andwas
based on social media reports.
InresponsetoGandhi’saffidavit,theBJPdemandedanapology
from him and said he was a “liar
of the first order”.
“...his credibility has taken a
beating.Ifeelsorrythatthepresident of a national party like the
Congress depends only on falsehood,” BJP spokesperson and
UnionministerNirmalaSitharaman said.
Gandhialsomaintainedinhis
affidavit that he and his party
believetheRafaledealisatainted
transaction.
Heallegedthatseveralleaders
of the ruling party termed the
verdictacleanchittothegovernment and has cited instances of
this.
Earlier this month, the SC
allowed three sets of documents
to be used in the Rafale review
petition, rejecting protests from
thegovernmentwhichcitedvarious grounds including national
security to block the use of these
papers.
Gandhi,whowasinAmethito
file his nomination papers,
reactedtothenews,saying:“Now
the Supreme Court has made it
clear that ‘chowkidarji’ (watchman) has committed a theft… I
want to directly challenge that
the Supreme Court has stated

n

Rahul Gandhi during a rally in Supaul. The Cong president filed the
affidavit in the Supreme Court in response to a contempt petition
filed against him by BJP MP Meenakshi Lekhi.
SATISH BATE/HT FILE

thatyouhaveindulgedincorruption.”
Last week, the court made it
clear that it had not made any of
the comments attributed to it by
Rahul Gandhi and only decided
“apurelylegalquestionofadmissibility of certain documents”.
“At the outset, it is reiterated
that there was not the slightest
intention to insinuate anything
regarding the Supreme Court
proceedings in any manner,”
Gandhi said in his affidavit.
He did not have the slightest
intention or desire or even
thought process, “to bring the
court into the political arena or
bringitintodisreputeorattribute
to it deliberately or willfully that
which the court had not said or
meant.”
“It is also noteworthy that the
Rafaleissuehadbeenandcontinues to be one of the most prominentpoliticalandsocialissuesin
this country for many months
anddespitethematterbeingsubjudice, has been the subject of
incessantdiscussionincivilsocietyand the media,”he claimed in
his affidavit.

frompageone

In Jatland, dynastic
politics rules the roost
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

In Congress, Rohtak strongman Bhupinder Singh Hooda’s
family is also a dominant player
in the state polity. While the
former CM has been fielded from
Sonepat, the party, this time too,
is banking on son and three-time
MP Deepender Singh Hooda to
retain Rohtak. Hooda father,
Ranbir Singh, was a well-known
freedom fighter.
“The dynastic politics is not a
new phenomenon in Haryana.
No party is untouched from
it…of late, the BJP has also fallen
for it. Across all regions of Haryana, a handful of families are
controlling politics,” says Professor Rajendra Sharma of political science department of Maharishi Dayanand University

(MDU), Rohtak. “In Haryana,
family and feudal loyalties are
intrinsic to its culture. This promotes patronage which, in turn,
is a booster for dynastic politics,” he adds.
“Regional parties not having
sound ideology are family
driven. The weaker the ideological base, the bigger the dependence on dynastic politics. This is
why we see more reliance on
dynastic politics among regional
parties,” a political analyst,
pleading anonymity, said.
serving in a government-run
University said.
The entry of Bhavya Bishnoi,
son of MLA couple, Kuldeep
Bishnoi andRenuka Bishnoi and
grandson of former chief minister Bhajan Lal, as Congress can-

Cong old guard is back,
Delhi set for 3-way fight
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

Congress leaders did not comment on the alliance on record,
but a senior leader aware of
developments said a small window for negotiations was open
till April 26, the last day for nominations to be withdrawn. “The
senior leadership, including our
party president Rahul Gandhi ji,
is keen on an alliance… So, just
because candidates are
announced we cannot say that
those doors are closed. The AAP
had announced candidates for

all seven seats and yet they continued to have talks with us,” the
leader said.
Congress’s JP Agarwal, Ajay
Maken, Mahabal Mishra, Arvinder Singh Lovely, Rajesh
Lilothia and boxer Vijender
Singh were named as the other
candidates.
They will need to file their
nominations on Tuesday, the
last date for accepting papers for
the polls that will be held on May
12. All of AAP’s nominees have
filed their papers.

didate from Hisar again point
towards dominance of dynastic
politics in the state.
While INLD leader Abhay
Chautala has fielded his younger
sonArjunChautalafromKurukshetra, Dushyant Chautala, son
of Ajay Chautala is seeking
re-election from Hisar, though
on JJP, the breakaway faction,
this time. His younger brother
Digvijay Chautala will take on
Hooda in Sonepat.
Interestingly, it’s not just
about ‘son-rise’ in Haryana, the
women have also benefitted
when it comes to dynastic politics.
Kumari Selja, a four-time MP
and a former Union minister, is
contesting from Ambala
reserved seat.

CONG CHIEF’S
PAPERS VALID:
POLL OFFICER
NEWDELHI: Thereturningofficerin
Uttar Pradesh’s Amethi has
cleared the nomination papers
filed by Rahul Gandhi, rejecting
objections filed by an independent candidate, who alleged there
werediscrepanciesinthenationality, identity and educational
qualifications of the Congress
President.
Gandhi’s lawyers refuted the
chargesofincongruityincitizenshipdetailsandsaidhe was born
inIndiaandholdsanIndianpassport.
They also dismissed the allegations that Gandhi’s educationalcertificatesareinthename
of Raul Vinci and said the Congress president completed his
M.Phil in 1995 from the UniversityofCambridge,andpresented
a copy of the certificate issued by
HTC
the University.

EC report on Modi
biopic in SC, case to
be heard on April 26

FIR against Pragya for Babri
remarks; Shah defends pick
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NEWDELHI: The Election Commis-

BHOPAL: Madhya Pradesh Police

sion(EC)onMondaysubmitteda
reporttotheSupremeCourt(SC)
over the screening of a biopic on
Prime Minister Narendra Modi.
A bench led by Chief Justice
Ranjan Gogoi said the report
shall be provided to all the contesting parties in the case after
taking the report on record. It
said the matter would now be
heard on April 26.
The SC is hearing a plea of the
producersofthebiopicchallengingtheEC’sbanonitsrelease.On
April 15, the court had asked the
electionwatchdogtore-examine
its decision prohibiting the
screening after the producers
contended the restraint order
was based on a two-minute
promo of the movie.
The EC on April 10 put the
movie’s release on hold until the
ongoing polls end on May 19. It
heldanybiopicmaterialwiththe
potential to disturb the levelplaying field during elections
shouldnotbedisplayed.Thefilm
was set to release on April 11
whenthefirstphaseofthepolling
was held.The Opposition had
opposed the film’sexhibition citing the election model code of
conduct that prohibits anything
that may influence voters.

registered on Monday an FIR
againstPragyaThakur,theBharatiya Janata Party (BJP) candidatefromBhopalparliamentary
constituency,overherstatement
that she was “proud” to have
takenpartinthedemolitionofthe
BabriMasjidinAyodhyain1992.
TheactionagainstThakur,an
accused in the 2008 Malegaon
bomb blast who is currently out
on bail, was taken on the directionsofthestateelectioncommission, which sent her two notices
— one for her remarks on the
Babri mosque and the other for
sayingher“curse”killedHemant
Karkare, a decorated police officer who was shot dead by terroristsduringtheMumbaiattacksin
November 2008.
Thakur,48,whofiledhernomination for the Madhya Pradesh
seatonMonday,didnotcomment
on the police action.
“I am busy with campaigning
andmy legal team is lookinginto
thematter,”shesaid.Bhopaldistrict election officer Sudam
Khade said Thakur’s reply to the
poll watchdog’s notice over
remarksontheBabriMasjidwas
notsatisfactory,andhenceaction
was initiated against her.
In her reply, Thakur said on

E-mail- shkmgmcrecruitment@gmail.com
Phone No. 01267-282007

PUBLIC NOTICE
This is for the information of all the concerned, that due to administrative
reasons, 01 post of Assistant Professor and 02 posts of Associate Professor,
Dentistry which were published vide Advt. No. SHKM/Rectt/18/08 with closing
date 30-11-2018 and for remote area 07-12-2018 and 06 posts of Senior
Residents (Tenure Basis) vide advt No. SHKM/Rectt/19/02 (details uploaded
on website) in the various News papers, is hereby withdrawn with immediate
effects.
Sd/Director
SHKM Govt. Medical College, Nalhar, Nuh
76152

BJP candidate for Bhopal LS seat Pragya Singh Thakur files her
nomination paper at District Collector office on Monday.

Monday, “I have not given any
statement to create any tension
among any caste, religion, community and linguistic group or
hurt communal sentiments. But
my statement expressed my
inner voice.”
Thakur kicked up a row after
she said in a TV interview that
“we will build the Ram temple...Wehadgonetheretodemolish the structure.
I climbed up the structure to
razeitandIfeelproudofthis.God
had given us strength and we
removed a scar on the face of
country”.
Congress spokesperson JP
Dhanopiasaid,“Wewelcomethe
decision [FIR], but another FIR
should be registered against her
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NEW DELHI: The Press Council of
India(PCI),aquasi-judicialbody,
has complained to the Election
Commission (EC) that the journalists nominated by it to the
state-level Media Certification
and Monitoring Committees
(MCMC) are not being invited to
their meetings.
The PCI watchdog nominates
journalists to the district and
state-level MCMCs that are con-

stituted to ensure that there are
no cases of paid news in print,
electronic and digital media.
These committees also monitor
all political advertisements in
electronic and print media to
check if the content and the ads
arebeingpublishedwiththeconsent of the candidate in whose
expense account the advertisement will be added.
“… It has come to the notice of
the Press Council of India that
PCI’smembersnominatedtothe
State Level Media Certification

ANI

for insulting the martyr, former
Mumbai ATS chief Hemant
Karkare.”
Addressing BJP workers on
Friday, Thakur said Karkare
died because she “cursed” him
for “torturing” her when he
probed the Malegaon blast case
as chief of the Anti-Terrorism
Squad (ATS). Six people were
killed and over 100 injured when
anexplosivedevicestrappedona
motorcycle went off near a
mosque in north Maharashtra’s
MalegaononSeptember 29,2008.
Thepollwatchdogisyettotake
a decision on Thakur for the
remarks on Karkare, though, in
her replyto the election commission notice, she said she did not
violatethemodelcodeofconduct.

PCI complains to EC as scribes
not invited to state meetings

FIR against Azam’s
son for ‘Anarkali’
jibe on Jaya Prada

and Monitoring Committees are
not getting appropriate assistance from the State Election
Authorities to carry out their
mandate in the States and they
arebeingnotinvitedforthemeetings of the State Level MCMCs,”
the print media watchdog wrote
inalettertotheElectionCommission.HThasseenacopyoftheletter dated April 22.
At the end of the second phase
of elections on April 18, the poll
watchdog had identified 51 cases
of paid news.

BAREILLY: Police lodged a First
Information Report (FIR) on
Monday against Samajwadi
Party (SP) MLA, Abdullah
Azam Khan, son of party candidate from Rampur Lok
Sabha seat, Azam Khan, for an
alleged derogatory remark
against Bharatiya Janata Party
candidate Jaya Prada even as
the latter was booked for a comment she allegedly made against
the senior Samajwadi Party (SP)
leader.
HTC

Need to address each other’s concerns: India
Sutirtho Patranobis
n

spatranobis@htlive.com

BEIJING:IndiaandChinashouldbe
sensitivetoeachother’sconcerns
as they work to enhance trust,
foreign secretary Vijay Gokhale
said during talks with key Chinese officials in Beijing Monday.
Thetalkswereheldagainstthe
backdrop of prickly differences
betweenthetwosidesdespitethe
bonhomie generated by the
informalsummitbetweenPrime
Minister Narendra Modi and
President Xi Jinping in Wuhan a
year ago.
Key issues such as coordinating the positions of the two countriesatinternationalforumsand
the listing of Pakistan-based
Jaish-e-Mohammed chief Masood Azhar as a global terrorist at
the UN were discussed, people
familiarwithdevelopmentssaid.
In his opening remarks at a
meeting with China’s foreign
minister Wang Yi, he said India
will work with the Chinese side

n

Indian foreign secretary Vijay Keshav Gokhale (left) and Chinese
foreign minister Wang Yi at Zhongnanhai in Beijing on Monday.

“to deepen understanding to
strengthen trust to implement
the decisions that were taken by
leadersandtodoitinamannerin
which we are sensitive to each
other’s concerns”.
Wang too said spoke of the
needtoenhancemutualtrustand
strategic cooperation. “As each
other’s strategic partners, it is

AP

importantforthetwocountriesto
worktogether toincrease strategic communication, deepen
mutual political trust and
strengthenstrategiccooperation
on international and regional
issues.Giventhat,itisimportant

to have regular consultations
with China,” Wang said.
After calling on Wang,
Gokhale had a day-long meeting
with vice foreign minister Kong
Xuanyou. He also met executive
vice foreign minister Le
Yucheng, who earlier served as
theenvoytoIndia. Gokhale,who
earlierservedastheambassador
to Beijing, told Wang that he and
KongXuanyouwerefollowingup
efforts to implement the understandings reached at the Wuhan
meeting.
He said the past year had witnessed “brisk political
exchanges”andWanghadvisited
NewDelhiforthefirstmeetingof
the people-to-people exchange
mechanismandthattheexternal
affairs minister is set to travel to
China this year. Both sides discussed the agenda for bilateral
engagement in the coming
months andexchanged views on

regionalandglobalissuesofcommoninterest,includingtheIndoPacific,saidastatementfromthe
externalaffairsministry.Inadditiontotalksaimedatmaintaining
momentum in ties in the wake of
the Wuhan summit, Gokhale is
believed to have discussed coordinating India and China’s positions on key global issues at
forumssuchastheG20Summitto
be held in Tokyo in June.
Though India has said Monday’s talks were scheduled some
timeago,GokhalevisitedBeijing
daysaheadofthesecondBeltand
Road Forum (BRF), which India
will skip because of concerns
over territorial sovereignty
related to the China-Pakistan
Economic Corridor (CPEC).
The three-day BRF will be
attended by nearly 40 heads of
state and government. India had
also boycotted the first edition of
the forum in 2017.

Ofﬁce of the Commandant TPT Bn, ITB Police
Ministry of Home Affairs, Govt. of India
P.O. Air Port, Chandigarh

NOTICE INVITING E-TENDER
Commandant, Transport Bn., ITB Police Force, Chandigarh, invites on the behalf of the
President of India E-Tendering on item rate contract under two bid systems (Technical Bid
& Financial Bid) from the Registered Contractors in appropriate class of CPWD, U.T. PWD,
Railways, Telecom Department, MES, State Irrigation/PHED and State PWD (B&R) for the
following work:
S/N

Tender No./Name of works

Estimating
cost of work
(in Rs.)

Earnest
Money
(in Rs.)

Period of
Completion

1.

Tender No. ITBP/TPT Bn./Engr./
e-Tender/2019-261 date 18.04.19

94,31,608/-

1,88,700/-

09 months

88,29,052/-

1,76,600/-

09 months

“Renovation & Up-gradation of Family
Qtrs. (T-I/A-40, T-II/B-30, T-III/C-07,
T-IV/06, T-D/02, T-V/E-03) at TPT Bn.,
ITB Police.”
2.

SHAHEED HASAN KHAN MEWATI
GOVT. MEDICAL COLLEGE, NALHAR,
NUH-122107 (HARYANA)

n

Tender No. ITBP/ TPT Bn./ Engr./
e-Tender/2019-260 date 18.04.19
“Renovation & Up-gradation of SFA
Qtrs. (T-I/A-35, T-II/B-24, T-III/C-10
and T-D/06) Sec. 32-A at TPT Bn., ITB
Police”

Bid submission start Date and Time

:

20.04.19 at 1700 Hrs.

Last date and time for submission of bid

:

29.04.19 till 1530 Hrs.

Tender Opening Date and Time

:

30.04.19 at 1600 Hrs.

All details, regarding the subject tender are available on our website www.itbp.gov.in, &
www.eprocure.gov.in/CPP Portal. Any change/modiﬁcation in the tender Enquiry will
be intimated through our website only. Bidders are therefore requested to visit our website
regularly to keep themselves updated.
Sd/Commandant
davp 19112/11/0037/1920
TPT Bn, ITB Police
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A time of fear
and uncertainty

N-weapons must not be trivialised

The Lankan blasts expose the
dysfunction in the government

Nuclear powers are expected to be responsible.
Nukes cannot be made part of a poll campaign

T

he devastating bombings targeting churches and
high-end hotels in Sri Lanka, which killed nearly 300
people, have shattered the calm that existed in the
island nation since the end of a bloody civil war
almost a decade ago. More significantly, the attacks

— blamed on a domestic radical Muslim group named National Thawheed

ourtake

Jama’ut (NTJ) — exposed the political
dysfunction within the government because of the animosity
between President Maithripala Sirisena and Prime Minister
Ranil Wickremesinghe. Lankan ministers have now acknowledged that foreign intelligence agencies alerted Colombo about
possible attacks by NTJ as early as April 4, but nothing was done.
Mr Wickremesinghe has even said neither he nor his ministers
were given advance information on attacks, and there are
reports that the prime minister hasn’t been allowed to attend
meetings of the Security Council since last October.
The timing and selection of targets — churches and hotels
filled with people celebrating Easter — are significant. The manner of the strikes by suicide bombers, all of them Sri Lankan citizens, suggests considerable planning and coordination went into
the attacks. Though little is known of the NTJ, the group is not
believed to have the capability to organise such bombings on its
own. All of this has led counter-terrorism experts to conclude
that the NTJ was working closely with a foreign group. Some
have even pointed a finger at the Islamic State. There have been
reports of the increasing influence of Salafi ideology among Sri
Lanka’s Muslims and the growth of mosques and seminaries
funded by West Asian nations. Dozens of Sri Lankan Muslims

SHEKHAR GUPTA, ThePrint

I

n early 2002, when India ordered full
military mobilisation as part of ‘operation Parakram following the Jaish-eMohammed attack on Parliament,
Pervez Musharraf’s Pakistan
responded with a mixture of fright and
bravado.
On January 12, Musharraf made a conciliatory speech, promised not to let his territory
be used by any terrorist group. India didn’t
de-escalate. At that point, a substantial
asymmetry still existed between the two
armed forces, especially in the air. Musharraf betrayed his fear and desperation by
repeatedly talking about nuclear weapons.
To further his scaremongering, he would
routinely launch one missile test after
another. Each of these new missiles was
named after some medieval Muslim invader
of India. Ghori, Ghazni, Abdali, Babur and
you can Google if there were more.
Nirupama Rao, later India’s ambassador
to Beijing, Washington and foreign secretary, was at the time the spokesperson of the
ministry of external affairs. At her usual
daily briefing, she was asked for her reaction
to these missile launches. Her reply is
immortal and epic. All she said was, “We are
not impressed.”
In four devastating words, she had made
the world laugh at the Pakistani nuclear
blackmail. She didn’t bother holding forth on
how India might respond to Pakistani nukes.
Those things, everybody understands. So
just respond to such idiotic threats with the
contempt they deserve.
The journalists at her briefing laughed.
Next day, the Indian and global media
stepped off the nuclear kerb. India had made
its point without bothering to retaliate to
juvenile nonsense with nonsense or wasting
any missiles in tit-for-tat tests.
Musharraf was left frustrated and furious.
At one of his media interactions just after,
still seething at the insult, I’d presume, par-

ticularly by a woman, he said, “What does
that lady mean she is not impressed? These
are serious weapons.” Or something to that
effect.
The lesson is simple, and enduring. A
nuclear threat was held out in 2002, in a warlike environment by usual suspect Pakistan.
It was neutralised with one, clever yet deterrent diplomatic statement.
We call Pakistan the “usual suspect”
because, since 1987, it has made a habit of
using its nukes as a pre-emptive threat. It is
true, regrettably, that Pakistan achieved
weaponisation of its nukes earlier than India.
In spite of conducting Pokharan-1 back in
1974, India had let its nuclear weapons programme languish. These days, it would be
fashionable to blame only the Gandhi
dynasty for it. And Indira Gandhi did indeed
waste much time and focus because of her
Emergency.
Following her, Morarji Desai was the only
genuine and, frankly, disastrous pacifist in
our history. He saw nuclear weapons and
espionage as utterly immoral.
Indira Gandhi’s second term was consumed in internal strife, especially in Assam
and Punjab. Rajiv Gandhi woke up to the
threat and asymmetry during Exercise
Brasstacks. He launched the programme for
full weaponisation. I have written in detail
the story of how this came to fruition as the
baton was passed between eight prime ministers. The first Pakistani nuclear threat, or
just the suggestion of it in 1987, made India
give up its strategic hesitations.
The next blackmail from Pakistan came
while the gap was still in its favour, in the
summer of 1990. It is a well-documented
story. Kashmir was going through its worst
insurgency, Benazir Bhutto was threatening
to chop Governor Jagmohan into pieces
(“Usko hum jag-jag, mo-mo, han-han kar
denge”), forces were up with live ammunition, we were writing cover stories on war

are believed to have joined Islamic State and at least one has died
Clearly, the Sri Lankan government will have to get its act
together, both to apprehend those responsible for Sunday’s
bombings and to prevent further attacks. With elections due by
December this year, Sri Lanka could witness more uncertainty
and instability, something that could have far-reaching ramifications for India and especially the southern state of Tamil Nadu.

§
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ith the Congress releasing a list of six candidates
from Delhi, including heavyweights like Sheila
Dixit and Ajay Maken from Northeast and New
Delhi respectively, the contours of the battle for

the seven Lok Sabha seats in the capital became clear on Monday. The Congress decision comes after months of speculation,
and weeks of prolonged negotiation with the Aam Aadmi Party
(AAP). On Sunday, the Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) released

BS
PRAKASH
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Andhra Pradesh chief minister and TDP president N Chandrababu Naidu addresses a public
PTI
meeting in Serilingampally assembly constituency, Hyderabad, November 2018

The route to Delhi passes
through the Telugu states
As in the 2004 and 2009 polls, both Andhra Pradesh and
Telangana will be vital in the 2019 government formation

the name of four of its own candidates, including minister,
Harshvardhan, and party chief in the city, Manoj Tiwari, from
Chandni Chowk and East Delhi respectively. The AAP’s candi-

VENKATESHA
BABU

dates have already been campaigning in the city, and includes
figures such as Dileep Pandey in Northeast Delhi and Atishi
Marlena from East Delhi.
The story of how what could have been a bipolar contest
between the BJP and the AAP-Congress turned into a triangular
one is instructive. The talks moved through several stages. The
AAP was at most willing to concede two of the seven seats, while
the Congress wanted three. Then the negotiations expanded to
Haryana, with the AAP claiming that if it were to give three seats
in Delhi, there ought to be a larger deal across states. It argued
that along with a new regional party in Haryana, led by Dushyant Chautala, the three forces would be able to easily defeat the
BJP across 17 seats. The Congress, by this stage, threw a fit, ruled
out Haryana, and the talks collapsed.
The fragmentation of the anti-BJP vote now gives a clear edge
to the incumbent party. The collapse of the possible alliance in
Delhi reinforces the BJP’s narrative that opposition parties are
weak and squabbling. And while seven seats may not be a lot, the
battle in Delhi has always been symbolic and watched widely
across the country. While calling it a bellwether state may be
somewhat of an exaggeration, the party which wins Delhi has
usually done well nationally.

scenarios and Pakistani foreign minister,
Sahabzada Yaqub Khan, came visiting.
Don’t start a war now, he told his counterpart, IK Gujral, or there will be a fire that consumes our rivers, forests, mountains, everything. Gujral’s response was again as classy
and classic as you’d expect from an old-fashioned diplomat: “I don’t know what you are
talking about, Yaqub sahib, lekin jin daryaon ka paani aapne piya hai, unka hee
humne bhi piya hai. (But remember, we’ve
been nurtured on the waters of the same rivers as you.)”
This was again the language of deterrence.
Softly spoken, yet effective. These events
have also been documented in detail by
American investigative journalist, Seymour
Hersh, the then deputy NSA, Robert Gates,
and inaremarkable book, Critical Mass: The
DangerousRacefor Superweapons byNBC’s
Bob Windrem and Ed Burrows, and even my
journalistic writings in that period.
Atal Bihari Vajpayee ignored all nuclear
talk during Kargil. But, compulsive bullies
that they are, the Pakistani military again
tried this the day of the Balakot attacks. Its

Experience suggests the attacks were probably not
a fallout of the nation’s simmering domestic disputes

The battle for Delhi
is three-cornered
Thefragmentationoftheanti-BJPvote
willworkagainsttheCongressandAAP

Prime Minister Modi during an election
REUTERS
rally, Patan, Gujarat, April 21

Lanka’s response to the
Easter tragedy has been
extremely disciplined

D E C I D I N G FAC T O R

fighting in Syria.

n

bigmouth spokesperson, Major General Asif
Ghafoor, said a meeting of their National
Command Authority had been called. And,
he added with a smirk, “you know what that
means”. I presume somebody knocked him
on the head soon after and neither he, nor
anybody else, mentioned this again.
The 26-27 February crisis passed pretty
much as most India-Pakistan stand-offs do,
leaving each side the space to claim victory
with their respective, partisan public opinion. Nobody threatened Armageddon,
nobody flashed any missiles. Please do not
buy that fantasy of the “planned” 12 missile
strikes. This is opium-den rumour. Both
sides know the implications of launching
even one ballistic missile. Whatever warhead it carries, the other will presume that
it’s nuclear from the moment it is launched.
That is why, all ballistic missiles, in both
countries, have been taken away from conventional forces and put under the charge of
their respective strategic forces commands.
The fact is, the subcontinent’s nuclear
deterrent worked again. When you draw the
strategic balance sheet, India made a substantive gain of long-lasting value. It successfully raised the nuclear threshold. The fantasy of Pakistani pre-emptive nuke strikes is
now dead and buried. India should savour
this and plan both tactics and strategy going
ahead accordingly.
What it surely doesn’t mean is that India
should now start nuclear loose talk like Pakistan in the past. Nuclear weapons are serious
business. You do not expect to ever use them
and all strategy aims at that. That is why the
perils of making these a part of your campaign rhetoric, bringing in your own joyous
festivals, Diwali for Narendra Modi or Shabe-Baraat earlier by Musharraf, need to be
understood. Nuclear powers are expected to
be responsible, in deed and speech. Understated responsibility and strategic maturity
has served India brilliantly, even post-Balakot. Narendra Modi has erred gravely in
changing a successful script, and trivialising
it in the campaign.
By special arrangement with ThePrint
The views expressed are personal

W

ith all the attention focused on
large states such as Uttar Pradesh, Bihar, Maharashtra and
WestBengal,peopleforgetthatin
both2004and2009,itwastheelectionoutcome
in the then undivided Andhra Pradesh
(AP) andneighbouringTamilNaduthateventually shaped the national fortunes, giving a
fillip to the Congress-led United Progressive
Alliance(UPA).However,thehistoricalpresenceand growth of strong regionalparties in
bothstateshavemeantthattheBJPhasbeen
unable to carve out a politicalspace foritself.
In2014,whenAndhraPradeshwasdivided
intoTelanganaandAndhraPradesh,theBJP
couldhavemadeanattempttobuilditselfup,
but chose to go with the Telugu Desam Party
(TDP).WhileitendedupwithtwoseatsinAP,
itwononlyoneinTelangana. Itsdependence
on an ally to grow in the Telugu-speaking
states has meant that when a partner walks
out, the party struggled to make a mark.
Take the case of Telangana. After the TDP
decided to part ways with the BJP-led
National Democratic Alliance (NDA) in
March 2018 and join hands with the UPA to
form a Mahakootami (grand alliance) in the
2018 Telangana assembly elections, the saffron party chose to contest alone. In the 119memberassembly,itcontestedfrom118seats
andlostdepositsin103.AgaininboththeTelu-

gu-speakingstates,theBJPhasgonealonein
the ongoing polls. While the party would be
happy to retain even its current numbers,
ground realities indicate otherwise.
Thisiswhyitisallthemoresurprisinghow
sanguine the NDA is about still getting support from the Telugu-speaking states. In
Andhra, Jaganmohan Reddy’s Yuvajana
ShramikaRythuCongressParty(YSRCP)has
beenmakingnotsosubtlepublicoverturesto
theBJP. Jaganisbeinginvestigatedbyaslew
of central agencies. While the YSRCP has
alwaysmaintainedthatthesecasesaredueto
politicalvendetta,Jaganknowsthatitwould
beinhisinteresttohavetheCentre’ssupport.
However, following a bitter parting of ways
withtheCongressafteritdeniedhimthechief
minister’spostafterhisfather’stragicdeath,
Jagan’s options are fairly limited.
With TDP chief Chandrababu Naidu
breathing fire and brimstone at Modi, Jagan
andtheBJPhaveamutuallycoalescingpoliticalinterestinkeepingNaiduawayfromoffice.
Whether this relationship can withstand the
ideological difference between Jagan — who
hasopenlysaidhereadstheBibledaily—and
a Hindutva hardline party like the BJP
remains to be seen.
InTelangana,thecompulsionsareabitdifferent. K Chandrashekara Rao (KCR), who
won a three-fourths majority in the recently
concluded assembly elections, is unlikely to
supporttheMahagathbandhan,intheformationofwhichNaiduplayedakeyrole.KCRhas
been floating the idea of a non-Congress and
non-BJP federal front. Which is why even as
theBJPruesitsmissedopportunitiestogrow
in the Telugu-speaking states, it seems to be
sitting pretty for now.
n

venkatesha.babu@hindustantimes.com
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sthenewsofthehorrificattacksin
Sri Lanka and the enormity of the
unfolding tragedy hits me, my
mindgoesbacktotheblood letting
that I saw. I was the Indian Deputy High
CommissionerinColomboduringadifficult
period, and saw bomb blasts ripping
throughhotelsandmarkets,assassinations
ofpoliticalfigures,bothSinhalaandTamil,
and a city gradually losing its charm and
grace, as security concerns came to dominate its setting and spirit.
After ten years of relative quiet and the
restoration of normalcy ( with the military
victory over the LTTEin 2009),is Sri Lanka
going to see a different kind of violence?
We must first note the differences
between what Sri Lanka has seen now and
what it experienced during previous decades.Thegeographical spreadoftheattack
from Batticaloa in the east to Negombo on
the west coast, as also multiple locations in
Colombo is one pointer. The attack on
churchesonanEasterSundayandthusspecificallytargetingtheChristiancommunity
is another. Touristsandforeignerscongregating in upmarket hotels appear to have
beenintendedvictimsapartfromSriLankans in churches. The LTTE did not attack
theCatholicChurch (whichshowedsympathyfortheTamilcause),norforeigners,lest
it lost support in the West. The scale and
intensity of these attacks shows an operatingprocedurethathadnotbeenseenbefore.
Before looking at the larger picture, one
mustfirstnotewithappreciationthattheSri
Lankanestablishment has beenextremely
disciplinedwithregardtoidentifyingortheorising about the perpetrators. Wisely, a
clamp has been imposed on social media,
vital to prevent rumour-mongering and
worse in such a provocative situation.
Reports speak of many arrests and hence

SOME EXPERTS ON TERRORISM
SEEM TO BE VEERING AROUND
TO THE VIEW THAT SRI LANKA
WAS A LOCALE CHOSEN FOR A
LARGER MESSAGE AND NOT
NECESSARILY THE INTENDED
TARGET OF THE ATTACKS

news will inevitably trickle out in the coming days, even if a definitive assessment
aboutthemotivesandtheidentityoftheperpetrators may take more time. It is also
remarkablethatinthenotoriouslydivisive
SriLankanpolity,majorleadersseemtobe
speaking in one voice and there are no discordantnoisesinthishourofnationalcrisis.
Itis inevitable thatthoughtsshouldturn
to the possible motives and proximate
causes of these attacks. While SL governmenthasbeenverycarefulandcommendably circumspect, early indications point to
the National Thawheed Jama’ut, a group
that has so far been known primarily for
defacing Buddhist statues. How much support they had in undertaking an act of such
scale and sophistication is another matter.
Some experts on terrorism seem to be
veering around to the view that Sri Lanka
wasalocalechosenforalargermessageand
not necessarily the intended target of the
attacks. The parallel that comes to mind is
theattackcarriedoutbyal-Qaedain1998 in
KenyaandTanzaniawhich wasmeantas a
messagetotheAmericans.Thereisspeculation that the vulnerabilities and the inherentdiversityofSriLankawereexploitedby
an international group to stage attacks
there,thoughtheintendedmessagewasfor
an audience much larger and distant.
The idea that the attacks were probably
not a fall out of the inherently domestic disputes in Sri Lanka also needs to be mentioned.SriLankahassimmeringdisputes—
ethnic, religious, and political — but it
wouldperhapsbesafetoassessthatnoneof
these three are likely to cause violence of
this ferocity.
What are the implications for our region
and for India?
First,itshowsonceagainthevulnerability of states and the ever-present nature of
terrorismasanasymmetricalthreat.Whateverbetheintelligencelapses,noneofusare
safefromsuicidebombers. Second,though
Sri Lanka may be the victim this time, the
need for intelligence-sharing and connectingthedotsinternationallyisclear.Thishas
to include operational matters as well as
trackingfinancial flows. Allthis is happening already, but professionals may learn
new lessons as the investigations proceed.
Third,theuseofsocialmedia isacriticalfactor. We have come to learn about the dangersofradicalisationthroughsocialmedia.
Expertshavetodevisestrategiestocounter
it.Itwillbesafetoassumethatconsultations
and cooperation between Sri Lanka and
Indiawillintensifythoughthiswillnecessarily stay under the radar.
BS Prakash is former deputy
high commissioner to Sri Lanka
The views expressed are personal
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ELECTION2019

to Amul,
InpolarisedKannur,acasteangle Home
Anand is Guj’s
tothefightofredandsaffroncadre bellwether seat
Chetan Chauhan

KERALA In a crunch election, and in states
where it has traditionally not done well, or where
it has just started doing well, how RSS and BJP
are working together to make a difference
Revati Laul and Ramesh Babu
n

letters@hindustantimes.com

A

s CK Padmanabhan,
70, the BJP’s candidate in North Kerala’s Kannur, sees it,
the
differences
between the communists and the
combine of the Bharatiya Janata
Party (BJP) and its ideological
parent, the Rashtriya Swayamsevak Sangh, is “very narrow”.
Both are cadre-based organisations, both believe strongly in
the ideologies they stand for.
Never mind that those ideas are
exactly the opposite of each
other. “We used to say in Red
Fort the red flag will flutter, that
was our dream,” says the RSS
man, smiling, as the Bhagwa
Dhwaja or RSS saffron flag flutters above. At the bus stop in
Kannur where he is speaking,
there is a poster overhead of a
communist “martyr,” killed,
allegedly by members of the RSS.
Now, in an election season, the
killings are the single-most
important election issue. Especially in villages controlled by
either side.
Kannur has been the heart
and soul of the communists,
notably the Communist Party of
India (Marxist) for decades. Padmanabhan’s own parents were
“comrades”, he says. Since the
1960s, the CPI(M) and the RSS
have clashed intermittently
here, a feud that’s left around 250

people dead. In Kannur, it is the
children of staunch communists
that have often crossed over to
being staunchly right wing, as
Padmanabhan did in 1968.
In campaign mode, he makes a
long and fiery speech about the
fact that the BJP is a truly
nationalistic party unlike the
communists or the Congress
party that is in an alliance with
the Muslim League,“the party
associated with the partition of
India”, Padmanabhan says,
refusing to accept that this is a
gross distortion of history and
facts.
In the pretty sea-side municipality of Thalassery, an hour’s
drive away from the town, are
villages where only posters of
the CPI(M) candidate PK Sreemathi are visible. In a square of one
such village stands a tall memorial plaque and the hammer and
sickle party symbol – it is silver
and gleaming in the sun. It is the
memorial of VK Mohanan,
CPI(M) secretary for the
Valaankichal branch and toddy
shop owner, killed in October
2016, a crime for which three RSS
workers were arrested soon
after.
In the house behind the
plaque, two of Mohanan’s comrades and friendsare sitting with
his 22- year old daughter Sneha,
who bursts into tears at the mention of her father. “The RSS
knows that the main problem
here is the work of Mohanan, so

IN SUCH A SHARPLY POLARISED PLACE, THE ONLY
WAY TO MAKE SENSE OF THE VIOLENCE IS TO LOOK
UNDER THE SURFACE OF WHAT EACH SIDE SAYS. PAST
THE IMMEDIATE ELECTORAL POLITICS. PAST
IDEOLOGY. TO CASTE: 75% OF ALL THOSE KILLED ON
EITHER SIDE ARE FROM ONE CASTE, THE EZHAVAS

n

n

they targeted him,” says VK
Rajan. His colleague, Vatsala,
currently the block president of
the local council or panchayat,
adds that in this election,
Mohanan’s death will be uppermost in voters’ minds.
But Mohanan’s story is
incomplete without the postscript that it led to what the BJP
and the RSS describe as retaliatory killings. In the same month,
the son of a BJP leader, a 27-yearold vegetable seller, CK Remid,
was killed and a case was filed,
accusing CPI(M) workers and
their affiliates of the crime.
Remid’s mother breaks down
completely as she speaks of her
son. The frail and distraught CK
Narayani, sitting in an almost
empty living room, lost her husband C Uthaman to clashes with
the CPI(M) in the year 2002. And
then her son in 2016. “My husband was killed for being a BJP
worker,” she says, but “I don’t
know still why my son was
killed. He was not an active
worker inthe BJP.All his friends
were in the CPI(M).”
“I am completely orphaned.
And the CPI(M) didn’t even send
a ward member to offer condo-

lences,” she adds.
And then underlines the
abominable nature of her predicament by explaining that her village, Pinarayi, is the same village the state chief minister and
communist leader Pinarayi
Vijayan comes from. It is a
“CPI(M) village,” so the party
goes door to door asking for
donations of fifty or hundred
rupees. Despite losing her husband and son allegedly to the
party, she has to make a donation. And does.
In such a sharply polarised
place, the only way to make
sense of the violence is to look
under the surface of what each
side says. Past the immediate
electoral politics. Past ideology.
To caste: 75% of all those killed
on either side are from one caste,
the Ezhavas, known in Kannur
as Theeyas. This is a caste that
has a high concentration in Kannur and forms part of the working class as well as the rising
middle class.
Professor T Sasidharan is a
political scientist and a resident
of Kannur who authored ‘Radical Politics of Kannur’. He says
the Theeya community has over

time been a martial community.
They have historically been
practitioners of the Kalaripayattu martial art and of the very
physically demanding ritual
worship of Theyyam. “These
were ways to externalize aggression,” Professor Sasidharan
explained. And added crucially
that “it was the main reason that
political parties were interested
in this category from the 1930s.
They have used this culture to
build cadres.”
In the 1960s, the party that was
the precursor of the BJP — the
Jana Sangh — started to build a
base in Kannur by backing a
large beedi company called Ganesh Beedi Works.
Around that time, the CPI(M)
started a beedi co-operative
movement called the Kerala
Dinesh Beedi Workers’ Central
Co-operative Society. Worker
versus worker very quickly
turned into political cadre versus cadre and the origin of Kannur’s recent history of violence.
Senior RSS leader KK Balaram claimed that the violence
has been an issue in Kannur in
the run-up to the election
because of what he terms a spurt

From left: A picture of slain
BJP leader CK Padmanabhan
put on display at a bus stop
where he campaigned. A
plaque dedicated to the CPI
(M) leader Mohanan who was
HT PHOTOS
killed in Kannur.

in violence after the CPI(M)-led
left front, or the LDF, came to
power in 2016.
Three peace committee meetings have taken place between
the chief minister and members
of the RSS and he was a part of
these. Each side submitted a list
of people at the district and block
level who can negotiate with the
other side in case of a clash. At
stake is not just the one parliamentary seat that Kannur represents in this election but its role
as the fulcrum of a much larger
ideological and caste battle with
big national questions at its
heart.
The question of whether the
need for political space and identity in these parts will always
lead to rigidly defined and polarised politics will remain, but
regardless of the answer, it’s
interesting how caste has shaped
politics even in India’s most literate state.
(Ramesh Babu is a journalist
with Hindustan Times.
Revati Laul is an independent journalist and film-maker and the author of ‘The
Anatomy of Hate’, published by Westland/Context in December 2018. She
tweets @revatilaul)

chetan@hindustantimes.com

ANAND/AHMEDABAD: “I am also a
Gujarati,” Congress candidate
andformerunionministerBharatsinhSolankitoldpartyworkers
onApril18atSatyagrahaChawni
in Central Gujarat’s Borsad.
Solanki recalled the work of his
father, former chief minister
Madhavsinh Solanki, to counter
PrimeMinisterNarendraModi’s
invocationofGujaratiprideaday
earlier. At an election rally in
Anand, Modi had said that “only
a Gujarati can teach Pakistan a
lesson”, referring to the air
strikesinBalakotonFebruary26
— a retaliation to the attack on
Indian paramilitary soldiers in
Pulwama earlier that month.
TheBJPishopingthatitwillbe
abletoretainallthe26LokSabha
seatsthatitsweptinthe2014general election. Gujarat will go to
pollsinasinglephaseonApril23.
Anand, a traditional Congress
bastion,willbeabellwetherseat.
Headquarters to the famous
Amul (Anand Milk Union Limited), Congress has won 11 of the
16 Lok Sabha elections here.
Bharatsinh Solanki won in 2004
and 2009, but lost to BJP’s Dalipbhai Patel in 2014 by over 200,000
votes. Before 2014, the BJP had
won from here only in 1989 and
1999. Industrialist Mitesh Patel
has replaced the incumbent as
BJP’scandidatethistimearound.
“Traditionally Congress has
been strong in Central Gujarat
becauseofitsassociationwiththe
independence movement and
thenbuildingastrongmilkcooperative network benefitting
almostallruralhouseholdsinthe
region,”saidAnand-basedpolitical expert Daral Bhatt.
Amul chairman Ram Singh
Parmar said the milk movement
helped the Congress retain its
voters. “People in rural Gujarat
saw Congress as their saviour
when the region was hit by
drought and crop failures. Milk
providedanalternateincomeand
sustained lives.” Parmar, a
former Congress legislator,
switched over to the BJP during
the 2016 Rajya Sabha elections.

“The BJP made inroads through
the Patel community who ushered an economic boom in the
region with their own personal
investments,” he said.
The primarily farmer dominated region has four to six lane
highways, swanky roads that
reach villages and booming
industry. Non-resident Patels
withlocalbusinesspersonshave
builtprivatehospitalsandeducational institutions. Locals credit
the last 25 years of the BJP governmentforopeningthestatefor
investment.
Vijaybhai Gohil from Dohal
village said as PM, Modi has
brought big factories to Gujarat,
especiallyintheindustrialbeltof
Morbi, which has hundreds of
ceramic factories. However,
DeveshKumarfromthesamevillage complained of corruption.
“No work at a government office
here gets done without money
and nobody listens to the poor.”
Chagganbhai Pancham, a businessperson in Anand said the
BJP is a party of rich people. “In
thelast25yearsofBJPinGujarat,
the rich have become richer and
poor are struggling to sustain
their lives,” he said.
Solanki, under whose leadership the Congress won 79 of the
182assemblyseatsin2017assembly elections, claimed that the
Congress will do well in Gujarat
as people have lost faith in Modi.
“IfnotAnand,thenCongresscannot win any other seat,” he said,
adding that the party will win 16
LokSabhaseats,the claimmany
in his own party say is impossible.
Solanki belongs to the OBC
Kshatriya Thakor caste, with
over750,000voters,whiletheBJP
candidateMiteshPatelbelongsto
the Patidar community, with
around 242,000 voters. Muslim
voters number around 140,000.
Thoughcasteequationsarein
the Congress’ favour, the BJP
candidate Mitesh Patel claims it
does not come into the picture as
his party won from here in 1989,
1999 and 2014. “People here like
rest of Gujarat and India are votingforModi.Iamhisrepresentative here,” Patel said.
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NOBODY DISOBEYS MY ORDERS.

> DONALD TRUMP, US president, when asked if White House staffers often
ignore his orders, as highlighted by special counsel Robert Mueller

Terrorattacks:SpotlightonNTJ

IS-INSPIRED GROUP? India is helping Sri Lanka probe the Easter Sunday attacks with ‘technical and intelligence’ support
Shishir Gupta, Neeraj Chauhan
and Sudhi Ranjan Sen
n

n

THE TIGRESS: An Indonesian student gets her face painted
ahead of an Earth Day rally in Banda Aceh on Monday.

AFP

shortstories
WOMAN CARRYING GUN AND A BABY
THREATENS TO BLOW UP CHURCH IN US
WASHINGTON:A woman carrying a baby and a handgun, threatening to
blow up a church during Easter service in San Diego, was tackled by the
churchgoers, CNN reported. The sermon at TsidKenu church was about to
conclude when the woman walked on stage and waved the handgun
making “threats that she was going to blow up the church”. She pointed her
gun at churchgoers who approached her. Churchgoers were able to take the
baby from the woman’s arms and snatch away the gun from her hands
before tackling her to the ground. The 31-year-old woman with a toddler
and five-year-old daughter were taken into protective custody. AGENCIES

Bodies of 3 mountaineers
recovered in Canada

25 dead after bus falls
into ravine in Bolivia

MONTREAL:The bodies of three
mountaineers - American Jess
Roskelley, 36, and Hansjorg Auer,
35, and David Lama, 28, of Austria
- were found after they went
missing during an avalanche in
AFP
Canada’s Howse Pass.

LAPAZ:A bus fell 200 metres into
a ravine, leaving 25 people dead
after a collision involving two
trucks, Bolivian police said on
AFP
Monday.

Landslide kills at least 17 in
Colombian town, injures 5

1,065 climate protesters
arrested in UK last week

CARACAS:Heavy rains unleashed
a landslide in a remote mountain
town in southwestern Colombia
on Sunday, killing at least 17
people and injuring five more. AP

LONDON:British police say 1,065
people have been arrested since
mass climate change protests
began in London one week ago.
The protests, dubbed Extinction
Rebellion, emphasise the need for
AP
reductions in carbon use.

Protesters in Morocco seek
release of jailed activists

Philippines earthquake
leaves at least 2 dead

RABAT:Thousands of people
demonstrated on Sunday in
Rabat, calling for the release of
activists jailed for 20 years after a
court had upheld the ruling
against 42 people linked to the
AFP
2016 popular protests.

PORAC, PHILIPPINES:An earthquake measuring 6.1 killed two
people and left at least eight
others trapped in a collapsed
building that housed a supermarket in a northern Philippine
AP
province.

inthenews

STEVO PENDAROVSKI

North Macedonia’s pro-West presidential
candidate gains slender majority

1
2
3

The ruling Social Democrat Union party’s
favoured candidate held a razor-thin majority
over his rival after the first round of polls,
results showed on Monday
He garnered 42.85% of the votes while his right-wing rival Gordana
Siljanovska-Davkova managed 42.24%. The third candidate, Belrim
Reka, is out of the running with only 11%
Although the presidency is a largely ceremonial post, the 41% voter
turnout did not fulfill the minimum required turnout of 50%, rasing
the possibility of a run-off on May 5.
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NEW DELHI: The National Thowheeth Jamaath (NTJ), the littleknown group blamed for the
bombing of churches and hotels
in Sri Lanka on Sunday, appears
to have been inspired by Islamic
State (IS) though direct links
between the two are yet to be
established,peoplefamiliarwith
developments said on Monday.
India is helping Sri Lanka
probetheattackswith“technical
and intelligence” support, and
Indian security agencies are
watching a Tamil Naidu-based
cleric, the people said.
The attacks by suicide bombers, which killed 290, had all the
hallmarks of the IS that has targeted Christians on their holy
days, experts and security officialssaid. SinceMaylast year,IS
has claimed responsibility for
attacksonchurchesinIndonesia
and the Philippines.
The NTJ was formed in Kattankudy, a Muslim-dominated
town in eastern Sri Lanka, in
2014.Itsfounder Zahran Hashim
alias Abu Ubaida is believed to
have been the suicide bomber
who targeted Shangri-La Hotel
with military grade explosives.
A video released by Al Ghuraba Media featured the seven
suicide bombers allegedly
involved in the attacks. Except
for Abu Ubaida, the others had
theirfacescoveredandthe video
had messages in Arabic and
Tamil.Acaptioninthevideoread
“O Crusaders, this bloody day

n

The mother of Shaini, 13, who died in one of the blasts, mourns in Negombo; (right) priests look on after a car exploded when cops tried to defuse a bomb in Colombo.

(21-04) is our reward to you”.
Though some quarters in
Colombo felt the bombings were
in retaliation for the March 15
Christchurch mosque attacks,
the peoplecitedabovesaidit was
believed the NTJ had been planning the attacks for over three
months.
Indian counterterror experts
described the NTJ as a self-radicalised Salafi group inspired by
the IS, though a link between the
two is yet to be established. They
saidanumberofSriLankanMuslimswhorecentlyflewbackfrom
Qatarhadbeenarrestedfortheir

E F FO RT T O E N D 1 7 - Y E A R WA R

Khalilzad to visit India
for Afghan peace talks
WASHINGTON: The US special rep-

resentative for Afghanistan reconciliation, Zalmay Khalilzad,
will embark on a visit to India,
Afghanistan, Pakistan, Qatar,
Russia, and the UK from April 21
to May 11.
The visit is a part of efforts to
facilitate a political settlement
aimedatendingtheongoingconflict in Afghanistan.
“InKabul,special representative Khalilzad will consult with
the Afghan government and
other Afghans to encourage all
partiestoworktowardsintra-Afghandialogueandnegotiationsto
determine a final peace settlement,” an official release said.
In London, Moscow, Islamabad and New Delhi, he will work
tobuildinternationalsupportfor
the Afghan peace processto help

ensurethatanypeacesettlement
reached will be sustainable, the
statement said.
“In Doha, he will continue to
press forward on negotiations
with the Taliban to reach a consensus on core national security
issues, and urge their participation in inclusive intra-Afghan
dialogue,” the statement added.
Thedevelopmentcomesinthe
wakeofQatar’sintra-Afghaninitiative being delayed due to the
Talibanobjectingtoanewdelegation of Afghan government officials selected to attend the talks.
EventhoughWashingtonand
the Taliban have come close to
reachingalonglastingpeacedeal
that has so far excluded the
Afghangovernment,noprogress
has been made on the powerANI
sharing formula.

alleged role in the bombings.
An intelligence officer, who
requested anonymity, said the
attackscouldn’thavebeenpossible without months of planning
andinternationalplayerstravelling to Sri Lanka to take part in
the execution at different stages.
AccordingtoSITEIntelligence
Group, which monitors jihadi
groups, IS supporters were celebrating the attacks, and one supporterhadreleasedphotographs
of three attackers, calling them
“commandoes”.
Senior officials, who didn’t
want to be named, said India

n
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TEHRAN/DUBAI:Iranian President
Hassan Rouhani announced on
MondaythatheandvisitingPakistani PM Imran Khan agreed to
set up a joint border “reaction
force” to counter terrorism.
“We agreed to create a joint
rapid reaction force at the borders for combatting terrorism,”
Rouhanisaidfollowingmonthsof
tensions over attacks on both
sidesofthe two nations’frontier.
The border skirts the volatile
southeasternIranianprovinceof
Sistan-Baluchistan which has
beenthesceneoffrequentattacks
on Iran’s security forces.
Khan’s visit to Iran, the first
since he took office last year,
comesaftergunmenwhoIslamabadsayswerebasedinIrankilled
14 members of Pakistan’s security forces last week in its own
Balochistan province.

n

CRISIS CONTINUES: Sudanese protesters shout slogans during a
AFP
protest outside the army headquarters in Khartoum.

Sudan: Tensions
escalate after
talks break down
KHARTOUM:Tensionsescalatedon
Monday after talks broke down
betweenSudaneseprotestersand
the country’s military rulers
amid indications that the army
could move in to break up the
demonstration in the capital,
Khartoum.
Theprotesters,whohavebeen
rallying outside the military
headquartersinKhartoum,have
demanded a swift handover of
power to civilian rule after the
military earlier this month
ousted autocratic president
Omar al-Bashir after four
months ofstreetprotestsagainst
his 30-year rule.
Amilitarycouncil,whichtook
over after al-Bashir’s ouster and
arrest, issued a statement on
Monday calling for an “immediate opening of the roads and
removal of the barricades”
around the sit-in in Khartoum.
It also asked that other roads,
closed by similar protests across

the country, be opened.
However, the Sudanese ProfessionalsAssociation,whichhas
ledthemonthsofprotestsagainst
al-Bashir,vowedtocarryonwith
their sit-in.
It also called for a march on
Tuesday and mass protests on
Thursday when the organisers
plantoannouncetheirowntransitional council in a challenge to
the military’s.
Overnight, large crowds lit up
the night sky with their cellphones, singing and chanting as
protest leaders delivered fiery
speeches outside the military
complex in Khartoum.
TheorganisersonSundaysuspended talks with the military
council, saying it failed to meet
their demands for an immediate
transfertoaciviliangovernment.
SpokesmanMohammedAbdel
Azizsaidthecouncilwastooclose
to al-Bashir, who has been jailed
in Khartoum.
AP

Members of Iran's Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps (IRGC) during a parade in Tehran.

InMarch,Rouhanidemanded
Pakistan act “decisively against
anti-Iranian terrorists”, following a February 13 attack that
killed27membersoftheeliteRevolutionary Guards in Sistan-Baluchistan. Iran said a Pakistani
suicide bomber was behind the
attack,whichwasclaimedbythe
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US President Donald Trump and First Lady Melania Trump in Palm
AFP
Beach, Florida, on Sunday.

TrumpcampaignchairmanPaul
Manafort and a lawyer linked to
Russia. The Trump campaign
wasseekingharmfulinformation
on Democratic presidential candidate Hillary Clinton.
The Sunday news shows

offered the latest back and forth
following the long-anticipated
releaseonThursdayofMueller’s
448-page redacted report on his
two-year investigation into Russianinterferenceinthe2016presidential election.

AFP/FILE

KHAMENEI NAMES NEW
CHIEF FOR IRAN’S IRGC
Iran’sSupremeLeaderAyatollah
Ali Khamenei has replaced the
head of the IRGC , days after the
US designated the elite group a
foreign terrorist organisation.
Hossein Salami replaces
Mohammad Ali Jafari at the top.

F U R O R E I N PA K I S TA N

Agence France-Presse
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SunnijihadistgroupJaishal-Adl,
which Tehran says operates
mostly out of bases in Pakistan.
OnSaturdayIslamabadsaidit
had evidence the “terrorist outfits”thatcarriedouttheattackin
Balochistan have “training and
logistic camps inside Iranian
areas bordering Pakistan”.

US judge refuses
Students fall ill after
to set Chelsea
taking polio drops
Manning free
n

n

The Tamil Nadu-based cleric
underwatchbysecurityagencies
and the Tamil Nadu Towheed
Jamaat (TNTJ) do not have any
direct links with terrorism, officials said. “They have no links
acts to terrorbut we havereason
tobelievethattheycontributedto
radicalisation,” an officer said.
The TNTJ denied any links
with the Sri Lanka-based group.
“We do not have any association with any Towheed of any
other stateorcountry.Wearean
independent organisation,” said
TNTJ general secretary Abdul
Rahman.

Agencies

Associated Press
WASHINGTON:USPresidentDonald
Trump’s lawyer Rudy Giuliani
insisted there was “nothing
wrong”with the president’s2016
campaign taking information
from the Russians, as House
Democrats pledged stepped-up
investigations into campaign
misconduct and possible crimes
of obstruction detailed in special
counselRobertMueller’sreport.
Giuliani called the Trump
campaign’s effort to get political
help from representatives of the
Russiangovernmentpossiblyilladvised but not illegal.
“There’s nothing wrong with
taking information from Russians,” Giuliani said on Sunday,
referring to a June 2016 Trump
Tower meeting involving
Trump’s son Donald Jr, son-inlaw Jared Kushner and former

Lanka on an imminent attack by
the NTJ on April 4, they said. Sri
Lanka’s focus has been on preventinganyrevivalofTamilseparatism and this was perhaps
why Colombo hadn’t taken New
Delhi’s warnings seriously, they
added.
The officials said Indian security agencies had alerted Sri
LankathatanotherNTJteamled
byJalal-QuitalaliasRilwanMarzagcouldcarryoutmoreattacks.
NoufarMoulvi,brother-in-lawof
Hashim,recentlyreturnedtoSri
LankafromQatarandhadtaken
charge of the group, they added.

Iran, Pakistan to set up border force

Trump’s lawyer: Nothing wrong
in taking info from Russians
n

extended support for the probe
after Prime Minister Narendra
Modi spoke to Sri Lanka’s President Maithripala Sirisena and
PM Ranil Wickremesinghe on
Sunday and offered counterterror and medical support.
India’s National Security
Advisor Ajit Doval too spoke to
the Sri Lankan leadership. However,giventhepoliticalsensitivities,Indiawillprovideonlybackend support rather than being
proactive in bringing the terrorists to book, the officials said.
Indiahadalsoprovided“operational grade intelligence” to Sri

AGENCIES
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WASHINGTON: A US judge kept

ISLAMABAD: Several school stu-

Chelsea Manning locked up
Monday for refusing to testify in
the secret grand jury investigation of WikiLeaks, despite its
founder Julian Assange having
already been charged in the case.
A panel of judges rejected
Manning’s appeal against her
March 8 jailing for contempt
after she refused to give testimony in the case, on the grounds
that she believes the grand jury
system is unfair.
Manning “failed to properly
address the issue of grand jury
abuse” and other issues she
raised in her appeal, the judges
said in a statement. Manning
will remain locked up in a detention centre until she agrees to
testify.

dents in Pakistan’s KhyberPakhtunkhwa province reportedly fell ill and were taken to
hospital after being administered anti-polio drops during a
nationwide campaign on Monday, sparking violent protests
by the parents who ransacked a
local health facility, according
to a media report.
Pakistan is one of the three
countries, along with Afghanistan and Nigeria, where polio is
endemic. It launched a countrywide campaign on Monday to
administer anti-polio drops to 39
million children under five
years of age.
More than 260,000 polio workers have been deployed to
administer anti-polio vaccines

to children in all four provinces
as well as in Pakistan-occupied
Kashmir and Gilgit-Baltistan.
Dozens of students of schools
in Mashokhel in Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa were rushed for medical attention because they felt
unwell after being administered
the polio vaccine, The Express
Tribune reported.
While the schools administration and the parents accused
the polio vaccine for the students’ ill-health, officials associated with Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa’s Emergency Operations Centre (EOC) and other
health departments rejected it,
saying it is the safest vaccine.
“The anti-polio vaccine is the
safest vaccine that has protected millions of children from
disabilities,” EOC coordinator
Kamran Afridi was quoted as
saying.

H E I RS A N D G R AC E S

Harry and Meghan’s royal baby: Questions asked and answered
Associated Press
n
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LONDON:The time is drawing

near for the impending birth of
the first child for Prince Harry
and his wife Meghan, the
Duchess of Sussex. The couple
is keeping many details about
Meghan’s birth plan private
and say they don’t know the
baby’s gender yet. Here are
some key points about what
will be the latest addition to the
world’s most famous royal
family.
HOW WILL WE HEAR
ABOUT THE BABY?
Kensington Palace says the
press and the public will be

informed when Meghan goes
into labour. Harry has
resented the often-intrusive
coverage of the royals by the
British press and he has toned
down expectations for what
information will be released
about the new baby.
Some observers think she
will opt for a home birth away
from prying eyes at a hospital.
WILL THE BABY BECOME
KING OR QUEEN?
The baby will be seventh in
line for the throne, making it
very unlikely that he or she
will grow up to be the British
monarch. The current heir is
Prince Charles, Queen Elizabeth II’s 70-year-old son. He is

followed by William and William’s three young children,
Prince George, Princess Charlotte, and Prince Louis. Next
comes the new baby’s father,
Prince Harry, and then the
newborn.
WILL THE BABY BE A
PRINCE OR A PRINCESS?
This won’t happen automatically. It’s really up to the queen
to decide, although Harry and
Meghan may also have a say.
A decree issued by King
George V in 1917 limits the
number of grand royal titles in
a way that would make Harry
and Meghan’s baby known as a
Lord or a Lady rather than as a
prince or princess. They would

not become “his royal highness” or “her royal highness”
under the current rules.
WHAT WILL THEY
NAME THE BABY?
London’s savvy legal bookmakers believe the baby is
likely to be a girl. They had to
close betting on the name due
to the heavy volume of bets
favouring a baby girl.
Many believe that a baby
girl would be named Diana,
after Harry’s late mother,
Princess Diana, who died in a
Paris car crash in 1997.
Royal babies often get several names so it’s possible that
Diana could end up as a middle
name.

n

Photo taken on February 25, 2019, shows Prince Harry and
Meghan visiting the Kasbah of the Udayas near Rabat.
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to sell wind energy
Sensex,Niftyseesteepest IL&FS
assets to GAIL for ₹4,800 cr
dropthisyearonoilwoes
Tanya Thomas
n
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Former RBI governor Bimal
Jalan-led panel is set to
submit excess capital
report in the coming weeks.

RBI HAS ₹3 LAKH
CRORE IN EXCESS
CAPITAL, SAYS
BOFA-ML ANALYSIS
MUMBAI: A panel named by
India’s central bank to study its
capital structure is likely to
identify excess reserves of up to
₹3 lakh crore ($43 billion), or 1.5%
of gross domestic product,
according to Bank of America
Merrill Lynch. The view from
BofAML lends itself to a debate
over Reserve Bank of India’s (RBI)
reserves, with one school of
thought believing that the
monetary authority holds surplus
capital that can be handed over to
the government and the other
saying the RBI has insufficient
reserves. BofAML’s note comes as
the panel led by former RBI
governor Bimal Jalan prepares to
submit its report in the coming
weeks.

Mahindra Lifespace fourth
quarter profit down 35%
NEW DELHI: Realty firm Mahindra
Lifespace Developers Ltd on
Monday reported a 35% decline in
its consolidated net profit at
₹31.27 crore for the quarter ended
March, although it achieved
record sales bookings of ₹1,023
crore during the last fiscal. The
company had posted a net profit
of ₹47.75 crore in the year-ago
period, Mahindra Lifespace said in
a regulatory filing. Total income
rose to ₹246.9 crore in the fourth
quarter of last fiscal from ₹180.6
crore in the corresponding period
of the previous year. During
2018-19, the net profit rose to ₹120
crore as against ₹101 crore in the
previous financial year. Total
income rose to ₹654 crore from
₹644 crore during the period
under the review.

DoT floats draft note on 4G
spectrum to MTNL, BSNL
NEW DELHI: The Department of
Telecom is learnt to have circulated a draft cabinet note for the
allocation of 4G spectrum to BSNL
and MTNL and implementation of
a voluntary retirement scheme at
the two loss-making telecom
PSUs. The department has sought
comments of the key ministries
on the proposals, an official
familiar with the matter. “The
department of telecom has sent a
draft cabinet note on 4G spectrum allocation to BSNL and
MTNL and implementation of
voluntary retirement scheme in
these organisation. Comments
from some of the key ministries
are awaited,” a person familiar
with the matter said. Both the
companies have also sought
spectrum for 4G services through
equity infusion from the government. BSNL, which has a debt of
₹14,000 crore, has sought 4G
spectrum across India through
equity infusion of ₹7,000 crore.
The total spectrum will cost the
firm ₹14,000 crore.

SpiceJet, Emirates in
code-share partnership
MUMBAI: Budget carrier SpiceJet
on Monday said it has inked an
initial pact with Gulf-based
Emirates for a code-share partnership, a move that will give
wider connectivity to its passengers on the latter’s network
across the US, Europe, Africa and
Middle East. In turn, Emirates’
passengers will enjoy access to
SpiceJet’s 51 domestic destinations—10 through direct connectivity and rest 41 through connecting flights, the airline said in
a release. SpiceJet’s first codeshare partnership with Emirates,
which is subject to regulatory
approvals, assumes significance in
the back drop of the temporary
grounding of domestic carrier Jet
Airways, which has investment
from Emirates’ rival carrier
Etihad.
COMPILED FROM AGENCIES

INVESTOR JITTERS The Sensex fell 495 pts, while the Nifty declined 158 pts
Nasrin Sultana and
Utpal Bhaskar
n

Market’s worst day this year

feedback@livemint.com

The Sensex fell 1.26% on Monday as
investors feared rising oil prices will stoke
inflation and lead to fiscal slippages.

MUMBAI/NEW DELHI: A surge in

crude oil prices sent Indian
stocks to their steepest drop this
year as investors rushed to sell
shares onMonday, fearingrising
oil prices will stoke inflation and
fiscal slippages in Asia’s thirdlargest economy.
The Sensex fell 495.10 points,
or 1.26%, to 38,645.18 at the close
of trading, while the NSE Nifty
index dropped 1.35% to 11,594.45.
Crude oil rose to a six-month
high and topped $74 a barrel after
the Trump administration in the
US said it won’t renew Iran oil
waivers once they expire.
India, the world’s third-largest oil importer, is one of the
eight countries that won a sixmonth waiver to continue
importing crude oil from Iran
after the US imposed sanctions
on the West Asian nation in
November.
An increase in oil prices is
likely to put pressure on India’s
fiscal and current account and
comes against the backdrop of
the ongoing polls in India, where
Prime Minister Narendra Modi
is seeking a second term.
With US secretary of state
Mike Pompeo saying that the
Trump administration would no
longer grant exemptions, the
waiver is set to expire on May 2.
Pompeo said the US, Saudi Arabia and the United Arab Emirates would ensure “appropriate
supply” of oil.
India is a major importer of
Iranian oil and imported 23.5
million tonnes in 2018-19 from
the country. Of the 220.4 million
tonnes of crude imported by
India in 2017-18, more than 10%
was from Iran.
“From November last year,

38,645.18

3.30pm

38,955.52
9.15am

India’s oil imports from Iran
(in million tonnes)

222.6
223.5

2017-18
2018-19

Nov: US announces a six-month
conditional waiver to eight countries,
including India, to buy Iranian oil.
US secretary of state
Mike Pompeo announces the
termination of the waiver.
Graphic: Sarvesh Kumar Sharma/Mint

AN INCREASE IN OIL
PRICES IS LIKELY TO PUT
PRESSURE ON FISCAL,
CURRENT ACCOUNT AND
COMES IN BACKDROP OF
ONGOING POLLS

since going bust last year, Infrastructure Leasing and Financial
Services Ltd (IL&FS) on Monday said it has agreed to sell its
874 megawatts (MW) operational wind energy portfolio to
state-owned gas utility GAIL
(India) Ltd for ₹4,800 crore.
The sale will close in three
weeks, the bankrupt lending
conglomerate said in a statement on Monday.
Significantly, GAIL’s offer of
₹4,800 crore at 100% enterprise
valuation implies that the accumulated debt of ₹3,700 crore on
the wind power special purpose
vehicles (SPVs) will be fully
paid back.
The equity value on these
assets will be ₹1,100 crore. The
sale is subject to a host of
approvals, including from a foreign equity partner in the assets
and company law tribunals.
Another 104MW of underconstruction wind power
project, a solar power portfolio
of 300MW and renewable energy
EPC (engineering, procurement, construction) business
will not be part of the deal.
A spokesperson for IL&FS
said a separate sale process is on
for the residual renewable
energy businesses.
The sale process kicked off in
November with an invitation for
expressions of interest (EoIs).
Although the wind portfolio
received 22 EoIs, there were
fewer binding bids.
At the end of the binding bidding process, GAIL emerged as
the highest bidder for seven
operating wind power plants
with a total generation capacity
of 874MW at an average tariff of
₹5 per kilowatt hour (kWh).
The proposal was unanimously approved by the committee of creditors of IL&FS
Wind Energy Ltd (IWEL), the
majority owner of the SPVs.

n

The sale will close in three weeks, the bankrupt lending
conglomerate said.

The company said it is
engaged with ORIX Japan,
which owns 49% stake in the
wind portfolio and has a first
right of refusal on the sale if valuation doesn’t match previously agreed expectations.
The sale proceeds, as and
when realized by IWEL, will be
held in a trust for distribution to
the relevant stakeholders, in
accordance with the resolution
framework filed with the
National Company Law Appellate Tribunal, the press release
said. Conclusion of the sale
process will also be subject to
approval of Justice (Retd.) D.K.
Jain and the National Company
Law Tribunal in accordance
with the resolution framework.
With debt of over ₹1 lakh
crore, the government replaced
the company’s previous management with an Uday Kotakled board of directors to oversee
the company’s resolution process. The group is undertaking a
series of asset monetization programmes to recover what it can
and pay off debt. This includes
the sale of its securities business, its renewable energy

MINT

GAIL’S OFFER IMPLIES
THAT THE ACCUMULATED
DEBT OF ₹3,700 CRORE
ON THE WIND POWER
SPECIAL PURPOSE
VEHICLES WILL BE
FULLY PAID BACK.

(strategy) at ICICI Securities
Ltd.
According to Nomura, India
faces two potential supply-side
shocks: higher oil prices and the
risk of below normal rainfall.
However, Nomura believes it is
too early to be overly concerned
for two key reasons.
“Firstly, the impact of poor
monsoon on inflation is not
always negative, as weak rural
demand may more than offset
the lower supply. Secondly,
higher oil prices will raise inflation, but its indirect impact will
likely be limited as it will crimp
consumer demand,” it said in a
note on April 12.
The India Meteorological
Department said rainfall activity
is likely to be 96% of the 50-year
average, while private weather
forecaster Skymet expects
“below normal” monsoon, citing
El Niño risks.
The India VIX index, the
so-called fear index, gained
6.15% on Monday. The volatility
index typically has an inverse
correlation with the benchmark

Sensex and Nifty indices.
VIX is the investors’ perception of the market’s volatility in
the near term. The high number
indicates that investors are not
expecting any major correction
at least over the next month.
Reliance Industries Ltd
dropped 2.9% in its worst day
since December 10 after the
index heavyweight reported a
weak quarter for its refining and
petrochemical businesses.
ICICI Bank Ltd and Housing
Development Finance Corp. Ltd
fell 2.5% each, while Indiabulls
Housing Finance Ltd was the
worst performer in the NSE
index in percentage terms with
an 8.3% drop.
Meanwhile, shares of Jet Airways continued to fall for the
third day in a row on Monday,
tumbling over 23%.
Analysts said investors also
turned cautious ahead of
announcement of results from
key index heavy weights including large corporate banks.
Reuters and PTI contributed to this
story.

Banks shouldn’t let
their guard down,
says SWIFT chief

Twitter appoints
Manish Maheshwari
as MD of India ops

Ghosn hit with fresh charges in Japan

Shayan Ghosh

NEW DELHI: Twitter on Monday

n

the Iranian crude oil imports
have been subdued,” an Indian
government official said,
requesting anonymity.
“The beta rally in the markets
was drivenby expectationsof the
US Fed continuing with a dovish
stance on the US interest rates
benefiting emerging flows and
currencies, along with expectations of further rate cuts by the
RBI (Reserve Bank of India) and
a favourable outcome from the
2019 general elections. Some of
the factors (US and India bond
yields) have started to reverse in
the last few weeks. Key challenges to the beta rally are rising
crude price, firm bond yields,
earnings and GDP downgrade,”
said Vinod Karki, vice-president

shayan.g@livemint.com

MUMBAI: Bankers should never

let their guard down and should
always watch out for fraudulent
activities as it is the only way to
prevent them, said Arundhati
Bhattacharya,
chairman,
SWIFT India.
Bhattacharya, who retired as
State Bank of India chairman in
October 2017, said in an interview that if bankers remain on
their toes, the possibility of
frauds comes down significantly. “It is only when our trust
levels go up, we become gullible,
stop being attentive or suspicious about things, that frauds
happen. Bankers have to maintain their focus on what is going
on in order to prevent it,” she
said. Bhattacharya was
appointed chairman of SWIFT
India in December. SWIFT is
short for the Society for Worldwide Interbank Financial Telecommunication, a worldwide
messaging platform for banks.
She said perpetrators of
frauds are always thinking up
newtechniquestodefraudbanks
and the only way to prevent it is
being watchful. “While you are
thinking of 1,000 scenarios to
prevent it, they (fraudsters) will
come up with another one. Bankers have to be very conscious of
the fact that some people are trying to penetrate the safeguards
they have,” said Bhattacharya.
In the past, there have been

n

SWIFT India chairman
Arundhati Bhattacharya.
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instances of frauds being perpetrated by misusing SWIFT interface. These include the ₹11,000crore Nirav Modi scam in Punjab National Bank (PNB) in 2018
and the $81 million heist at the
Bangladesh central bank in 2016.
Reuters reported on March 5,
2019 that RBI fined at least 19 lenders, including top banks such as
ICICI Bank and SBI, for failing to
comply with its guidelines on the
use of global payments network
SWIFT. The penalties added up
more than ₹40 crore and ranged
from ₹1 crore to ₹4 crore for each
bank, according to stock
exchange filings compiled by
Reuters.
Bhattacharya said the banking industry has been using
SWIFT for quite some time as a
mode of secured messaging.
While these banks, she said, are
not averse to using technology,
the smaller banks do not always
have the wherewithal to adopt
expensive technologies.

HT Correspondent
n
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named Network18 Digital’s
former chief executive officer
(CEO), Manish Maheshwari, as
the microblogging site’s head in
India. He has been designated as
managing director. Maheshwari’s appointment comes eight
months after Twitter’s country
director, Taranjeet Singh, quit.
Twitter’sglobalrevenuestrategy
and operations head, Balaji
Krish,wasthenmadetheinterim
country head for India.
“Indiaisoneoffastestgrowing
audience markets for Twitter in
the world and our purpose is to
serve the public conversation in
India. We are thrilled to have
Manish join us at this important
time to take our Indian business
to the next level,” Twitter’s vicepresident (Asia Pacific) Maya
Hari said in a statement.
“He has a successful track
record of building strong digital
businesses and leading teams in
India, extensive experience
working at the intersection of
media and technology sectors,
and a deep understanding of
Indianconsumertrendsoverthe
past 20 years.” Hari said under
Maheshwari’s leadership, they
willcontinueto invest in India to
empower all elements of Indian
societytohaveapublicvoicetobe
heardthrough Twitter. Maheshwari,whowillreporttoHari,will
beinchargeofexpandingTwitter
India’s presence in the market
andstrengtheningitsvalueproposition from April 29.

Musk duels Panasonic in rare public battle with supplier
Bloomberg
feedback@livemint.com

SANFRANCISCO/TOKYO: Elon
Musk has engaged in Twitter
spats with a long line of folks,
from rival automakers to
short sellers and the Securities and Exchange Commission. (SEC)
He’s at it again, but this
time the stakes could be even
higher. He’s in a rare public
dispute with a critical supplier: Panasonic Corp., the
company that makes all of the
lithium-ion battery cells that
power Tesla Inc.’s electric
vehicles. The rift started with
reports the companies are
tempering expansion plans at
their jointly operated battery

Donald Trump pulls US
out of the accord and reimposes
sanctions on Iran from November.

Source: Bloomberg

T W I T T E R S PAT

n

Jul 2015: Iran agrees to curb its
nuclear programme in return for
the end of sanctions against it.

tanya.t@livemint.com

MUMBAI: In its first asset sale

n

Tesla CEO Elon Musk.

REUTERS

plant near Reno, Nevada.
Musk shot back in tweets that
Panasonic is the culprit by
operating at a pace that’s constrained production of Tesla’s
Model 3 sedan. Even by
Musk’s standards, it’s highly

unusual for a company and its
largest supplier to duel so
openly. And the tiff once
again raises questions about
Tesla’s ability to sustain profitability amid concerns about
demand. Tesla delivered just
63,000 cars globally in the first
quarter, compared with
almost 91,000 in the previous
three months. Panasonic’s
apparent reluctance to boost
battery production only adds
to the skepticism -- and it may
portend greater troubles.
“Tesla and Panasonic need
couples counseling ASAP (as
soon as possible),” said Craig
Irwin, an analyst at Roth Capital Partners. “This is looking
like a much more acrimonious relationship.”

Tesla shares fell 1.9% to
$268.12 shortly after the open
of regular trading on Monday.
The stock has slumped 19%.
Tesla and Panasonic have
been joined at the hip since
the gigafactory agreement
was first announced in July
2014, even if on paper they’re a
bit of an odd couple. One is a
16-year-old maker of electric
vehicles run by an impetuous
boss, the other a century-old
conservative Japanese manufacturer. Tesla manages the
gigafactory but Panasonic is
the principal partner, responsible for churning out cylindrical lithium-ion battery
cells that Tesla buys and then
packages into battery packs
for the Model 3 sedan.

Bloomberg
n

feedback@livemint.com

TOKYO:CarlosGhosnwasindicted
on new charges of misdirecting
companymoneyforhispersonal
use, the most serious allegations
yet against the former chairman
whoonceledthealliancebetween
Nissan Motor Co., Renault SA
and Mitsubishi Motors Corp.
Using foreign corporate entitiesin2017and2018,Nissanlost$5
million that was funnelled into
accounts controlled by Ghosn,
Japanese prosecutors said in a
one-page statement Monday.
While that was less than the
amount they initially indicated
when theyarrestedGhosnagain
earlier this month, the allegations are the first to suggest that
the former global auto executive
directlytransferredmoneyfrom
the company for personal gain.

GHOSN WAS INDICTED
ON NEW CHARGES OF
MISDIRECTING
NISSAN’S MONEY FOR
HIS PERSONAL USE
AfterGhosn’sfirstarrest,Nissan and Renault uncovered payments made through companies
inOman andLebanon thatallegedly were used for his personal
gain,includingcorporatejetsand
a yacht.
Ghosn’slawyersimmediately
applied for his release on bail on
Monday. He briefly won his freedom in March, but was arrested
and jailed again on new allegations that eventually led to Monday’s charges. The executive,
widely credited with saving Nissan from failure and bringing it
together with Renault and Mit-

subishiMotors,wasfirstarrested
in November, sending shockwaves across Japan, France and
the global auto industry.
The former chairman has
denied the prior charges against
him, blaming them on “a very
dirtygame”byNissanexecutives
determined to oust him from the
alliance. Ghosn has vigorously
deniedthepreviouslyfiledindictments against him for transferring personal trading losses to
Nissan, underreporting his
income and falsifying documents.
Shin Kukimoto, deputy chief
prosecutor at the Tokyo District
Public Prosecutors Office,
declinedto comment on Ghosn’s
request for release on bail.
Earlier on Monday, Nissan
filedacriminalcomplaintagainst
Ghosn for his actions. The Yokohama-based automaker sent a

assets, its roads portfolio, and
its EPC capabilities. So far,
binding bids have been received
for the securities business and
the renewable energy arm, the
management had said a few
weeks ago, although no buyer
has been named. The government-appointed board of directors of IL&FS, as part of the overall resolution process for the
infrastructure group, has initiated sale of a number of group
assets, addressing a significant
portion of group debt. Sale processes for assets including education, funds, roads and thermal
power plant are currently
underway and binding financial
bids are expected for these companies/ businesses in stages by
May.

statement to prosecutors saying
thatitdeterminedthatpayments
made by Nissan to an overseas
vehicle sales company via a subsidiary “were in fact directed by
Ghosn for his personal enrichment and were not necessary
fromabusinessstandpoint,”Nissan said in a statement.
“Nissan is requesting appropriately strict penalties,” the
automakersaidinthestatement.
“Nissan takes this unfortunate
situation very seriously and
againexpressessincereregretfor
anyconcerncausedtoourvalued
stakeholders.” Nissan, which
swiftly removed Ghosn as chairman days after his first arrest, is
seeking to turn over a tumultuous chapter in its ties with Renault. The detention of the former
global auto titan threatened to
derail their partnership, the
world’s biggest auto alliance.

Blackstone to buy stake in
Essel Propack for $310 mn

PLEA IN DELHI HC
SEEKS RELIEF
FOR JET FLIERS

Swaraj Singh Dhanjal
and M Sriram

Prathma Sharma

n

swaraj.d@livemint.com

MUMBAI : Blackstone Group Lp,
oneofthe world’s largestprivate
equity (PE) firms, has agreed to
buyamajoritystakeinspeciality
packaging company Essel Propack Ltd for about $310 million.
New York-based Blackstone
hassignedadefinitiveagreement
with Essel Propack’s promoter,
AshokGoel,tobuya51%stakeat
₹134 a share.
Goel, who holds about 57%
stakeinthecompanythroughthe
Ashok Goel Trust and affiliates,
will retain a minority stake post
the transaction.
The deal will trigger a mandatory open offer as per Securities
andExchangeBoardofIndiaregulations,requiringBlackstoneto
purchaseanadditional26%stake
inEsselPropack.ThePEfirmhas
offered to buy the 26% stake at
₹139.19ashare.Dependingonthe
responsetotheopenoffer,Blackstone will be spending between
₹2,157 crore and ₹3,211 crore
(about $310-462 million) for the
entire acquisition.
On Monday, shares of Essel
Propack closed 0.91% higher at
₹132.65 on the BSE on Monday.
The announcement was made
after market hours.
Amit Dixit, senior managing
director and head of private
equity at Blackstone India, said
the firm saw an opportunity to
useEsselPropackasaplatformto
acquire more packaging companies.

n

n

Ashok Goel, vice-chairman and MD, Essel Propack.

“The ability for acquisitions
(throughEsselPropack)isoneof
the reasons it is a good partnership,” said Dixit, adding that the
PEfirmwouldlookatacquisition
opportunities in foreign countries as well.
Essel Propack is the world’s
largest producer of laminated
plastic tubes used by FMCG and
pharmaceuticalcompanies.Mint
reported in September that the
stakesaleinEsselPropackgenerated interest from various parties,includingforeignpackaging
companies such as Amcor Ltd
and Huhtamaki Oyj and PE
funds.
Blackstone expected Essel’s
futuregrowthtocomefromcompanies in beauty, cosmetics and
pharmaceutical
segments,
driven by high consumption
growth in emerging markets,

MINT/FILE

said Dixit.
“Essel Propack has decadelong relationships with marque
global customers and a track
recordofproductinnovation,”he
said.“Thecompany is aleaderin
emergingmarketsandwell-positioned to benefit from consumption growth across categories.
This investment follows Blackstone’s long-standing belief and
track record in the B2B2C sector.”
Goel would don the role of an
adviser in Essel Propack for the
next five years, he said.
“Our leadership will stay
intact,includingtheseniormanagement and regional heads,
because continuity is a very
important theme for us,” said
Goel.
MorganStanleywastheexclusive financial adviser to Goel.

prathma.s@livemint.com

NEWDELHI :A plea was filed in the
Delhi high court seeking direction to the Directorate General
of Civil Aviation (DGCA) and
the Ministry of Civil Aviation to
ensure refund or alternate
travel arrangements for passengers who had booked tickets
with Jet Airways.
The airline last week suspended operations due to lack of
funds.
The plea was filed by activist
Bejon Kumar and is likely to
come up for hearing on April 24.
The plea said the sudden suspension of air services of Jet
Airways has resulted into a
major crisis for passengers.
“It is common knowledge that
more (than) 1,000 scheduled
flights had been cancelled by Jet
Airways and the respondents
are sitting ideal and leaving the
common passenger to their
fate…That it is submitted that
as per the report available in the
public domain, approximately
more than ₹360 crore of the passengers/consumers
hard
earned money are under threat
due to non-refund of the ticket
value. Additionally, the passengers/consumers have to not
only purchase alternative tickets at highly exorbitant cost but
also go through lots of anxieties
and mental agony,” the plea,
filed through advocates Shashank Deo Sudhi and Shashi
Bhushan, said.
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INDIAN PREMIER LEAGUE
M A R C H 23 - M A Y 12

standings
Team P

W

L Pts NRR*

DC

11

7

4

14

0.181

CSK

10

7

3

14

0.087

MI

10

6

4

12

0.357

SRH

0.737

9

5

4 10

KXIP 10

5

5

KKR 10

4

6

8

RR

10

3

7

6

-0.47

RCB

10

3

7

6

-0.836

10 -0.044
-0.013

Updated till RR-DC match

shortstories
IPL FINAL SHIFTED
TO HYDERABAD
FROM CHENNAI
NEW DELHI: The Indian Premier
League final, scheduled on May
12, was shifted from Chennai to
Hyderabad on Monday after the
Tamil Nadu Cricket Association
(TNCA) failed to get requisite
permission from the government
to open the three closed stands.
While the Chennai Super Kings
still have a chance to play Qualifier 1 at home if they finish among
the top two teams in the league
but the Eliminator (May 8) and
Qualifier 2 (May 10) have been
shifted to Visakhapatnam. “We
had to shift the match from
Chennai to Hyderabad after TNCA
intimated us that they have not
procured the requisite permission
to open the three stands I, J and
K,” Committee of Administrators
(CoA) chief Vinod Rai told PTI on
Monday. “Since the gate sales of
the knock-out matches is BCCI’s
prerogative, we had to take a call.
We would be having two knockout matches in Vizag,” he added.
The three stands make up for
more than 12,000 tickets and BCCI
would have lost out on a few
crores of gate money. Asked if all
the knock-out matches’ ticket
sales are BCCI’s prerogative, why
was Qualifier 1 allotted to Chennai, Rai reasoned: “Chennai Super
Kings, by virtue of being defending champions, were allotted the
Qualifier 1 and final. Now if they
finish in top two, you cannot take
away all the games. They deserve
to get at least one of the knockout games.” The first three-team
mini women’s IPL will be held
from May 6-10 in Jaipur with a
new team Velocity being added
to the existing Trailblazers and
Supernovas.

Rahane’sunbeatentonin
vainasPantthrashesRoyals
CLINICAL Two Indian batsmen ignored for the World Cup come good as Delhi rise to top of IPL table
Ashutosh Sharma
sportsdesk@hindustantimes.com

n

JAIPUR: Twocricketersnotconsid-

ered good enough to make the
World Cup cut chose an Indian
Premier League match to prove
they are much more than mere
numbers and assumptions.
Ajinkya Rahane, dropped as
Rajasthan Royals captain last
match, scored an unbeaten century to get the monkey off his
back.Inthenexthalfthough,Rishabh Pant showed how big a
gamechangerhe is shaping up to
be by blasting 78 off 36 balls and
hand Delhi Capitals a six-wicket
win. OnMonday,RajasthanRoyalsstartedonanominousnote—
a mix-up in calling leading to the
run out of Sanju Samson in the
secondoverwithjustfiverunson
theboard.Ithoweverbroughtthe
focus firmly back on struggling
Rahane. After being dropped at
short fine-leg by Ishant, Rahane
guided Royals to 191 after a 130run second-wicket partnership
with Smith.
A brisk start from Shikhar
Dhawan, who scored a quickfire
half century gave Delhi the start
they were looking for. Dhawan
madehisintensionsclearrightat
the start, hammering Dhawal
Kulkarniforasixoffthethirdball
of the second over.
Eight fours and a six came off
Dhawan’s bat before he was out
for a 27-ball 54, finally foxed by a
Shreyas Gopal googly. Delhi lost
their skipper Shreyas Iyer
cheaply(4)butPant’s78(6x4,4x6)
alongwithPrithviShaw’ssedate
42 ensured that his side can now
start dreaming of playoffs. It
came down to six of the last over

todayontv
CRICKET
IPL

8:00pm: Chennai Super
Kings v Sunrisers Hyderabad, live on Star Sports 1
& HD, SS 2 & HD, SS 1
Hindi, SS Hindi HD 1, SS
Select 1 & HD

FOOTBALL
PREMIER LEAGUE

12:15am (Wed): Tottenham v Brighton, live on
Star Sports Select 1 & HD
12:15am (Wed): Watford
v Southampton, live on
Star Sports Select 2 & HD

TENNIS
BARCELONA OPEN

2:30pm: live on Sony
ESPN & HD

and Pant, who had added 84 runs
with Shaw for the third wicket,
tookDelhihomewithasixofJaydev Unadkat’s second ball.
Earlier, Rahane was a different batsman after the run-out
that accounted for Samson. The
shots started flowing as he
started taking more risks, piercingthegapsandtakingtheaerial
route thrice to raise his fifty in 32
balls.DelhiCapitals,whohadleft
outSandeepLamichhaneforthis
match, were tottering in the face
of Rahane’s counterattack.

n

Rajasthan Royals

n

HEAD TO HEAD

Delhi Capitals

P Shaw c Parag b Gopal
42 (39)
Dhawan st Samson b Gopal 54 (27)
S Iyer c Stokes b Parag
4 (5)
R Pant not out
78 (36)
R’ford c Parag b Kulkarni
11 (5)
C Ingram not out
3 (5)
n Extras (nb 1)
1
n Total (for 4 wkts, 19.2 ovs)
193
n FoW: 1-72, 2-77, 3-161, 4-175
n Bowling: Binny 1-0-3-0,
Kulkarni 4-0-51-1, Unadkat
3.2-0-36-0, Gopal 4-0-47-2, Archer
4-0-31-0, Parag 3-0-25-1.
Delhi won by 6 wkts
n

Ajinkya Rahane hit a 63-ball century with 11 fours and three sixes against Delhi Capitals in Jaipur on
Monday. His ton came a match after Royals replaced him with Steve Smith as skipper.

BCCI

week since the slump started for
ChennaiSuperKings, whichhas
nowseenthemlosetwogameson
the trot. Sunrisers Hyderabad
however have now beaten the
defending champions and
wrapped up a nine-wicket win
over Kolkata Knight Riders to
continue their winning run.
Chennaiareunbeatenathome
this season andwill startfavouritesonthesluggishsurfacethat’s
normally dished out at the Chepauk Stadium. And with RavindraJadejaandImranTahirspinning webs in tandem, the hosts
willhavetheupper-handoveran
opposition that’s yet to prove its
mettle in case their opening pair
of David Warner and Jonny
Bairstow fails to guide them.
While the Australian is the
current Orange Cap holder with
517runs,Bairstowhasscored445
runs so far.Therestoftheteam’s
batsmen though, have only
accounted for 381 runs. Having
stitched four century-run partnerships,Tuesday’sgamewould
be the last time the opening duo
wouldstepoutinthemiddlesince
Bairstow leaves for England’s
WorldCupcampafterthematch.
Warner,too,won’tplaytheentire
tournamentandit’shightimethe
rest of the squad join in too.
The bowling unit has, however,takenthecueandchippedin
toeaseoutpressureonthelikesof
Bhuvneshwar Kumar and Siddharth Kaul who haven’t quite
had a tournament to remember
so far. Rashid Khan has been
their best performer and has
found support in the likes of
Mohammad Nabi, Sandeep
Sharma and Khaleel Ahmed.
It’s quite a similar scenario in
the opposition camp as well.

Chennai Super
Kings

Sunrisers
Hyderabad

8

3
Total
matches

11

LAST YEAR’S MATCHES
n CSK beat SRH by 4 runs at

Hyderabad
n CSK beat SRH by 8 wickets at

Pune
n CSK beat SRH by 2 wickets at

Mumbai (Qualifier 1)
n CSK beat SRH by 8 wickets at

Mumbai (Final)

MEETING IN THIS EDITION
SRH beat CSK by 6 wickets at
Hyderabad

FOR THE RECORD
n MS Dhoni recorded his highest

ever score in T20 as well as in
IPL by making 84* off 48 balls
in the previous match against
Royal Challengers Bangalore.
n David Warner has now scored
over 500 runs in his fifth
consecutive IPL. He has 517
runs so far in 9 matches.

UnlikelastyearwhenShaneWatson and Ambati Rayudu were in
top form — notching 602 and 555
runs — this season it has been all
about their skipper Mahendra
Singh Dhoni who has been
expected to anchor the innings
from the middle overs.
With 317 runs under his belt,
Dhoni is the highest run-getter
for Chennai with three half-centuries. But with Suresh Raina,
Rayudu,FafduPlessisandKedar
Jadhav managing to reach the
50-runmark onlyonce so far, the
lackofsupportisclearlyevident.

Pacer Hassan surprise pick Dhoni, the last man standing in
in Afghan World Cup squad league of nail-biting finishes
Reuters
n

sportsdesk@hindustantimes.com

SQUAD

KABUL: Afghanistan named fast

bowler Hamid Hassan, who last
playedforthesideinJuly2016,in
their 15-man squad for the
Cricket World Cup on Monday.
Hassan, 31, has played 32 oneday internationals for the wartorn nation and was also part of
Afghanistan’s maiden appearance at the 50-over World Cup in
Australia and New Zealand four
years back.
“Luckily for us, the comeback
of senior fast bowler Hamid Hassan is a good news,”Afghanistan
chief selector Dawlat Ahmadzai
said in a statement.
“However, we will take into
accounthisformandfitnessduringupcomingpracticematches.”
Earlier this month, Afghanistan replaced long-serving ODI
captainAsgharAfghanwithGulbadin Naib as part of wholesale
changes to the team’s leadership

Reuters
sportsdesk@hindustantimes.com

MUMBAI: Kuldeep Yadav is

expected to lead India’s slowbowling attack in the World Cup
but his poor form in the ongoing
Indian Premier League (IPL)
could become a headache for
Virat Kohli’s men with just over
a month left before the 50-over
tournament.
The left-arm wrist-spinner
sits at seventh in the bowlers’
rankings in one-day internationals (ODIs), one spot ahead of
spin-bowling colleague Yuzvendra Chahal.
The duo have emerged as
India’s frontline spinners and
named in the 15-man World Cup
squad alongside left-arm spinner Ravindra Jadeja.
The wily 24-year-old has 87
wickets from 44 ODIs at an enviable average of less than 22. He

bihan.sengupta@htlive.com

CHENNAI: It has not even been a

Gulbadin Naib (captain),
Mohammad Shahzad (wk),
Noor Ali Zadran, Hazratullah
Zazai, Rahmat Shah, Asghar
Afghan, Hashmatullah Shahidi,
Najibullah Zadran, Samiullah
Shinwari, Mohammad Nabi,
Rashid Khan, Dawlat Zadran,
Aftab Alam, Hamid Hassan and
Mujeeb ur Rahman.

structure across formats.
While several senior players
questionedthetimingoftheleadership changes before the May
30-July 14 World Cup, Afghan
kept his place in the squad.
The spinners are the biggest
strength of Afghanistan, touted
as the ‘dark horse’, and they
named three specialist world
class slow bowlers in Rashid
Khan, Mohammad Nabi and
Mujeeb Ur Rahman.
Rashid, 20, is the top-ranked

bowler in the shortest Twenty20
format and third in the list of
bowlers for the 50-over format.
“Ithasbeenasix-monthpreparationprocessfortheICCCricket
World Cup,” Ahmadzai said.
“The mission is to play inspirationalcricketin thetournament;
Iknowtherearestrongteamsbut
we will do our level best to
achieve our goals.
“Aschiefselector,itismyduty
toselectacompetitiveteam.However,thereweresomechallenges
that we needed to handle. We
selected thebestsquad consideringfactorssuchasexperience,fitness,teambalance,currentform
and conditions.
“We hope to play great cricket
withoutanyfearandwithafighting spirit in the tournament.”
Wicketkeeper-batsmanIkram
Ali Khil and the pace duo of
Karim Janat and Sayed Shirzad
were named reserve players for
the team, who begin their campaignagainstAustraliaonJune1.

Kuldeep’s loss of form a worry: DK
n

AFP

Bihan Sengupta

RAHANE’S BEST
Rahane’s best this season was 70
againstSunrisersHyderabadbut
has been generally struggling to
cope with the pressure. His first
target was Axar Patel whom he
carved for a six and four in the
fourth over immediately after
being dropped. He then followed
thatupbyhammeringasixanda
boundary off Kagiso Rabada in
the next over.
Delhi’s bowlers were put
under tremendous pressure as
Smith picked up from where he
had left off against Mumbai Indians. Smith raced to his 50 (32b,
8x4) but was dismissed to a welljudged catch by Chris Morris at
long off.
Rahane continued the
onslaughtfromhisend,bringing
up his century with a double off
Ishant Sharma in the 17th over.
Delhithenmanagedtopullthings
back, striking at regular intervals. Ashton Turner was out for
this third consecutive golden
duck, while Stuart Binny scored
a 13-ball 19 before twin strikesby
Rabadainthelastoverprevented
Royals from getting to 200.

n

A Rahane not out
105 (63)
S Samson run out
0 (0)
S Smith c Morris b Patel
50 (32)
B Stokes c Iyer b Morris
8 (8)
A Turner c R’ford b Ishant
0 (1)
S Binny b Rabada
19 (13)
R Parag b Rabada
4 (3)
n Extras (lb 1, w 4)
5
n Total (for 6 wkts, 20 ovs)
191
n FoW: 1-5, 2-135, 3-157, 4-163,
5-187, 6-191
n Bowling: Ishant 4-0-29-1,
Rabada 4-0-37-2, Axar 4-0-39-1,
Mishra 3-0-28-0, Morris 4-0-41-1,
Rutherford 1-0-16-0.

Faf du Plessis has scored just one fifty in the IPL.

Onus on Chennai
batsmen to fire

scorecard
n

Good to be World Cup
underdogs: Sarfaraz
LAHORE: Pakistan captain
Sarfaraz Ahmed said on Monday
that being underdogs in next
month’s World Cup eases the
pressure on his young team, who
leave for the tournament this
week. Pakistan will play three
warm-up matches before taking
on joint-hosts England in a
five-match one-day series and a
Twenty20. “Look, when we go as
favourites, then it’s a problem,
but if we go as underdogs then
other teams feel the danger, so I
think being underdogs is good for
us and eases the pressure,”
Sarfaraz told a press conference
before they depart for the UK on
Tuesday. Sarfaraz, 31, was among
five key players rested for the
whitewash ODI series defeat by
Australia last month.

ht20

n

Kuldeep Yadav.

ARIJIT SEN/HT

took 12 wickets in the 2017 edition of the IPL and five more last
year but has endured nightmare
this season.
JUST FOUR WICKETS
Kuldeep has taken four wickets
in nine matches at an economy
rate of 8.66 while bowling 33
overs for the Kolkata Knight Riders, who have lost five matches
on the trot and are placed sixth in
the eight-team league.
He was dropped for Sunday’s

outing against Sunrisers Hyderbad after the mauling he
received against Royal Challengers Bangalore on Friday during
which he took 1-59 in his four
overs.
“Definitely a form issue, he
didn’t stand up for us in the previous game. That’s why we had
to give him a break and get him
back fresh,” KKR captain Dinesh
Karthik said after his team’s loss
on Sunday.
GIVEN A BREAK
“Kuldeep’s not been bowling as
well as he would have liked, as
we would have liked as well.
That’s why we gave him a break,
that’s the only reason that we
haven’t played him this game.”
Despite the difference in formats, the IPL is the only competitive cricket left before the World
Cup-bound Indians leave for
England.

Kuldeep has always looked to
be attacking, tempting batsmen
with his flighted deliveries and
in the process conceding some
extra runs, but the assault by
England all-rounder Moeen Ali
on Friday left him broken.
MOEEN ON TOP
The left-handed Moeen smashed
Kuldeep for three sixes and two
fours in a 27-run over before falling on the last delivery, leaving
the bowler teary-eyed and
dejected on the field.
Bangalore and India captain
Kohli was at the other end witnessing Kuldeep’s misery and
would hope his ace Chinaman
bowler will regain both his guile
and confidence before India
begin their quest for their third
World Cup title in England with
their first match against South
Africa on June 5 at the Rose Bowl
Cricket ground in Hampshire.

N Ananthanarayanan
n

sportsdesk@hindustantimes.com
n

NEWDELHI:Agony, anger and then

ecstasy,Bengaluru’sMChinnaswamy Stadium has seen these
emotions this Indian Premier
Leagueseason.Inaformatwhere
nail-bitingfinishesarethenorm,
teams still seem to revel in leaving it till late.
Sundaynight’sescapebyVirat
Kohli’s Royal Challengers Bangalore — it was that for the hosts
after Umesh Yadav, bowling the
last over with Chennai Super
Kings needing an improbable 25
runstoforceatieandSuperOver,
bled 24 in five deliveries.
Mahendra Singh Dhoni, the
master of that calm-and-storm
approach, had been fed a low full
toss off the fifth delivery, which
was put away for six. Few would
have bet against Dhoni, the only
Indianbatsmanwhomatchesthe
power of foreign hitters, not getting the two runs off the last ball.
But Dhoni’s swish and miss
outside off-stump and the bid to
scrambleabyeresultinginShardul Thakur’s run out, gave RCB
victory. The M Chinnaswamy
Stadiumswathed inredandgold
erupted in joy as bottom-placed
RCB got only the third win of the
season. It was a solace for Virat
Kohli. Earlier this season, the
India skipper and his team were
undone after Mumbai Indians
stole a six-run win in a last-ball
finish. With AB de Villiers
breathing fire, RCB would have
expectedtheSouthAfricantohit
a maximum to tie. Lasith
Malinga’s craft carried the day,
or so Bangalore thought, till it
emergedmomentsafterthegame
thatthehisfront-footno-ballwas
missed by the umpire.
LATE FINISHES
This IPL season has seen onethirdofthe matchesspillintothe
final over, excitement building
into a crescendo. Twenty-six of
the39matchesuntilSundaywere
decided in the final over. Five of
them were not decided until the

LAST BALL WINS IN IPL

MS Dhoni
was at
his best
in CSK’s
close loss
to RCB.

(With three or less wickets in hand)
Margin Winner Loser Venue

PTI

Date

1 wkt

SRH

2 wkt

MI

CSK

Mumbai

06-05-2012

3 wkt

RR

CSK

Mumbai

01-06-2008

3 wkt

RR

DD

Delhi

12-04-2015

3 wkt

GL

MI

Mumbai

16-04-2016

3 wkt

GL

RPS

Pune

29-04-2016

3 wkt

MI

KXIP Mumbai

MI

Hyderabad 12 -04-2018

10-04-2019

ONE-RUN VICTORIES IN IPL
Winner Loser

Venue

Date

KXIP

MI

Mumbai

21-05-2008

KXIP

DC*

Johannesburg

17-05-2009

DD

RR

Delhi

29-04-2012

MI

PW**

Pune

03-05-2012

CSK

DD

Chennai

09-04-2015

GL

DD

Delhi

27-04-2016

RCB

KXIP

Mohali

09-05-2016

MI

RPS

Hyderabad

21-05-2017

RCB

CSK

Bengaluru

21-04-2019

*Deccan Chargers

last delivery. RCB, CSK and MI
were involved in these thrillers
twiceeach.OnlyRohitSharma’s
Mumbaihavewonbothgames—
chasing and defending — while
the other two are 1-1. Kings XI
Punjab and Rajasthan Royals
were at the receiving end, losing
to MI and CSK, respectively.
Dhoni has been the go-to batsman down the years in last-gasp
finishes; against RR, he came in
with Chennai 24/4 chasing 152;
after a 43-ball 58, he fell with his
team needing eight runs off the
last three deliveries. Ravindra
Jadeja and Mitchell Santner got
the team across the line.
Season after season, for India
and his franchise, Dhoni has
delivered.Thus,itcameasnosurprisethatcoachStephenFleming
wasn’t surprised. Though the
last-ballrunoutspoiltthefun,the
former New Zealand skipper
brushed aside a question on
DhonirefusingsinglestoDwayne

Bravo earlier.
CALCULATIONS
“IthinkthereasonwasDhonifelt
he was best equipped to hit those
sixes,”saidFleming.“Thewayhe
calculates the last few overs
based on his power, he probably
felt he needed four-five sixes to
win. He’s so calculative that I
wouldneverquestion.Bravohas
gotpowerbutifMSisfeelinghe’s
goingtowinitthisway,thenback
him every time.”
Wasn’t it an anti-climax that
Dhoni failed to connect the last
ball? “To look at the last ball,
you’re forgetting how he got us
thatclose.Weshouldhavewon.”
KKR maybe on a downward
spiral, but Andre Russell’s bighitting has helped them breathe
easy whatever the target. The
Jamaican hasn’t been partial to
bowlers when batting first,
though he is at a different level
when a target is dangled in front

** Pune Warriors

STATS: S.PERVEZ QAISER

of him.
Kohli’sexcitementwasapparentasheanimatedlyranthrough
the final over with a calm Dhoni,
moments after the game. “A
whole lot of emotions,” he said.
“We thought we were outstanding with the ball till the 19th
over… MS did what he does best
and gave us a scare.”
Dhonithoughcouldhavebeen
talkingaboutadifferentgame.“It
wasmoreofacalculationmistake
thatwe lostwickets earlyon.T20
is all about taking risks, but you
canstillcalculate.Itwasstilldifficult at the death if you bowl that
backofthelength.Theballwasn’t
comingontothebat.Weneededa
lot of boundaries. Now you can
calculate, one run there and two
runsthere,andwejustlostbyone
run. But you can also say we
missed some boundaries.”
Instinct may decide last-ball
finishes, but calculations get
teams to the brink.
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New technique, new resolve
BIG DREAM As he gears up for Asian meet, world No 1 Punia talks about adding variety to his game and strength to defence
n

navneet.singh@htlive.com

SONEPAT: Sitting on a charpai in

the courtyard of his house in
Sonepat, Balwan Punia is busy
watching wrestling videos on
his smart phone.
“This is a good thing to have,”
he says. “I can now keep a track
of my son’s performance, watch
how he is preparing for the
Olympics.”
Balwan is talking about Bajrang Punia, the world’s No 1
wrestler in the 65kg category,
the 2018 Commonwealth and
Asian Games champion, and
World Championship silver
medallist.
On Tuesday, Bajrang will
kick off 2019 with his first major
tournament of the year at the
Asian Wrestling Championships in Xian, China.
As Balwan opens a video of
one of his son’s fights in Germany recently, Bajrang walks
out to the courtyard in a T-shirt
and tracks, and says, “I got him
that phone six months ago, he
had an old-fashioned phone
before that.”
Balwan points to his son and
says, “He is world No 1 now, I
hope he stays that way at the
2020 Olympics.”
Bajrang believes he is ready

with a plan to make that happen;
the Asian Championships will
be a testing ground for the new
moves he has picked up, and the
weaknesses he has tried to iron
out since his breakthrough run
last year.
“There, I will know what
more I need to do for the World
Championships in September,
which will be the first qualifying
event for the Olympics,” Bajrang says.
One of the things he is keen to
test out is his improved leg
defence.
At the 2018 Asian Championships, Bajrang had lost to
Japan’s Takatani Daichi to settle for a bronze. Though he
avenged that defeat by beating
the same opponent for his Asian
Games gold later that year,
another Japanese — 19-year-old
Takuto Otoguro — beat him in
the final of the 2018 World
Championships.
The Japanese have studied
him, and shoot consistently for
his legs.
“My attack was good but
defence let me down,” Bajrang
says, “so I’ve been working on a
lot of drills to get down quicker
on the mat when someone comes
for the legs.”
Under his Georgian coach
Shako Bentinidis, Bajrang has

n

Bajrang Punia at his home in Sujan Singh Park, Sonepat. He loves to drink milk heated in an earthen pot
and food cooked over an earthen oven.
VIPIN KUMAR/HT PHOTO

made some big changes to his
training programme. Weight
training and machine-aided
workouts are out, bodyweight
drills for power and speed are in.
“Everything we do, we do on

Shuttlers blame BAI for
tournament entry gaffe
Sandip Sikdar
n

sandip.sikdar@htlive.com

NEW DELHI:There is trouble brewing between the Badminton Association of India (BAI), and two of
the country’s top shuttlers, after
the players alleged that the association has denied them a chance
to participate at the Badminton
Asia Championships in Wuhan,
China. HS Prannoy and B Sai Praneeth were looking to take part in
the April 23-28 event but later got
to know that only two names —
Kidambi Srikanth and Sameer
Verma — have been confirmed in
men’s singles for the $400,000
tournament.
“Our entries were not confirmed by the BAI,” said Prannoy.
“There are four entries but only
two were confirmed.”
Unlike most BWF World Tour
events where participants forward their entries to the national
federation which then further
sends it to the host association,
the Badminton Asia Championships, like the World Championships, invite entries on the basis
of world rankings. The entries
are then confirmed by the
national federation in consultation with the players.
The top-four Indian men’s
shuttlers in the world are Srikanth (world No 8), Verma (15),
Sai (20) and Prannoy (21).
“This is the Olympic qualification year and all these tournaments are extremely important
for us. We are training hard and
this is how it ends up. They even

messed it up for New Zealand
Open too and did not send entries
of many players,” said Prannoy.
The $150,000 New Zealand
Open is due to be held from April
30 to May 5. The entries of doubles
players Ashwini Ponnappa, Chirag Shetty and Satwiksairaj Rankireddy were also not sent for the
Auckland tournament.
“I do not take chances and
recheck my entry every time,”
said Jayaram, world No 48, whose
entry has been confirmed for the
New Zealand Open. “But yes I suffered when BAI did not send my
entry last year for the Canada
Open.”
BAI DENIES MISTAKE
BAI denied that there has been a
mistake, issuing a statement to
the press late in the evening.
“Based on the email received
from Badminton Asia, we were
asked to send names of two players each for men and women’s
singles; three names each for
men’s and women’s doubles and
four players for mixed doubles
and the draw that was published
based the world ranking of players dated February 26 mentioned
Kidambi Srikanth (world ranking 6) and Sameer Verma (11) in
the main draw as per the ranking
eligibility list published by Badminton Asia and the same was
followed to send the players for
the Championships,” said the
statement.
However, a Badminton Asia
official confirmed that four
entries were valid from India.

“It is a clear mistake by the
association. Malaysia, Indonesia
all have got four entries,” said Sai
Praneeth. “This year all of us are
ranked in top-20 but they’ve sent
only two entries. Last year we
were not even in the top-25 but
four of us got entries. I have spoken to the tournament organizers
who have told us that a mail was
sent to BAI for four entries.”

the mat,” Bajrang says.
Maintaining his body weight,
is another area he has been
focusing on since last year. A
constant body weight, ranging
from 68kg to 65kg, keeps him

injury free.
On the tactical front, Bajrang
says he has been working on
adding variety to his mat game.
“I want to surprise my opponents, catch them off-guard,”

says the 25-year-old.
“Use different patterns of
attack and defence. I had a
chance to use them in some
international competitions in
February and March and it was
successful.”
Some things don’t change —
like his fondness for home-made
food, milk that’s heated in an
earthen pot, and food that’s
cooked over an earthen oven.
He believes it’s more nutritious, and helps him recover
faster.
Post the Asian Championships, Bajrang plans to train and
compete in a variety of different
countries — Russia, United
States of America, Turkey — “to
help me adapt to different styles
of play, and be ready for the
World Championships. The earlier I get the Olympic quota, the
better.”
The Arjuna awardee was
recently ranked world number
one but that does not excite him
much.
“That’s for academic interest,
it doesn’t carry much weight,”
he says. “What is important for
me is to deliver the goods at the
right time.”
He better. His father says he
has finalised his plans to visit
Japan next year to see his son in
action.
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Vinesh’s big test
at Asian C’ships
Sharad Deep
n

Navneet Singh

sport

sharad.deep@htlive.com

LUCKNOW:Vinesh Phogat will face
her first big test in a new weight
category (53kg) at the Asian
Wrestling Championships, starting in Xian, China, from Tuesday.
Vinesh has moved up to a
higher category from her usual
48-50 kg after a rejig of weight
classes for the 2020 Tokyo Olympics. She competed in 53kg at the
UWW Dan Kolov-Nikola Petrov
tourney in Bulgaria last month
and won a silver medal. However,
the continental championships
will provide Vinesh quality competition and an opportunity to
assess herself in her new weight
class, considering that she will be
looking to qualify for the Olympics in 53kg. Besides Vinesh,
Olympic bronze medallist Sakshi
Malik, who will go back to the
62kg category, Navjot Kaur (65kg)
and Asian Games bronze medallist Divya Kakran (68kg) will be
India’s biggest hopes.
In 2018, women wrestlers
bagged an impressive haul of one
gold, one silver and two bronze
medals from the Asian meet. The
biggest of all was Navjot Kaur,
who became the first Indian
woman wrestler to win a gold
medal in the senior continental

championships. Vinesh took
home a silver in the 50kg category
whereas Sakshi (62kg) and Sangeeta Phogat (59 kg) won a bronze
medal each.
India’s foreign coach Andrew
Cook is upbeat about the team’s
chances. “The Indian girls know
what it takes to win. They have
been consistently performing
and are always open to learn and
evolve,” said Cook.
Cook, who started his journey
with the India under-23 team in
Mongolia in February, took the
senior Indian team to Los Angeles for the fifth annual Beat the
Streets Los Angeles Benefit and
International Competition last
month. India lost 2-8 to hosts
USA. It was followed by a 10-day
camp in Colorado Springs, and
Cook’s area of main focus was leg
attacks. “Sometimes, the Indians
give up on leg attacks and allow
opponents to take advantage.
Hopefully, they will show
improvement at the Asian Championships,” he said.
Cook said he has fine-tuned the
techniques to make the girls
stronger and more effective. “I
am more of a technician in sport.
I want all of my 10 girls to win
medals this time and break previous records at the Asian Championships,” Cook said.

Four paddlers qualify for
main draw at Worlds
NEW DELHI: Suthirta Mukherjee,

Madhurika Patkar and Archana
Kamath qualified for the
women’s singles main draw of the
table tennis World Championships in Budapest on Monday.
They will join world No 56 Manika Batra, who got a direct entry.
In men’s singles, Manav made the
cut after beating Italy’s Leonardo
in the preliminary round. HTC

GOOF-UPS
Players have also alleged that
they have to endure scheduling
and ticketing goof-ups made by
the BAI on a regular basis.
“The last 4-5 months, there has
been some problem or the other,”
Prannoy said. “Like when we had
to fly for the Malaysia Open, I was
told at 5 PM to take a 10 PM flight.
I couldn’t and had to postpone it.
Then during the India Open,
Manu (Attri) and Sumeeth
(Reddy) got their tickets (to
Malaysia) for Saturday, when
they were scheduled to play their
semi-finals (in New Delhi).”
For All England Open too,
players alleged that they were
clueless about their flight tickets
even on the day of their flight.
“I remember Ashwini sent a
message to the campers group the
day we were supposed to take our
flight, asking if anyone had any
information about the flight. But
nobody knew anything. They
sent tickets at the last moment.
Half the team were put on one
flight on Saturday, the other half
on a crazy connecting flight the
next day,” Prannoy said.
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Uttarakhandboxer
stunsworldchampion
ASIAN BOXING CHAMPIONSHIP Kavinder Singh Bisht beats Kazakhstan’s
Kairat Yeraliyev in quarterfinals of 56kg, assures a medal for the country
n

saurabh.duggal@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIIGARH:He has never won a
medal at the national level, but
Kavinder Singh Bisht now
stands assured of a bronze at the
Asian Boxing Championships in
Bangkok. To get there, the
23-year-old from Uttarakhand
had to go through the reigning
world champion in the 56kg category. No problem.
Bisht has only one medal to
show for the two years he has
been part of the national set-up,
and that came at a low-key invitational tournament in Helsinki
last month when he beat compatriot Mohammed Hussamuddin
in the bantamweight final.
On Monday in the quarterfinal against the world champion,
Kazakhstan’s Kairat Yeraliyev,
he shook off his rookie status in
style. After being trapped in the
opening round by Yeraliyev,
Bisht put up a solid shell guard,
took the edge off Yeraliyev’s
attacks, and outmanoeuvred
him in the ring to win the next
two rounds.
By making the bantamweight
semi-finals, Bisht, is assured of a
bronze. His semi-final bout will
be on Thursday.
Bisht moved up from 52kg to
56kg only late last year, after yet
another disappointing 2018.
“Call it bad luck or what you
will but I was unable to win any
medal in the national championship in that weight category,”
Bisht said over the phone from
Bangkok.
“I missed the last national
championship (in October, 2018)
because of an injury. But I was
lucky my name was included in

n
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NEWDELHI:Middledistancerunner

Gomathi Marimuthu clinched
India’s first gold by winning the
women’s 800 metreswhile Asian
Games champion Tajinder Pal
Singh Toor won the men’s shot
put with a heave of 20.22m on the
seconddayoftheAsianAthletics
ChampionshipsinDohaonMonday.
Javelin thrower Shivpal
Singh, the India No 2 behind the
injured Neeraj Chopra, won silver by achieving a personal best
of 86.23m while 400m hurdlers
Jabir MP and Saritaben Gayak-

Kylian Mbappe.

AFP

Agence France-Presse
n

n

Bisht (R) defeated Kazakhstan’s Kairat Yeraliyev to make it to the bantamweight semi-finals.

the national camp.”
Cutting weight was a problem
for him, Bisht says, and so he
consulted the national coach and
moved up to 56kg. The move paid
off immediately. The Asian
Championships is the first major
tournament for Bisht in this new
category.
“Today’s win is a great motivation for me. Last year, I
couldn’t make it to the squad for
the Commonwealth Games or
the Asian Games and that was
really disheartening. Since then
I have been training hard and
today’s win over the world
champion is a proof of that,” says
Bisht.

Bisht, who is a sergeant in the
IAF, comes from a village called
Shimkhola in Uttarakhand’s
Pithoragarh district, where
recruitment in the armed forces
offers the only viable alternative
to a life of hardscrabble farming.
“Everyoneprefersmovingout
of the village in search of a better
living,” Bisht says.
“My father was in the ITBP,
and that helped me get some
exposure to sports.”
He began as a football player,
but in 2008, when Vijender Singh
won India’s first Olympic medal
in boxing, Bisht was hooked.
“My parents were against me
taking up boxing,” he says. “So,

SOURCE: BFI

for almost one year, I had to hide
that I am learning boxing from
them. For them, I was still playing football.”
Then in 2009, he won the state
championship, and his parents
came around.
Bisht was not alone in scripting an inspired success story at
the Asian championships on
Monday—Asian Games champion Amit Pangal, making his
competitive debut in 52kg, took
down 2016 Olympic gold medallist Hasanboy Dusmatov to enter
the semis as well; while in the
women’s draw, world championship silver-medallist Sonia Chahal also made the last four.

Tajinder and Gomathi win gold in Asian meet
HT Correspondent

n

Mbappe’s title,
but PSG need
new lease of life

Saurabh Duggal

wad both won bronze medals.
Gomathi,30,clockedacreditable2:02.70towinthetwo-laprace
in the Qatari capital, her first
international gold at the continental level. She dug deep into
her reserves as she shifted gears
on thehome straightto edge past
China’s Wang Chunyu, who was
timed at 2:02.96 secs.
It was reward for her toil.
Gomathihadfinishedseventhin
the 2013 edition at Pune, and two
yearslaterat Wuhan, China,she
again came in a disappointing
fourth. However, she looked
determinedonMonday.Afterthe
first lap, she was placed in the
sixth spot but gradually

increased the pace.
With200mtogo,shemovedup
to third,andthen brought allher
experience to the fore as she hit
the final straight to pip her Chinese challenger.
ItwasGomathi’spersonalbest
effort. In the Federation Cup in
March,shehadclocked2:03.21to
secureaberthforthecontinental
meet. However, it was a disappointing day for Asian Games
1,500m champion Jinson Johnson as he dropped out the 800m
race at the final bend.
DUTEE FIFTH
Dutee Chand, the Jakarta Asian
Games100msilvermedallist,too

finished a disappointing fifth in
the short sprint. Having clocked
anationalrecord11.26secsinthe
semifinal,Duteecouldonlymanage11.44secsinthefinal.Kazakhstan’s Olga Safronova claimed
gold with a time of 11.17 secs.

sportsdesk@hindustantimes.com

PARIS: After being the star of
France’s 2018 World Cup triumph, Kylian Mbappe has been
the standout player for Paris
Saint-Germain in a Ligue 1 titlewinningcampaignthathas been
slightlymarredbythemannerin
which they limped over the line.
PSG finally wrapped up the
title on Sunday after secondplaced Lille failed to beat Toulouse,havingnotwonanyoftheir
previous three games when the
chancetoconfirmasixthFrench
crown in seven seasons was
there. However, for the Qatariowned club, this will not be
remembered as a vintage year.
While Neymar once again
went missing due to injury at the
crucialpoint,the5-1capitulation
at Lille a week ago was the worst
leagueresultforPSGsinceQatar
Sports Investments bought the
club in 2011, and the first time
they had let in five in a league
game since 2000.
A record-breaking 14-match
winning run with which they
startedtheseasonnowseemslike
a long time ago, the latest Champions League failure clouding
ThomasTuchel’sfirst campaign
in charge.
Mbappe, at least, has been a
constant, and hardly ever been
rested. He is only 20, but has now
won three Ligue 1 titles in a row.
Mbappe has 36 goals in 40 games
thisseason,with30intheleague.
And, frighteningly, his teammate Daniel Alves told RMC
recently that “he doesn’t realise
how good he is, he can go much
further”.
He is also not used to losing,
and may have upset some of his
teammates with his assessment
of last week’s defeat at Lille. “We
played like beginners,” he said.

n

Cristiano Ronaldo became the first player to win English, Spanish and Italian leagues.

GETTY IMAGES

CR7 BETTER AT JUVE THAN AT UNITED
Cristiano Ronaldo became the first player to win the English Premier League, Spanish
La Liga and Italian Serie A titles last week. Since he was unleashed on the world by Sir
Alex Ferguson at Manchester United, Ronaldo has turned himself into a goal-scoring
machine, and is the Champions League’s all-time leading scorer.
Games

Goal

Goal per game

292

Man
United

438
450

Real
Madrid
Juventus

0.4

118

39

1.0
0.7

26

MBAPPE’S 30 GOALS
n This is Juventus’ eighth successive

n Kylian Mbappe with a hat-trick on

Serie A title. If the Italian league
table stays as it is, Napoli will end
up being the bridesmaid yet
again to the ‘Old Lady of Turin’ as
Juventus are sometimes called.
This could be the fourth time
Napoli becomes the runner-up.
n This is the earliest Serie A title
Juventus has wrapped up in the
past eight seasons. Juve has won
the title with five games left. The
title race in the past two seasons
was so tight, Juve won them with
only a game to go.

Sunday has become the first
Frenchman to score 30 goals in
the domestic league in 29 years.
The last French player to do it was
Jean Pierre-Papin in the 1989-90
season.
n If the French league table stays as
it is, Paris St. Germain (PSG) will be
winning the league by a 19-point
margin. That would be a huge
margin but still nothing compared to the 31-point margin by
which PSG won the league title in
2016.

n

(Top) Ronaldo with Man U
in 2009 and (above) with
Madrid in 2018. GETTY IMAGES

SUBDUED SHOW
Earlier, in the heats on Sunday,
she had clocked 11.28 secs,
improving on her previous
recordof11.29secs.Themaintarget this season for the national
champion, who is also a key runner in the 4x100m relay squad, is
to achieve the Tokyo Olympics
100m qualification time of 11.15
secs.

S H O R T PA S S E S

ZIDANE HAILS
BENZEMA AS
BEST NUMBER 9
Reuters/HTC
n

sportsdesk@hindustantimes.com

MADRID: RealMadridcoachZinedine Zidane hailed Karim Benzema as the best number nine in
world football after the French
striker hit a hat-trick in the 3-0
victory over Athletic Bilbao on
Sunday. Benzema’s treble took
himto21LaLigagoalsfortheseason, moving him to second in the
scoring charts behind Lionel
Messi,andgavehim30inallcompetitions. It also meant that,
remarkably, the 31-year-old has
nowscoredReal’slasteightgoals.
“I know what a player Benzema is, everyone knows it. The
number of goals he’s scoring is
incredible,” said Zidane. “I’m
madeupforhim.Whathe’sdoing
here, and the fact he’s two goals
away from his best-ever goals
tally, says it all. Everyone can
have their opinion on who is the
best number nine in the world
andformeit’sKarim.Heisconfident, he knows you can always
improve,whichisgreat.Itdoesn’t
surprise me what he’s doing.”

AIFF INTERVIEWS TD
CANDIDATES
KOLKATA: Thetechnicalcommittee
of the All India Football Federation (AIFF) interviewed three
candidates --- Jorge Castelo,
GaiozDarsadzeandDoruIsaac--for the post of the technical
director on Monday.
The fourth candidate shortlisted, Scott O’Donnell, was not
interviewed,accordingtoanofficialwhowasatthemeeting.Isaac
had reached Delhi but because
his travel papers were not in
order was, like the other two,
interviewed on Skype from the
airport.TheAIFFsecretariatwill
now do a background check
before the names are sent to the
executive committee. Nothing
wasdiscussedaboutwhowillsucceed Stephen Constantine as
head coach.
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Salman Khan’s varied looks in his upcoming movie, Bharat

The journey of a man and his nation

irector Ali Abbas Zafar’s
upcoming movie, Bharat,
starring actor Salman
Khan, chronicles the journey
of a man and the nation
together in and as Bharat.
The film essays the life of
Salman’s character in tandem
with the events of Indian
history spanning six decades,
touching upon the landmark
years that brought about the

D

partition of the land and,
much later, the onset of
liberalisation.
Ever since the
announcement of the film,
there has been excitement
around the varied looks of
Salman’s character — from a
circus artist to a naval officer,
and his journey over 60 years.
Following glimpses of the
diverse looks in the teaser and

‘Don’t tell your boss:
Get lost, I’m gonna
be a writer’

Manoj Bajpayee, who
turns 50 today, talks
about spending 25
years in Bollywood
Rishabh Suri
ctor Manoj Bajpayee has
all reasons to celebrate.
He turns 50 today and
also completes 25 years
as an actor! He started his
career with Drohkaal in 1994,
and his filmography, which
includes Satya (1998), Gangs of
Wasseypur (2012) and Aligarh
(2016) to name a few, features
some of the most criticallyacclaimed films in Indian
cinema. Excerpts from a
chat with the Padma Shri
awardee.

A

Are you a birthday person?
It’s not about the number.
Numbers matter to people who
think they have achieved a lot.
For me, life is starting every
day, every year. There’s a lot
to be done! This year, I am
celebrating with friends from
the industry. It’s the first time
I am having a get-together of
this kind. It was on their
insistence, saying I should not
behave like a stingy man! They
all thought they deserve a
party not just for my birthday,
but since the Padma Shri also
happened this year. I have
completed 25 years in the
industry, which is an
impossible industry for an
outsider like me. So I gave into
their demands!

How has the journey shaped up
for you to come to this conclusion
that it’s an ‘impossible industry’?
You have to be really lucky.
Talent alone doesn’t matter in
this industry, and everyone
knows this. If someone says
‘good films are done’, ‘talent
always survives’, there are
other factors too, which are far
more important. You should
be extremely lucky too, and
have the common sense to
keep changing your path,
adjusting and accommodating,
without bending on your
principles. It’s a small
industry, that’s why it’s so
difficult. I stayed on the fringe,
was never a part of the elite
league, but I survived and am
still surviving. The audience is
going to see a lot of different
stuff from me.
Talking about different stuff, your
film Sonchiriya (which didn’t rake
in numbers theatrically) is now on
a streaming platform and people
are reacting positively...
It’s disheartening, the manner
in which this film has been
dealt with, but that’s the nexus
of distributors… most of my
films are victims of this. This
is not new for me, I take it on
my chin every time. But my
team members are all very
sad, it was heart-melting to see
them. I have been a fan of

Abhishek Chaubey (director),
who upped his game with this
film. There are nearly six
months left for the year to end,
but one thing is for sure, it’s
the best film of 2019 regardless
of the fact that there are six
months to go. At the end of the
day, everyone thinks that
since Manoj starred in the
film, that’s why he’s talking
like that. So be it! What is
great, is great, whether I am in
it, or not. I just hope and pray
it gets its due justice on the
streaming platform.

Are you happy then, since people
must be messaging you about
how good the film was, after
watching it online?
Messages have started
dropping in, but I don’t have
any sympathies for these
reactions. I don’t take it well.
Whenever I get these
reactions, I feel if the audience
doesn’t go out and see the film,
boost the collections… yes, it’s
sad and tragic that our quality
is decided by the box-office.
That’s realism, a fact that if the
audiences don’t move out and
watch good films at the
theatre, people will stop
making them. So these kind of
reactions don’t flatter me. I
don’t feel appreciated at all by
these words.
n

rishabh.suri@htlive.com

STOP PRESS
IT’S A FILM, NOT A HOTEL:
SRK ROASTS CRITICS
ctor Shah Rukh Khan was at
his wittiest best at the firstever Critics Choice Film Awards.
During the ceremony on Sunday
night, SRK took to the stage
and said, “So I request all my
critic friends here, please don’t
be like us Bollywood film stars,
and get carried away by what

A

Bollywood succumbed to many
years ago — the star system.
The star system cannot be the
only way of summing up films
by our critics... 3 stars, 3.5 stars,
3 and a quarter stars, 5 stars...
It’s a film, not a hotel for
God’s sake. With the
advent of homegrown
critics, film critic is an
endangered species. Let it
not get replaced by
consumer service.” HTC
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trailer, social media is abuzz
with increased curiosity and a
positive reaction among the
audience.
Ali says, “It’s a parallel
journey between Salman’s
character, Bharat, and the
birth of the nation which
happened in 1947 and from
then to 2010, all the landmark
events that this country has
gone through. A few of them

criss-cross his character’s
journey and how it affects the
storyline is what Bharat is all
about.”
The movie also stars actor
Katrina Kaif along with
actors Disha Patani, Sunil
Grover, Tabu, and Jackie
Shroff.
Bharat also marks Ali and
Salman’s third collaboration,
after the success of Sultan

Kavita Awaasthi
hey say books are
windows to the world
and Mouni Roy can
vouch for the fact. She
credits her father for
introducing her to
books at an early age.
“I grew up in Cooch
Behar, West Bengal,
and books were my
only window to the
world and different
cultures,” says the
RAW actor on World
Book Day.
“I was introduced to
Rabindranath
Tagore’s Gitanjali
and a book of short
stories by
Shakespeare at
the same time. I
fell in love with
them. Later, I
read The
Tempest,
Othello and
many other
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emember that post on
social media that asks
you to get on a plane and
never come back, or that film
that would have you quit
your job to ‘follow your
dream’? Well, if writing is
your dream, on World Book
Day today, Amish Tripathi —
author of the fastest-selling
book series in India’s
publishing industry — has
advice: Don’t quit your job.
“You have to pay your
bills at the end of the month,
man — unless you have a
rich father... There’s no
harm in having a job. Write
your book along with your
job. Yes, you’ll have to work
hard, for 14-15 hours a day,
you’ll have very little free
time, but that’s cool. There’s
no substitute to hard work,”

R

says Amish. “I resigned
only after The Secret of the
Nagas’ (his sophomore
work) royalty cheque
became more than my
salary cheque,” adds
Amish, who worked in the
financial services sector for
a decade and a half before
the first book in his Shiva
trilogy, The Immortals of
Meluha, came out in 2010.
And the 44-year-old says
though starting on his first
book was an emotional
moment, he stuck with his
job. “Use your heart to decide
the destination, but use your
head to plot the journey. If
you want to be a writer, don’t
kill that dream. Pursue it.
Just don’t jump without
thinking — don’t tell your
boss, ‘Get lost, I am gonna be
a writer’, I wouldn’t
recommend that,” chuckles

HTC

Nothingbeatsthesmell
ofabook:MouniRoy

Amish Tripathi

Prannay

(2016) and Tiger Zinda Hai
(2017).
Directed by Ali Abbas Zafar,
Bharat is produced by
Bhushan Kumar, Krishan
Kumar, Atul Agnihotri, Alvira
Agnihotri, under the banners
of T-Series, Reel Life
Productions and Salman
Khan Films, and hits the
screen this Eid, June 5.
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the author, currently looking
forward to the release of the
final cog in his Ram trilogy.
Does the Indian Institute
of Management (IIM)
graduate believe that one
day a person would have to
enrol in an IIM instead of a
creative writing course to be
a writer? With a hearty
laugh, and fortuitously
dropping another reason
why financial independence
is imperative even as one
pursues their writing dream,
he answers, “I assure you

IIM graduates aren’t
necessarily more creative.
Creativity is a blessing that
can be available to anyone.
They [IIM graduates] are on
average, with well paying
jobs, able to invest in
marketing
themselves.
PHOTO:
You need to
SHUTTERSTOCK
invest in
marketing.
That’s how it
works.”
n

works of Shakespeare,” she
says, adding she prefers classic
fiction over the popular
variety.
Mouni enjoys reading a
couple of books at the same
time and ends up finishing
three or more in a month. “It
depends on the book. I take
more time to finish a nonfiction book than a fiction one.
Currently, I am reading the
Latitudes of Longing by
Shubhangi Swarup. It had been
on my mind since a long time
and couldn’t get to it. But now, I
am enjoying it. There is such
pleasure in reading a book and
nothing beats the smell of a
book, not to mention books are
easy on the eyes as opposed to
gadgets. You can never replace
books with any electronic
gadgets, though in the past few
years, I have started to love
audio books.”
Just like most book lovers,
she is quite possessive about
her books and with experience
learned not to let anyone
borrow them. She has a simple
answer for anyone seeking to
borrow a book from her
collection. “If anyone shows
interest in the books I have or I
am reading, I buy one and gift it
to them (laughs). Earlier, my
friends didn’t realise this, but
of late they’ve understood that
instead of letting them borrow
my books, I prefer to gift them.
The thing is people borrow
books but by the time they’d
return them, the condition of
the books would be horrible.”
n

kavita.awasthi@htlive.com

WORLD
BOOK
DAY

prannay.pathak
@htlive.com

K-pop group dreams of performing near the Taj Mahal

Farozan Akhtar

um aapse pyaar karte
hain” followed by “Aap
bahut khoobsurat hain”
and more, K-pop group IN2IT
went all out to make sure their
first India tour, with stops in
Mumbai and Delhi, was a
memorable one. Not only did
they charm the audience with
endearing attempts in Hindi,
they whipped the crowd into a
frenzy with a performance on
Bole Chudiyan (Kabhi Khushi
Kabhie Gham; 2001).
The group was surprised by
the recognition K-pop has in
India and touched by the
enthusiastic response they
received here. “We arrived in
Mumbai really early in the
morning (2-3am) and a lot of
fans were there to greet us.
Even at the Delhi airport, fans
waited for us though it was
raining. At the concert, the
audience sang and danced
with us. We were very happy

H

and thankful for it,” Inpyo, the
leader of the group, says.
Talking about their
Bollywood performance,
videos of which took the
Internet by storm and won

them new fans, group member
Isaac reveals they took a week
to learn the choregraphy, and
shares, “We had a lot of fun
practising it! Even after

practice, we would sing the
song in our car.”
The group is super excited
when asked about the

(L-R) Inpyo, Hyunuk, Isaac, Jiahn, Yeontae, and Inho of IN2IT

possibility of a Bollywood
collaboration. “Definitely!
Whether it’s a cameo in a film
or a commercial, we would
love to be part of anything
Bollywood,” gushes Isaac.
On how they found Indian
cities, Jiahn says they were
impressed by Mumbai’s
Gateway of India and Isaac
adds the group loved the over
100-ft high statue of Hanuman
in Jhandewalan, New Delhi.
And all of them loved Indian
cuisine. “Hyunuk is a foodie.
He loves to eat curry even in
Korea so when we came here,
we wanted to try the authentic
Indian curry. We also liked
Tandoori Chicken, Biryani,
and Samosas,” says Inpyo.
But the band leaves India
with an unfulfilled dream — to
perform near the Taj Mahal.
“Unfortunately, we won’t have
time to see the Taj this time, so,
we hope to visit India again
soon,” Isaac says.
n

farozan.akhtar@htlive.com
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DAILY HOROSCOPE

Astrologer Prem Kumar Sharma can be contacted at: Delhi: 91-11-26449898,
26489899 (Sat to Mon): Panchkula: 91-172-2562832, 2572874 (Tues to Thurs);
Mumbai: 09223376963 (Last week of every month)

TUESDAY,
APRIL 23,
2019

It is time you do something about your
fitness as it needs care. You remain stable
and content in terms of finance and
monetary issues. You are likely to handle
a job at work most competently and
receive rave reviews about the same. A
ARIES
visit to a relative staying in another town
(MAR 21 - APR 20)
might add some fun in your life today.
Property matters are better to be discussed
well before coming into a conclusion.
Love Focus: Some confusion may prevail in your relationship today.
Lover may be in a complaining mood; it will be better to maintain a
low profile.
Lucky Number: 22 Lucky Colour: Electric Grey
Health remains satisfactory today. But
don’t overindulge. You have the money,
but what you need is a little
judiciousness in spending. A trying time
is indicated for job seekers. Cupid’s
arrow finds its mark as love blossoms. So
LEO
watch out. Family scene will be joyous as
(JULY 23 - AUG 23)
fresh beginnings are made. An
uncomfortable journey might make you
lethargic and fatigued. Some of you are likely to acquire property in
the form of a plot or an apartment.
Love Focus: Newlyweds are likely to have a scintillating time today.
Make the most of it.
Lucky Number: 3 Lucky Colour: Brown
Condition of those under the weather is set
to improve fast. Support from an
unexpected quarter will prove to be of
great help in terms of finance. You can
become a part of a huge project at work,
so brace yourself for hard work and
SAGITTARIUS
success. Homemakers are likely to bring in
(NOV 23 - DEC 21)
a good change to improve the home front,
which will be welcomed by all. An enjoyable
journey by road is on the cards for some. If you are planning to buy or
sell property, this is the best day.
Love Focus: Lover may appear overdemanding today but isn’t that
justified in love? After all who else should he/she be counting upon?
Lucky Number: 9 Lucky Colour: Magenta

SUDOKU
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John Cena: This American wrestler-actor, who is
known for his roles in films such as Trainwreck,
The Marine, Legendary, Fred: The Movie and 12
Rounds, turns 42 today.

Health will not deter you today as you
remain fit to pursue anything of your
interest. It is high time that you become
judicious in your spending and save as
much as possible to raise you monetary
situation. Time has come to prove your
TAURUS
mettle on the professional front and you
(APR 21 - MAY 20)
will go great guns! Spouse or a family
member may not be on talking terms with you
today. Your concern for an ailing relation may make you undertake a
journey. Those in property business may not find the day profitable.
Love Focus: Romance is on its peak as you give your hundred per
cent to your relationship.
Lucky Number: 3 Lucky Colour: Lemon

Health keeps you at peace today as you
relax and rejuvenate. Forging a business
partnership is foreseen and will be a step
in the right direction in terms of lifting
your finances. A turbulent period is
foreseen in a new job. But be confident
GEMINI
and honest. A vacation planned with
(MAY 21 - JUN 21)
family might get cancelled because of some
untoward reason. So don’t be disheartened. A
profitable day is foreseen for those in property business. So make the
most of it.
Love Focus: Extending the fig leaf to your lover who was not very
happy with you is likely to be a step in the right direction.
Lucky Number: 1 Lucky Colour: Coffee

Health will be back because of a new diet
plan being undertaken. Take care not to
fritter away your earnings, as you may
need to keep it for the rainy day. Taking
the initiative to approach someone at
work for completing a task may brighten
CANCER
your prospects in completing it well. In
(JUNE 22 - JULY 22)
the family front, listen well before coming
to a conclusion and give your views and
opinions only after thinking well. Be careful while driving in heavy
traffic. You are likely to lose money in your property business.
Love Focus: The day looks to be great on the love front as you will
keep a promise and get appreciated for it by your lover.
Lucky Number: 9 Lucky Colour: Dark Grey

Health remains moderate; but needs some
care. Don’t promise anything to anyone,
especially money. Your workable
solution to a professional problem will
get the go ahead from higher ups. Tips
given by someone is likely to come in
VIRGO
(AUG 24 - SEPT 23)
handy in a tricky situation related to
driving. Ascertain facts before reacting to a
bad news about something or someone in the
family. Postpone a property deal for another day as it is likely to be
not a very good day for any property related dealings.
Love Focus: You would need to maintain your cool on the love front
today as the lover may appear to be in a complaining mode.
Lucky Number: 1 Lucky Colour: Peach

Your effort towards getting into shape is
finally showing good results. Certain
good news on the financial front can be
expected today. You will need to watch
your step on the work front as someone
is out to get you. A lot of convincing will
LIBRA
be required to make lover consent to your
(SEPT 24 - OCT 23)
wishes. Homemakers will take the initiative
of making some positive changes on the home
front. An official outing with colleague might be fun. Those in
property business can have a money-spinning day.
Love Focus: You would need to be at your convincing best to make
your lover agree with something in your mind.
Lucky Number: 2 Lucky Colour: Baby Pink

It is better to take precaution if you are not
feeling completely fit. It’s better to watch
what you are eating. Tackling a nagging
monetary issue will be somewhat
difficult for you. So handle with care.
You can be under scrutiny of your boss
SCORPIO
today because of something not done
(OCT 24 - NOV 22)
well at work. Preparation for a function or a
party can take most of your day. A long drive
with family can be great fun. This is not a good day to deal in
property.
Love Focus: Some more efforts would be required to impress the one
you secretly like. Make sure you give in your best!
Lucky Number: 5 Lucky Colour: Yellow

Health needs extra care, due to changing
weather. Be cautious and stay safe.
Financial condition is set to improve
soon as profits accrue. Professionally,
you are likely to excel; your talent will
speak and get you the best rewards.
CAPRICORN
Keep up the hard work. You will manage
(DEC 22 - JAN 21)
to keep the domestic atmosphere light and
keep each member happy today. Delays and
glitches can mar a perfect outing. A gain in the property business is
preordained.
Love Focus: Keep romance on the back-burner today. An outing with
lover is likely to be postponed to a later date.
Lucky Number: 6 Lucky Colour: Crimson

Health promises to keep you in excellent
condition today. Your efforts to stabilise
monetary conditions will be fruitful.
Following someone blindly on the
professional front may not be in your
favour. Lonely hearts are likely to get
AQUARIUS
lucky. You are likely to take the family
(JAN 22 - FEB 19)
someplace exciting and enjoy your heart
out. Travelling a lot will have its toll on you as
you feel exhausted and sick. Chances of becoming the owner of a
house or an apartment look bright for some.
Love Focus: Channelising all your energy in wooing the one you like
is certain to brighten your chances for romance.
Lucky Number: 8 Lucky Colour: Navy Blue

Health remains at ease as you practice the
new fitness regime. Some hard work may
be required to make the monetary
condition stable. Something good done
to someone at work is likely to be repaid
soon. A helping hand can be expected for
PISCES
completing a long pending job. You will
(FEB 20 - MAR 20)
need all the tact and diplomacy at your
disposal to handle a family member. You might
get a chance to travel across border on an official trip. This is not an
ideal day to deal with a property issue you have been neglecting.
Love Focus: Some of the singles are likely to fall in love soon as
cupid’s arrow hits the mark.
Lucky Number: 7 Lucky Colour: Lemon

CALVIN AND HOBBES

DIFFICULTY LEVEL

Bill Watterson

MOVIES IN TRICITY
PICCADILY SQUARE:
CHANDIGARH
Kalank 10:05AM 10:45AM
01:15PM 01:55PM 04:25PM
05:05PM 07:35PM 08:15PM
10:45PM 11:25PM
Manje Bistre 2 Punjabi 10:25AM
12:55PM 03:25PM 05:55PM
08:25PM 10:55PM

CINEPOLIS TDI MALL
JAGAT: CHANDIGARH

MATHDOKU

DID YOU KNOW?
Anupam Kher was cast in the 1983 film
Jaane Bhi Do Yaaron as a ‘disco killer’ but
all his scenes were discarded from the
final cut at the editing stage.

Fill in all the squares in the grid so that each row, column and
each of the 9X9 squares contains all the digits from 1 to 9.

SCRAMBLE - 3064

PVR: ELANTE CHANDIGARH

Solve the four anagrams and move one letter to each square to
form four ordinary words

IR E EE
W IPES
BEO LTT
A LY FSW
Now arrange the letters marked with an asterisk (*) to form the
answer to the riddle or to fill in the missing words as indicated.

SOLUTION SUDOKU

Place numbers into the puzzle cells so that each row and column contains each of the digits from 1 to 5. No number is to be repeated in any row or
column. Each bold-outlined cells contain a hint of a number and one of the mathematical symbols + x - /. The number is the result of the operation
represented by the symbol to the digits contained.

SCRAMBLE SOLUTION: Eerie, swipe, bottle, sawfly
ANSWER: Not knowing anything is the sweetest life - Sophocles

BINGE-WATCH GUIDE

THE WIDOW
2019 | 13+ | Season 1 | Series

2017 | 13+ | Season 1 | Series

PVR: CENTRA, CHANDIGARH

Synopsis: DS Steve Arnott is
transferred to a police
anticorruption unit after he
refuses to be part of a cover-up
involving accidental shooting.

Synopsis: A woman’s search
to uncover the mysterious
disappearance of her husband
leads her to the Congo.

Starring: Namrata Gujaran,
Arjun Rampal, Sonnalli Seygall

SALUTE SIACHEN

Shazam! English 10:30AM
03:50PM
The Curse Of The Weeping
Woman (A) English 01:30PM
06:50PM 09:10PM 11:30PM

Starring: Martin Compston,
Vicky McClure, Adrian Dunbar

Starring: Kate Beckinsale,
Ólafur Darri Ólafsson

Synopsis: Actors, models and
sportspersons attempt to scale
the most treacherous parts of
the Siachen glacier.

Justice League
at 1247
0913 Once
Upon A
Time In
China II
1112 Surf’s Up
1247 Justice League
1451 Hellboy
1701 xXx: State Of The
Union
1850 Ocean’s Eight
2100 Iron Man 2

EDITOR’S
PICK

Big Hero 6 at 1352
1133 Home Alone 2
1352 Big Hero 6
1542 War For The Planet Of The
Apes
1830 Prince Of Persia: The
Sands Of Time
2050 Guardians Of The Galaxy
Vol. 2

Unforgettable at 1012
1012 Unforgettable
1150 The Patriot
1435 The Campaign
1552 Fool’s Gold
1744 Rush Hour
1920 Mean Machine
2100 Blood Diamond

Starring: Rajkummar Rao,
Naveen Kasturia, Anna Ador

BOSE: DEAD/ALIVE
2017 | 16+ | Season 1 | Series

BOSTON LEGAL
2004 | 16+ | 5 Seasons | Series

Kalank 10:00AM 10:45AM
11:30AM 12:15PM 01:00PM
01:35PM 02:20PM 03:05PM
03:50PM 04:35PM 05:10PM
05:55PM 06:40PM 07:25PM
08:10PM 08:45PM 09:30PM
10:15PM 11:00PM 11:45PM
Manje Bistre 2 Punjabi
10:00AM 12:45PM 03:30PM
06:15PM 09:00PM 11:45PM
The Curse Of The Weeping
Woman (A) English 10:00AM
Rabb Da Radio 2 Punjabi
10:10AM
Romeo Akbar Walter 10:15AM
Jersey Telugu 01:20PM
Kesari 04:35PM
The Tashkent Files 07:50PM
Badla 10:55PM

PVR: ELANTE 4DX
CHANDIGARH

MOVIES ON TV
EDITOR’S
PICK

2012 | 16+ | 4 Seasons | Series

SOLUTION MATHDUKU

Not knowing anything is the ________ ____
- Sophocles (8,4)

LINE OF DUTY

Kalank 09:00AM 11:30AM
12:15PM 03:00PM 03:55PM
06:30PM 07:35PM 10:00PM
10:35PM 11:15PM
The Curse Of The Weeping
Woman (A) English 09:30AM
03:20PM 08:20PM
Manje Bistre 2 Punjabi
09:40AM 05:35PM
Kesari 12:10PM

Synopsis: This is the story of
India’s biggest cover-up: Netaji
Subhash Chandra Bose and the
mystery of his alleged death.

Kalank 09:00AM 10:10AM
11:20AM 12:35PM 01:45PM
02:55PM 04:10PM 05:20PM
06:30PM 07:45PM 10:05PM
11:20PM
The Curse Of The Weeping
Woman (A) Hindi 09:00AM
05:50PM
The Curse Of The Weeping
Woman (A) English 12:45PM
09:00PM
Manje Bistre 2 Punjabi
10:00AM 03:05PM 08:10PM
11:20PM
Kesari 10:55PM

WAVE: CITY EMPORIUM MALL
Kalank 09:15AM 09:45AM
10:25AM 12:40PM 01:10PM
04:05PM 04:35PM 07:30PM
08:00PM 10:15PM 11:00PM
11:30PM
Manje Bistre 2 Punjabi 10:45AM
01:50PM 03:15PM 05:45PM
10:15PM
The Curse Of The Weeping
Woman (A) English 01:15PM
08:15PM
The Tashkent Files 04:20PM
Kesari 07:15PM

PVR: CITY CENTRE
MALL, CHANDIGARH
Kalank 11:00AM 02:35PM
06:10PM 09:45PM

Starring: James Spader, William
Shatner, Candice Bergen

LOC Kargil at 2045

Synopsis: Ethicallychallenged attorney Alan Shore
makes his mark winning cases
no one would take.

1115 Damini
1430 Jaisi Karni Waisi Bharni
1800 Chandramukhi Ka Badla
2045 LOC Kargil

Phir Hera Pheri at 2000

Singh Is Bliing at 1402

1100 No Problem
1359 Himmatwar
1705 Half Girlfriend
2000 Phir Hera Pheri
2317 Anaconda 3: Offspring

0955 Return Of Chandramukhi
1250 Toilet - Ek Prem Katha
1402 Singh Is Bliing
1856 Jurmana
2100 Bruce Lee-The Fighter

VR: PUNJAB, MOHALI
Kalank 09:00AM 09:55AM
10:50AM 11:45AM 12:35PM
01:30PM 02:25PM 03:20PM
04:10PM 05:05PM 06:00PM
06:55PM 07:45PM 08:40PM
09:35PM 10:30PM 11:20PM
Manje Bistre 2 Punjabi
09:00AM 10:30AM 11:45AM

01:15PM 02:30PM 04:00PM
05:15PM 06:45PM 08:00PM
10:45PM
The Curse Of The Weeping
Woman (A) Hindi 09:20AM
11:20PM
The Curse Of The Weeping
Woman (A) English 03:50PM
09:00PM
Romeo Akbar Walter 10:00AM
Badla 01:05PM
Rabb Da Radio 2 Punjabi
06:10PM
Kesari 09:30PM

VR PUNJAB (GOLD), MOHALI
Kalank 10:20AM 12:00PM
01:55PM 03:35PM 05:30PM
07:10PM 09:05PM 10:45PM

CINEPOLIS: BESTECH
SQUARE, MOHALI
Kalank 09:00AM 09:25AM
10:00AM 12:20PM 01:40PM
03:30PM 03:55PM 05:20PM
07:00PM 07:25PM 09:00PM
10:00PM
The Curse Of The Weeping
Woman (A) English 09:30AM
02:35PM 08:00PM 10:15PM
Manje Bistre 2 Punjabi
10:30AM 12:45PM 04:30PM
07:15PM 10:30PM
Romeo Akbar Walter 11:35AM
Rabb Da Radio 2 Punjabi
01:05PM
Kesari 04:50PM

CARNIVAL: PARAS
MALL, ZIRAKPUR
Kalank 09:15AM 10:20AM
11:15AM 12:30PM 01:50PM
02:45PM 04:00PM 05:20PM
06:15PM 07:20PM 08:45PM
09:45PM 10:45PM
Manje Bistre 2 Punjabi
09:30AM 12:00PM 02:30PM
08:00PM 10:30PM
Kesari 05:00PM

FUN CINEMAS: REPUBLIC
MALL, CHANDIGARH
Kalank 09:00AM 09:40AM
10:30AM 12:15PM 12:55PM
02:10PM 03:55PM 05:50PM
07:35PM 09:30PM 10:35PM
11:15PM
Manje Bistre 2 Punjabi
09:00AM 11:30AM 02:15PM
05:00PM 07:45PM 10:30PM
Romeo Akbar Walter 04:25PM
Kesari 07:25PM

INOX: DHILLON
PLAZA, ZIRAKPUR
Kalank 09:00AM 10:30AM
11:30AM 12:25PM 02:00PM
03:00PM 03:55PM 05:30PM
06:30PM 07:25PM 09:00PM
10:00PM 10:55PM
Manje Bistre 2 Punjabi
09:00AM 10:45AM 04:40PM
08:10PM 10:55PM
Kesari 01:30PM

INOX: NH22 MALL, AMRAVATI
ENCLAVE, PANCHKULA
Kalank 09:30AM 10:45AM
12:45PM 02:05PM 03:05PM
04:05PM 06:25PM 07:25PM
08:45PM 09:45PM 10:45PM
Manje Bistre 2 Punjabi
10:00AM 12:30PM
Kesari 05:25PM

RAJHANS CINEMAS:
PANCHKULA
Kalank 10:00AM 11:00AM
12:00PM 01:00PM 04:10PM
05:10PM 07:00PM 09:30PM
10:10PM
The Curse Of The Weeping
Woman (A) Hindi 10:10AM
03:15PM 10:15PM
The Curse Of The Weeping
Woman (A) English 08:15PM
Manje Bistre 2 Punjabi
02:05PM 04:30PM 07:10PM
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Tom
Hanks

THE GOLDFINCH BY
DONNA TARTT (2013)
Who’s in it: Nicole Kidman,
Sarah Paulson, Finn
Wolfhard, Ansel Elgort, Luke
Wilson
Premise: Tartt’s first book in
11 years, The Goldfinch
became an instant bestseller
and even won the author a
Pulitzer Prize. It follows the
story of Theo Decker, a
teenager who survives a
terror attack that claims the
life of his mum. Following
the incident, Theo’s life is
unalterably changed and he
enters the world of crime,

Nicole
Kidman

deception, and second
chances.
Release: September 13
Quotable quotes: I had the
epiphany that laughter was
light, and light was laughter,
and that this was the secret
of the universe.

PHOTO: RYAN

THE GOOD LIAR BY
NICHOLAS SEARLE
(2016)

TOBY
MELVILLE/
REUTERS

Who’s in it: Ian McKellen,
Helen Mirren
Premise: Octogenarian Roy
Courtnay is aiming for the
last big payday of his life
when he lays eyes on Betty, a
wealthy widow, on a dating
site. He’s confident that his
scheme to swindle her will be
a success. In no time, the

veteran con man moves into
Betty’s home and also
prepares to accompany her
on a romantic sojourn to
Europe. But, is Betty actually
the woman she’s claiming to
be?
Release: November 15
Quotable quotes: One of
the things that I dislike
intensely is dishonesty.

PFLUGER/THE
NEW YORK
TIMES

THE GOOD SHEPHERD
BY CS FORESTER
(1955)
Being made as: Greyhound
Who’s in it: Tom Hanks,
Elisabeth Shue, Stephen
Graham, Manuel GarciaRulfo
Premise: The book follows a
US Navy commander, George
Krause, in the early days of

BOOKED FOR
THE BIG SCREEN
On World Book
Day today, we take
a look at upcoming
book-to-film
adaptations

Dipti Mudaliar

lthough many
bibliophiles may — most
of the time — feel that a
book is any day better
than its 70mm adaptation, a
majority of book lovers
nevertheless agree that there’s
something fascinating about

A

seeing their loved characters
get played by their favourite
actors. Which is why we have
compiled this list of literary
works — thrillers, sweet
romance novels, fantasy reads
and even a comic book — being
made into Hollywood movies.
So, get set, read, watch, enjoy!

n

World War II. The story is told
in the third person in the
book, entirely from Krause’s
point of view detailing his
depression and inferiority.
Release: Pushed to May
2020
Quotable quotes: Be sober,
be vigilant; because your
adversary the devil, as a
roaring lion, walketh about,
seeking whom he may
devour.

Helen Mirren
PHOTO: CHRIS
FARINA/AFP

THE LAST THING HE
WANTED BY JOAN
DIDION (1996)
Who’s in it: Anne Hathaway,
Ben Affleck and Willem
Dafoe
Premise: The novel is set in
1984. The provocative thriller
follows Elena McMahon, a
Washington Post reporter,
who leaves her job after
covering the 1984 US
presidential campaign, in
order to care for her dad. But
in return, she inherits his
position as an arms dealer
caught in the middle of an

Taraji P Henson as
Ann Atwater

international security
conflict. McMahon
struggles to cope with
the spies, American
military personnel,
and the consequences
of her father’s errors
that are waiting for
her on a small island
off the coast of Costa
Rica.
Release: Streaming
services release
Quotable quotes:
The most terrifying
verse I know:
merrily merrily
merrily life is but a
dream.

Anne
Hathaway
PHOTO: ANGELA
WEISS/AFP

dipti.mudaliar@htlive.com

THE WOMAN IN THE
WINDOW BY AJ FINN
(2018)

Amy Adams
PHOTO: KEVIN
WINTER/GETTY
IMAGES/AFP

Who’s in it: Amy Adams, Julianne
Moore, Gary Oldman, Wyatt
Russell
Premise: Anna Fox, an
agoraphobic New Yorker, spends
her time drinking wine, taking
baths, and watching her
neighbours until she sees the
unexpected. What did she
witness? In this thriller, nothing is
what it seems.
Release: October 4
Quotable quotes: Watching is
like nature photography: You
don’t interfere with the wildlife.

THE BEST OF ENEMIES:
RACE AND REDEMPTION
IN THE NEW SOUTH BY
OSHA GRAY DAVIDSON
(2007)
Who’s in it: Taraji P Henson,
Sam Rockwell
Premise: A black civil-rights
activist named Ann Atwater
and a white Ku Klux Klan
leader named CP Ellis
frequently cross paths in

WHERE’D YOU GO,
BERNADETTE BY MARIA
SEMPLE (2012)
Who’s in it: Cate Blanchett,
Emma Nelson, Kristen Wiig, and
Judy Greer
Premise: This funny novel with a
non-traditional narrative includes
many different formats – e-mails,
letters, FBI docs, correspondence
with a psychiatrist – to unveil the
story of Bernadette, a handson mum, who’s always busy
with her 15-year-old daughter
Bee’s school activities but
suddenly disappears one day.
What follows is Bee’s road trip
adventure where she discovers
all about her mum’s past secrets.
Release: August 9
Quotable quotes: Life is a stew,
and pot is poop. If someone
stirred even a teeny-bit of poop
in the stew, would you really
want to eat it?

North Carolina in the ’60s
when they protest against
each other’s stance on school
integration. However, when
1971 comes around and
schools are legally required
to desegregate in the US, the
duo meet again and when
forced to co-chair a few open
forums in their hometown of
Raleigh — they become
great friends.
Release: Released in the US
Quotable quotes: Peace
without justice and equal
opportunity is no peace.

Melissa
McCarthy

THE KITCHEN BY OLLIE
MASTERS (2015)

PHOTO: CHRIS
PIZZELLO/AP

Who’s in it: Melissa McCarthy,
Tiffany Haddish, and Elisabeth
Moss
Premise: Based on the Vertigo
comic book series, it follows the
lives of Irish mobsters’ wives who
team up to run the business after
their husbands are sent to prison.
Release: August 9
Quotable quotes: Just to be
clear, now we run the
neighbourhood.

Actor Emma Watson along
with her co-stars and film’s
director PHOTO: TWITTER/
EMMAWATSON

Cate Blanchett

Tom
Holland

PHOTO: VALERIE
MACON/AFP

OLD POSSUM’S BOOK OF
PRACTICAL CATS BY
TS ELIOT (1939)
Being made as: Cats
Who’s in it: Taylor Swift, Idris
Elba, and Judi Dench
Premise: Based on feline
psychology, the poems are told
over the course of an evening,
wherein a tribe of cats gather to
decide which cat can ascend to a
heavenly place. The Jellicle
choice, anyone?
Release: December 20
Quotable quotes: With cats,
some say, one rule is true: Don’t
speak till you are spoken to.

LITTLE WOMEN BY
LOUISA MAY ALCOTT
(1868)
Who’s in it: Meryl Streep,
Saoirse Ronan, Timothée
Chalamet, Emma Watson,
Florence Pugh
Premise: Following the
lives of the four March
sisters — Meg, Jo, Beth and
Amy — this classic details
their journey from
childhood to womanhood.
Release: December 25
Quotable quotes: I am
not afraid of storms, for I
am learning how to sail my
ship.

THE KNIFE OF NEVER
LETTING GO BY
PATRICK NESS (2008)
Being made as: Chaos
Walking
Who’s in it: Tom Holland,
Daisy Ridley, Nick Jonas
Premise: In a dystopian
world where women are
non-existent, Todd Hewitt
is the only boy in a town of
men. He has to deal with
an unpleasant wake of
“the Noise germ” that
infiltrated the world. He
can hear everyone’s
thoughts, and vice versa.
Release: Pushed to 2020
Quotable quotes: When
luck ain’t with you, it’s
against you.
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‘Connections Mohit’s‘mesmerising’
before merit in Maldivianholiday
Bollywood’
Mohammed
Zeeshan Ayyub
says he is in no
hurry to sign
big projects
Beautiful beaches with palm
trees are a common sight in
Maldvies; (below) Maldives
corals house for fishes

PHOTO: PRATIK
CHORGE/HT

Mohit Malhotra
with girlfriend, Aishwarya
Desai

PHOTOS: SHUTTERSTOCK

Anjali Shetty

Rishabh Suri
e’s among those rare
actors who have worked
back-to-back with the
Khans — Shah Rukh (Raees,
2017; Zero, 2018), Aamir
(Thugs of Hindostan) and
Salman (Tubelight, 2017). But
Mohammed Zeeshan Ayyub is
taking a break now. He has cut
down on the number of
projects, and currently, has
only one film in hand —
Article 15 with Ayushmann
Khurrana. “I don’t have that
big a role (in Article 15). I just
have two scenes. And I shot for
it for two days in Lucknow,”
he says.
Isn’t he afraid that taking a
break might affect his career,

H

as out of sight is out of mind?
“Not at all. Thugs… and Zero
took two years. I was quite
tired, and decided I’ll take a
break. I didn’t come to this
field for that (working
constantly). I was indeed a bit
confused some time back that
‘I need to do a film like this and
do a character like that for my
career graph’, but I keep going
back in time... I remembered
2000, the time I had started
doing theatre, and the reason I
shifted to this field and left my
dream of becoming an
engineer or joining the Air
Force, or any other profession.
I decided I will become an
actor and be in a creative field,
on the stage, even if only to fix
the lights,” says Zeeshan.

So, he isn’t in any hurry to
focus on big projects. “You just
need to keep on performing
(instead of thinking) ‘there are
so many people standing, who
will get a chance and grab it’.
We are making so many films.
Everybody needs good actors,”
he says.
But does he believe that
some get these roles through
connections rather than
merit? “Definitely…
projection and connection
both are there. Kitni bhi baat
karein, but industry operates
likes a business only. It’s clear
that acting ke basis pe zyaada
log kaam kar nahi rahe. But
aisa bhi nahi ki acting se aapko
kuchh milta nahi,” Zeeshan
says.

ctor Mohit Malhotra
recently visited Maldives
with his girlfriend
Aishwarya Desai. The actor
shares that the stay was
spectacular and it was a
totally unwinding experience
in the truest sense. Mohit
says, “We were staying at an
exotic resort and spa. It’s an
island in itself, it’s located in
one of the largest lagoons in
Maldives. You are left
mesmerised looking at its
beauty.”
Speaking about all the fun
activities that he experienced
there, Mohit adds that
snorkelling in the middle of
the ocean was the best. “For
people who love water, and
everything underwater,
snorkelling is a must-do
there. We were amazed at the

A

treasu
re trove
that exists
under water. We
got to see beautiful coral
reefs, different kinds of fishes
and sea turtles. It was
incredible,” he says.
A self-confessed foodie,
Mohit tried the local cuisine
and particularly enjoyed
dishes such as Garudhiya,
Maas Huni and Maldivian
omelette. “Fish is a major
ingredient in most of their
popular dishes. The food is
amazing and we thoroughly
enjoyed exploring the local
cuisine,” he adds.

Mohit further says that
the people were warm,
friendly and extremely
helpful. He says, “Their
hospitality is incredible, they
make you feel at ease and at
home.”
Mohit suggests snorkelling,
jet skiing, laying on a
hammock in the middle of a
lagoon and eating local
cuisine while enjoying the
white sand beaches as the
must-dos while in Maldives.
n

anjali.shetty@htlive.com

Shaan-EAwadh; (inset)
Dussehri mango

PHOTOS: ISTOCK;
SHUTTERSTOCK

DUSSEHRI:
LUCKNOW-MALIHABAD
The land of Nawabs could be
well credited for the famous
mangoes whose aroma
overpowers all once it makes
its way to the markets and
makes its lovers claim that
‘The King is in North’. Once
you are done being awed by
Lucknow’s ornate Imambaras,
their sprawling premises,
Rumi Darwaza, Lucknow
Residency and La Martiniere

ALPHONSO:
RATNAGIRI
Surrounded by the
beautiful Sahyadri range
on the Konkan coastline,
Ratnagiri’s Alphonsos
overshadow its history. Its
Ratnadurg Fort, covered
by sea on three sides,
is a pretty picture
when the rains turn
its lands to green.
Thibaw Palace,
built in Pagoda
style, was the
residence of the
exiled king of
Burma (Myanmar)
— Thibaw Min, the
last king of the
Konbaung dynasty.
Besides all this heritage,
it is the golden yellow
fruit, hailed as the king of
mangoes that captures all
imagination, and
appropriately jumpstarts
the season of obsession.
Interestingly, Alphonso
was a result of Afonso de
Albuquerque’s, the second
Governor of Portuguese,
efforts. India loved the
fruit so much that he took
some saplings to Brazil to
experiment with grafting.
The quest for the ideal
variety ended with one
that was named Affonse
after him and brought
back to India in the 16th
century.

Kesar mango;
(inset) Mahabat
Maqbara Palace

GREATPULP,
NO FICTION

(Top) Alohonso Mango; (above)
Thibaw Palace
PHOTOS: SHUTTERSTOCK; ISTOCK

KESAR: JUNAGADH
Put Gujarat and mango in
one equation and you get
silky and addictive aamras.
First cultivated by the
Nawabs of Junagadh in
the early 20th century,
Kesar has intelligently
taken the title of being
the queen of the mangoes
while others are fighting
for the king’s position. It’s
bright orange colour
and to an extent,
being one of the
most expensive
varieties is
correctly
reminiscent of
the spice by
same name —
kesar (saffron).
The foothills of
Girnar, blooming
with fragrant
Kesar mangoes in
the summer, make
the tombs of Nawabs
and the wild Asiatic lions
at Gir Forest National Park
become secondary.

A

n

(Far right) Hazarduari
Palace museum;
(right)
Himsagar
mango

HIMSAGAR:
MURSHIDABAD
How can any story of
sweetness be complete
without a mention of West
Bengal. Once governed from
Murshidabad, the seat of
power of the Nawabs of
Bengal, it is only logical
that the city had its own
collection of mango
orchards. Coming from
the fertile lands on the

Varanasi or Kashi or
Banaras, quietly
delivers a palette
changer. Langra, with
its thick green skin,
which remains so
even when ripe, as
compared to others’
turning yellow, boasts of a
better shelf life. Yet,
despite being one of the
oldest varieties around, it
lives in the shadows of its
other sought after
counterparts in the
country. It might be due
to its humble origins. It is
said to have been
cultivated in the lands of a
layman in Varanasi.

MALGOVA, TOTAPURI:
KRISHNAGIRI

Garima Verma
s we cut a slice of
the first mango of
the season, the
husband, quite
uncharacteristically, turns
poetic: Zindagi khaas na sahi,
iss mausam mein toh aam hi
kaafi hai. I wonder if it was the
fruit or the election season
making lesser mortals
significant again. Has to be the
fruit! For, it has inspired poets,
made kings lust for it, and
turned many into travellers.
The mango groves were an
integral part of lord Buddha’s
spiritual journey, for Kalidas,
mango season meant love and
passion, and Mirza Ghalib was
such a fan, fabled to have
devoured almost all the
varieties that were popular
during his time that he
could say with authority:
Mujhse poochho tumhein
khabar kya hai, aam ke
aage nai’shakar
(sugarcane) kya hai.

LANGRA: VARANASI

Manikarnika ghat;
(inset) Langra mango

The golden goodness of mango is an inspiration
for artists and poets. For others, it is an indulgence
that brings joy. Here’s a map to travel the length and
breadth of India to savour the best of its flavours

bank of the Ganga,
Himsagar are available
only for four weeks,
anytime between May
and June. It is though difficult
to ascertain whether
Murshidabad’s mangoes are
more intriguing or the
Hazarduari Palace. The threestorey 19th-century palace, as
the name suggests, has 1,000
real and false doors, built
so that any attempt to escape
would end in getting lost
in the maze.

Think Kanjeevarams and
their lovely golden mango
motifs and you know that
Tamil Nadu has a special
place for the fruit. Coming
from Krishnagiri,
Malgova’s crimson blush
and availability
throughout the season has
arguably earned the place
the title of ‘mango capital’.
Krishnagiri was once a
Gateway of Tamil Nadu
and its fort hence, the first
line of defence. Malgova,
which was legendary in
the orchards of the ruler of
Mysore, Hyder Ali, the fruit
is still a favourite in Tamil
kitchens. Its sweetness
though, is well balanced
by Totapuri, which is also
believed to have
originated from
Krishnagiri, which is now
widely cultivated in
Andhra Pradesh,
Karnataka, and Tamil
Nadu.

ht.cafe@htlive.com

BANGANPALLI:
BANGANPALLE
The South, meanwhile,
continues to wage war for its
own king; the giant among
them — Banganapalli. It is
believed to have been
introduced by the Andra
Pradesh’s Banganpalle royal
family. An important place
during medieval times in
Vijayanagara rule, its fort still

gives a peek into the glory
days. The nearby Belum
Caves, the largest and longest
cave system open to public in
India, are any historian,
archaeologist or geologist’s
delight. Though Banganpalle
is known for its diamonds
now, the mangoes are the
ones putting its name on the
map.

College, head some 25km to
Malihabad. Its village Dasheri
still houses the 300-year-old
mother tree. Belonging to the
Nawab of Lucknow, the
legend has it that in order to
prevent the mango’s
reproduction, even the seeds
of eaten ones were destroyed.
It is said that it was only when
someone somehow
succeeded in stealing a fruit
that it spread to other parts.
The fruits from the mother
tree still go exclusively to the
Nawab’s family.

Belum cave; (inset)
Banganapalli mango

(Top) Totapur mango; (above)
Kanchipuram silk sari

CHAUNSA: BIHAR
The love affair and also
the debate that starts
with Alphonso, ends with
the juiciest of all —
Chaunsa. For, they are the
lasts to hit the market and
leave us with a desiring
wait for next season.
Originated in the Sindh
region of now Pakistan,
Sher Shah Suri named his
favourite mango variety
Chaunsa after his victory
over Humayun at Chausa
in Bihar’s Buxar district,
from where its
propagation in India is
believed to have
started. The Mughals’
infatuation with the
fruit saw Akbar plant
one lakh mango trees
in Darbhanga in an
orchard which was
hence called Lakh Bagh;
some trees still rumoured
to be standing.

Chaunsa mango
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WEATHER
Tue 23
Clear

Wed 24 Thu 25
Clear

Max

Max

37°c

38°c

Min

Min

Clear
Max

37°c

22°c

21°c

Sunset
Tuesday at
6:54pm
Sunrise
Wednesday at
5:47am

Min

Humidity
Max: 70%
Min: 31%

23°c

PARVEEN TANK CRYING FOR ATTENTION
BSP’S PICK FOR
CHANDIGARH STREET VENDING

BEREFT OF AMENITIES, MOHALI’S SECTORS 76-80 UNDER
>>p2
GMADA PAINT A PICTURE OF NEGLECT

ELECTION 2019: A MOHALI RESIDENT FOR PAST
15 YEARS, HE IS INTO THE CONSTRUCTION OF
GOVERNMENT BUILDINGS
>>p3

850 SITES TO COME UP IN EIGHT SECTORS OF PANCHKULA;
HSVP, CIVIC BODY SIGN AGREEMENT
>>p5

TENNIS
OPEN
C’SHIP

SIDHAK KAUR PREVAILS
OVER SHRAWASTI 6-3 IN
GIRLS’ U-12 FINAL; ANUJ
PAL WALKS AWAY WITH
>>p6
TWIN TROPHIES

Yesterday’s temp: Max 36.2°C Min 20.2°C

POWER
CHANDIGARH: Power
supply will remain
suspended in parts of Sector
29, 47, Hallomajra, Behlana,
Daria, Railway Station and
Mauli Jagran Complex-II (EWS
houses) from 10am to 2pm on
Tuesday.

shortstories
TWO YOUTHS HELD
FOR ATTACKING
TRADER IN SEC 17
CHANDIGARH: Four youngsters
manhandled Progressive Traders
Association president Sanjeev
Chadha and one Sanjeev Puri on
being stopped from urinating in
the open at the Sector 17 market
on Monday evening. Chadha was
having coffee near Kapsons in
Secor 17D when he saw two youths
come out of a liquor vend and
urinate by a wall. On being
stopped, the duo was joined by
two of their friends, who threw
bricks at Chadha and Puri. Two
youths — identified as Navjot and
Naveen of a local private college —
were caught while the other two
fled. While Chadha received minor
injuries, Puri is reported to have
suffered hearing loss in one ear. A
case has been registered under
Sections 323 (voluntarily causing
hurt) and 506 (criminal intimidaHTC
tion) of the IPC.

Chandigarh MC seeks early
release of grant from admn
CHANDIGARH: Facing fund crunch,
the municipal corporation has
asked the UT administration to
release its annual grant-in-aid in
one go. Mayor Rajesh Kalia also
met MC chief KK Yadav on Monday
to discuss the issue. MC has already
stopped payments to all contractors for the past two months. Now,
the salary of 15% of 3,000-odd
outsourced employees for March
has been put on hold due to
paucity of funds.
››P2

Vehicle thieves’ gang busted
MOHALI: With the arrest of five
people, police have busted a gang
involved in theft of cars and
two-wheelers in Mohali for the
past three years. Also, seven
motorcycles, three Activa scooters
and a Maruti car were recovered
from their possession. The accused
have been identified as Salman
Khan, Nitesh Kumar, Gagraj and
Raju of Sohana and Vijay Kumar
››P2
of Kurali.

debate of
the week
STOP RAPE

HOW CAN COPS
MAKE TRICITY
SAFE FOR
WOMEN?
What should be done to
sensitise policemen to deal
with the trauma of a rape
victim or take swift action to
nab a rapist?
Write to chandigarh@
hindustantimes.com
by April 26.

Challan filed against City BJP farm wing leader arrested
ex-Banur MLA Bunny for duping Delhi resident of ₹6 lakh
Rajanbir Singh

SEXUAL HARASSMENT Son of former Punjab minister
late Capt Kanwaljit Singh, he was booked in November 2018
HT Correspondent
n

CHANDIGARH : Chandigarh Police
on Monday filed chargesheet
against former Punjab legislator Jasjit Singh Bunny in a case
of sexual harassment.
Bunny, 50, who resides in
Sector 9, is the son of former
Punjab finance minister and
Akali leader late Capt Kanwaljit
Singh and has remained an
MLA from Banur.
He was booked on November
23, 2018, under Sections 354A
(sexual harassment) and 509
(word, gesture or act intended
to insult the modesty of a
woman) of the Indian Penal
Code on the complaint of a
woman working at a hair salon
in Chandigarh.
The chargesheet filed in the
court of chief judicial magistrate also mentions the same
sections.
The 32-year-old complainant
had told police that Bunny had
come to the salon in a drunken
state and asked for a head massage. While having the conver-

DERA BASSI
MAN SHOT AT
IN AMBALA
HT Correspondent
n

HE IS ACCUSED OF
MISBEHAVING WITH
WOMAN OWNER AND
STAFF OF A HAIR SALON
IN AN INEBRIATED STATE

chandigarh@hindustatimes.com

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

AMBALA : A 28-year-old man was

shot at with a countrymade gun
after a heated argument at an eatery on the busy Court Road in
Ambala on Monday. The victim
has been identified as Mahender
(only first name was provided) of
Dera Bassi in Mohali.
According to preliminary
investigation, four men known to
each other, including Mahender,
were having food at the eatery
around 5:15pm when a heated
argument erupted among them.
Later, one of the men in the
group shot at Mahender in the
back from close range, said
Ambala deputy superintendent
of police (DSP) Sultan Singh.
Closed-circuit television (CCTV)
footage shows the other men fleeing after the incident.
Ambala City station house officer (SHO) inspector Ajit Singh
said: “The injured man was
rushed to a local hospital from
where he was referred to Chandigarh. We are investigating the
matter and trying to identify the
accused. The injured was not in a
condition to give a statement. A
case would be registered only
after his statement.” The DSP
said Mahender is stated to be out
of danger.

n

Jasjit Singh Bunny

sation, he allegedly touched a
girl at the reception.
On being asked to leave the
premises for being drunk, he
allegedly started abusing and
using vulgar language. When
the owner was called, he abused
her as well and threatened to
slap her and the staff, it was
stated in the FIR.
Following the complaint,
Bunny was arrested and taken
to hospital, where his medical
examination confirmed that he
was drunk. He was later
released on bail.
A copy of the chargesheet will

be handed over to the complainant on the next date of hearing
(July 10), following which arguments will take place before
framing of charges against the
accused.
FACING ANOTHER TRIAL
Bunny is already undergoing
trial for allegedly assaulting a
retired Punjab assistant sub-inspector of police and a supporter
of the Aam Aadmi Party (AAP)
in November 2016.
Charges were framed against
him under Sections 341 (wrongful restraint), 325 (voluntarily
causing grievous hurt), and
506 (criminal intimidation) of
the Indian Penal Code in
October 2018. Maximum punishment under these sections is
two years.

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

was killed after a tipper truck hit
her two-wheeler from the rear
near Radha Soami Satsang Beas
in Sector 76, Mohali, on Monday
afternoon.
The victim has been identified
as Bevi Devi of Dera Bassi. She
was a homemaker.
Police said she was on her way
to the regional transport office in
the same sector for renewal of
her licence when the accident
took place.
“The woman was not wearing
helmet,” said police.
She is survived by her husband, who works in a liquor factory in Dera Bassi.
“The tipper driver fled leaving
the vehicle behind. It has been
impounded,” said Sohana station house officer Kuspreet
Kour. A case has been registered
under Section 279 (rash driving) and 304A (causing death by
negligence) of the Indian Penal
Code.
PEDESTRIAN KILLED
IN ZIRAKPUR
In another accident that took

April 2: A Kurali couple was
killed after a tipper truck
hit their motorcycle in
Sector 91
March 22: Three friends were
killed after a rashly driven
car hit their motorcycle in
Dera Bassi
February 13: A biker was
killed while his friend was
injured after being hit by a car
on the Zirakpur flyover

place on Sunday, police on Monday booked a 30-year-old biker
for the death of a pedestrian,
identified as Jasbir Singh of
Zirakpur. He worked at the
Chhatbir Zoo.
The accused has been identified as Rishi Kapoor of Chamkaur Sahib in Rupnagar district.
He has been booked.
The victim had gone for shopping at a mall in Zirakpur when
the accident took place on Sunday evening, said police. He was
rushed to Government Medical
College and Hospital, Chandigarh, where he succumbed to his
injuries.

HT Correspondent

HT Correspondent

MOHALI:

Police on Monday
arrested two people for allegedly
beating up a 27-year-old pregnant
woman at Mauli Baidwan in Sector 80 here. The accused have
been identified as Naushad
Aalam, 32, and Juman Aalam, 23,
of the same area.
The woman, Kajal Devi, and
her husband, Sanjeev Kumar, 30,
run a vegetable shop at Mauli
Baidwan. “They had to repay
some debt to the accused, who are
running a utensils shop in the
neighbourhood. As they failed to
pay it, the duo beat up the woman
on Saturday,” said Sohana station house officer Kuspreet Kour.
Sanjeev Kumar, who is from
Bihar and has been staying here

VICTIM, WHO RUNS A
VEGGIES SHOP, OWED
₹3,700 TO ACCUSED;
STATED TO BE SAFE
with his wife for the past 10 years,
said they had bought some utensils and gas stove for ₹16,000 from
the accused’s shop.
“Only ₹3,700 were left to be
paid. On Saturday, they came to
our shop and asked for the
money. We requested for some
more time, but they didn’t listen
and started beating my wife.
When I intervened, they thrashed
me too,” alleged Sanjeev.
Sanjeev said despite pleading
before the duo not to beat his wife
as she is six-month pregnant,
they didn’t stop.

Later, Sanjeev rushed his wife
to the civil hospital in Phase 6.
The doctor’s prescription
reads that the woman had pain in
the abdomen, abrasion over the
forehead, face and right arm and
complained about body pain.
“Her condition is now stable.
The foetus is also safe. We have
shifted her to the maternity ward
from the emergency,” said a doctor overseeing her treatment.
A case under Sections 323 (voluntarily causing hurt), 451
(house-trespass in order to commit offence punishable with
imprisonment) and 34 (done by
several persons in furtherance of
common intention) of the Indian
Penal Code (IPC) was registered
at the Sohana police station. “The
accused will be produced in court
on Tuesday,” said the SHO.

n
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Seen as a close aide of Kirron Kher, Bhushan Bhardwaj (left)
hosted the Chandigarh MP at his house on his birthday three days
prior to the arrest on April 14. Kirron shared this picture on Twitter,
calling him the party’s ‘khaas karyakarta’ (special functionary).

ance. On checking the details, it
was found that ₹6.1 lakh had
been withdrawn from the
account on April 21, allegedly
using a forged cheque.

Pradeep lodged a complaint
with the branch manager and
later with the police.
A case was registered on September 19, 2016, under Sections

420 (cheating) and 471 (using as
genuine a forged document or
electronic record) of the Indian
Penal Code (IPC) at the Badarpur
police station.
During the course of investigation, police traced the money
to Bhardwaj, following which he
was arrested. He is currently in
judicial remand.
Gursewak Singh, additional
commissioner of police (ACP),
Badarpur, New Delhi, said: “We
have arrested Bhardwaj as per
the standard procedure.”
Sources in the police said they
are still working out the relationship between Bhardwaj and
complainant and had just followed the money trail.
According to sources in the
BJP, apart from his duties in the
Kisan Morcha, Bhardwaj was an
active party member at the local
level. Chandigarh head of the
Kisan Morcha, Balwinder
Sharma, refused to comment.
Kirron Kher, too, was not available for comment.
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MOHALI: A 42-year-old woman

Woman loses
purse to snatcher
in P’kula’s Sector 7

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH :A Bharatiya Janata
Party (BJP) farmer wing leader
from Chandigarh has been
arrested for allegedly forging a
cheque and duping a Delhi man
of ₹6.1 lakh, it came to light on
Monday.
Bhushan Bhardwaj, one of the
zila adhyakshs (district heads) of
the BJP Kisan Morcha in Chandigarh, was arrested by Delhi
Police in coordination with their
Chandigarh counterparts the
same day MP Kirron Kher organised a ‘Coffee with Kirron’ session at his residence in Sector 61.
Seen as a close aide of the MP,
he also hosted her on his birthday three days prior to the arrest
on April 11. In a series of pictures
posted on her FB page, Kirron
had referred to him as the party’s
“khaas karyakarta (special functionary)”.
According to Delhi Police, the
incident took place in April 2015.
Pradeep, a resident of Aali village in New Delhi, had transferred money to his own account
to finance his ailing mother’s
medical treatment.
When he went to the bank to
withdraw some money on April
27, 2015, he found that his
account had insufficient bal-

HT Correspondent
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BHARDWAJ IS ONE OF
THE ZILA ADHYAKSHS
(DISTRICT HEADS) OF
BJP KISAN MORCHA
IN CHANDIGARH

rajanbir.singh@htlive.com

Woman killed as
tipper truck hits
scooter in Mohali

2 traders held for thrashing
pregnant woman in Mohali
n
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PANCHKULA :A scooter-borne man

snatched the purse of a 35-yearold woman near the Sector 7
market here on Monday, taking
the number of snatching cases
reported in the city this year to
eight.
Sonia, a resident of Baltana,
told police she was walking
towards the market when an unidentified man on a white Honda
Activa struck from the rear and
snatched her purse. In the commotion, she received some injuries, police said.
Sonia said the purse contained a mobile phone and ₹5,000.
A case under Section 379B
(snatching) of the Indian Penal
Code was registered.
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Bereft of amenities, Sectors
76-80 paint picture of neglect

Chandigarh MC seeks early
release of grant from admn

CRYING FOR ATTENTION Dilapidated roads, stray animals mar the sectors maintained by GMADA

ity crunch, the municipal corporation (MC) has asked UT administration to release its annual
grant-in -aid in one go. Mayor
Rajesh Kalia also met MC chief
KK Yadav on Monday to discuss
the issue.
While Yadav could not be
reached for comments, Kalia
said, “MC will overcome the situation once the grant is received
which is expected in a week or
10 days.”
While formal request was put
out in March, MC is regularly in
touch with UT finance department for the early release of
grant since it has no money in its
coffers.
MC has already stopped the
payment of all the contractors for
the past two months.
Now, the salary of around 15%
of 3,000-odd outsourced employ-

theysay

Hillary Victor
n

›

hillary.victor@hindustantimes.com

As far as maintenance
work is concerned,
tenders have been floated
and work will begin after
the model code of conduct.
For schools, it is up to the
residents to write to PSEB.

MOHALI: It was in December 2000,

the Greater Mohali Area Development Authority (GMADA) had
floated a housing scheme in
newly carved Sectors 76-80, but
after a gap of 19 years, over 50,000
residents are still crying for basic
amenities here.
Dilapidated roads, non-functional streetlights, ill-maintained
parks and stray animal menace
mar the sectors maintained by
GMADA.
Even though GMADA has earmarked spaces for schools, markets and community centres, but
nothing has come up yet.
Acknowledging the state of
affairs in his, area councillor Surinder Singh said, “I am helpless in
carrying out any development
works here as GMADA throws all
my requests in the bin.”
“I have written to school, dispensary, community centre, local
bus service, but nothing has been
done,” he claimed.
Most of the roads here have not
been re-carpeted in several years.
Another major problem in the
area is that of stray cattle.
Buffaloes roam around freely
in the ward and in the absence of
streetlights accidents are on the
rise.
In past one decade, neither
GMADA or municipal corporation has taken any initiative to
conduct any drive to catch the
stray animals nor action has been
taken against the owners of these
animals.
There is no market in Sector 80
and people have to travel a long
distance to buy daily supplies.
The small market in Sector 79
has no toilets and shopkeepers
are forced to relieve themselves

RAJESH DHIMAN, additional chief
administrator, GMADA

›
n

It is unfortunate that
GMADA has
completely failed to
provide amenities here.
If they don’t carry out
some development work,
we will hold a protest.

A damaged road; and (right) an
ill-maintained park in Sector
78, Mohali. SUSHIL PRAJAPATI/HT

LEGAL TANGLE
Earlier, the scheme was floated
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PANCHKULA : The district con-

sumer disputes redressal forum
has penalised an e-commerce
site and a dealer for not refunding the cost of a mobile phone
that was returned due to defects.
The forum has directed managers of 369 Sarathy Arcade, Bengaluru, and merchant returns,
Amazon Seller Services Private
Limited, to refund the cost of the
phone ₹8,998, and ₹5,000 relief
for harassment and litigation
charges incurred by the complainant, Ansh Jain, a resident
of Kalka, Panchkula.
The matter dates back to
June 2017, when Ansh had
ordered the phone from the website on cash on delivery basis.
The phone was delivered, but
within a few days, the calls and
volume in video calls started
malfunctioning.

Man accused of
robbery gets bail
CHANDIGARH: The district court
granted bail to a Parvesh Kumar,
21, of Kishangarh, in the case pertaining to robbery of ₹20.
The case dates back to March
28, when the accused was booked
by police under Section 392 and 34
of the IPC. Complainant is Shiva
Kailash, who works as a helper at
a city-based hotel.
He told police when he was
returning to his house after work
at around 1am, he took an auto.
At Kishangarh, he got down and
started walking. He was stopped
by the accused who had allegedly
threatened him and stole his
purse that contained ₹20. He
informed police. Defence counsel
Ravi Lubhana argued that the
accused was being falsely implicated and that the amount robbed
was merely ₹20. The court ruled
that it’s not about the amount
robbed but the intention behind
the crime. And after hearing the
argument, the court granted bail
to the accused after furnishing
bail bonds of ₹50,000.
HTC

TOLD TO REFUND ₹8,998
AS COST OF RETURNED
DEFECTIVE MOBILE
PHONE, AND PAY ₹5,000
RELIEF TO KALKA MAN
The complainant contacted
the customer care and was
advised to place an online
return as the phone was under
warranty. He then returned the
phone through parcel, and was
assured that the phone cost
along with return charges will
be credited in his bank account.
However, a few days later, he
received ₹71 on account of
return courier charges, but the
phone cost was not credited.
Later he approached the customer care of the opposing parties but neither received the
refund nor the phone. Notices
were issued to the opposing par-

vivek.gupta@htlive.com

CHANDIGARH: Facing huge liquid-

AFTER CONTRACTOR
PAYMENTS, NOW SALARY
OF 15% OF 3,000-ODD
OUTSOURCED WORKERS
HAS BEEN PUT ON HOLD
ees for March has been put on
hold due to paucity of funds.
“Our accounts department is
in touch with finance department
to expedite the approval and
release the funds,” said Kalia.
LITTLE CHANCE OF
ONE TIME RELEASE
Sources in UT administration
said that the finance department
is unlikely to release the entire
grant in one go as demanded by
MC.
Sources said that the finance
department has approved the
release of first two quarterly
instalments — April to June and
July to August — while the last

two instalments will be released
in September.
Last year, MC was sanctioned
an annual grant of ₹269 crore,
while this time the grant in aide
was revised to ₹375 crore.
Two instalments to the tune
of ₹187 crore are also expected to
be released soon which will provide a breather to the civic body
struggling to keep pace of development works.
Meanwhile, Congress has
already been making an election
issue out of the MC’s poor fiscal
status.
Congress candidate Pawan
Bansal has been claiming that
during the party’s rule, the civic
body had the saving corpus of
₹400 crore, which was spent due
to wrong mishandling of finances
under BJP rule, thereby stopping
vital development of the city.
BJP on the other hand, blames
Congress for not focusing on
revenue generation during their
tenure.

CLOSE SHAVE

›

The residents of our
sector are worst
sufferers. It feels like we are
living in a village as stray
animals also roam here.

HARDIAL CHAND BADWAL,
president, Social Welfare and
Development Association, Sector 79

by Punjab Urban Development
Authority (PUDA). Later on in
2001, GMADA propagated the
scheme and acquired 1,264 acres.
Out of the 4,000 successful
applicants, draw of plots were

Failure to issue refund
pinches Amazon, dealer
HT Correspondent

n

SUCHA SINGH KALAUR, chief, devp
and welfare committee

OVER THE PAST DECADE,
NEITHER GMADA OR MC
HAS TAKEN AN INITIATIVE
TO CONDUCT DRIVE TO
CATCH STRAY ANIMALS
OR TAKE ACTION
AGAINST THE OWNERS
in the open.
There are around 60 parks in
the ward, but all ill-maintained.
Cattle graze in the parks, rainwater continues to waterlog in lowlying patches with wild growth
giving shelter to insects.

Vivek Gupta

ties, but due to their non-appearance, they were proceeded
ex parte by the forum.
THE JUDGEMENT
Considering the facts, the forum
observed that the non-appearance of the opposite parties
despite notice showed that
they had nothing to say in their
defence or against the allegations made by the complainant.
The forum stated that with this,
the complainant has been able
to prove the genuineness of his
grievance.
“We have no hesitation to
conclude that there has been
glaring lapse and deficiency on
the part of the opposing parties
in not refunding the cost price of
the phone. Thus, we hold that
they are jointly and severally
liable for the deficiency and
unfair trade practice. Hence, the
complainant is entitled to
relief,” the forum ruled.

held for 3,000 applications and 800
allottees were left as some farmers went to the Punjab and Haryana high court in 2001. The farmers in their plea had stated that
GMADA floated the scheme with-

out acquiring the land. Following
this, the court ordered a stay on
102 acres. It is April 2011, apex
court dismissed the farmers’ petition, following which possession
was given to applicants.

Chandigarh Police
constable saves
drowning woman
chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH: In an act of valour,

a constable with Chandigarh
Police Sombir Deshwal saved a
woman from drowning at
Dhanas lake, said police on
Monday.
Cops said that incident took
place on Sunday when a 38-yearold woman identified as Tohida,
a resident of Nayagaon
suddenly fell in the lake while
cleaning her hands in the lake
water following her evening
stroll.
Deshwal who was standing
on the nearby checkpost was
apprised about the incident by
the public.
“Sombir jumped in the lake
to save the woman’s life,” said
police officials privy to the matter. Sombir’s counterpart Sunil
rushed the woman to Govern-

Encroachments galore in Sec 67
as GMADA turns a blind eye

n

Sombir Deshwal

A senior citizen couple had a narrow escape after their Maruti 800 caught fire at Sector 7/8 light
point. The incident took place at 1:30pm when 70-year-old Ramparsad and his wife were going to a
KARUN SHARMA/HT
temple to pay obeisance. Both escaped unhurt while the vehicle was gutted.

PATIENT FINDS
INSECT IN FOOD
SERVED AT
GMSH, PROBE ON

HT Correspondent
n

n
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ment Multi-Speciality Hospital
(GMSH) in Sector 16 for treatment.
Sector 11 station house officer
(SHO) Rajiv Kumar is likely to
recommend Deshwal’s name for
bravery award and the DGP
medal.

CHANDIGARH: Director of health
services, Dr G Dewan, has
marked an inquiry after a man
complained that he found an
insect in the khichdi served to his
wife at GMSH, Sector 16.
The complainant, Pramod,
had forwarded the complaint to
the DHS on Monday, and an
enquiry was marked. The inquiry
officials have been asked to submit the probe report in a week’s
time. As per the complainant, his
wife is admitted in the gynaecology ward and on Monday afternoon, she was served khichdi for
lunch. But as she was about to eat
the meal, she found an insect in it.
The complainant took the sample
to the hospital canteen and he
raised concerned, but the cook
brushed the matter aside by
claiming that its just onion. The
enquiry is being conducted by
head of ENT department. HTC

2016 CASE

Two acquitted of
assault charges
HT Correspondent
n
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CHANDIGARH: After the prosecution failed to prove the case, the
district court acquitted two persons in a three-year-old assault
case, here on Monday. The duo
were identified as Gurpreet and
Jaswinder Singh.
The case dates back to May 15,
2016 when a first information
report (FIR) was registered
under Sections 341 (punishment
for wrongful restraint) , 323,
(punishment for voluntarily
causing hurt) 354 (assault or
criminal force to woman with
intent to outrage her modesty)
of the Indian Penal Code (IPC) at
Maloya police station.
The complainant is victim’s
14-year-old brother.
The minor boy told the police
that he stays with his sister and
brother-in -law in a rented

accommodation and runs a
rehri in Daddumajra.
One day when he had gone for
lunch and his sister managed
the rehri. When he returned, the
complainant saw two men misbehaving with his sister.
They physically abused her
and when I reached, they misbehaved with me as well, he told
the police.
Later when we came home,
my sister told me that they
touched her inappropriately ,
following which she fell unconscious, the complainant alleged.
Following this, the minor
boy accompanied by his brother-in-law registered a police
complaint.
The two were arrested and
produced before the court.
However, during the proceedings, the prosecution failed to
prove its case and the duo was
acquitted by the court.

Gang of thieves busted, 5 arrested
HT Correspondent
n
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MOHALI: With the arrest of five
people, police busted a gang
involved in theft of vehicles in
Mohali for the past three years.
Also, seven motorcycles, three
Activa scooters and a Maruti car
were recovered from their possession.
The accused have been identified as Salman Khan, Nitesh
Kumar, Gagraj and Raju of
Sohana and Vijay Kumar of Kurali.

Addressing a press conference
at the Balongi police station,
Kharar deputy superintendent of
police (DSP) Deep Kamal said the
gang had been active in Mohali
for the past three years.
“They were involved in the
multiple cases of thefts in areas
including as Matur, Balongi and
Sohana,” the DSP said.
“We have been receiving several complaints from the Mohali
residents regarding theft of ,”
Kamal said.
Police said acting on a tip-off,
they laid a naka at Balongi on

April 16, and got Salman and
Nitesh arrested.
“During the police remand, the
duo named their aides Gagraj and
Raju, who are also involved in
several theft cases,” police said.
Following this, they were
arrested on April 20 near a naka n
Balongi. While investigating, a
fifth name Vijay also surfaced
and he was arrested on Sunday,”
the police said.
The police said all of them are
jobless and only 10th pass.
Salman and Nitesh were produced before a court on April 20

and have been sent to judicial
custody while the other three are
on one-day police remand and
will be again produced in a court
on Tuesday.
“We have sought a one-day
police remand to investigate if
more people are linked with this
gang,” said Balongi SHO Yogesh
Kumar.
A case under Sections 379
(punishment for theft) and
411(dishonestly receiving stolen
property) of the Indian Penal
Code (IPC) has been registered at
the Balongi police station.

Four men thrash
Women commission
CTU driver; arrested for expediting probe
MOHALI RAPE IN CAB

n

The encroached forest land at Sector 67 is earmarked for motor market, which is to be shifted from
Phase 1.
RAVI KUMAR/HT
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MOHALI: Despite several traders

encroaching over two acres in
Sector 67 for selling building construction material, the Greater
Mohali Area Development
Authority (GMADA) has
been turning a blind eye to the
intrusions.
These traders have been operating from the land since past
one year.
Huge piles of bricks, sand,
gravel along with the vehicles
are found parked on the civic
body land.
A trader Kanwarjit Singh

TRADERS SELLING
CONSTRUCTION
MATERIAL ON THE LAND
FOR PAST ONE YEAR
said, “GMADA officials do visit
the site sometimes, but they have
never challaned us. They only
warn us to remove the material
from the land.”
“Moreover, we will be shifting
the construction material to
other site near Sector 86 as we
have bought the land on rent,
he said.
Estate officer, GMADA, Rohit
Gupta said, “We will hold the

drive in a day or two and will
remove the encroachments.”
These traders have shifted
their base from Sector 77 to 67
after GMADA constructed roads
in the sector.
The encroached land
is earmarked for motor market,
which is to be shifted from
Phase 1.
Sector 66 resident Suresh
Kumar said, “It is sad
that the land has been
encroached right under the nose
of GMADA, but the officials have
not taken any action.This is
why lands are encroached and
later the authorities indulge in
litigations.”

CHANDIGARH: The UT police on

Monday arrested four persons
for misbehaving and manhandling a Chandigarh Yransport
Undertaking (CTU) bus driver.
The victim, Satish Kumar of
Hissar, alleged that four persons, Chottu ,23, and Amit ,23, of
Sector 52 and, Rohit ,22, and
Dhavender ,25, of Mauli Jagran
village were trying to overtake
the bus when they crashed into
it, police said.
“The boys spoke rudely and
abused the driver. Instead of
apologising to him, they forcibly
pulled him out of his seat and
thrashed him,” said a police official requesting anonymity.
“The driver was kicked in the
stomach. He also sustained injuries on his arms and shoulders,”

an official said.
Satish’s uniform was torn and
he was taken to a nearby hospital
for treatment, police said.
The entire incident happened
near Sector 51/52 light point, and
lasted for nearly two hours.
A case under Sections
341(punishment for wrongful
restraint), 332 (voluntarily causing hurt to deter a public servant
performing his/her duty), 353
(assault or criminal force to
deter a public servant from discharging his duty), 506 (punishment for criminal intimidation)
and 34 (acts done by several person in furtherance with common
intention) of the Indian Penal
Code, was registered against the
four accused, who have been
arrested.
HTC

MOHALI: Taking strong cognisance of negligence of a cop in a
rape case, the Punjab State
Women Commission (PSWC)
has directed the Mohali police to
expedite inquiry into the case,
which was reported on April 16,
at Sohana police station.
PSWC chairperson Manisha
Gulati directed authorities to
take action against SHO Daljeet
Singh Gill, who has been placed
under suspension for failing to
act promptly on this complaint.
Gulati met victim and inquired
about the incident from SP, City
Harwinder Singh Virk and others. She directed the officials to
take action and instructed the
officials to give best medical and

legal aid to victim and assured
her that the commission will
take care of her rehabilitation.
A 22-year-old call centre
employee from Himachal, staying and working in Mohali, was
allegedly raped in a cab while she
was on her way to office. After
escaping, she had approached
Sohana police station first.
Instead of registering a case,
Daljeet cited jurisdiction issue
and sent the victim to the police
station in Phase 8. Not only did
he fail to register a zero FIR (an
FIR that can be filed in any police
station regardless of the place of
incidence or jurisdiction), he
also did not inform his senior
officials, which is a must. HTC
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CITIZENS’ AGENDA: WHAT DO THE PANCHKULA AND AMBALA VOTERS WANT

BUSINESS-FRIENDLY
ENDLY POLICIES, UPGRADE OF EDUCATION AND HEALTH FACILITIES NEEDED
QUALITY OF LIFE CONCERNS Residents want the next MP to ensure that basics are set right; they also want a solution for shrinking public spaces for children to expend their energy

TACKLE THE
CULTURE OF
CORRUPTION
Manish Kumar, 44
Ambala city, cloth trader
I urge the next MP to ensure
better local bus service in
the district. Corruption
needs to be tackled to
ensure better economic
growth. Traders and businessman are often at the
receiving end if the system
of graft or illegal gratification gets entrenched in the
way we work. Improving
health and educational
facilities is a must. A major
demand is the setting up
a medical university. Sports
and industry needs government support for us to
shine on the world stage as
well. The district has bad
roads that cause accidents
and health problems to
many. Our representative
must devise policies to
tackle stray cattle
menace as well.

IMPROVE
CONNECTIVITY
TO CHANDIGARH

ENSURE WATER,
PARKING
FACILITIES

SET UP A WASTE
MANAGEMENT
PROJECT

SET UP A NEW
UNIVERSITY,
HOSPITAL

Ashok Kumar, 57
Ambala city,
property dealer

Sunil Vashishth, 56
educationist,
Sector 15, Panchkula

Deepak Verma, 35
entrepreneur,
Sector 12A, Panchkula

Manisha Verma, 27
physiotherapist,
Sector 20, Panchkula

The MP must focus on
women empowerment and
create special teams for this.
Women safety has to be
ensured at all cost. Farmers
and traders must get a
special policy to ensure
welfare. The Parliamentarian should fulfil the
demand of a railway line
from Yamunanagar via
Naraingarh in Ambala to
Chandigarh. The next MP
should help in allotting free
plots to poor and deprived
families. The city also needs
more green cover. Reverse
osmosis (RO) plants must be
installed at all government
schools, public places and
government offices to keep
a check on water-borne
diseases.

Drinking water supply is
increasing coming under
pressure with the rising
population. Water supply
pressure needs to be
improved so that it can
reach the first and second
floors. Internal roads of
sectors are congested
because of people parking
their vehicles on the road. In
case of an emergency, there
will be no room for a fire
tender or ambulance to
pass. Create awareness of
this grave danger and pass a
law. If people do not mend
their ways, then they must
be fined. Police, district
administration and municipal corporation need to
work in unison to ensure
this happens.

Panchkula city is often
ignored in terms of development vis-à-vis Chandigarh. The next MP should
primarily focus on the
growth of the district. Given
the land bank with Panchkula, the next elected
infrastructure like IT Park,
tourist hubs, recreational
zones and a special focus on
waste segregation and
disposal. A solid waste
management plant is a long
pending demand. Direct
Volvo bus service to Panchkula must be started for
ease and convenience
of travellers. The MP must
realise that he/she is there
to help people live their
lives with ease. Quality of
life has to go up.

The next MP should lay
stress on the creation of job
opportunities for youngsters with the right qualification. The education sector
in government schools
needs to be set right with
better teachers and
improved infrastructure
that can pull in students.
Upgrading health centres is
another challenge. We need
a university on a par with
Panjab University in
Chandigarh, and also a
medical college and hospital
to match the PGIMER. The
MP must streamline
garbage disposal as well.
All these issues are critical to
the improvement in quality
of life of residents. We also
need to create more jobs.

PLAYGROUNDS
FOR CHILDREN
ARE A MUST
Mahesh Kalra, 73
retired divisional
engineer BSNL,
Sector 25, Panchkula
There is no place left for
children to play. People
don’t allow them to play in
the parks. Schools don’t
allow the use of their
grounds for children of the
sector. There are no playgrounds in sectors. Even
vacant and open grounds
are no longer available in
the city with construction
taking place everywhere. All
the time children have to sit
inside their house and
watch television, or play on
the street roads or worse
waste their time on mobile
phones. Cities which don’t
have space for their future
generation to play and
express themselves freely
suffer in the long run.
Political will is needed.

CHECK RISING
CRIMES,
ENSURE SAFETY
Kiran, 28, Power
Colony, Industrial Area
phase 2, Panchkula
The law and order situation
in the city needs major
improvement. Crimes
against women should be
checked. Police have to be
visible. The security
cameras installed at
different locations should
always be in working
conditions and monitored
properly. The police beat
system has to be strengthened. Recreational facilities
for families in the city
should be increased so that
families can come out and
spend their holidays. The
dependency on PGI has to
be decreased; for even
minor ailments people
have to rush to Chandigarh
for treatment. This must
change.

CREATE ROBUST
PUBLIC
TRANSPORT
Arshia Bhardwaj, 27
engineer at an IT firm,
Sector 16, Panchkula
Other than development
projects, the next MP should
also work towards maintaining the urban landscape,
which is totally ignored. We
need to highlight the
beautiful points in the city
as well. Public transport
system needs to be
improved with major
increase in connectivity.
Parking spaces should be
well maintained with
organised facility across all
sectors. Markets must also
have be well-maintained for
people to satisfy their needs
from the city itself. We need
to ensure that people are
never made to struggle for
basic amenities. There is
always room to
improve things.

COMPILED BY SUNIL RAHAR, MUNIESHWER A SAGAR, AND YUVRAJ KAUSHAL

GovtcontractorfromMohali
isBSP’sChandigarhpick

EARTHY BACKDROP

CASTE MATTERS Parveen Tank, who takes contracts for government buildings,
nominated as the city has 2 lakh voters from the SC Community, says convener
election
2019

NOMINATION STARTS
HT Correspondent
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH :A government con-

tractor from Mohali, Parveen
Tank, is Bahujan Samaj Party’s
Chandigarh candidate. The
party’s local convener, Randhir
Singh Beniwal, made the
announcement during a media
interaction on Monday. A resident of Mohali for 15 years, Tank
is into construction of government buildings.
Beniwal added that the decisive factor in Tank’s favour was
that he was from the Valmiki
community that has more than
1.3 lakh votes in the city. “The
total SC population in Chandigarh is nearly 2 lakh, which is
approximately one third of eligible voters. I am sure that these
votes will come to us. The entire
dalit ‘samaj’ (community) is
standing strong behind our
party president, Mayawati,”
Beniwal claimed.

n

Parveen Tank, BSP
Chandigarh candidate

Parveen,whoisfromPunjab’s
Muktsar district, said that lack
of development in colonies and
slums will be among his top
agendas. “Both the Congress and
the BJP have used the SC community as just vote banks. We
will break this trend,” he added,
claiming that illicit liquor was
being sold freely in colonies,
damaging residents’ health.
“There is also the major public health issue of contaminated
water supply to rehabilitated
colonies,” he added.
He also said that the BSP was
not only a party for Dalits.
‘ELEPHANT’ HAS
NOT PERFORMED
History shows that the BSP, with
its electoral symbol of elephant,

tricitytoday

n

Raghunath Singh, CPI (M)
Anandpur Sahib candidate

does not have traction with
Chandigarh voters. In 2014 elections, its candidate, Jannat
Jahan, polled a mere 16,000
votes. This was just 3.5% of the
total votes polled.
The party did fairly well in
2009 election, when the then
party candidate, Harmohan
Dhawan, polled over 60,000
votes; the party’s best performance so far. In 2004, party candidate Hem Raj got only 6,000
votes.
CPI(M) CANDIDATE
FILES PAPERS FROM
ANANDPUR SAHIB
Communist Party of Indian
(Marxist) candidate from
Anandpur Sahib constituency
Raghunath Singh filed his nomi-

n

Rampal Balmiki, INLD
Ambala candidate

nation papers with the deputy
commissioner Rupnagar-cumreturning officer Sumeet Jarangal here on Monday.
INLD’S BALMIKI FILES
NOMINATION FROM
AMBALA SEAT
Indian National Lok Dal
(INLD’s) Rampal Balmiki filed
his nomination papers at the
Ambala district election officer
(DEO) on Monday. INLD Haryana president Ashok Arora and
otherpartyleadersaccompanied
him.
Arora attacked the BJP on
nationalism, alleging that
the party wanted to create an
atmosphere of uncertainty
among people and was using the
army for political ends.

n

FROM EARTH TO EARTH: Two friends on their way back from school in Mullanpur are all smiles. In the backdrop are brick-kilns,
signalling the strength and adaptability of mother earth, on a day the world celebrated World Earth Day.
KARUN SHARMA/HT

Notices to Cong leaders for code violation
HT Correspondent
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

RUPNAGAR: Rupnagar sub-divisional magistrate (SDM) Harjot
Kaur has issued notices to
former district Congress president Amarjit Singh Saini and

Rupnagar district committee
president Barinder Singh Dhillon on Monday for violation of
the model code of conduct.
Saini had organised an election meeting at his residence in
Giani Zail Singh Nagar without
obtaining the prior permission of

authorities concerned, the commission has said.
This election meeting was
attended and addressed by the
Congress candidate from
Anandpur Sahib constituency
Manish Tewari.
Dhillon has been given notice

for putting up hoardings in the
town without permission of the
election authorities.
A notice has also been issued
to a printing press for not
informing authorities before
printing political hoardings, as
required under the law.

POLLBUZZ

April 23

ANNUAL PRIZE DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION

Cong dig on Kher

An annual prize distribution
function is being organised in Dev
Samaj College of Education
campus. Principal, Dev Samaj
College for Women, Ferozepur, Dr
Madhu Prashar will be the chief
guest. The programme will be
followed by a farewell party for
the students of B Ed and M Ed.
Where: Dev Samaj College of
Education, Sec 36 B, Chandigarh

n

When: 10am onwards

PHYSICS LECTURE
Prof BM Anand memorial lecture
on ‘Quantum Entanglement’ is
being organised by department
of physics, Panjab University,
Chandigarh.The lecture will be
delivered by Prof Sandeep
Trivedi, director, Tata Institute of
fundamental research (TIFR),
Mumbai
Where: Prof BM Anand Auditorium, department of physics, PU
When: 2:30pm

APNI MANDI
CHANDIGARH:
Sector 39W, 29C,
Dhanas
MOHALI:
Sector 71,
68
PANCHKULA:
Sector 15

BIOMASS MGMT
WORKSHOP
Department of Science and
Technology (DST), PU, will
organise fifth workshop on
management of biomass (agriwaste and municipal waste) into
bio-resources. Chief principal
secretary to CM Punjab, Suresh
Kumar, will be the chief guest on
the occasion.
Where: Seminar hall, SAIF/CIL
building, PU When: 9:15am

Dhanas
Chandigarh

Sector 71

Sector 39W
Sector 29C

Mohali

Sector 68

Panchkula

Sector 15

To list events write to us at tricityevent@gmail.com

Sahdev Salaria

Salaria surfaces
on social media
Chandigarh MP Kirron
Kher’s close aide, Sahdev
Salaria, is attempting a comeback through social media.
Salaria, who was stripped off
the post of co-incharge of the
Himachal Pradesh unit of the
Bharatiya Janata Yuva Morcha (BJYM), after he was
questioned over firing at his
birthday bash in November,
is now attempting an image
makeover. In a couple of videos on Facebook, he is seen
attacking the Congress for its
alleged dynastic politics and
corruption. In the first video,
he is seen slamming the Congress. In the second video, he
is seen bragging about youngsters’ support to BJP due to
the PM’s reforms. Despite
such efforts, his controversial past could emerge as an
issue, if Kirron is declared the
BJP candidate.

The delay in BJP’s candidate
announcement has given an
opportunity to other parties to
have a dig at MP Kirron Kher.
“Has the BJP accepted that her
renomination has not been
announced due to her non-performance,” asks Congress’s
social media in-charge, Yadvinder Mehta, on his FB page. Congress candidate Pawan Kumar
Bansal has already said that
BJP’s infighting was responsible
for the delay. However, the Congress also feels that it will need to
prepare for a tough fight, if a top
central BJP leader is fielded.

Cry of anguish:
Political parties
ignore women

Independent municipal councillor from Mohali Opinder Preet
Kaur Gill has written an open letter to party heads of the SAD, the
Congress, BJP and AAP, questioning them on discriminatory
attitude that she claims is prevalent among all these parties. She
says the number of woman MPs
from the state was minuscule
and even here political families
ruled the roost.“Does this mean
that no other women in the state
other than the ones belonging to
influential political parties are
capable of leading their constituencies and voicing the state’s
concerns in Parliament?,” she
asks.

62 booths are
highly sensitive
in Panchkula

n

Abhinav Sharma, a member of the Chandigarh BJP unit, has
HT PHOTO
painted his Tata Safari in BJP colours.

Cast in saffron, and ready to go
AmemberoftheChandigarhunitoftheBJP AbhinavSharma
has painted his Tata Safari in saffron colour and turned it into
a campaign vehicle in support of Union home minister and
BJP senior leader, Rajnath Singh. The vehicle will be taken
to Lucknow for campaigning in favour of Rajnath, who is
seeking re-election from there. The car also has text on
Rajnath’s work. Search lights have been installed on the vehicle to improve the readability of the text.

Bansal to file
nomination
on Friday

Congress candidate Pawan
Kumar Bansal will file his nomination on Friday. Sources said
he had consulted astrologers.
Both Thursday and Friday were
said to be auspicious. The Congress also inducted another BJP
leader Vijay Rana in the party.
Rana, a three-time councillor
from Burail, had left the Congress in 2015 to join the BJP. His
mother, Kashmiri Devi, had

The Panchkula administration
has identified 62 highly sensitive
and seven sensitive polling
booths in Panchkula area; the
corresponding figures for Kalka
are 21 and 24. A training programme was also conducted for
officials on election duty at the
Government College in Sector 1.

Final count of city
voters on Apr 29

served as senior deputy mayor in
the MC under the Congress.

Of 6.38 lakh voters registered in
Chandigarh, there are only 20
from the third gender. Around
8,000 voter registration forms
are pending with the election
commission, and the final count
of voters in the city will be finalised by April 29. There are 597
polling booths in the city.

Akalis playing
into ISI’s
hands: Tewari

BJP website
not functional
since April 2

Anandpur Sahib Cong candidate
Manish Tewari has said that the
leaders of Shiromani Akali Dal
were playing into the hands of
Pakistan and its notorious intelligence agency, ISI, by trying to
sabotage the ongoing probe into
incidents of sacrilege.

The website of the Chandigarh
unit ofBJP,bjpchandigarh.orgis
not working since April 2. A BJP
IT cell member said, the site was
to be updated in its design and
information cell and the person
responsible had forgotten to do
his job.

n

Bir Devinder Singh

‘Save Punjab
from political
robbers’
The Shiromani Akali Dal (
Taksali) candidate from
Anandpur Sahib Bir Devinder on Monday claimed that
the time had come to save
Punjab from two families of
political robbers — Parkash
Singh Badal and Captain
Amarinder Singh. He was
interacting with media persons at Dhokala Kalan village
in Mohali. He claimed that
the state would never forgive
the SAD-BJP government
(2007-2017) as it had earned
the Sikh community’s ire for
the flip-flop on pardoning the
Dera Sirsa head.
COMPILED BY VIVEK
GUPTA, HILLARY VICTOR,
BAHADURJEET SINGH,
MUNIESHWER A SAGAR
AND YUVRAJ KAUSHAL
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ON TUESDAY
TO BOOK YOUR AD CALL SEVEN DAYS A WEEK

EMPLOYMENT

0172-5050683
EMPLOYMENT

EMPLOYMENT

EMPLOYMENT

EMPLOYMENT

EMPLOYMENT

EMPLOYMENT

URGENTLY REQUIRED electri-

REQUIRED FEMALE Telecallers,

REQUIRED ONE Computer Oper-

REQUIRED EXPERIENCE sales

REQUIRED MARKETING Execu-

SALES PERSON required at Elec-

tive Good Salary plus Incentive. Shri
Industries, plot-655, Industrial Area,
Phase-1, Chandigarh/ 01724629189.

tronic show room, Contact Parkash
Electric House # Plot No 447 A, Ind
Area Phase-2 Chandigarh.

cal technician to install & repair UPS
systems, minimum qualifications: ITI
passed or diploma in electronics or
electrical. Attractive salary & incentive walk-in-interview: New Generation Technology SCO 371-73, 1st
floor Sector -34A, Chandigarh
mobile: 9815180675. Email:
gsharma@ngtech.in.

URGENT REQUIREMENT
Wellmed Pharma Male/ FemaleMarketing office Executives-05, MR05, Minimum Experience 1-5 Years,
Salary 20000 -30000, Wellmedchd
@gmail.com Contact:- 9056963334,
9357580001.

REQUIRED BUSINESS Development Executive for Marketing of
Resorts & Adventure Sports. Male/
Female Pleasing Personality with 3
Year Experience. Good Renemuration. 9501704132.

URGENTLY NEED Fresher/ Exp
Male/ Female Candidates for Counselor 15, Telecaller 10, Marketing
Executive 7. 12th/ Graduates (Salary
12000- 18000) Showroom 18, 2nd
Floor, Phase-11, Mohali. 7527003235

URGENTLY REQUIRED Female
WANTED: 1) Stores/ Warehouse
Assistant Salary Upto Rs. 10000/- 2)
ITI/ Diploma Holder/ Graduate Engineer Mechanical as Quality Inspector Salary upto Rs. 9000/- Contact:
E-148, Phase-VII, Industrial Area
Mohali. 9815808066.

URGENT STAFF Required Draftman (Electrical, Plumbing, Fire
Fighting), Estimator, Surveyor (Total
Station), Experience 0-10 Years,
Location Zirakpur & Kurukshetra.
Email: cdgwork2019@gmail.com,
9466773325

Walk-In

for jobs in Operations with
leading Private Sector Banks

Leading Private Sector Banks are
hiring Fresh Graduates or Graduates
with 0-2 years experience for Entry
Level Positions in Retail Branch
Banking & Backend Operations
Eligibility Criteria• Age Less than 27 years
• Graduation with min. 50% marks
Selected candidates to undergo
250 hours paid training program
conducted by professional bankers

REQUIRED CASHIER, Computer
Operator (HANDICAP) & DRIVER.
Experience/freshers can also apply.
Salary Negotiable. Interview
between 10am-5pm. BS
ENTERPRISES. SHOP NO 19 ATTAWA
SECTOR 42-B, CHANDIGARH. 01722668640. bs_enterprises01722@
yahoo.co.in

FOR ENQUIRY CONTACT>> PARVEEN - 8872502111, AMARPREET 9888935409

Staff for office (Fresher) Office 03,
2nd Floor Phase-11, Mohali. Contact:- 8512897288.

Minimum +2 Pass, Salary 1000015000 Incentive Limited Seats,
Fresher Can Also Apply, Direct Joining. Zirakpur, Near Chandigarh.
9041137979, 7696137979.

REQUIRED Male or female project
REQUIRED FEMALE Export
Assistants (3) for Medical Export
House at Mohali. Salary
Commensurate with experience.
hr.monega@gmail.com

NARAIN PUBLIC School Sanour
Road, Patiala (CBSE Affiliated)
Requires PGT:- History, Biology,
Physical Education TGT:- Maths,
PRT- English & Female Swimming
Coach Walk in interview on 20 th
April, 2019 from 11:00 a.m to 01:00
p.m in the school premises. Contact
no. 6280818227 Email.
narainpublicschool@gmail.com

EXPERIENCED FIELD Representatives/ Managers & field Assistants
Minimum +2, Salary 1500020000/-, Nationals 384 Industrial
Area, Phase-2, Panchkula.

Grooming Trainer-2, Health & Fitness Trainers-1, Soft Skills Trainer-2,
Beauty & Makeup Trainer-1, APCI
SCO 158, FF, 34-A, Chandigarh.
9478521405.

REQUIRED FACULTY for +1 / +2
for Physics, Chemistry, Maths and
Biology (NCERT + Competition) for
Panipat and Chandigarh Centres. Salary: 40000 - 70000/-. Call:
8427021743, 9878611337. Mail us:
swot67824@gmail.com

REQUIREMENT OF an ExperiEXPERIENCED TEACHERS
Required for Panchkula, Narayangarh, Chandigarh for 12th, 11th
Physics, Biology, Chemistry, Maths,
10th, 9th Science, Maths Salary
25000 to 50000. For 5 Hours in
Evening, Also Required On Hourly
Basis. Contact: 90419-18987,
98889-61905.

enced Female Telecaller handsome
Salary No Targets for IELTS Coaching Centre 9988298354.

REQUIRED TELECALLER, Backend Coordinator and Marketing
People in mohali. Contact Jagdish9779724535.

GRAPHIC DESIGNER, Accounts
Manager, Administrator, HR Manager, Data Entry, Councellor, Receptionist, Physics, Chemistry, Biology,
MATH, English, 9780105789.

REQUIRED TEACHERS, Fluent
WANTED FEMALE/MALE
Office-Coordinator with good
Communication-Skills, Fresher can
Apply. Tally-operator also Required
Contact-Komfort Sales SCO32
Madhya-Marg Sector-7C Chandigarh
9815300159

in English who have a knack of dealing with small children, Contact
Monday to Saturday between 9:00
AM to 1:00 PM at Woodsbury Kindergarten, Opp. House no. 737,
Phase 10, Mohali Email.
woodsburymohali@gmail.com

for Leading Immigration Company in
Mohali. Education Abroad Consultants, SCO-531, 2nd Floor, Sector-70
Mohali. (Part time Option Also Available). Contact: -7696210210.

Mohali Needs Female Trainers
Contact:- 9914915132.

IMMIGRATION EXPERIENCED
telecaller, counselor and legal
advisor required Salary 10-35000 +
incentives Next day joining. Six days
working. 9646890442.

WANTED OFFICE Coordinator,
Assistant, Computer Operator
females married, experienced
preferred and Two males having
conveyance for builder's office,
Sector 20, Panchkula. 9216182466.

Walk-in with your resume at IPB!
98155 98055
94185 07414
98881 09150
97796 64150

for Engineering/ Plastic Industry.
Meet Personally/ Apply within 3
Days TEPCO C-104, Industrial Area,
Phase-7, Mohali (Near Spice Chowk)
exporthouse@tepcoindia.com

For Franchise Enquiry, Contact:

G.S.Oberoi 98154 39006
REQUIRED RECEPTIONIST,
Computer Operator, Counselor for
Banking, Salary: 12500- 20000,
Showroom 117, 2nd floor, Phase-7
Mohali. Contact:- 9988402447,
9815174150.

REQUIRED FEMALE for office
work, salary + good incentives,
fresher also apply. Sector: 34, chd.
98158-89707.

IELTS Trainers, English Teachers for
Reputed Immigration Firm, Ausam
Visa Services PVT. LTD. Kharar9501999877.

Chandigarh, Manimajra Location
Salary 12000 to 25000. Call on
whatsapp at 99887-55899.

FULL TIME Accountants (Knowl-

WANTED EXECUTIVE at our

edge of Tally), Graphic Designer,
Marketing Executive for office at
Mohali. 98724-22621.

works in Industrial Area, Phase-9,
Mohali for office work and dealing
with Govt. departments in various
locations, Good Salary. Send resume
to email: ashok35d@gmail.com

PAYTM MOHALI center urgently
Required 12th Graduates Candidates
sitting job, salary 11000-15000 no
registration 9915315751,
9569095115.

B.PHARMA, D. Pharma, B.Sc
wanted for a Pharmaeutical company at sector-22 Chandigarh contact 7973864069

VACANCIES IN Restaurant Sector
2 Panchkula Indian, Chinese,
Tandoor, Cooks and Helpers,
Waiters Contact:- 8283927466.

REQUIRED VISA Counsellors,

TELECALLERS REQUIRED at

REQUIRED COUNSELOR, Case
Filing Officer for Immigration Consultancy Phase-2, mohali. Contact:8288835690.

GOLDEN OPPORTUNITY for
REQUIRED EXPERIENCED Accountant Male/Female with
Accounts software knowledge for
Electronic showroom Modern Sales
Showroom 1116 Sector 22B,
Chandigarh. 99880-99090.

NEED SALES boy girls and assistant
manager for garments showroom at
sector 20 Panchkula, 79861-46549.

REQUIRED RETIRED VRS/ Exserviceman/ Housewife/ Businessman/ Part/ fulltime. 50k Plus,
Training Allowances. 99888-82360.

URGENTLY REQUIRED Marketing Executive for Modular Kitchen
Marketing at Patiala. Call: 9627888892, 84495-37003

REQUIRED FRESHER/ Experienced Marketing Executive, Good
Salary plus Incentive, Active Boy /
Girl. SCO 376, GF, Sector 32-D,
Chandigarh 9815735569.

BAMS, LADY doctor required as
school medical officer in schools at
Chandigarh and Mohali Contact Dr.
Sahni SCF-85, Sector-4, Panchkula
09814006685, Email :
vacancy.healthplus@gmail.com

REQUIRED PICKUP Driver for
Atta Supply at Kharar. Contact if
really interested with License.
9814137777.

SALES MANAGER female with

ADVERTISING AGENCY
Requires: Marketing Executive, Female Coordinator, Field Boy and office Boy. SCO-7, Top Floor, Sector
30-D, Chandigarh. amsonsadvt@gmail.com

REQUIRED ONLY young Male
fresher candidates for US based
calling process in Panchkula.
Starting salary 10000. 5 days
working. Contact: Mukesh Saini
9872876590.

REQUIRED MALE Candidates
B.Com Freshers as well as 5 year Experienced for Accounts at Grace
Drinks Private Limited Distributors
of Pepsico/ Britannia/ Tropicana/
Amul/ Godrej/ Mccain for
Chandigarh. Attractive Salary and
Incentives. Walk-in-Interview at
Pepsi Warehouse, Railway Station
Road, Near Tata Steel Yard, Village
Daria, Chandigarh Call- 8699390955
or Send Resume Emailakprasad@gracecorp.org.

URGENTLY REQUIRED Senior
Counsellor, Visa Counsellor, Tele
marketing girls, Excellent Salary for
more detail visit:Connect Overseas
SCO 4, 2nd floor, Sector 17-E,
Chandigarh.

Freshers. Become a Certified Sales
and Marketing Professional and
Earn upto Rs. 15000/- contact:9779789167.

SALES ENGINEER with experience of atleast 1 year in Industrial
products & having own vehicle
required at Baddi. Global Aquatech
SCF 234 second floor new motor
market manimajra Chandigarh.
9815030188. Salary 20000 plus Incentives.

URGENTLY REQUIRE MBA in
Finance, Supply Chain Management
(Male) & Marketing (Female)
Candidate at TLC Sector 82, Mohali.
Salary: upto 25k. Call +91
6284003161.

WANTED 1 Computer Operator
(Fresher) and 1 Photostat Operator
for Printing Shop No. 48, Sector-14,
Chandigarh. Tel: 0172-2700458

erator (Electronic Showroom) Good
Salary, JK Merchants, SCO 4, Bhabat,
Zirakpur. 9988888940.

REQUIRED EXPERIENCED/
Fresher Visa Counsellor/ Telecallers
at Zirakpur. Salary 12000/- 25000/smart male/female. 82839-11529.

REQUIRED FEMALE Office
Assistant. Telecaller, Hardware
Engineer, Sales Executive,
Technician ITI Diploma for Company
in Mohali. 8196908811.

sales experience of atleast 3 to 5
years having good command in
spoken english and can travel for
business meetings required for a
manufacturing company in water
treatment products based at
Chandigarh. Salary 20000 +
Incentives. 9815030188
globalaquatech234@gmail.com

same day joining salary 1000018000/- Hurry Contact:
9056959002, 9041201346.

HINDUSTAN PEST Control Anti
Termites Deemak Treatment with 5
Years Guarantee. Bayer Smelless
Chemicals. 8146663083.

REQUIRED PLUMBER/ electrician, computer operator/
telecallers, for a water purifier
company SCF-81, opposite plot no.
220A phase-2, industrial area
panchkula. 9216209377,
wavesindia419@gmail.com.

REQUIRE IELTS, Spoken English,
Teachers VISA Filing Officer Derabassi and Ramgarh Offices.
9855664822, 9468295621 thebritisheducation@gmail.com

UK CALLING!! Need Energetic,
hardworking Staff for International
Process. Required exceptional communication skills, salary negotiable
for suitable candidates + incentives
and UK shift. 7973739606,
hr@pumasource.in

URGENTLY REQUIRED

IELTS TRAINER
VISA COUNSELLORS
VISA FILLING OFFICERS
A Pleasing Personality With
Minimum 1 Year Experience

REQUIRED FRESHERS/ -

beangooseconsultancy@gmail.com

URGENTLY REQUIRED Sales
Manager(M) for Digital Marketing,
having Experience of 3-4 Years. Salary No Bar for Suitable Candidate.
8196009997.

Qualification: B.Com with 2-3 years
of experience of handling work of
accounts independently and having
knowledge of Busy/Tally. For walk in
interview (between 11:00 am to
6:00 pm) Visit: House of Wonder
Wash, Plot no 98, Industrial Area,
Phase-2, Chandigarh. Contact:
9888016318.

WANTED HOME Tutors (Female/
Male) All classes/ Subjects/ Tricity,
Impact Creators. 87290-15647,
(Freshers also apply)

House(Innovative Group) Needs:
Sales-Coordinator (LeadershipQuality, Clients-Handling, Confident,
Handling Sales-Team), Experience:
1to2Years.Vacancy for only-Female)Contact: Innovative Industrial
Solution. Plotno-62 Sector-82 Jlpl
Industrial Area, Mohali Mob:+917508171159 Email:
enquiry@hisindia.in

REQUIRED FRONT office Executives, Male/ Female good communication skills Contact: Club Pulse
Fourth Floor (Piccadily Mall) Sector34, Chandigarh 7696172292, 01722602051.

experienced Female/ Male
Telecallers/ Counselors knowledge
of Admin./ H.R, Mohali.
0172-4635255, 73076-85005.

BANK JOB in Operation top bank
urgently required Graduates male
female age below 30/ Salary 1300022000. Contact 9056992009,
8427938133.

sor. Earn upto 35,000/- PM regular
Income. 9855196906, 9855199906.

for construction jobs & interior
works of residential projects in
Panchkula Diploma holders will be
given more preference (Exp. min. 5
yrs) 8699016812, 9780012812
arunmax812@gmail.com

REQUIRED PART Time/ Full Time
(Morning 9 to 2, Evening Batch 5 to
9) Female IELTS/ Spoken English
Trainer Student Admission Advisor.
Contact with complete details at
Welkin, SCO 41, 1st Floor, Sector 30C, Chandigarh. 0172-2640741
welkinedusolutions30@gmail.com
Freshers can also apply.

PRIVATE TUTOR Required for
improving English near Bathinda
Barnala, Rampura Phul. Contact
9465884373

REQUIRED TELECALLERS, Receptionists, Computer Operators,
Sales Marketing, Co-ordinators,
Nurses, Accountants, B.Tech, BCA,
MBA, Engineers jobs in Trinity.
+919646838838, 9803612930.

LEADING FITNESS Centre in Zirakpur Requires Fitness TrainerMale/ Female Sales Girl- Female
Contact:- 7888329178.

IMMEDIATELY REQUIRED Experienced & Fresher Visa Counsellors/ Team Leaders. Radvision Consultant SCO-123, top Floor, Phase-7,
Mohali. 8872009515.

A GOVT. licence holder immigration
NEED COUNCELLORS and Telecallers for Immigration Company.
Need Good Communication Skills
Freshers Can also apply. Only Female Staff Required. Very Good Salary + Incentives Contact:8264780585

JOBS IN Sales/ Marketing/ Telecalling Chandigarh/ Punjab/ Himachal,
Salary 10,000 to 18,000. No
Charges. 8264668478.

WANTED FEMALE sales executive, accountant in Pharma PCD
company at Panchkula office. Good
salary + Incentive, Experienced or
freshers candidate welcome Email:
gm.fortunelabs@gmail.com, Mobile
9875988030.

FMCG COMPANY Wants to Sell/
Lease Its, Soya Plant manufacturing
Soya Paneer Soya Milk, Soya Chaap,
Situated at Industrial Area Saha,
Distt Ambala. 9779420008

PERTROLEUM CONSULTANCY about Petrol Pumps and Gas
Agencies (especially Reconstitution
cases). Prithi Paul Advocate
9915577457, Ex-Manager, Bharat
Petroleum. Website:
paulpetroleumconsultants.com

company required counselors,
telecallers, receptionist, Marketing
Manager Salary 10000-35000 +
incentive. Call: 9878827402.

REQUIRED RECEPTIONIST and

its Chandigarh office) is looking for
Assistant Branch Manager, Visa
Counselors, Visa Filing Officers,
Front Office Executives, Interview
Preparation Trainers. Only females
can apply. Good Salary + Incentives.
Walk in for an Interview at SCO 375376, 2nd Floor, Sector 35 B,
Chandigarh. Mob: 9855109010.

REQUIRED EXPERIENCED Assistant Architects/ Draftsman Expert
in Autocad Drafting for Architects
Office in Chandigarh. info@
subhashanita.com, 9888614998.

required 12th Pass Marketing
person. For Touring job. Salary
other expenses. Call Manager:9882942126.

newspapers call Atul Arora 9815043655 Doorstep service. No extra
charges.

Assistant for Dental clinic. # 20
(First floor)/ 18A, Chandigarh.
Phone- 0172-4636420.

URGENTLY REQUIRED qualified

FULL TIME Helper boys/ Girls/

fresher/experienced accountant
male/female. Conveyance preferred.
Chartered accountant firm. Contact
9872718187.

Ladies for Crockery Shop Contact
8727999869.

URGENT REQUIREMENT CounURGENTLY REQUIRED Interior
Designer with 2-3 years experience
for Interior Designing Company at
Zirakpur. 9216339609.

sellor, Salary 25000-3000 + Incentives Freshers can also apply. Ekam
Tour & Travels, SCO 85-86, 2nd
floor, Sector 17-D, Chandigarh.
9592914551, 9872614551.

TRAVEL & TOURS
THAKURAL TRAVELS: Best
Discounted Airtickets, Package
Tours, Tourist Visa Guidance
Contact: 66-67, Sector 8C,
Chandigarh. 01725007860/
5007861/ 5007862, 9988998050.

CAR ON HIRE

EDUCATION

ENGLISH BY Gupta Sir. Home/Group Coaching Class IX Onwards.
Complete SYLLABUS During
Summer Vacation. Contact
9872655377/9888615377

REQUIRED GRAPHIC Designer
(Fresher/ Experience) for a outdoor
company knowledge of Coral Draw,
Photoshop, Salary best in Industry
in Panchkula. 73072-22200, 9817850000.

cruiters. Must be Fluent in English.
Salary upto Rs. 12000/- Contact:9779789167.

ACCOUNTS, GST training course
by CA. Tally.ERP9, Advance Excel,
TDS, payroll, GST and TDS returns,
E-filing 0172-4635239, 8968770993.
Accounting jobs 8968770994

Fresher can also apply for Mohali
and CHD Offices. 9814432226.

HEMKUNT PACKERS & Movers,
Local shifting services & all over
India services Chandigarh: 9465588772, 98724-20061

INSURANCE
INSURE LIFE, Moneyback,
Children, Pension, ULIPS, shop,
Mediclaim, vehicle, mutual fund.
Tricity Insurance expert. 9915344349.

NOVA 3500 NEAR KRISHNA MARKET
41.DHIMAN TRAVELS, .9216132805,
9878104288

ALL KINDS of rental cabs and experience Drivers are available contact Devikas:- 9872438079

ACCOUNTING
SERVICES
ACCOUNTING SERVICE-FOR
IncomeTax, TDS, GST Return &
Compliance, VAT Assessment, Part/
Pending Accounting work.
9877467025.

DETECTIVE
TOP SECRET Detective Agency SCO
487, Sector 35 Chandigarh.
9876491992, Contact Relating extra
marital affairs, or any other
problem.

REQUIRED EXPERIENCED
B.Arch (minimum 5 years)/ Diploma
Holders (minimum 15 years) with
knowledge of Autocad Contact
9216804154 or send resume at
munishandassociates@gmail.com

Leader Insurance Based BPO Apply
Contact- 98883-83891, SCO 204
Sector 14, Panchkula.

PART TIME Job Earn Daily Income
4000 to 10000 Qualification 10th
Contact Softech Mohali.
8558802781.

AUTHENTIC PRIVATE investigations and detective
services. Chanakya SCO-409,
Sector-35C, Chandigarh.
+91-98147-10789, 0172-5014789.

ASTROLOGY

Competitions (NEET, IIT), basics
(NCERT) and institute doubts
clearance. Highly experienced
Teacher. 9876444333.

of mind, prosperity besides solving
your problems, for your Astrological
Problems Consult- Rajiv at "The
Destiny" 9815599555 by
appointment only please.

SUNSHINE PEST Control Excellent
Work, Reasonable Rates, Shop No.
189 Sector -70, Mohali. 01724011364, 9914617766.

J.S PEST Control Pvt. Ltd. (member
IPCA Since 1986) Bayer Products.
393/37-D, Chandigarh 01724637099, 4636088, 98760-51133,
9915551155.

URGENTLY REQUIRED experi-

DEEMAK, COCKROACHES,

Counsellors (25) Telecollers (25)
Experienced/ fresher. Salary
10,000/- 18000/- Seasons overseas
Studies Pvt Ltd, SCF 84, First Floor,
Phase 5, Mohali 9855145102.

STAFF NURSE and OT Technician
required GNM/ B.Sc. Nursing with 6
month or 1 year experience. Good
pay package. Global Health care
clinic. 2164, Sector 21-C Chd.
09915579797, 0172-4672164,
01722712164

nominal fee. SCF 38/6, Sector- 18D,
Chandigarh- 98765-80001.

CONTACT FOR all Kind of Loan,
Life Insurance, Vehicle Insurance.
Health Insurance, and investment.
7814395797.

Subjects by Experienced Teachers
Contact Shine Tutorial 8146239769
Tutor Welcome.

EXPERT TUITIONS for all subjects +1, +2, B.Com, BBA, BA, MBA,
M.Com in small batches, sector-15A
Chandigarh. 9872991185

+1, +2, B.Com Coaching Sector-41D,
Accounts, Economics, Business by
(CA, CS Vidushi, Shri Ram College of
Commerce, London School of
Economics UK Passout) Produced
AIR-5 in 12th CBSE 2017, Contact:
Vidushi Commerce Classes.
9988457457.

available (Female/ Male) all classes/
subjects Chandigarh/ Mohali/
Panchkula. Impact Creators: 8729015647 (Tutors Welcome)

Scooter Loan for Govt./ Private
Employees SCF 38/6, Sector 18D,
Chandigarh- 9876580001.

UNIQUE INTERIORS and Renovation Work Specialist: Modular
kitchen, Cupboard, Wooden, Paint,
POP, Plumbing, Electrical, Civil
works, Labour job with Material.
98725-72926, 81463-68430.

your residential/ commercial interiors projects with professional consultancy. Jazzim Designers9876471555.

ALUMINIUM
FABRICATION
Partition, wall paper, ceiling blinds,
sheds, cupboards, curtains, multiple
flooring, renovation 9815716824

ALUMINIUM DOORS Windows
Gysum Board False Ceiling Partition
Blinds PVC Wooden Flooring. Amrit
Interiors. 9872350188.

Mosquitos, Rats, Lizards Control
with bayer India, Smelless Chemicals at reasonable rate. 9988093138

Mosquitoes control with Bayer
India-Smelless chemicals at
reasonable rate, 35 years
experience. All clean pest control.
93161-34897, 98725-01485.

IMMIGRATION

Window, Partitions, False ceiling,
Vertical Blind etc. Sharma Decor,
9872867613

GLASS FITTINGS
SINCE 1983 manufacturers of
Fibreglass, polycarbonate Domes,
Sheets, Canopy, Awning, Doors,
Dustbins, Play Equipment, Tank
Lining, Poly Process Engineers, 131,
Industrial Area- I, Chandigarh.
5075291/ 98140-87932.

MANUFACTURERS OF Car Shed,
Polycarbonate, Fiber Domes,
Cannopies, khaprail, FRP Rooms
Contact 98725-29096.

CAR FOR SALE
BOLERO FOR Sale White SLX,
2016, Chandigarh Registered, First
Owner, Self Driven. Contact:
8283927466.

STUDY/ TOURIST visa for
Australia, Canada, Germany,
Finland, New Zealand, Serbia,
Singapore, Hungry, Malta, Denmark,
Norway, Italy, Latvia, South Korea,
USA, UK etc, contact G3 Overseas
Consultant 8427008602.

Science, Olympiads) +1, +2 (Chemistry, Biology) Qualified Female Tutor.
9815891571

COMMERCE HOME/ Group Tuition +1, +2, (CBSE/ ICSE/ NIOS) Accounts, Economics, Maths, Business
98550-42535, 98763-90450.

EXPERT COACHING In Legal
Studies for XI & XII in Panchkula.
(Female Tutor) Contact-7986505626

PHARMACEUTICAL COMPANY Chandigarh required Store/
Dispatch Executive (02), Business
Development Executive (3) Peon (1)
Email your resume at
metlar.formulations@gmail.com or
walk in for interview: Metlar Formulations, Plot No. 91, Industrial AreaII, Chandigarh 9988368960.

AUSTRALIA SCHOOLING Visa,
after 10th send your child for
schooling at Australia, NO-IELTS, for
details contact G3 Overseas
Consultant 8427008602.

Science, 20 years experienced. M.Sc.
Home Tutor. Students getting 98%,
Printed Notes. 9815929292.

SODHI COACHING center Sec 80
Mohali near Kendriya Vidyalaya.
Provides coaching for:- UGC NET in
paper 1 for all subjects and for
paper 2 only EDU, CTET, PTET, HTET.
Coaching from sixth to tenth all
subjects, PCM for 11th 12th CBSE
Syllabus. Provides counseling, and
personality development by expert
counselor. 9888335952,
9872834918.

SERBIA STUDY VISA without
IELTS, minimum 10th pass, gap
excepted, maximum age 35 years
contact : G3 Overseas Consultant
8427008602

WORLD CLASS Yoga Stretching
Just 1000 Rs Per Session from Gold
Medalist Yog Guru. 9855555619.

100% SAFE Herbal Solution for
health- Vigour- Vitality- 7082733373, www.ska1925.com

CHEMISTRY (NCERT/ JEE/
NEET) Sector 21 Chandigarh & Phase
11 Mohali, Excellent results 2018
boards (5 students scored above
90%) 9417185881

HOME TUTORS Available for All
Classes/ Subjects in Panchkula/
Chandigarh/ Mohali 73476-53830
(Tutors Welcome) Vigour Education.

HOME TUITIONS by best faculty
in chandigarh mohali for +1+2 Accounts economics contact
9878440768

PHYSICS/ CHEMISTRY, NCERT,
IIT, AIPMT Experienced Doctorate
faculty of IIT Delhi, Pay after
satisfaction. 98551-11219.

AUTISM TUTOR available. Best
results assured. Contact: 7889121227, 98886-90074.

PAY PER doubt jee main-jee Advance Mathematics Question +1, +2.
Shivam Mathematics SCO 273 32D
Chandigarh 8360375478.

HOME TUTORS M/F available all
classes, all subjects. Tutors for Engg.
Degree, Diploma, all subjects all
streams. Contact Er. Ashwani
Dharia, Dharia Classes, 8360754669. Tutors welcome.

experience and qualified Teacher by
Gurman Tutorial 9915210374 (result
oriented)

MATHEMATICS HOME-TUITION 10th, +1, +2, JEE MAIN
Advance B.Sc, Well-Experience M.Sc
(Maths) 7973351740, 9888931974

MATHEMATICS SCIENCE Home
Tuitions for best Results. Conceptual
Teaching. CBSE ICSE 7th-10th. Highly
experienced. 9888496049.

Home Tutor Available any Subject/Class/Board, Graduate, Post
Gradaute. Chandigarh, Mohali,
Kharar. 81949-15252.

HOME TUITIONS 9th, 10th,
Mathematics, Science experienced
Sanjeev Sir. 8558972896, +1, +2, IIT,
B.Tech, Result 95% Professor Tyagi.
950123740.

GANPATI TUTORIALS Excellent
home tutors for all Classes/
Subjects/ Areas. 9815504171 Mrs.
Kakkar (Tutors Welcome).

Maths, Science. 11th, 12th Maths,
Physics. Experienced. Contact:
8360754669, Tutor Welcome.

EXCELLENT HOME/ Group Tuitions. All Classes/ Subjects, Spoken
English, French, Hobbies, Tricity
7986747767. Tutors Welcome

SCIENCE HOME Tuitions 8th, 9th
and 10th ICSE/ CBSE. Experience of
14 years. Printed Worksheets and
Test. Chandigarh/ Mohali/ Zirakpur.
9417781207.

ADMISSIONS
CONSULT FOR PHD, LLB, LLM,
Pharmacy, B.Tech, M.Tech, Diploma,
B.PED, M.PED, library Science, BBA,
MBA, BCA, MCA, BA., MA. Evening/
Holiday Classes. Supplementary/
Compartment Cases. Kumar
Associates 99157-55221, 9779855221.

10TH, 12TH, BA, MA, Electrical,
CONCEPTUAL PHYSICS,
Mathematics (JEE-MAINS, Advanced)
by Holistically Freaking Experts
(Teachers by Choice), Physics:Pawan Kumar (P.K. Sir), (Ex-Sr.
Faculty-Bansal Classes).
Mathematics:- Vineet Upadhyay
(V.P. Sir) (Ex-Faculty- Career Point
Aakash Institute) 99156-69385,
89686-65229

HOME TUITION 9th, 10th, +1, +2,
NIOS, BBA, B.Com, BA, MBA,
Accounts. Reasonable fees,
9592011001.

Plumber, Welder, Mechnical, Cooking, Nannycare, fee 700 gap students contact Softech Mohali
9988237136

COACHING
PHYSICS HELPLINE XI, XII. Small
batches or Individual tuitions free
trials Phase 10, Mohali. Home
Tuition Mohali, Chandigarh nearby
Sectors only. 97804-45478.

MATHEMATICS +1, +2 (Non-

HOME/ GROUP Tuition Accountancy, Economics, Operation research. Tax from +1 to B.Com/ BBA/
MBA Sudheer Kumaar 9780462691

CBSE, NCERT ( Short Duration) +1,
+2 Fifteen years Experience (Mathematics 98157-25385) (Chemistry
98550-24657), (Physics 9501457805).

HOME/ GROUP Tuitions and Tutors are available for all classes/
subjects. Devikas tutorials since
1995 call:-9872438079, Tutors Welcome.

"FREE TRIALS" Home Tuitions for
All Classes/ Subjects Competitions
Exam Soham Tutorials. 9872662386
(Tutor Welcome)

MATHEMATICS AND Physics 6th

School, Dhakoli, 9530902938,
9877702163.

CBSE/ICSE TUITIONS for 6th10th Class (Maths/Science), Sec-24D,
Chandigarh. Experienced lady tutor.
9465225660.

EXCELLENT COACHING for
Mathematics, +1, +2, Science, Maths,
9th, 10th, in Phase-3A, Mohali.
99151-01921.

GSA (NGO) is looking for Project
Officer (Medical Background), Media
Officer (Degree in Journalism) and
Part Time Media Consultant (Punjabi
Hindi Typing Compulsory). Send
Resume to gsa338@gmail.com

TUITION/TUTORIAL

HOME TUITIONS for 9th, 10th -

Chemistry (9041256907) Mathematics (7009701574) (CBSE/ ICSE/)
Home/ Group Tuitions (10th- 12th,
JEE, NEET) SEC-34.

COACHING in Economics
FOR SALE 2 window AC immediately EXPERT
for 11th and 12th at Grammar Smart
sale price 7000/- good condition

HEALTH & PHYSICAL
FITNESS

available all classes subjects
Reasonable Fee Contact Anand
Tutorials 7307203050,
9888407884.

RESULT ORIENTED Female/Male
ICSE, CBSE upto 10th Mathematics,

to 12th CBSE/ ICSE BBA, BCA, MCA,
Engineering Maths, Sector- 53,
(9876818283).

Contact : 9815082211

tions for +1, +2, JEE/ NEET Panchkula, Chandigarh, Mohali. Contact:
9855420328.

CONTACT FOR home Tuition by

HOME TUITIONS upto 10 (Maths,

PHYSICS (9896701044),
GOLD LOAN, Personal Loan,

ALUMINIUM GLAZING, Doors,

DEEMAK, COCKROACHES,

REQUIRED MALE/ Female Visa

available all classes subjects
Reasonable Fee contact Anand
Tutorials 7307203050,
9888407884.

RESULT ORIENTED home tutors
HOME TUITIONS for all Classes/

SETHI ALUMINIUM fabricator,
ASTROLOGY PROVIDES peace

uate Person for Sales- Sanitary
Showroom Sector-82, Mohali (Attractive Salary+ Incentive)
9814012689, 9855102689.

enced Tellecaller for Immigration.
Contact 99146-90004

CASH ON swipe of credit card at

RENOVATION AND designing of

URGENTLY REQUIRED Study
Visa Counselors, Telecallers, Visa
Filing Executive (Experienced),
Receptionist (Fresher). Walk in
interview at Red Leaf Immigration
Pvt. Ltd. SCO 99, Level 2, Sector 44C, Chandigarh, 11 am to 4 pm.

turns, all types of Business Accounting, ITR's, Tally/ Accounts Training
with 9888389367

INTERIOR
DECORATION

IMMIGRATION AND Visitor Visa
Counsellors, Telecallers, Digital
Marketing Expert. Worldmax SCO
69, 2nd Floor, Sector 17-D, Chandigarh. 7986498160.

RESULT ORIENTED home Tutors

CHEMISTRY HOME Tuitions +1,+2 CHEMISTRY GROUP & Home Tui-

CHD-DELHI 2500 DZIRE ETIOS IN- HOME TUITIONS/ tutors

LOAN/FINANCE
PACKERS & MOVERS

LAW TAX Consultant firm Required
male/ female Accountant knowledge
tally, at Sector-14, Panchkula.
9888001588

EDUCATION

GST REGISTRATION, GST re-

REQUIRED MALE/ Female Grad-

JOIN LIC of India as Insurance Advi-

REQUIRED CIVIL site supervisor

BUSINESS

FOR ADVERTISEMENT in all

SALARY BEST IN THIS INDUSTRY
REQUIRED Accounts
BEAN GOOSE IMMIGRATION PVT. LTD. URGENTLY
Assistant 1-2 Year Experience,

SCO 13 (1st Floor) New Sunny Enclave
(Backside KFC) Kharar 98097-00023

Electronic Components Shop should
be able to Read English Contact
6284639859.

BUSINESS

paper/ Radio/ TV. Parizwing: Showroom- 65, Sector 20-C, Chandigarh.
98885-16234

REQUIRED FEMALE HR Re-

A LEADING Industrial Mktg.

10 years experience qualification
minimum 10, Sector 34 Chandigarh.
96462-88888.

Marketing Executive, Store Keeper
Male/Female At Motor Market
Manimajra Chandigarh 9814129474

ant basic knowledge of computer.
Office boy with Own conveyance, Access Media. Phase-XI, 8146803011

AUTHORISED ADVERTISEMENT booking Agency: all News-

marketing boy for educational institute, own vehicle, attractive salary +
huge incentives. Sector: 34, Chandigarh. 98158-89707.

EDUCATION

REQUIRED FEMALE office assist- REQUIRED SALES Employee for

ADVERTISING &
MARKKETING

URGENT NEED experienced Team

REQUIRED DRIVER having 5 to

REQUIRED EXPERIENCED

office Assistant. Contact SCO 117118, 2nd Floor Sector 17-B,
Chandigarh. 92165-26240.

with latest Equipment, Hydrolic lifts,
Paint Booth & mixing Machine, A.C
and Denting Machine, Service & detailing Studio for lease Contact:
7009266814

REQUIRED EXPERIENCED

ESM INDIA Overseas Education (for
JOB INTERVIEW in Airtel Mohali

for a Pharmaceutical Manufacturing
unit at Industrial area Phase-9
Mohali 7973864069

RUNNING CAR Service Station

Telecaller Immigration works. Salary
12000/- - 20000/- + Incentive, Time
9am to 6 pm Sunday holiday.
freshers & Experienced Both can
apply. Phase 8-B, Mohali. Industrial
area 8437545583.

REQUIRED MALE Accountant

URGENTLY REQUIRED Civil
Site Supervisor/ Diploma for
Building Project at Tricity. Apply
with full details and work
experience to
info.kubermaya@gmail.com,
Contact: 77780-00000.

WANTED EDUCATED Female

WANTED FEMALE Computer Op-

SURYA INTERNATIONAL
Jalandhar
Hamirpur
Mohali
Panchkula

COMPUTER OPERATOR wanted

TELECALLER- TELECALLER-

TECHNICAL ASSISTANT D.M.E.

required in Lawyers Office.
Residential Accommodation
available. Contact:6, NAC, Manimajra, Chandigarh, 99150-04500

Female for Banking Jobs. Location:
Chandigarh, Mohali. Salary: upto
14K+ Incentives. Contact:7508629752 Aarti Sharma.

TEC A Leading IELTS Institution in

(JEE- MAINS) Baddi, Tricity Physics,
Maths, English Teachers School/ Institute/ Home Tuition. 7986747767.

cum caller in industrial area Chandigarh. Fresher can also apply contact 9876761600.

ADVOCATES AND typists are

REQUIRED GRADUATE Male/

WANTED CHEMISTRY Teacher

REQUIRED FEMALE receptionist

AN ADVERTISING Company Urgently Requires 100 Candidates for
Direct Marketing & Sales. Fix Salary+ Incentive+ Free Travel+ Free
Stay+ Call Riya. 9354586187.

REQUIRES VISA Filling Officers

migration Office Receptionist, Telecaller, Visa Counselor, Experienced
Must, Good Salary + Incentive. SCF105, Top Floor, Phase-10, Mohali.
8557902455.

keting Manager for selling Educational Products, One Computer
Operator with Good typing speed
and knowledge of the internet.
SuccessCDs, SCO 38, IInd Floor,
Swastik Vihar, MDC Sector 5,
Panchkula 07973947377 send
resume: info@successcds.net

Executive for furniture goods.
Whatsapp your resume 9501711942,
9888405628. Ruhani Industries Pvt.
Ltd, Plot No. 38, Phase-1, Panhckula.

manager with sufficient knowledge
of English to be able to
communicate well over mail.
Experience 0-3 years. Location:
Zirakpur. Please send your details
to: job@nama-solutions.de

REQUIRED FEMALE Staff in Im-

WANTED EXPERIENCED MarREQUIRED PART Time Aviation &

ator having Good knowledge of
Word & Excel for Advocate Office in
Chandigarh 98888-10101

Medical & Commerce) in Simplified
way in Sector-35, Chandigarh, One
Week Free Demo. 9814711682.

COOKERY CLASS
LEARN COOKING and Baking
Party Snacks, Salads Chinese,
Tandoori, South Indian, Italian,
Continental, Cakes 9417684502

ENGLISH SPEAKING
IELTS MBA Coaching English
Speaking Grammar, Personality Development Academics +1, +2, Special
Batches on Saturday. Sunday
3036/44-D. Chandigarh. 9876440363, 0172-2663036.
www.ritaenglishacademy.com

SPEAK ENGLISH fluently like foreigner. Accent Training, pronunciation improvement, public speaking.
home Tuition only. 8427812846.

LEARN IELTS, trained and experienced faculty, spoken English on
phonetics, grammar, multimedia
lab. Ausum English Institute. SCO
3/20D, Chandigarh. 73470-20202,
0172-4018111.

COACHING FOR IELTS Spoken
English Grammar from Highly
experienced trainer at Phase-2
Mohali. 99147-98999

FOREIGN LANGUAGES
REGULAR AND customized classes

BEAUTIFUL DUBAI Visa Rs.
6200, Singapore 3200, Malaysia
2800, Thailand Free, Saiglobal Consultancy Chandigarh. 9041068379

TO GET health/ stressfree life learn
yoga/ fitness training. Experienced/
certified instructor (Mr. Mehta
9592087442)

ACCOUNTS ECONOMICS +1, +2,
B.Com, Home Tuition Chandigarh,
Mohali. Guaranteed Satisfaction, (13
years), Pushpender. 8427273894.

for Spanish, Italian, Dutch, Portuguese, French, Norwegian, Japanese and other language. Epitome
language services 9876002020,
01724043122
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shortstories
MAN BOOKED FOR
INJURING HOME
GUARD VOLUNTEER
PANCHKULA : Police have booked
an unidentified man for allegedly
injuring a Home Guard volunteer
near the Sector 2 roundabout here
on Monday. Exempted ASI
Dharmender Singh in his complaint said a speeding car bearing
registration PB-1B-0507 was
signalled to stop at the checkpost, but it did not. “The victim,
Rajender Kumar, and a constable
stopped the driver at the traffic
lights ahead, but the driver sped
away, hitting Rajender, leaving
him injured. Investigating official
ASI Karnail Singh said a case has
been registered under Sections
186, 307, 332, and 353 of the IPC at
the Sector-5 police station. HTC

Paramjit Singh
elected to PU senate

n

Paramjit Singh, principal of
Government College,
HT PHOTO
Hoshiarpur.

CHANDIGARH: The principal of
Government College, Hoshiarpur,
Paramjit Singh, was elected to
Panjab University (PU) senate in a
by-election on Monday. Out of a
total of 60 votes, 58 were polled,
of which Singh got 31 votes. The
seat had fallen vacant after the
demise of HS Gosal, former
principal of Govind National
College, Narangwal, Ludhiana. In
October 2018, the syndicate
had allowed by-election for
HTC
the seat.

109 units of blood
donated at camp
CHANDIGARH: Vivekanand
Manav Seva Society, Kalka,
Pinjore, organised a blood
donation camp with the support
of Rotary Blood Bank, Chandigarh, at Gandhi Library in Kalka on
Monday. A total of 109 units of
blood were donated, a press
release claimed. The organisers
thanked all donors and the team
from the blood bank and all the
HTC
members of the society.

Traders take up e-portal
issues with DC
CHANDIGARH: Members of the
Sector 17 traders’ association met
Chandigarh deputy commissioner
Mandip Singh Brar on Monday
and sought resolution of glitches
in the e-registration of commercial establishments under the
provisions of Punjab Shops and
Commercial Establishment Act. If
not registered, the violators are
fined ₹1,100 per annum under the
act. The members also sought
provision of file formats other
than pdf to be allowed for
uploading. The DC assured them
HTC
of speedy resolution.

tricity & beyond

TO GET
850 vending sites to come 438
PHDs AT PU
up in 8 sectors of Panchkula CONVOCATION
ON APRIL 28
LAYOUT APPROVED HSVP, civic body sign agreement for transfer of sites which
will be allotted in phases through draw of lots after model code of conduct is lifted

HT Correspondent
n

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

Yuvraj Kaushal
n

Site count

yuvraj.kaushal@htlive.com

The first street vending
market will be set up
over an acre in Sec 19

PANCHKULA : Almost ten months
after the draft street vending policy for Panchkula was
approved, the process of setting
up vending zones in different
sectors has finally kick-started
as the municipal corporation
(MC) and Haryana Shehri Vikas
Pradhikaran (HSVP) have
signed a memorandum of understanding (MoU) for the transfer
of 850 vending sites in Sectors 2,
4, 8, 10, 11, 12, 15 and 19 here.
Of these sites, the civic body
will set up the first street vending market in Sector 19. The
foundation stone for the market
worth ₹1.5 crore was laid last
month. The market will
come up on one acre provided
by the HSVP, where about 458
stalls will be allocated to

SECTOR
Sector 19

NO OF SITES
458

Sector 2

103

Sector 4
Sector 8

74
67

Sector 11
Sector 15
Sector 12

56
46
34

Sector 10

12

eligible vendors.
MC commissioner-cum-administrator Rajesh Jogpal said,
“The layout plan for the vending
sites in different sectors was

approved by the HSVP recently.
Thus, in the first phase, 850 sites
have been allotted to the MC for
the vending zones which will be
developed for the vendors.”
Jogpal said the work regarding the same will be initiated in a
phased manner, after the model
code of conduct is lifted.
“The vending sites will be
allotted through a draw of lots
for the eligible vendors which
are in the list of the survey done
by the MC,” he added.
The civic body was made to
reconduct vendors’ survey in
August last year after several
vendors had objected to the allotment list in the draft vending policy approved in June. Initially, the vendors’ survey was
started in November 2017 by a
Noida-based firm, according to
which there are over 2,700 street
vendors in the city. Of these, 50

GLOBAL ASSESSMENT

Creative contests
mark World Earth
Day celebrations

Six new subjects
introduced for
Chandigarh schools

CHANDIGARH: To celebrate the
‘World Earth Day’, the department of environment organised
various competitions for the
students at the botanical garden
here on Monday.
The theme of the event was
‘protect our species.’
The chief guest, DIG OP
Mishra, said, “The youths
should become ‘agents of
change’ and take pledge to conserve the precious natural
resources.” Environment and
forest director Debendra Dalai
was also present.
In the inter-house photography contest, Aaryon Gupta of St
Joseph’s Senior Secondary
School, Sector 44-D, won the
first prize.
In the inter-house declamation contest, the first prize was
won by Akhilesh Mehra of Bhavan Vidyalaya, Sector 27. In the
inter-school poster-making
contest (junior category), the
first prize was won by Aditi Jain
of Carmel Convent School and
Anjali of Governmet Model Senior Secondary School, Dhanas,
won the first prize in the senior
category.
Meanwhile, the Second
Innings Association (SIA) also
celebrated World Earth Day.
SIA president RK Garg said
they were working for the environment and climate as a
HTC
mission.

HT Correspondent
n

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

pupils’ scholastic performance
on mathematics, science, and
reading.

CHANDIGARH: To promote Pro-

gramme for International Student Assessment (PISA)-based
learning, new subjects were
introduced by the Central Board
of Secondary Education (CBSE)
for 2019-20 academic session in
Chandigarh schools during
CBSE chairperson Anita Karwal’s visit here on Monday.
The subjects include artificial
intelligence, early childhood care
education, yoga, two levels of
mathematics for secondary
classes, compulsory art education, sports, and outdoor activities. The announcement was
made during an orientation programme for the principals and
teachers, which was organised by
the CBSE in collaboration with
the education department, Chandigarh, at Delhi Public School,
Sector 40C, here. As many as 302
participants took part in the programme.
PISA is a worldwide study by
the Organisation for Economic
Co-operation and Development
(OECD) in member and nonmember nations intended to evaluate educational systems by
measuring 15-year-old school

PANEL FOR
EACH SUBJECT
Under the memorandum of
understanding (MoU) between
the ministry of human resource
development (MHRD) and OECD,
the education department has
constituted three committees
headed by St Johns’ High School
principal Kavita Dass for mathematics, Delhi Public School principal Reema Dewaan for language literacy and DAV Public
School, Sector 15, principal Anuja
Sharma for science.
In each committee, 13 government school teachers and 11 private school teachers are members, who have studied PISA
framework and test items. The
teachers will act as master trainers for other teachers across the
city. This training policy has been
made mandatory to be followed
by schools. The teachers have
further prepared four manuals,
two each for mathematics.
Learning materials from
countries such as the USA and
Singapore will be adopted to suit
the requirement of Indian
students.

are mobile vendors, while others
operate from a fixed place.
WHAT DRAFT
POLICY SAYS
As per the draft vending policy,
a vendor will submit police verification and pay the rent of the
allotted site on a monthly basis.
He/She cannot construct any
permanent structure on the
allotted space and it is his/her
responsibility of maintaining the
space.
Also, 30% of the sites shall be
reserved for scheduled caste
women, persons with disability,
minorities, etc. The Parliament
had passed the Street Vendors’
(Protection of Livelihood and
Regulation of Street Vending)
Act in 2014, which guarantees
the right to work as street vendors. They can be evicted only as
per the provisions of the act.

PU physics dept
gets ₹1.9-cr grant
for research
CHANDIGARH: The department of

physics, Panjab University (PU),
has been sanctioned ₹1.9 crore by
the department of science and
technology (DST), Government
of India, for five years, to participate in a neutrino research programme in collaboration with
the Fermi National Accelerator
Lab (Fermilab) Chicago, USA.
The programme involves
experiments to study the characteristics of the elusive neutrino
particle, which has very weak
interaction with matter so that
they can traverse through even
dense matter (like the core of the
earth) without any difficulty.
The grant is for the neutrino
experiments, involving R & D
stage to physics and detector simulations for the upcoming experiments, detector/electronics testing for the upgrades of the existing experiments, participating in
the data acquisition and physics
analyses.
The group at the department of
physics involves principal investigator Vipin Bhatnagar and
co-investigator Ashok Kumar
(co-investigator) in the experiment. They have been participating in the neutrino experiments
at Fermilab since 2010.
Earlier, in 2012, a grant of ₹2.33
crore was sanctioned by the DST
to collaborate in the programme.
Four students have already been
HTC
awarded PhDs.

(PU) is all set to host its 68th
annual convocation at the gymnasium hall on campus on April
28.
Vice-president of India and
PU chancellor M Venkaiah
Naidu will be the chief guest on
the occasion. Punjab Governor
VP Singh Badnore and Haryana
governor Satyadev Narayan
Arya will also grace the occasion.
Controller of examinations
(CoE) Parvinder Singh said a
total of 438 candidates will be
bestowed with PhDs in various
faculties, out of which 142 are
males and 296 are females.
Singh said 256 university medals will be presented to students
along with 95 endowment medals. Besides, cash prizes
and diploma certificates for various contests will also be given.
An honorary doctorate of letters (D Litt, honoris causa) will
also be conferred on author
Sudha Murthy, a trustee of Infosys Foundation, Bengaluru, and
Vigyan Rattan will be conferred
on ISRO chairman K Sivan.
The candidates have been
requested to occupy the seats 45
minutes before the convocation
starts.
A full dress rehearsal will be
held on April 27 at the gymnasium hall.

Arshdeep Arshi
n

arshdeep.arshi@htlive.com

CHANDIGARH : Students of master
of dental surgery (MDS) at Dr
Harvansh Singh Judge Institute
of Dental Sciences of Panjab
University (PU) are at the
receiving end as the
varsity authorities are yet to
decide on the requests
made by the academic and
administrative committee
of the institute regarding regulation of fee hike.
The first counselling for new
students for the first year of the
course has already been conducted, and the students have to
pay ₹5.41 lakh for 2019-20, which
is around ₹90,000 more than that
for 2018-19.
The PU syndicate had also
asked vice-chancellor (V-C) Raj
Kumar to form a committee on
the issue on April 10.
The issue has been raised for

CHANDIGARH: Students of DAV Public
School, Sector 39, celebrated Earth
Day on Monday. Children participated
in a craft activity and pledged to save
the earth by keeping their surroundings clean.

PML SD PUBLIC SCHOOL
CHANDIGARH: Kindergarten students
of Pandit Mohan Lal SD Public School,
Sector 32, celebrated Earth Day on
Monday. They were dressed in green
and brought green vegetables in their
tiffins. They were apprised of benefits
of planting more trees.

BLUE BIRD HIGH SCHOOL

CHANDIGARH : A six-day yoga
programme on ‘Role of yoga in
different aspects’ began at Government College of Yoga Education and
Health, Sector 23-A, here on Monday.
As many as 90 members took part in
the programme. Principal Mahender
Singh, who is also the joint director
of sports, Chandigarh, explained the
importance of conducting yoga
workshops, seminars and camps. On
the first day, yoga exponents
Anupma and Gunanidhi conducted a
workshop on ‘Mantra’ and ‘Nada’
yoga.

SVIET holds HR conclave
CHANDIGARH: Swami Vivekanand
Institute of Engineering and Technology (SVIET) organised the first
edition of its human resource (HR)
conclave at its campus in Banur. The
objective of the conclave was to
offer a forum for the industry and
academia to come together and
share the latest knowledge and
practices in the field of human
resource management (HRM). The
conclave was inaugurated by LM
Thapar School of Management
director Padmakumar Nair, who was
the chief guest. SVIET also inaugurated NIPM (National Institute of
Personnel Management) student
chapter at the event.

Seminar on quality
infrastructure of India
CHANDIGARH : A seminar on ‘understanding the quality infrastructure of
India’ was organised at Central
Scientific Instruments Organisation
(CSIO), here on Monday. DK Aswal,
director, CSIR-NPL, New Delhi, said,
to achieve high economy and high
quality of life, quality infrastructure
is needed to bind government,
industry, universities, science and
technology, and civil society and
media. He said improved product
quality and compatibility, decreased
environmental impact, enhanced
safety and health and increased
international trade is not possible
without quality infrastructure. CSIO
director RK Sinha said for the good of
society, CSIO has developed many
technologies, such as 6MeV linear
accelerator for cancer therapy,
head-up display for fighter aircraft
and earthquake warning system.

Art festival concludes at
Chitkara University
CHANDIGARH : A national-level art
festival ‘Chitram 2019’ concluded at
Chitkara University on Monday.
Painting workshops, live demonstrations by noted artists, and exhibitions, formed the impressive line-up
of events during the four-day
festival . The festival offered artists
from a diverse range of interests, the
opportunity to connect and share
their experience with aspiring artists

A 5.5-foot-long Indian Krait snake was rescued by a team of
snake catchers from a park in Sector 6, Panchkula, on
Monday. Some locals had spotted the reptile and informed
the municipal corporation, following which the rescue team
caught it and released it into the Morni forest area. HT PHOTO

UNDER FIXED 10%
HIKE, NEW STUDENTS
FORCED TO PAY ₹90,000
MORE THAN THE
PREVIOUS YEAR FEE
the past one year, with the institute committee also writing to
the V-C to request maintaining
the same fee structure
for MDS first- and second-year
students as mentioned in the
Hand Book of Information 2018,
citing already steep fee structure.
SUGGESTIONS
The committee had recommended that the fixed 10% hike
not be applied to the institute. A
meeting of the committee was
held on March 3 which suggested reworking the fee
for MDS batches as fee hike

translates to almost ₹50,000 per
year, a total of ₹1.5 lakh hike for
each successive batch.
The committee had suggested
a flat enhancement of ₹5,000 for
each successive batch and the
same fee structure over the
three years of the course.
The committee further suggested that for the existing firstand second-year batches, the
respective fee of ₹4.48 lakh and
₹4.29 lakh as per the Hand Book
of Information 2018-19 may be
continued till the end of the
course.
PRINCIPAL SAYS
Principal of the institute Jagat
Bhushan said, “The first counselling has already been conducted. If any decision is taken
afterwards, it will be implemented. If the fee hike is
reduced, the balance amount
will be refunded to the students.”

schoolnotes

DAV PUBLIC SCHOOL

Noted painter Jatin Das (right) during an art festival at Chitkara
University on Monday.
HT PHOTO
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MDS fee hike undecided,
students at receiving end

WORLD EARTH DAY
CELEBRATIONS

YOGA PROGRAMME
BEGINS AT SEC 23
GOVT COLLEGE

REPTILIAN RENDEZVOUS

CHANDIGARH: Panjab University

campusconnect

n
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n

Students during a fashion show at Chandigarh Group of Colleges, Jhanjeri, on Monday.

and enthusiasts. They displayed art
in a fascinating and thought-provoking manner, enabling a dialogue
between the artist and the viewer. As
many as 16 eminent contemporary
artist took part in the festival.
Vice-chancellor Madhu Chitkara said
the fest was organised to support
rich talent.

Farewell party at PG
Govt College for Girls
CHANDIGARH: Students of post
graduate department of commerce
of PG Government College for Girls,
Sector-11, organised a farewell party
‘SAYONARA-2K19’ for the outgoing
batch of B Com, third year students
on Monday. Principal Anita Kaushal
was the chief guest. Dean Kanwar
Iqbal, vice-principal Anita Khosla and
faculty members of the college were
present on the occasion. Traditional
dances, such as bhangra and classical
performances enthralled the gathering. Students showcased their
dancing talent on foot-tapping
numbers.

Annual function at PU
CHANDIGARH: GC Chatterji Hall
(boys’ hostel no 2), Panjab University
(PU), held its annual function at the
hostel common room on Monday.
Dean students’ welfare (DSW)
Emanual Nahar was the chief guest.
Hostel warden Virender Kumar Negi
presented the annual day report
highlighting various activities of the

hostel as well as achievements of the
students. Meanwhile, Teja Singh Hall
(boys’ hostel no 6) also held its
annual function. Emanual Nahar and
state liaison officer Bikram Singh
Rana were present on the occasion.
Secretary to vice-chancellor Devinder
Singh was the guest of honour.

PU declares results
CHANDIGARH : Panjab University
(PU) has declared the results of
Shastri, fifth semester, B Sc (hons)
anthropology, third semester, first
semester (re appear) and first
semester, BA (hons) social science,
first semester, ME electrical (instrumentation and control), fifth spell,
sixth (re appear), first spell, third
spell, second spell (re appear), and
first semester, ME (electronics and
communication engg), first semester,
third semester, first spell, third spell,
and fifth spell, and ME (chemical),
third semester, for the examination
held in December 2018; ME (chemical), second semester (re appear), for
the examination held in January
2019; and B Sc (hons) chemistry,
second semester, for the examination held in May 2018. The students
can see their results on the official
website of the university.

Mock interviews conducted
CHANDIGARH : Panjab University’s
(PU’s) IAS Centre conducted mock
interviews for the candidates of PCS
executive and assistant comman-

HT PHOTO

dant, Central Armed Police Forces (CAPF), on Monday. The panellists
for the mock interviews comprised
justice SD Anand, IAS (retd) Vivek
Atray, Human Resource Development
Centre director Ashutosh Kumar,
IAS Centre director Parmjit Kaur
and IAS centre coordinator
Shruti Bedi.The candidates were
suitably interviewed and grilled
for the upcoming interviews. They
were asked questions on the
situation existing in Punjab and the
issues confronting the bureaucracy
in the state.

Lecture on geopolitics
of Indian Ocean at PU
CHANDIGARH: The department of
defence and national security
studies, Panjab University (PU),
organised a lecture on ‘Geopolitics of
the Indian Ocean Region (IOR)’ on
Monday. Vice admiral HS Malhi (retd)
delivered the lecture. Malhi said the
Indian Ocean holds a significant
impact in the world geopolitics. He
said, “This is because most of the
trade passing through the region is
extra-regional, thus any disruption in
the trade flowing on the sea lanes of
communication passing through the
IOR will have implications for nations
across the globe. Despite being the
biggest landmass jutting in the
Indian Ocean, India has maintained a
continental mindset due to the
repeated invasions it faced from the
land routes.”

PANCHKULA: A special assembly was
held at Blue Bird High School to mark
the Earth Day celebrations on Monday. Students delivered speeches and
participated in various activities, such
as bookmark-making, egg shellspainting and collage-making.
Students of Classes 6, 7 and 8
participated in an inter-house
environmental quiz.

THE SKYWORLD SCHOOL
PANCHKULA: The Sky World School,
Sector 21, celebrated Earth Day on
Monday. Students participated in a
pottery activity. An expert demonstrated the process of making vessels
and other objects with clay and other
ceramic materials.

NEW INDIA SCHOOL
PANCHKULA : Students of New India
Senior Secondary School, Sector 15,
celebrated Earth Day on Monday.
Students put up banners and charts
and participated in a tree plantation
activity. They also participated in an
inter-house bookmark-making and
mat-making competition. Kindergarten students participated in a
thumb-painting activity.

MOTI RAM ARYA MODEL SCHOOL
CHANDIGARH: Earth Day was
observed at Moti Ram Arya Senior
Secondary Model School, Sector 27, on
Monday. Students and teachers
pledged to save the environment. An
awareness rally was organised in
Sector 27A. Harshita of Class 10 stood
first in an inter-school poster-making
competition at Butterfly Park.

AKSIPS 45 SMART SCHOOL
CHANDIGARH: Students of AKSIPS 45
celebrated Earth Day on Monday.
Students of Classes 7 and 8 created

awareness about Earth Day through a
flash mob at Bestech Square Mall,
Sector 66, Mohali. Students of the
pre-primary wing to Class 10
participated in activities, including
slogan-writing, poster-making,
best-out-of-waste and gave
PowerPoint presentations.
SHARDA SARVHITKARI
CHANDIGARH: Earth Day was
celebrated at Sharda Sarvhitkari
Model Senior Secondary School,
Sector 40D on Monday. A havan was
performed, wherein students and
staff members participated and
chanted the holy mantras. The
pre-primary children wore green
dresses and crowns. Students made
envelopes, paper bags, folders and
bookmarks giving the message of the
protecting the mother Earth.

NEW PUBLIC SCHOOL
CHANDIGARH : New Public School,
Sector 18, celebrated Earth Day on
Monday. The event began with a
prayer meeting. Students of Classes 8
and 9 shared their views on the
measures that can be adopted to save
our planet. A PowerPoint presentation on ‘Protect our species’ was
presented by the students of
Class 10.

GOLDEN BELLS PUBLIC SCHOOL
MOHALI : Students of Golden Bells
Public School, Sector 77, observed
World Earth Day on Monday. Students
sang songs and gave speeches on the
theme ’Save Earth’. Kindergarden
students made drawings based on
the theme ‘Save Mother Earth’ and
activities were organised for students
of the pre-primary wing. Chairman of
the school Colonel CS Bawa apprised
the students of the importance of
saving Earth.

KIDZEE PRESCHOOL, MDC
PANCHKULA: Students of Kidzee
Preschool, Mansa Devi Complex,
Sector 5, celebrated Earth Day on
Monday. Kids planted seeds for
germination and they were told
about earth and its various land
forms. They were told about the
importance of trees and recycling.

SHIVALIK PUBLIC SCHOOL
MOHALI: The students and teachers
of Shivalik Public School celebrated
Earth Day on Monday. The event
commenced with the recital of the
school shabad. The programme
included PowerPoint presentations
and poem-recitation. Students also
expressed their views on the

conservation of natural resources.
SOLITAIRE INTERNATIONAL
PANCHKULA: Earth Day was
celebrated with zeal at Solitaire
International School, , Sector 20, here
on Monday. Students were apprised
of the measures that we should take
to make the earth a better place to
live in. Students participated in
activities such as poem-recitation,
extempore and show and tell
competition.

SHIVALIK PUBLIC SCHOOL

Creative competition held
CHANDIGARH: A bookmark-making
competition was held at Shivalik
Public School, Sector 41-B on Monday.
Students of Classes 6, 7 and 8 participated in the competition. The first,
second and third positions were
declared in each section.

SAUPIN’S SCHOOL

Students shine in
chess championship
PANCHKULA : Students of Saupin’s
School, including Manik and Ananya
of Class 10 bagged the second place,
Jalaj and Saksham of Class 9 stood
fifth and seventh, respectively, in the
10th Panchkula District Chess Championship. In the U-17 individual category, Kashish of Class 10 stood fifth
and Akshit of Class 8 stood eighth. In
the U-11 category, Kavya Singh of
Class 6 stood third and Agriya Ranaut
of Class 4 stood sixth. Garv, Himank,
Aarav and Harshit of Class 6 and
Adhyan of Class 5 stood third in the
team category.

MANAV MANGAL SMART WORLD

Investiture ceremony
ZIRAKPUR : An investiture ceremony
was organised at Manav Mangal
Smart World on Monday. As many as
36 students of Class 12 were honoured
with badges, sashes and scrolls. The
principal congratulated the students.

AKSIPS-65 SMART SCHOOL

Workshop on traffic rules
MOHALI : A workshop on traffic rules
was organised by AKSIPS-65 Smart
school on Monday. Assistant sub-inspector (ASI) Janak Raj and constable
Kulwinder Singh from the Traffic
Education Cell along with his team
demonstrated various situations to
highlight the cons of violating traffic
and safety rules. Students were
guided to wear helmets while driving
a two-wheeler.
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India Green eves set up
summit clash with India Blue
HT correspondent
n

chdsportsdesk@hindustantimes.com

BRIEF SCORES

CHANDIGARH: Led by a half-cen-

n

A match in progress between Indian Navy (in white) and SGGS Chandigarh (in black) during the 2nd Marshal Arjan Singh Memorial hockey tournament organised by Air Force
KESHAV SINGH/HT
Sports Control Board at the 3BRD Air Force ground, Chandigarh, on Monday.

ICF Chennai carves out 5-4
victory over Hockey Chandigarh

FINE SHOW Led by Ravi Chowdhary’s twin strike, ICF Chennai beat the hosts’ to surge ahead
HT Correspondent
n

chdsportsdesk@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH: ICF Chennai carved

out an impressive 5-4 win over
Hockey Chandigarh in a keenlyfought match played during the
ongoing 2nd Marshal Arjan
Singh Memorial hockey tournament organised by Air Force
Sports Control Board at the 3BRD
Air Force ground, Chandigarh,
on Monday.
It was Hockey Chandigarh
who got the initial lead against
ICF Chennai courtesy Gurjinder
Singh.
Gurjinder opened the account
for Hockey Chandigarh in the 9th
minute of the match through a
field goal.
Abhishek Singh excelled his
game and scored twin field goals
in the 18th and 26th minute,
respectively, in quick succession
to give Hockey Chandigarh the
3-1 lead.
Earlier, Shyam Kumar had

scored a field goal in the 24th minute for ICF Chennai. Deepak
scored a goal for ICF Chennai in
the 29th minute through a penalty corner to make it 2-3.
Gurjinder extended the lead
for Hockey Chandigarh through
a goal scored in the 36th minute of
the match through a penalty corner to make it 4-2.
At this stage, Hockey Chandigarh looked cruising towards
win.
However after the break in the
second half of the match, ICF
pressed the accelerator button
and led by a better co-ordination
scored three goals within a span
of 10 minutes to take the lead and
snatched the match away from
Hockey Chandigarh.
Ravi Chawdhary scored a field
goal in the 52nd minute, Suraj
Minz scored field goal in the 58th
minute and Ravi again stuck in
the 59th minute to take 5-4 lead to
seal the fate in ICF Chennai’s
favour.

RESULTS
ICF bt Chennai bt Hockey
Chandigarh 5-4;
South Central Railway bt
Indian Air Force 1-0;
SGGS Chandigarh bt Indian
Navy 2-1;
Indian Army bt Punjab & Sind
Bank 7-2.

INDIAN ARMY BEATS
PUNJAB & SIND BANK
Chandan Aind scored a double
brace to pave way for Indian
Army’s 7-2 win over Punjab &
Sind Bank in another contest. Siraju Alira opened the points tally
for Indian Army scoring a field
goal in the 4th minute of the
match.
Chandan converted a penalty
corner in a goal in the 20th minute
of the match to make it 2-0 for
Indian Army. After two minutes,

J U N I O R G I R L S ’ N AT I O N A L F O O T B A L L M E E T

Haryana drub West Bengal
3-0 to enter quarterfinals
HT correspondent
n

chdsportsdesk@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH: Playing in the

Group D match, Haryana
showed their mettle by recording a convincing 3-0 win over
West Bengal in a match played
during the ongoing Hero Junior
Girls’ National Football Championship being held in Kolhapur, on Monday.
Ritu (30’) and Kamna (41’)
scored once each from the spot
in the first half against West
Bengal and skipper Raveena
sealed the victory in the 81st
minute as the scoreline finished
reading 3-0 in Haryana’s favour.
In the other match of the
same group, Arunachal Pradesh beat Karnataka.
Kai Rumi scored the only goal
of the game in the 8th minute
against Karnataka for Arunachal Pradesh.
With these wins, Haryana
and Arunachal Pradesh entered
the quarterfinals.
In Group A, Jharkhand continued their free-scoring run in
the competition as they registered a 10-0 win over Uttar Pradesh and secured their place in

RITU (30’) AND KAMNA
(41’) SCORED ONCE EACH
FROM SPOT IN THE FIRST
HALF AGAINST WEST
BENGAL AND SKIPPER
RAVEENA SEALED THE
VICTORY IN THE 81ST
MIN FOR HARYANA
the quarterfinals.
Sumati Kumari was on fire
for Jharkhand, bagging eight
goals (10’, 12’, 44’, 49’, 51’, 57’, 86’,
90+3’) while Astam Oraon (52’)
and Santoshi Kumari (90+1’)
grabbed one apiece.
In Group B, Tamil Nadu also
made their way into the quarterfinals with a 2-1 win over Delhi
in a thrilling encounter.
After the first half ended goalless, Priyadarshini opened the
scoring for Tamil Nadu in the
49th minute but it was cancelled
out by Aveka Singh strike seven
minutes later.
However, the winner came in
the 74th minute through Mariyammal B as it secured the victory for the side from south

India.
Manipur picked up their second win on the trot after a 4-0
victory over Goa in a Group C
contest.
Forward S Lynda Kom scored
a quickfire hattrick - grabbing
goals in the 23rd, 40th and 46th
minutes. Naorem Priyangka
Devi added a fourth in the 49th
minute as her team moved to the
top of Group C.
In the other match, Tripura
registered the three points after
a hard-fought 1-0 win over a resolute Uttarakhand side.
The match looked to be
headed towards a stalemate but
Anjali Debbarma scored from
the spot two minutes from time
to give her side the win.
On Tuesday, Punjab will lock
horns with Kerala, Andhra Pradesh will face Mizoram, Maharashtra will cross swords with
Himachal Pradesh and Gujarat
will meet Bihar in the matches
to be played on April 23.
Chandigarh had lost its opening match to Himachal Pradesh
on Sunday.
They take on Maharashtra in
their next match to be played on
April 25.

GAGANDIP SINGH
SCORED TWIN GOALS IN
THE 8TH AND 50TH
MINUTE, RESPECTIVELY,
TO SET UP SGGS
CHANDIGARH’S WIN
OVER INDIAN NAVY
led by attacking game-plan, Sanjay Toppo scored a field goal in
the 22nd minute of the match to
extend the lead to 3-0 for Indian
Army. Punjab & Sind Bank made
a comeback in the match when
Ashish Pal converted a penalty
corner into a goal in the 30th
minute.
David Dung scored a goal for
Indian Army in the 43rd minute
through a penalty corner.
Rajant Ramdal joined the
party and scored a goal in the 47th
minute to extend the lead for
Indian Army.

Sanjeev Dung fired a goal in
the 59th minute through a penalty corner to make it 7-1 in Indian
Army’s favour.
Within a few seconds, Gurwidner Singh converted a penalty
corner into a goal in the 59th minute for Punjab & Sind Bank.
Eventually, Indian Army won the
match 7-2.
GAGANDIP SETS UP
SGGS’S 2-1 VICTORY
In another tie, SGGS Chandigarh
beat Indian Navy 2-1. Gagandip
Singh scored twin goals in the 8th
and 50th minute, respectively, to
set up SGGS Chandigarh’s win
over Indian Navy.
Both the goals came through
penalty corners. For Indian
Navy, Kuldeep scored the solitary goal in the 54th minute.
South Central Railway outclassed Indian Air Force 1-0 in
another match. Pooncha MG
scored the winning goal in the
53rd minute of the match.

chdsportsdesk@hindustantimes.com

NEW DELHI: Three Indian women

paddlers on Monday qualified
for the main draw of ITTF World
Championships on the second
day of the competition at Budapest.
Suthirta Mukherjee, Madhurika Patkar and Archana
Kamath have joined Manika
Batra in the main draw of
women’s singles, while
Anthony Amalraj and Manav
Thakkar are just a match away
from making the cut in the
men’s singles.
Having won their first-round

women’s singles group matches
on the opening day on Sunday,
Madhurika defeated Catherine
Spicer of Trinidad and Tobago
11-3 11-8 11-3 11-6, while Suthirta
beat Rachel Moret of Switzerland 14-12 12-10 11-8 11-9 and
Archana overcame Slovak’s
Eva Odorova 4-11 8-11 11-9 11-5
11-6 11-5 to top their respective
groups.
Archana, who had a tough
opening match yesterday,
where she struggled to beat
Ivana Petric of Montenegro 11-8
8-11 11-7 11-5 11-5, on Monday
also she was 0-2 down before she
managed to get the better of her
Slovak opponent to win the last

four games.
On the other hand, it was
rather easy for Madhurika, who
beat Latvia’s Sabina Musajeva
11-4 11-4 9-11 11-4 11-7 in the
opening match. Suthirtha prevailed over Celia Baah Danso of
Ghana 11-4 11-5 11-1 11-8 in her
first group match.
Manika, because of her world
rankings, was one of the top 64
women paddlers who had
received direct entry into the
second stage.
In men’s singles qualification
rounds, Amalraj and Manav
had topped their respective
groups but will have to play
their preliminary round to

Priya Punia scored 52 runs for
India Green on Monday. HT PHOTO

India Red bowlers bowled a
wayward line and leaked as
many as 17 runs as extras.
For India Red, Medium-pacer
Arundathi Reddy stood out as
she claimed three wickets, giving away 21 runs.
C H Jhansi Lakshmi bowled
nine overs and bagged two wickets for 43 runs. India Red captain
Harleen Deol could take just one
wicket during her nine overs.
In reply, India Red failed to
chase the target and were bundled out for 100 runs in 31.4
overs.
Sushree returned with stunning figures for the winning

Asian Billiards and
Snooker meet to
start from April 27

team by taking three wickets,
giving away 13 runs.
Anjali bowled impressively
and took two wickets for 17 runs.
Batting at number six, R Kalpana scored the highest 25 runs
and remained unbeaten.
Harleen could score 12 runs.
The series has been a downhill ride for India Red as they
continue to be placed at the bottom with 0 points.
Meanwhile, India Green lags
behind the top placed India Blue
by four points.
India Green will take on India
Blue in the final match at JSCA
International Stadium Complex, Ranchi on April, 24.

CHANDIGARH
TAKE 3 POINTS IN
DRAWN GAME
HT Correspondent
n

chdsportsdesk@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH: Riding on Surya

HT Correspondent
n

chdsportsdesk@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH : The 18th Asian Bil-

liards, 20th U-21 Asian Snooker
Championship and the 3rd
Ladies Asian Snooker Championship, will be held from April
27 to May 3 in Chandigarh.
The event will be played from
10am to 7pm at the Sector 19
community centre and is being
organised by the Punjab Billiards and Snooker Association
(PSBA) with the support of
Asian Confederation of Billiard
Sports (ACBS) and Billiards and
Snooker Federation of India
(BSFI).
Last year the championship
had to be called off due to the
unavailability of visas for several players, this year the championship will witness competition between the players from
countries like China, Thailand,
Singapore, Hong Kong, Qatar,

Syria, Korea, Japan, Sri Lanka,
Myanmar, Iran and hosts
India.
The Indian side will be
headed by the current World
Billiards champion, Pankaj
Advani accompanied by Asian
Ladies snooker champion Amee
Kamani and international
medal winners like Dhruv Sitwala, Vidya Pilai and the current national billiards champion S Shrikrishna.
The championship will be
played on specially imported
tables.
Joseph Law of Hong Kong
will be the tournament director
and international referees along
with Indian referees, will be
adjudging the games.
Players will be seeded according to ACBS seeding committee
criteria which will include previous Asian Championship
records, performance in other
multi-sport events.

Narayan’s brilliant unbeaten
knock of 155 runs, Chandigarh
logged three points on basis of
214-run first innings lead in a
drawn game against Nawanshahr during the ongoing Punjab Inter-District Cricket Tournament for U-19 Dhruv Pandove
Trophy.
Electing to bat first, Chandigarh posted a total of 365 runs.
Surya struck brilliant 155 runs
for Chandigarh.
In reply, Nawanshahr were
bowled out for 151 runs in their
first innings.
Gursukh Khan bowled well
for Chandigarh to bag six wickets. He was ably supported by
Arshnoor (3 for 48) from the
other end.
Batting in their second
innings, Chandigarh were 78 for
no loss when the match ended.
Ishaan Goyal (62) and Harnoor
Singh (11) were at the crease for
Chandigarh.

LUDHIANA: The Mata Sahib Kaur

Sports Charitable Trust
announced here on Monday that
the 9th Olympian Prithipal
Singh Master Hockey Festival
will be organised from May 4 to
June 2 at the sports complex at
Jarkhar village.
As many as 20 teams will participate in three age categories —
eight teams in senior (35+), eight
in junior (under-17) and four
teams in under-10 categories.
In the senior category, last
year’s winner Harpal Club Kila
Raipur, Neetu Club Rampur,
Shaheed Udham Singh Club
Sunam, Farizno Field Hockey
Club, Akalgarh XI, Sher-e-Punjab Sultanpur, Azaad Club Hathur and Young Club Otalan have
confirmed
their
participation.
Hockey Centre Rampur, Jarkhar Hockey Academy, Kila Raipur Hockey Centre, Bahadurgarh, Ghawaddi School, Sant
Fateh Singh Academy Dholan,
Ludhiana Centre and Amargarh
Hockey Centre Sangrur will participate in the junior category.

n

U-10 boys singles winner Jaskirat Singh (in blue) and runner-up Guhaan Mehta, and (right) U-12 girls winner Sidhak Kaur (in black) with
runner-up Shrawasti on the concluding day of the Open Tennis Championship at Roots Tennis Academy Zirakpur on Monday.
HT PHOTO

Tennis open championship: Anuj
Pal walks away with twin trophies
HT Correspondent
n

chdsportsdesk@hindustantimes.com

HTC

3 Indians join Manika in women’s singles
main draw of ITTF World Championships
n

n

India Green: 195 for 9 in 50
overs (Priya Punia 52, SS
Shinde 39, S Anusha 32, K
Anjali Sarvani 25, Drishya I V
24, Arundathi Reddy 3 for 21,
CH Lakshmi 2 for 43) beat
India Red: 100 all out in 31.4
overs (R Kalpana 25,TS
Hasabins 19, Arundathi
Reddy 16, Sushree Dibyadarshini 3 for 13,K Anjali Sarvani
2 for 17) by 95 runs.

Olympian Prithipal
Singh Master
Hockey Festival
from May 4

ZIRAKPUR: Anuj Pal Singh walked

Press Trust of India

tury from Priya Punia (52), India
Green recorded a 95-run win
over India Red in a match played
during the Women’s Under-23
One day Challenger Trophy at
JSCA International Stadium
Complex, Ranchi, on Monday.
With this win, India Green
booked their berth in the final
and will take on India Blue for
the title on April 24.
Electing to bat first, India
Green scored 195 runs at the loss
of nine wickets in 50 overs.
Priya, who played her T20 debut
for India against New Zealand in
February, played a useful
94-ball knock of 52 runs to propel
her team.
From Jaipur, Priya is the
highest scorer in the tournament with 100 runs in two
matches to her name.
In the process, she was supported by SS Shinde (39) and S
Anusha (32), who chipped in
with useful contributions.
Batting at number nine, K
Anjali Sarvani played a 22-ball
cameo of 25 runs to take India
Green near the 200-run mark.

make the main draw, where
they could join G Sathiyan and
A Sharath Kamal.
After accounting for Poland’s
Patryk Chojnowski 11-8 11-9 5-11
6-11 11-5 11-6 yesterday in the
first group match, Manav
defeated Nicholas Tio of the US
11-6 11-9 13-11 12-14 11-3 today to
secure the top place in the
group.
Amalraj, who got a walkover
against Kodjo Boccovi of Togo
on Sunday, had to just win a
match against Allan Gutierrez
from Gautemala which he
accomplished with ease, winning the second group match
11-6 11-3 11-6 11-7.

away with twin titles on the concluding day of the Roots Open
Tennis Championship at Roots
Tennis Academy Zirakpur on
Monday. Anuj Pal clinched boys
U-12 and U-14 titles.
Playing in the boys U-12 final,
Anuj Pal registered an easy 6-3
win over Divyam Sharma to
emerge champion.
Divyam could win only three
games. In the semifinals, Anuj
Pal blanked Shorya 5-0 while
Divyam Sharma beat Daksh
Kapoor 6-5(5).
In the boys U-14 final, Anuj
Pal got the better of Samarvir 6-2
to take the winning crown.
In the boys U-10 final,
Jaskirat Singh routed Guhaan
Mehta 6-1 to claim the title.
In the semifinals, Guhaan
Mehta defeated Dhruv 5-1 while
Jaskirat Singh drubbed Param
Sidana 5-2.
Shrawasti blanked Ekam
Kaur 6-0 in the girls U-10 final to

RESULTS
Boys’ under-10 (semifinals): Guhaan Mehta bt
Dhruv 5-1, Jaskirat Singh bt
Param Sidana 5-2; (final):
Jaskirat Singh bt Guhaan
Mehta 6-1;
Boys’ under-12 (semifinals):
Anuj Pal bt Shorya 5-0,
Divyam Sharma bt Daksh
Kapoor 6-5(5); (final): Anuj
Pal bt Divyam Sharma 6-3;
Boys’ under-14 (final): Anuj
Pal bt Samarvir 6-2;
Girls’ under-10 (final):
Shrawasti bt Ekam Kaur 6-0;
Girls’ under-12 (final):
Sidhak Kaur bt Shrawasti 6-3.

walk away with the title.
On a rampage, Shrawasti did
not allow her opponent to win
even a single game during the
game.
Meanwhile, Sidhak Kaur prevailed over Shrawasti 6-3 in the
girls U-12 final.

DALWINDER BAGS MEN’S TITLE
HTC/Agencies
MUMBAI :Punjab’s Dalwinder

then Dalwinder was at his
aggressive best as he served
and volleyed effectively to
clinch the final.

Singh was at his aggressive
best while quelling the spirited challenge of Tamil
Nadu’s Suresh Dhakshineswar in the men’s singles
final of the Khar Gymkhana-All India men’s ranking
5-lakh prize money tennis
tournament.
The 22-year-old lad from
Ludhiana triumphed 6-4,
4-6, 6-4 with tie lasting just
little over an hour. While
Dalwinder just needed one
break to clinch the first set,
Suresh hit back to go 4-1
ahead only to see Dalwinder
catch up to equalize 4-all.
Suresh, however, did not
let go as he broke Dalwinder
to lead 5-4 and then served
hard to clinch the set. But

MOHIT-SAHIL BAG
DOUBLES CROWN
Playing in the men’s doubles
final, the duo of Mohit
Mayur and Sahil Gaware
defeated Armaan Bhatia
and Ishaque Eqbal 7-6 (4), 7-6
(6) to clinch the title. After
winning the first set 7-6 (4),
Mohit and Sahil took the
second set 7-6 (6) to win the
match. Earlier in the semis,
Mohit Mayur and Sahil Garware beat Umair Shaikh and
Teertha Shashank 6-2, 6-7
(4), 10-6 in a tough three-set
battle. In the second semis,
Armaan Bhatia and Ishaque
Eqbal defeated Parikshit
Somani and Suresh Dhakshineshwar 7-6 (3), 6-3.

n
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AGRICULTURAL VARSITY STARTS COLLEGE OF
HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY IN NEW SESSION

>>p2

POLICE ARREST
TWO FOR
SNATCHINGS

6:59pm
5:51am

KEJRIWAL TO VISIT PUNJAB AFTER MAY 12

AMAN ARORA SAYS PARTY CHIEF WILL ARRIVE AFTER POLLING IN DELHI >>p3

>>p3

shortstories
MC SWIMMING
POOL REMAINS IN
STATE OF DISUSE
LUDHIANA : An indoor swimming
pool, built 20 years ago by the
municipal corporation (MC) at
Rakhbagh here, has never been
put into use. While the infrastructure and washrooms are in a
complete mess, the building has
turned into a safe haven for drug
addicts as a number of vials and
syringes are commonly found
inside the deserted pool.
››P3

High metal concentration in
crops near Buddha Nullah
LUDHIANA : A study has revealed
that vegetables grown in the
fields near Buddha Nullah have
high level of heavy metal concentration. Research scholar Jagdev
Singh from the botany department of Lovely Professional
University compared vegetables
grown in the fields near Buddha
Nullah with those grown in fields
away from Buddha Nullah. ››P2

debate of
the week
LOK SABHA
ELECTIONS

HOW TO REIN IN
DEFACEMENT OF
PROPERTIES?
Political hoardings, posters
and banners can be seen
across the city in violation of
the model code of conduct.
Despite notices from the
assistant returning officers of
different constituencies to
the Congress for the illegal
hoardings of party candidate
Ravneet Bittu, the violation
still continues. With filing of
nominations beginning on
April 22, candidates will now
intensify their campaigns,
and more hoardings and
banners are expected to
spring up, defacing government and private property.
What steps should the
Election Commission take to
rein in the menace?
Send your inputs with
your contact information
to ludhiana@hindustantimes.com by April 28.

Real threat: Cyber crime
cases see alarming rise
192 CASES A MONTH While 2018 saw 1,164 cases, the number has reached 672 as of April this year
Amarpal Singh
n

amarpal.singh@htlive.com

LUDHIANA : With an increase of

almost 100% in the number of
cases each month, cyber crime is
increasing at an alarming rate in
Ludhiana.
Figures available with the
cyber crime cell of the Ludhiana
Police reveal that while the number of complaints in 2018 were
1,164, the number had already
reached 672 as of April 15 this
year. This reflects the cases each
month have doubled from 97 last
year to 192 in 2019.
According to police officials, a
quarter of the complaints were
regarding insurance fraud/
financial fraud, followed by cases
of harassment through cyber
stalking and fake accounts (15%)
and OTP frauds (10%). Other victims fell prey to cloning of debit/
credit cards, physical swapping
of debit cards and wrong use of
online advertising platforms for
used goods.
Ludhiana police’s cyber cell
was set up in August 2017, following which 399 complaints came by
the end of the year.
Among the recent arrests were
a former operation theatre (OT)
technician at a private hospital,
who was arrested on March 23 for
filming patients while changing
into hospital gowns using a spy
camera. In February, a Mohali
man was booked for posting morphed pictures of a motivational
speaker on Instagram. Before
that, in January, the police
booked a banker for hacking the
official e-mail address of Punjab
and Sind Bank, Saban Bazaar.
MOST VICTIMS SENIOR
CITIZENS: ADCP
Deepak Pareek, additional deputy commissioner of police

Dear consumer, be cautious
Being aware of the fraudsters’ modus operandi can help you exercise caution
ONLINE BANKING

While shopping or
banking online, bank
websites incorporate a
temporary one-time
password (OTP) to protect
network access and users’
digital identities
Be wary of OTP messages
on your mobile phone
when you have not
personally initiated an
online transaction
Prevent fraud by not
sharing this OTP with a
stranger.

ATM TRANSACTIONS

SAFEGUARD YOUR INFORMATION

Keep an eye on your card while
handing it for a transaction at
various shopping outlets, petrol
pumps, restaurants, etc., as your
card information is sensitive
When using an ATM, physically
examine the keypad to ensure it
does not have an overlay device
Grab the card insert slot to
ensure it doesn’t come off
easily. If it does, it may be a
skimmer, and the bank should
be notified
Do not rely on strangers at the
ATM for operating the machine.

(ADCP, headquarters) explained
that the victims in cases of insurance/ financial fraud were
mostly aged above 40 or senior
citizens.
“Since customers’ insurance
information is available online,
fraudsters crack the data and
contact residents, especially senior citizens or people from rural
areas. They pose as employees of
insurance companies or banks
and offer schemes on discounted
rates. The unwary customers are
then asked to make payments in

favour of their accounts,” he said.
Similarly in OTP fraud, miscreants carry out online transactions and contact residents to
share their one-time password
(OTP) and other details.
In cases of physical swapping
of debit cards, miscreants
approach bank customers at
ATM kiosks offering them help to
withdraw cash. While doing so,
they secure the customer’s PIN,
and swap the card for fraudulent
transactions
later,
the
ADCP shared.

Barricading, unavailable admn
staff, drive visitors up the wall
Harsimran Singh Batra
harsimran.batra@htlive.com

LUDHIANA : With nominations for

the May 19 Lok Sabha elections
beginning on Monday, the deputy commissioner’s (DC) office
at the mini-secretariat has been
turned into a fortress with heavy
security arrangements, leaving
the visitors harried.
Besides, as most of the senior
administration officials are
occupied with election duty, visitors were being told to return
after April 29, the last date for
filling nominations.
The scrutiny of nominations
will be held on April 30, with May
2 as the last date of withdrawal of
candidature.
A visit to the office revealed
barricading outside the office
building, allowing entry from
only one side. Sections inside the
building have also been cordoned off to restrict entry to
other blocks. As such, the public
was asked to enter the other
blocks from the side of secretary,
Regional Transport Authority’s
office.
Darbara Singh Jassowal, who
visited the office from Jassowal
village, said he needed to meet
the sub-divisional magistrate
(SDM) to discuss a property dispute, but was told that he was on
election duty and will be available only after 3pm.
Another visitor, Sunita Rani,
a resident of Salem Tabri area,

n

Barricading inside the office of the district election officer-cum-deputy commissioner to check the
GURPREET SINGH/HT
entry of visitors during filing of nominations, in Ludhiana on Monday.

VISITORS FORCED TO
RETURN EMPTY HANDED
AS OFFICIALS DEPUTED
ON POLL DUTY REMAIN
MISSING FROM SEATS
said she wanted to meet an official regarding her pension, but
was told to come after April 29.
Assistant commissioner of
police (ACP) Raj Chaudhary,
who is looking after the security,

Never save your passwords or
account details on web
browsers or websites
Do not upload important
documents on non-secure
online servers. Scan and store
them locally on your personal
computer.

FOR COMPLAINTS TO LUDHIANA CYBER CELL, CONTACT 0161-2446100

F I L I N G O F N O M I N AT I O N S B E G I N S

n

Do not share debit/credit card or
CVV number
Prefer cash on delivery for
online shopping. If using debit
cards for online payments, make
a separate bank account with
limited funds in it

said the arrangements had been
made in line with the directions
of the Election Commission and
chief minister Capt Amarinder
Singh, who was expected to visit
the mini-secretariat with Congress candidate Ravneet Singh
Bittu for the filing of his nomination on April 25.
Chaudhary said a total of 75
police personnel had been
deployed at the mini-secretariat,
and only five persons, including
the candidate, were allowed to
enter the office of the district

election officer-cum-DC.
WATER TANK RUNS DRY
If being turned away was not
enough, visitors were also
deprived of drinking water, as
the water tank installed at the
ground floor of the DC office ran
dry. One of the visitors, Gurdeep
Singh said it was disappointing
that the DC office failed to make
adequate arrangements for the
public at the start of the business
week, when the office saw heavy
footfall.

He said Ludhiana was well
equipped to deal with such cases.
“The staff is technically
competent, and is supported by a
special officer of the rank of
assistant commissioner of
police (ACP). The cops are
trained regularly to keep up with
advances in cyber crime.
Besides, the cell remains in
touch with their counterparts in
other states for updates on
recent incidents, types of crime
and for coordination in tracing
the culprits,” he said.

40GM HEROIN
RECOVERED,
FOUR ARRESTED
LUDHIANA : The police have
arrested four men in two different cases after recovering 40gm
heroin from their possession.
The Division Number 3 police
arrested Vipan Kumar, 30, of
Mohalla Naulakha Garden Colony, and Tejinder Singh, 47, of
CRPF Colony for carrying 20gm
heroin. They were arrested from
Isa Nagar bridge in Old City area
following a tip-off.
Assistant
sub-inspector
(ASI) Satish Kumar, who is
investigating the case, said the
accused were on their way to
deliver the consignment to a customer when the police waylaid
them.
“The accused are neighbours
and themselves drug addicts.
They took to crime to meet their
need of drugs. They have confessed that they used to procure
heroin from an Amritsar-based
drug peddler to sell it among the
addicts in Ludhiana,” the
ASI claimed.
Tejinder is already facing trial
in three cases of gambling and
drug peddling.
In another case, the Crime
Investigation Agency-1 arrested
Harminder Singh, 35, of Lakkar
Bazaar, and Manish Mehra, 24,
of Mohalla Fatehgunj, on finding
20gm heroin in their possession.
They were arrested from the
CMC Chowk.
Sub-inspector Avtar Singh,
the investigating officer, said the
duo was in touch with Delhi and
Amritsar-based drug peddlers,
who used to deliver heroin to
them in Ludhiana.
HTC

Two expenditure observers appointed
HT Correspondent
n

ludhiana@hindustantimes.com

LUDHIANA :The Election Commission of India (ECI) has appointed
two expenditure observers for
the Ludhiana parliamentary
constituency, whose nine
assembly segments go to polls on
May 19.
District election officer-cum-

deputy commissioner Pradeep
Kumar Agrawal said the
expenditure observers — SB
Singh and Sunil Kumar
Gautam, both Internal Revenue
Service (IRS) officers, had
reached the city and will keep a
close eye on the expenditure of
candidates.
SB Singh will supervise the
expenditure in assembly constit-

uencies Ludhiana (East)-60, Ludhiana (South)-61, Atam
Nagar-62, Ludhiana (Central)-63
and Ludhiana (West)-64,
whereas Sunil Kumar Gautam
will look over the expenditure in
assembly constituencies Ludhiana (North)-65, Gill-66, Dakha-68
and Jagraon-70.
Agrawal said residents can
contact the expenditure observ-

ers for complaints or information at Sutton House, Punjab
Agricultural University campus, Ludhiana, from 10am to
11am daily.
SB Singh can be reached at
98779-92186
and
singhsbirs@gmail.com, while
Sunil Kumar Gautam is available at 62392-09720 and expenditureobserver2ldh@gmail.com.

›

Banks mostly do
not contact their
customers asking for their
card number, expiry date,
OTP or internet password.
So, one must contact the
bank before sharing details.

DEEPAK PAREEK,
ADCP, headquarters

‘AWARENESS KEY
TO PROTECTION’
Pareek said awareness and preventive measures were the key to
safeguarding oneself from cyber
crime. “I, along with my team,
have made several posters and
created online messages, which
are regularly sent to the public to
sensitise them. Moreover, we regularly organise seminars in
schools, colleges and markets,”
he said.
“Calls from anyone seeking
bank details must be tackled judiciously. Banks mostly do not contact their customers asking for
their card number, expiry date,
OTP or internet password. So,
one must immediately contact
the bank before sharing details.
In case of a fraudulent transaction, the victim should sound the
cyber cell,” he cautioned.

Thieves tow away
trader’s car after
failing to start it
HT Correspondent
n

ludhiana@hindustantimes.com

LUDHIANA : Determined to steal a
sedan, thieves towed away a
businessman’s Hyundai Verna
after failing to start its ignition
at Kitchlu Nagar in the wee
hours of Sunday.
The whole incident was captured in the CCTVs installed in
the colony.
The car owner, Rahul, resident of Kitchlu Nagar, said he
ran a construction business.
On Saturday, he parked his
Hyundai Verna outside his
house, but could not find it there
on Sunday morning when he
stepped out of his house for
morning walk.
He then scanned the footage
of CCTV cameras installed
nearby, and saw some men in a
Mahindra Scorpio towing away
his car around 5 am.
“The accused first smashed a
windowpane of the car, and
tried to start its ignition. But

n

ACCUSED FIRST BROKE A
WINDOWPANE OF THE
SEDAN, AND TRIED TO
START ITS IGNITION. ON
FAILING TO DO THAT,
THEY LATCHED IT BEHIND
THEIR CAR WITH A CHAIN
AND TOWED IT AWAY
when they failed to do that, they
latched it behind their car with
a chain and towed it away, he
told the police.
Assistant sub-inspector
(ASI) Sukhdeep Singh, who is
investigating the case, said a
case under Section 379 (theft) of
the Indian Penal Code had
been registered against the
accused following the businessman’s complaint. “We have
retrieved the thieves’ car number from the CCTV footage.
They will be traced and arrested
soon,” he said.

A CCTV footage grab showing occupants of a Mahindra Scorpio
towing away a Hyundai Verna in Kitchlu Nagar, Ludhiana, in the
HT PHOTO
wee hours of Sunday.

District Congress split
wide open over selection
of ward presidents
HT Correspondent
n

ludhiana@hindustantimes.com

conflictingviews

LUDHIANA : Amid tall claims by

sitting MP and Ludhiana Congress candidate Ravneet Singh
Bittu of a united local unit ahead
of the Lok Sabha elections, fissures have again appeared in
the party.
In the latest strife, district
Congress president Ashwani
Sharma and Congress MLA
(Ludhiana East) Sanjay Talwar
are at loggerheads over the
appointment of ward presidents
in the MLA’s constituency.
While the councillors and
block presidents in the constituency, owing allegiance to Talwar, have turned down the
appointments/extension of
ward presidents done by the district president, Sharma has cancelled appointments done by
them.
Talwar alleged that Sharma
was forcing his will in his constituency and trying to establish
his own team there, while
Sharma claimed that the
MLA had no knowledge about
the organisational structure of
the party and its working.
Claiming that block presidents were competent to
appoint ward chiefs, Talwar
said Sharma had appointed the
ward presidents without the
consent of the MLA, block presidents and councillors.
In response, Sharma said
block presidents were not authorised to appoint ward presidents, and the district president
could appoint the ward presidents without the consent of the
MLA and block presidents.
Sharma said Talwar wanted
to depute Ashish Taparia as the
president of ward 19, which was
represented by Ashish’s wife
and councillor Manisha
Taparia. Further, Ashish’s
mother Leena Taparia was the
district president of Congress
women wing. Therefore, to

›

District chief appointed
the ward presidents
without the consent of
the MLA, block presidents
and councillors. Block
presidents are competent
to appoint ward chiefs.

›

Block presidents are
not authorised to
appoint ward presidents.
The district president can
issued the appointments
without the consent of the
MLA and block presidents.

SANJAY TALWAR ,
MLA, Ludhiana East

ASHWANI SHARMA,
Ludhiana Congress president

avoid bias, he decided against
appointing Ashish, which may
have led to objections from
party workers.
However, Talwar said Balbir
Singh, and not Ashish, had been
selected as the ward president.
“If Sharma had any misunderstanding, he should have discussed the issue with us,” he
said, adding that the block presidents and he will announce the
presidents of all wards of Ludhiana East constituency, and will
not accept appointments made
by the district president.
The two Congress leaders
have been at variance since Talwar was given the party ticket
ahead of the 2017 assembly
elections.

support of Talwar saying that
block presidents were capable
of appointing ward presidents,
and during his tenure as
party chief, it was only block
presidents who chose ward
presidents.

FORMER DISTRICT
CHIEF BACKS TALWAR
Former District Congress president Gurpreet Gogi came out in

FACTIONALISM WILL
LEAD TO CONGRESS’
DEFEAT: YAD PRESIDENT
District Youth Akali Dal (YAD)
president Gurdeep Singh Gosha
on Monday said the factionalism in the district Congress will
lead to the party’s defeat in the
Lok Sabha elections.
He was addressing a meeting
of YAD members near the Clock
Tower. “Senior Congress leaders are themselves exposing the
working of their party leaders,
who are leading the state. This is
a reflection of their impending
defeat in the upcoming elections,” he said.
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PAU offers 4-yr course Study finds high metal concentration
in vegetable crops near Buddha Nullah
in horticulture and
forestry in new session
HT Correspondent
n

ludhiana@hindustantimes.com

LUDHIANA : A study conducted

60 SEATS Admissions will be done through entrance test
Amarpal Singh
n

amarpal.singh@htlive.com

ADMISSIONS NOW OPEN

LUDHIANA: The Punjab Agricul-

tural University (PAU) has introduced a four-year programme in
BSc (Honours) horticulture with
the College of Horticulture and
Forestry from session 2019-20.
The admission process for the
course has begun at the university. The course has 60 seats and
applicants who have cleared the
combine entrance test (CET) can
apply for it. The eligibility criteria for the course requires 10+2 or
equivalent in physics, chemistry
and mathematics/biology/ agriculture with at least 50% marks.
A four-year programme in
bachelor of mechanical engineering has also been introduced at
the College of Agricultural Engineering in the new session.
Officials at fruit and vegetable
science department said the aim
of starting a separate college for
horticulture is to expand the
research work in the area and
provide vast knowledge to students in horticulture. “This will
be beneficial as the total horticulture production is now crossing
the grain production and

Admission for all courses has started at the Punjab Agricultural
University. The prospectus are available on university website as
well as at the communication centre.
n Last date to apply/submit

application forms for programmes that require entrance
test is May 14 (without fee)
and May 21 (with fee)
n Last date for three-year
MCA and two-year MCA

producing fruits and vegetables
is more profitable for farmers,”
Dr Harminder Singh, head of
the department of fruit science,
said.
Earlier, the university was
only providing MSc and Phd in
horticulture floriculture and
landscaping, fruit science and
vegetable science. Now the these
have been converted into four
departments of fruit science, vegetable science, floriculture and
landscaping and forestry and natural resources at the college.
The controller of examination
NK Khullar said horticulture and
forestry are of increasing signifi-

(lateral entry) is May 14
(without fee) and
June 14 (with fee)
n Last date for programmes
without entrance test is June 12
(without fee) and June 19
(with fee)

cance in the field crop-based agriculture. He said fruits and vegetables are rich source of nutrition,
can provide much-needed crop
diversification and enhanced
employment through processing
and value addition.
“Forestry and floriculture represent environmental and aesthetic aspects besides being of
economic importance. The College of Horticulture and Forestry
aims to strengthen teaching and
research in all these areas. The
quality human resource produced will in turn drive rapid
development in this sector,” he
said.

over last three months has
revealed that vegetables grown
in the fields near Buddha Nullah
have high level of heavy metal
concentration.
Research scholar Jagdev
Singh from the botany department of Lovely Professional University compared vegetables
grown in the fields near Buddha
Nullah with those grown in
fields away from Buddha Nullah.
He found out that high concentration of elements, such as
chromium, cadmium and lead,
in vegetables grown on the banks
of Buddha Nullah was leading to
adverse health affect on its consumers.
The concentration of these
elements is high in root and leafy
vegetables because they are good
absorbers.
Study suggests that people living near the Buddha Nullah or
its vicinity fall more
often prey to diseases and frequently get hospitalised than the
ones not consuming these
vegetables and live outside its
periphery.
The study shows that cadmium level is 6, chromium is 19.7
and lead is 7.5, mg/per kg, in
these vegetables, which is above
permissible limit. The World
Health Organisation and Food
and Agriculture Organisation

TRAINING FOR SCIENCE TEACHERS

Teachers appreciate activity-based learning
HT Correspondent
n

ludhiana@hindustantimes.com

LUDHIANA: The two-day districtlevel training seminar for
science teachers began at
four places in the district on
Monday.
Around 185 teachers were
directed to attend the seminar in
the first phase at Government
Senior Secondary School,
Siyaar; Government Senior Secondary School (Girls), Khanna;
Government Senior Secondary
School (Girls), Sahnewal, and
BM Government Senior Secondary School, Raikot.
Six teachers could not attend
the seminar being held under
the Padho Punjab Padhao Punjab project due to paper-marking duty.
“The activity-based teaching
methods help in explaining topics in a better way to students.
The seminar focused on practical ways of teaching, such as
teaching stem cells using slides
gives more clarity,” a teacher
from Government Boys Senior

n

Science teachers attending the training seminar at Government
Senior Secondary School, Siyaar, in Ludhiana on Monday. HT PHOTO

Secondary School, Malaud, Kulwinder Singh.
“We have science laboratories and equipments in
our schools and if students are
taught to learn by doing
experiments, it will leave a
good impact on them,” Singh
said.

CMC ties up
with California
university

Science teacher from Government High Secondary
School, Koohli Khurd, Navneet
Kaur said the seminar was
informative and if teachers
follow ‘learning by doing’
policy, then they can make science subjects interesting for
students.

The mentors explained the
topics related to biology and
made teachers practice with
instruments so that they implement the same in their class, she
said, adding that with this, mentors are making a lot of effort to
make the training sessions
interesting.
District-level mentor Jasvir
Singh said, “The teachers who
were not able to attend the seminar today have been asked to
attend the seminar in second
phase.”
The seminar which is being
organised for science teachers
of government high and senior
secondary schools of the
district following the directions
of the State Council of Educational Research and Training
(SCERT) will be held in eight
phases.
The seminar was conducted
under the guidance of district
education officer (secondary)
Swaranjit Kaur and district
institute of education and
training principal Rajwinder
Kaur.

campusconnect

n

ludhiana@hindustantimes.com

LUDHIANA: As many as 30 farmers

n

Study finds the concentration of these elements is high in root and leafy vegetables because they are
GURMINDER SINGH/HT
good absorbers.

RESEARCH SCHOLAR
FROM LPU COMPARED
VEGETABLES GROWN IN
THE FIELDS NEAR
BUDDHA NULLAH WITH
THOSE GROWN IN
OTHER FIELDS
recommends 0.1 cadmium, 0.5
chromium and 0.5 lead in vegetables.
A survey conducted on 450

people living near Buddha Nullah and adjoining areas revealed
that 85% people are not even
aware of the harmful affects of
heavy metal concentration in
vegetables.
“So many people consume
these vegetables and they get it
on cheap rates from vendors,”
Jagdev Singh said.
Dr Pradeep at Ludhiana civil
hospital said Haibowal,Salem
Tabri road, Jalandhar bypass
areas are worst hit with maximum cases of poisoning.

“There has been a rapid
increase of patients in the medicine ward with maximum of
them consuming these vegetables grown near Buddha Nullah,” he said.
Jagdev who is pursuing his
PhD under Dr Anand Mohan,
botany professor at LPU,
informed that there is a dire need
to make industries throw their
waste affluent to some other area
or get heavy metals filtered
before dumping them into water
bodies.

from across the state participated in a month-long training
programme on organic farming
that concluded at the Punjab
Agricultural University (PAU)
on Monday.
The training was held at the
skill development centre under
the guidance of JS Mahal,
director of extension education.
TS Riar, associate director,
skill development centre,
stressed on becoming self-sufficient while highlighting the
importance of organic farming.
Farm expert Vandana Gandotra
informed about the activities
carried out at the centre.
Course coordinator Lavleesh
Garg said Punjab Skill Development Mission was set to impart
free-of-cost training in agriculture and subsidiary occupations.
Garg said the interested farmers
can visit the PAU website
www.pau.edu.

30 FARMERS FROM
THE STATE PARTICIPATED
IN A MONTH-LONG
TRAINING PROGRAMME
HELD AT PAU

Students of Gill village govt school
clinch gold in softball championship
HT Correspondent
n

ludhiana@hindustantimes.com

LUDHIANA : The girls of Govern-

ment Girls Senior Secondary
School (GGSSS), Gill village,
won a gold medal in the 22nd
Softball District Championship
that concluded at Punjab
Agricultural University on
Monday.
GGSSS defeated BCM Senior
Secondary School, Focal Point,
by 8-0 in the finals.
Among winners, Amanjot
Kaur and Krishma scored two
home runs each while Navdeep
Kaur, Tannu, Anmolpreet and
Komal added one run each to the
tally.
Government High School,
Sherpur Kalan, bagged
third position in the tournament.
Among boys, BCM Senior Secondary School, Focal Point,
clinched victory over Guru
Nanak Sahib Public School,

n

Students of Government Girls Senior Secondary School, Gill village, after winning the gold medal at the
HT PHOTO
22nd district softball championship in Ludhiana on Monday.

Dholewal, by 11-4 in the finals. In
the semi finals, BCM school
defeated DAV Public School by
4-2 while Guru Nanak Sahib
Public School defeated Teja

Singh Sutantar Memorial Senior
Secondary School by 10- 0
to secure the berth in the
finals.
In the match for the third posi-

tion, DAV Public School
emerged victorious by defeating
Teja Singh Sutantar Memorial
Senior Secondary School by 13-2
score.

SESSION ON
EFFECTIVE
COMMUNICATION
LUDHIANA : A session on effective
communication was organised by the
Junior Chamber International (JCI)
group for students of Guru Nanak
International Public School, Model
Town, on Monday. JC Abha Sikri was
the resource person on the occasion.
Effective techniques and strategies
were taught to students on how to
overcome stage fear and become
more confident.

ludhania@hindustantimes.com

LUDHIANA:The Christian Medical

College and Hospital (CMCH)
signed a memorandum of
agreement (MoA) with Western
University of Health Sciences,
Pamona, California, US, for
exchange of students and
faculty.
The MoA was signed by
director Dr William Bhatti and
principal Dr Jeyaraj D Pandian of
CMCH and Dr Gary M Gugelchuk, CEO, Western University
of Health Sciences.
Senior vice-president and
former deputy director of the
National Institute of Drug Abuse
(NIDA) led the delegation of university officials.
Dr Bhatti said under the agreement, students and faculty from
both the institutions will be
exchanged. Pandian said
research collaboration will also
be explored between faculty
members.
Dr Ivy Tuason, assistant dean,
Global Health and Innovations,
and Dr Ruth Trudgeon, Paediatric and Community Health Nursing Professor, are presently
working in the College of Nursing
with seven graduate students of
Western University of Health
Sciences.
Dr Reena Jairus, principal,
College of Nursing, stated nursing students will be interacting
with the faculty in the paediatrics
and obstetrics and gynaecology
department for two days.

HT Correspondent
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n

FARMERS GET
TIPS IN ORGANIC
AGRICULTURE AT
AGRI VARSITY

EARTH DAY
CELEBRATIONS
n

Students performing during the farewell function held at SCD Government College in Ludhiana on
HT PHOTO
Monday.

CRITICAL ANALYSIS
OF POETRY AT KCW
LUDHIANA: The English department
of Khalsa College for Women,
Sidhwan Khurd, organised a critical
analysis of the poem ‘To His Coy
Mistress‘ on Monday, to encourage
critical thinking among students.The students analysed the
poem using the historical-biographical approach, new critical, psychological, marxist, mythological and
post-structuralist approach. The
critical analysis of Amanpreet Kaur,
a student of MA-II, was adjudged
the best.

Placement drive at Shree
Atam Vallabh Jain College
LUDHIANA: The placement cell of
Shree Atam Vallabh Jain College
organised a campus placement
drive on Monday, to provide job
opportunities to students of BBA,
BCom and MCom. During the drive,
companies like OM Careers, Neva
Garments, Saloni Fashion Fabrics
Companies offered jobs to students.
The maximum package offered was
₹5, 24, 000.

and seeds to plant in large clay pots
kept in the college garden.

Lecture on career
in drone industry
LUDHIANA: The CT University
organised a guest lecture on
‘Pursuing career in drone industry’
on Monday. Kanav Kumar, director
of Better Drones, based in Greater
Noida, interacted with the students.
Better Drones is a premier training
institution that develops ecosystem
for the drone industry by undertaking drone operations in the field of
data acquisition, agriculture,
mining, survey, monitoring and
inspection.

Students condole deaths of
Sri Lank blast victims
LUDHIANA: The Bhutta Group of
Colleges held a condolence meeting
on Monday and observed a twominute silence to express their
sympathies with the families of
those who lost their lives in a series
of bomb blasts in Sri Lanka on
Easter. The college also observed
the World Earth Day by planting
trees in the memory of the victims.

Partap College’s rotaract
club celebrates Earth day

GGI students display
marketing skills

LUDHIANA: The rotaract club of
Partap College of Education celebrated World Earth Day on Monday
by planting trees on the college
premises. Students participated in
the plantation drive and emphasised on the need to save trees.
They had brought plant saplings

LUDHIANA: Gulzar Group of Institutes organised a competition for
the students to showcase their
marketing skills, on Monday. Students of the management department put up stalls of handicrafts,
gifts, eatables, CDs, flowers,
accessories, handmade greeting

cards to learn the needs of the
customer and display their marketing skills. Students of BCom fourth
semester stood first in the competition and BCom second semester
students bagged the second
position. The third position was a tie
between MBA second semester and
BBA second semester.

Postgraduate students
receive farewell at SCD
LUDHIANA : Final year post-graduate students of the English department of SCD Government College
were accorded farewell during a
programme organised in the
college auditorium. Principal
Dharam Singh Sandhu was the chief
guest on the occasion. Department
head Tanvir Likhari addressed the
students and wished them good
luck for future endeavours. She said
farewell function is an important in
every student’s life and that such
events provide a platform to
budding artists to showcase their
talents.

Students sensitised about
earth, environment
LUDHIANA : The departments of
agronomy and soil science and
forestry and natural resources of
Punjab Agricultural University (PAU)
celebrated World Earth Day on
Monday. The programme was
based on the theme to protect and
save all the species of the earth. OP
Choudhary, head, department of
agronomy and soil science encouraged students to grow more trees.

Dr AVM School Public Senior
Secondary School
LUDHIANA : Earth Day was observed
at Dr AVM Public Senior Secondary
School, Issa Nagri, on Monday.
Students planted saplings in the
school premises. Director Rajiv Kumar
Lovely and Principal Manisha Gaba
told students about the importance
of the day. Lovely appealed to
students to keep the environment
clean. On behalf of the school management, a plant was also offered to
each student.

BCM Arya Model Senior
Secondary School
LUDHIANA : Earth day was celebrated
by the kindergarten students of BCM
Arya Model Senior Secondary School,
Shastri Nagar, on Monday. The
students were dressed in attires made
from old newspapers, bowls and
gunny bags. A cycle rally was undertaken by the students and teachers
of the kindergarten. Principal
Paramjit Kaur flagged off the rally.
Students also organised a plantation
drive and planted saplings along with
the headmistress Anuja Kaushal.

Maple Bear Canadian Playway
and Nursery School
LUDHIANA : Maple Bear Canadian
Playway and Nursery School, Udham
Singh Nagar, celebrated Earth Day on
Monday. Students planted pots and
built a birdhouse to encourage local
bird population. Principal Veena
Aggarwal asked the students to avoid
using disposable plates or cutlery.

Delhi Convent school
MOGA : Delhi Convent school, Mundi
Jamal, celebrated Earth Day on
Monday. The kindergarten students

n

A poster-making competition in progress as part of World Earth Day at GMT Public School.

planted saplings in the school playground. Principal Namarata Bhalla,
chairman Balwinder Singh and staff
members Navdeep Kaur, Satnam
Kaur, Gursahib Singh, Gurpreet Singh
and Ajay Singh were also present on
the occasion. The school staff members apprised the students of the
importance of earth.

Ram Lal Bhasin Public School
LUDHIANA : Earth Day was celebrated
on Monday at Ram Lal Bhasin Public
School, Dugri. A student of class 8 and
a teacher gave a speech on the
present status of the earth. Students
of Classes 7 and 8 staged a skit
depicting the dire state of the planet
in today’s times. Principal Raman
Oberoi said the safety of the earth is
the dire need of the hour.

Ryan International School
LUDHIANA : Students of Classes 6 to 8
of Ryan International School, Jamalpur, celebrated Earth Day on Monday.
Students sang a song about the
importance of Earth Day, staged a skit
and performed dance on the theme of
Earth Day. Principal Gurpal Kaur
Anand asked students to thank the
earth for all its flora, fauna and
landscapes.

Peace Public School
LUDHIANA : Earth Day was celebrated
at Peace Public School, Mullanpur, on
Monday. A special assembly was
organised to remind everyone about
their responsibility towards the earth.
Students recited a poem on environment, staged a skit and gave a dance

performance. The junior wing of the
school organised a tree plantation
drive and a rally was also taken out by
the students to create awareness
about the environment. The celebration concluded with the singing of the
national anthem.

HT PHOTO

sang songs and performed dance on
the theme of preserving the earth.
Principal Neelam Mittar motivated
students to celebrate everyday as
earth day.

The Shri Ram Universal School

LUDHIANA : The Kindergarten students of MGM Public School ,Dugri,
celebrated Earth Day on Monday. A
drawing and colouring competition
was held and paper bags were made
by the students to promote the
motto ‘Reduce, Recycle, Reuse’.
Vice-principal Sunita Vij urged the
students to protect the greenery of
our planet earth.

LUDHIANA : The Shri Ram Universal
School, Sarabha Nagar, celebrated
Earth Day on Monday. The kindergarten teachers shared the need of living
in unison with other creatures on
earth through a discussion, PowerPoint presentation, videos and art
activities. Kids learnt about how to
protect the ‘endangered species’ and
attempted a project on the topic.
Students also participated in a
best-out-of-waste activity.

GMT Public school

Guru Nanak Public School

LUDHIANA : GMT Public School,
Jalandhar bypass, celebrated Earth
Day on Monday. Students gave
speeches orated in both Hindi and
English. Akhil Shah conducted an
interactive session on ‘Use of RO
waste water’. Activities including
face-painting, slogan-writing and
interactive sessions were organised
for students. Principal Jasbir Bal gave
a speech on protecting the earth from
pollution. A Green walk was organised
in the school campus and students
also planted saplings.

LUDHIANA : Guru Nanak Public School,
Birmi, celebrated Earth day on
Monday. A poster-making competition was organised for students of
Classes 3 to 9. A play highlighting the
importance of conservation of earth
was staged by the students to
motivate everyone to save the earth.

MGM Public School

Bhartiya Vidya Mandir
LUDHIANA : BVM, Kitchlu Nagar,
celebrated Earth Day on Monday.
Activities including recycling art, best
out of waste and poster-making were
organised. Students gave speeches,

Shri Ram Global School
LUDHIANA : Earth Day celebrations
were held at Shri Ram Global School,
Mall Road, on Monday. The objective
was to apprise students of their duty
towards the Earth. Students gifted
plants to prominent people of the
city in order to sensitise them towards the environment. Apart from
this, they also planted saplings and
participated in a craft activity highlighting the benefits of our planet.
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20 yrs on, MC swimming pool
remains in a state of disuse
HAVEN FOR DRUG ADDICTS Used syringes, vials often found in the basement
Atish Sharma
n

ludhiana@hindustantimes.com

LUDHIANA : An indoor swimming
pool, built 20 years ago by the
municipal corporation (MC) at
Rakhbagh here, has never been
put into use.
While the infrastructure and
washrooms are in a complete
mess, the building has turned
into a safe haven for drug addicts
as a number of vials and syringes
are commonly found inside the
basement of the pool.
Sanctioned in 1999, the building and the pool were constructed at a cost of ₹20 lakh.
Now, the deserted building is
home to spiders and lizards.
Dust has accumulated in
every corner of the structure,
even as the changing room has
almost collapsed.
Former mayor Apinder
Grewal, who had initiated the
project in 1999, said, “Twenty
years have passed, but the corporation has failed to figure out
how to make the pool operational
and utilise the building.”
“The structure was half complete by the end of my tenure.
The only work left was to install
tiles around structure and
release water into the pool, but
the indifferent attitude of the
corporation authorities left it
incomplete,” he added.
When contacted, MC executive engineer HS Bhullar said,
“Due to lack of funds, we were
unable to continue the project.
We have repeatedly asked for
grants from the Punjab government, but there has been no
response.”

n

The incomplete swimming pool at Rakhbagh in Ludhiana; and (below) a vial and a syringe found from
GURMINDER SINGH/HT
the pool premises.

›

The structure was half
complete by the end
of my tenure. The only
work left was to install
tiles around the structure
and release water into
the pool, but the indifferent
attitude of the corporation
authorities left the
pool incomplete.

n

ludhania@hindustantimes.com

LUDHIANA :A Punjabi book, “Gur-

bani vich mitihasak/itihasak
hwale”, authored by Harbans
Singh, a distinguished Punjabi
author, was released at a
function organised at the Gujranwala Guru Nanak Institute
of Management and Technology
(GGNIMT), Civil Lines, here on
Monday.
Gurpargat Singh Khalon,
president, Auto Parts Manufacturing Association, was the
guest of honour.
SP Singh, former vice-chancellor (V-C) of Guru Nanak Dev
University (GNDU), Amritsar,
welcomed Harbans Singh and
lauded his contribution as an
author.

›

BALWINDER SINGH, ex-professor,
GHG Khalsa College, Gurusar Sadhar

Balwinder Singh, former professor, GHG Khalsa College,
Gurusar Sadhar, said the book
is useful for gurbani lovers as it
beautifies the alphabets in an
easy-to-understand language.
lauding the content and the
author’s verbosity, he said the
book should be widely distrib-

uted. He said this book must also
be made available in libraries of
Melbourne and with the Thailand Singh Sabha.
Joginder Singh, head, Guru
Gobind Singh Study Circle,
explained how the word ‘myth’
has been misinterpreted.
He asked the audience to
understand the real meaning
of the word in the context of
religion.
He said the book is a ‘must
read’ one for the beginners,
who are interested in reading
gurbani.
Harbans Singh said that he
authored the book to make
mythical allusions understandable for readers .
He said in the absence of a
book like this, these myths
could be misunderstood.

Health officials
honoured for
their efforts to
eradicate polio

LUDHIANA: Rotary Club honoured
health department officials for
their efforts to eradicate polio at
Rotary Bhawan on Monday.
Civil surgeon Dr Parvinder Pal
Singh Sidhu was the chief guest
on the occasion.
While thanking the office
-bearers of Rotary Club, Dr
Sidhu said such functions
encouraged the officials to work
hard to eradicate polio.
Rotary district governor Brijesh Singhal said the Rotary Club
was also committed towards
eradication of polio. Medical officers from different organisations, auxiliary nurse midwives
(ANM), lady health visitors
(LHV) and Asha workers were
also honoured.
HTC

PSPCL takes steps to prevent incidents
n

ludhiana@hindustantimes.com

LUDHIANA : Officers of the Punjab

State Power Corporation Limited (PSPCL) held a meeting
here on Monday to take steps to
prevent fire incidents in wheat
fields in the state.
During the meeting, DPS

Grewal, chief engineer, central
zone, PSPCL, said the field officers should tighten high and low
tension wires passing over the
agricultural fields. The work
done by the field officers will be
monitored, he said.
Grewal appealed farmers and
city residents to be alert and
cautious. In case of wire

sparking, they should immediately contact PSPCL office, he
added.
The officer also released
24-hour helpline numbers
96461-06835 and 96461-06836 so
that the farmers can contact and
inform about power issues.
Grewal said the farmers could
also file complaints on the num-

ber 1912. “As the temperature
rises during the day, the possibility of fire incidents in wheat
crop field also increases. Therefore, it has been decided that
power will be supplied to the
grid during evening hours and
the farmers are requested to
co-operate with the department,” said the chief engineer.

Olympian Prithipal
Singh Master Hockey
Festival from May 4
HT Correspondent
n

ludhiana@hindustantimes.com

LUDHIANA : The Mata Sahib Kaur

Sports Charitable Trust
announced here on Monday that
the 9th Olympian Prithipal
Singh Master Hockey Festival
will be organised from May 4 to
June 2 at the sports complex at
Jarkhar village.
Making the announcement,
Narinderpal Singh Sidhu,
chairman of the trust, said as
many as 20 teams will participate in three age categories —
eight teams in senior (35+),
eight in junior (under-17)
and four teams in under-10
categories.
All the matches will be played
under floodlights on every Saturday and Sunday from 6pm to
9pm, he added.
In the senior category, last
year’s winner Harpal Club Kila

›

Raipur, Neetu Club Rampur,
Shaheed Udham Singh Club
Sunam, Farizno Field Hockey
Club, Akalgarh XI, Sher-e-Punjab Sultanpur, Azaad Club
Hathur and Young Club
Otalan have confirmed their
participation.
Hockey Centre Rampur,
Jarkhar Hockey Academy, Kila
Raipur Hockey Centre, Bahadurgarh, Ghawaddi School, Sant
Fateh Singh Academy Dholan,
Ludhiana Centre and Amargarh Hockey Centre Sangrur
will participate in the junior category, he said.
Organising secretary Jagroop Singh Jarkhar said that the
festival will be inaugurated by
social activist Bhupinder Singh
along with Olympian Gurbaj
Singh.
The inauguration ceremony
will also include a cultural programme, he added.

As many as 20 teams will participate in three
age categories — eight teams in senior (35+), eight
in junior (under 17) and four in under-10 categories.
Matches will be played under floodlights on every
Saturday and Sunday from 6pm to 9pm.
NARINDERPAL S SIDHU, chairman, Mata Sahib Kaur Sports Charitable Trust

HT Correspondent
n

ludhiana@hindustantimes.com

LUDHIANA: Lok Insaaf Party (LIP)
councillor Harvinder Singh
Kaler, on Monday, along with his
supporters, recovered a tractor
from the office of deputy mayor
Sarbjit Kaur, which, he said, was
allegedly being used for personal
work.
Kaler accused Congress deputy mayor Sarbjit Kaur and her
husband Jarnail Singh Shimlapuri of using the municipal corporation tractor for personal
work for the past one year. He
alleged Kaur and her husband
hid the tractor on the premises of
one of their aides in Sundar
Nagar near Lohara village.
Kaler live-streamed the whole
episode from his Facebook
account and demanded action
against the deputy mayor and her

›

Deputy mayor Sarbjit
Kaur and her husband
Jarnail Singh Shimlapuri
have been using the
municipal corporation
tractor for personal work
for the past one year.

›

Tractor was never
used for private work
and was in use in ward
number 35 for lifting of
garbage. Kaler is levelling
baseless allegations
without any proof.

HARVINDER KALER, LIP councillor

SARABJIT KAUR, deputy mayor

husband. The municipal corporation officers have taken the
tractor in their possession and
sent it to the workshop.
Kaler said the deputy mayor
and her husband took away the
tractor of the MC health wing
from ward number 36 on the pretext of development projects
going on in ward number 35, but
did not return it to the civic body.

Sarabjit Kaur, however,
refuted the allegations and said
the tractor was never used for private work and was being used in
ward number 35 for lifting of
garbage. After the poll code was
imposed, its use was stopped and
the tractor was kept at the house
of an MC employee. Kaler is levelling baseless allegations without
proof, said the deputy mayor.

ludhiana@hindustantimes.com

LUDHIANA: Members of the Ludhi-

F I R E I N W H E AT F I E L D S

HT Correspondent

LIP councillor recovers MC
tractor from dy mayor’s office

Pensioners submit memo to DC,
seek early acceptance of demands
n

APINDER GREWAL, former mayor

The book is useful for
gurbani lovers as it
beautifies the alphabets in
an easy-to-understand
language. The book needs
to be widely distributed.

LUDHIANA : Police arrested two
men on Monday for snatchings,
and recovered five mobile
phones from them.
The accused were identified
as Jaspreet Singh and Sukhchain Singh, both residents of
Dolon Khurd village.
Assistant sub-inspector (ASI)
Satnam Singh of CIA Staff-2,
Ludhiana police commissionerate, said the CIA staff arrested
the duo from the Dugri canal
bridge following a tip-off.
They were involved in
snatchings for the past several
months, he said.
The ASI added that a case
under Sections 379-B (snatching) of the Indian Penal Code
had been registered against
the accused at the Dugri police
station.
They were being interrogated
for more information on their
activities, he said.
HTC
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HT Correspondent

Harbans Singh’s Punjabi
book on ‘Gurbani’ released
HT Correspondent

TWO HELD FOR
SNATCHINGS

ludhiana

Financing Energy Efficiency
at MSMEs

ana Pensioners’ Information
Centre Management Committee,
led by their leader Sushil Kumar,
submitted a memorandum to
deputy commissioner Pradeep
Kumar Agrawal here on Monday
and demanded redressal of their
grievances at the earliest.
Their demands included early
release of dearness allowance
(DA), due for 22 months, according to the central pattern and the
release of the 6th Punjab pay
commission report, as some
state governments, they said,
had already released the report
and started giving benefits to
pensioners.
They also demanded increase
in interim relief from 5% to 20%
and pay the sum from January 1,
2016, and treat this as pension or
salary for all beneficiaries. They
also demanded a notification to
allow medical allowance of
₹2,500 per month to pensioners
keeping in view the rising prices
of medicines.
The committee asked the Punjab government to accept their
demands immediately.

Pensioners raising slogans before submitting a memorandum of their demands to the deputy
commissioner in Ludhiana on Monday.

HT PHOTO

POLLBUZZ
Kejriwal will campaign in Punjab after May 12: Arora
Chairman of the poll campaign
committee of the Aam Aadmi
Party (AAP) and Sunam MLA
Aman Arora said on Monday
that national AAP convener
and Delhi chief minister Arvind
Kejriwal, and other leaders of
the party’s Delhi unit will come
to Punjab for campaigning after
May 12.
Arora was in the city to
attend party meetings in favour
of AAP candidate Tejpal Singh
Gill.
Arora said that voting in
Delhi was to be held on May 12
and after that the Delhi leaders,
along with Kejriwal, will campaign in Punjab.
Addressing mediapersons at
the AAP's main election office
on the Ferozepur Road, Arora
said people of the state had

n

Aman Arora

made up their minds to get rid of
traditional parties in the state
and the AAP would win all the
13 seats in the state.
On allegations levelled by
former AAP leaders, including
youth wing president Amrinder Singh Jassowal, who
alleged that the party had
become so weak that it is unable
to take action against rebel

Bains pledges
development
of villages

MLAs moving with Sukhpal
Singh Khaira just to save the
chair of the leader of opposition, Arora said the party had
decided to give another chance
to the rebel MLAs. “If they do
not support AAP candidates
during the campaigning, then
action will be taken against
them after the elections even if
the party loses the chair of
leader of opposition,” he said.
Arora said while successive
SAD-BJP and Congress governments had time and again
betrayed the trust of people, the
AAP ha made history by fulfilling all promises made to the
people of Delhi, which was a
role model for the rest of the
country. He said the AAP would
ensure that all promises made
to the people were fulfilled.

President of the Lok Insaaf
Party (LIP) and Punjab
Democratic Alliance (PDA)
Ludhiana candidate for the
Lok Sabha polls MLA
Simarjeet Singh Bains
campaigned in Malak,
Galib Khurd, Jabnetpur
villages of the district and
promised to uplift the villages and improve the standard of living of villagers .
Scores of seva kendras will
be opened in many villages
in the constituency, said
Bains. He also promised to
work for connecting rural
areas to the city through
roads.

Learn all about Resource efficiency
and Cleaner Production

State-of-the-art
Resource Efficient technologies
;
Case Studies and Technology Solutions
Applications
relevant to MSMEs
;
;
Live
Demonstrations and B2B discussions

FREE

Registration

For more details please contact:
S.B. Singh-9815548860
Amit Seth-9465446210
Bhavesh Swami, WB-GEF Project PMU,
email: save-energy@beenet.in

n

Cleantech

Ludhiana

A B2B Exhibition on Resource Efficient Technologies
24 April 2019, Wednesday
Venue: Sohan Lal Pahwa Auditorium, CICU Complex,
Focal point Phase V, Ludhiana

Project Partners

Small Industries Development
Bank of India

Bureau of Energy Efficiency,
Ministry of Power,
Govt. of India
4th Floor, Sewa Bhawan
R. K. Puram, New Delhi - 110066 (INDIA
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D R I V E A G A I N S T WAT E R WA S TA G E

JUST CHILL

Week on, only one challan
issued by Mohali civic body
A NON-STARTER? 32 notices issued so far, most of the violators are from Sector 70
HT Correspondent
n

ludhiana@hindustantimes.com

MOHALI: Seven days after the

Mohali municipal corporation
(MC) started its drive to check
water wastage in morning (from
5.30am to 8.30am), only one challan has been issued till Sunday.
The MC has issued 32 notices
and most of the violators are
from Sector 70, Mohali.
Public health executive engineer Anil Kumar said, “For now
we are just issuing notices, following which the violators will
be challaned. No one breaking
the rules will be spared.”
Last year too, the authorities
went soft on violators as MC
issued only 70 challans and
GMADA (Greater Mohali Area
Development Authority) issued

LAST YEAR, THE MC
ISSUED ONLY 70
CHALLANS AND GMADA
ISSUED 31 CHALLANS
31 challans.
However, the drive will come
into force in Sectors under the
Greater Mohali Area Development Authority (Sectors 66 to
80) from May 1.
The authorities have imposed
a ban on washing cars, courtyard and watering lawns during
peak hours. The authorities will
first issue notice, following
which a challan of ₹1000 will be
imposed. The MC has constituted 12 teams, while GMADA
has constituted three teams for
the same.

Violators, be aware
MC has constituted 12 teams, while GMADA has
constituted three teams to check for violations
1st offence:
Get a notice
2nd offence:
Pay up ₹1,000 fine
3rd offence:
Pay up ₹2,000 fine
4th offence:
Lose water connection, submit an
affidavit with ₹5,000 to restore supply

DOS AND DON’TS
Use buckets, not hosepipes, to wash cars.
Don’t wash courtyards or irrigate lawns in the morning.
Check wastage of water due to overflow from overhead or
underground tanks.
Prevent any other leakage in the pipeline from tanks, from
ferrule to water meter and overflow from desert coolers.
Don’t use booster pumps on the main water supply line

Chandigarh’s curse: Kids taking
to crime to fund drug addiction
Shub Karman Dhaliwal
n

shubkarman.dhaliwal@htlive.com

Juveniles held
for crime in UT

CHANDIGARH: In the past five

years, 593 juveniles were apprehended for being in conflict with
the law, the UT police data has
revealed.
The data accessed by Hindustan Times stated that out of 593
juveniles, 319 were caught for
committing heinous crimes,
such as robbery, attempt to
murder, rape, kidnapping and
assault, and 274 for petty crimes,
such as thefts, burglary and
snatching.
Of them, 48 were nabbed multiple times, police said.
This month itself, police have
apprehended around 15 juveniles in separate cases of snatching, robbery and kidnapping.
The common thread among all
of them was drug addiction.
On April 6, a gang of eight
members, including six juveniles, was busted in Mauli
Jagran following a robbery.
During investigation, it came
to light that the accused
were hooked to drugs and executed crimes to fund their addiction.
In December 2018, about
20,000 children aged between 8
and 18 years, most of them from
Dhanas, Ram Darbar, Bapu
Dham Colony and other periph-

Sector 25, which is also known
as the observation home for
children.

UT police apprehended
48 repeat offenders
in the past five years
Year

Heinous
crime

2014
55
2015
65
2016
46
2017
58
2018
72
2019 (so far) 23
Total
319

Petty
crime

53
29
44
55
80
13
274

eral areas, had participated in a
survey conducted by the Society
for Promotion of Youth and
Masses (SPYM), a non-governmental organisation, and the UT
police. Surveyors found that
those who were addicted to
intoxicants or drugs were more
likely to commit snatching,
theft and other crimes.
WHAT SSP SAYS
“It has become a social concern
that so many juveniles are committing crime to fund their drug
addiction,” said UT senior
superintendent of police (SSP)

›

It has become a
social concern
that so many juveniles
are committing crime
because of drug abuse.
NILAMBARI JAGDALE, SSP

Nilambari Jagdale. “Sensing
the urgent need to fix this problem, we have started free skill
development programmes for
children aged between eight and
16. We are trying to reform
them.”
NO DE-ADDICTION
CENTRE FOR MINORS
Non-existence of a drug de-addiction centre for juveniles
in the UT has become a cause
of concern for the local police
authorities.
At present there are 63 boys
staying at the juvenile home in

KNOW THE JUVENILE
JUSTICE ACT
According to the Juvenile Justice Act, it is important to have a
separate drug de-addiction centre for children where they can
be treated in a friendly environment.
“Whenever drug addicts are
brought to the juvenile home,
doctors from Government Medical College and Hospital, Sector
32, are called to attend them.”
said Navjot Kaur, director,
social welfare. “ After examining them, doctors prescribe
medicines and if need be the
juveniles are treated at the hospital, as there is no exclusive
de-addiction centre for them in
the city.”
SPYM in-charge Mukesh,
who conducts workshops in
peripheral areas to help kids
with addiction, said: “Children
are being counselled to help
them shift their focus from negative things, such as drugs and
crimes, and making them aware
of its consequences. However,
this is just one aspect. Another
important issue to be addressed
is that how can we treat the children who are affected adversely
with drug abuse.”

n

Red-vented bulbuls taking a dip in water kept in an earthen bowl outside a house in Chandigarh. Amid clear sky, mercury is set to rise
further this week.
KARUN SHARMA/HT

JAMES HOTEL
TO GO UNDER
THE HAMMER

UT’s wait for additional
water supply gets longer

HT Correspondent

HT Correspondent

n

ludhiana@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH : Located between
Hotel Taj and Hotel Park Plaza in
Sector 17, the five-star James
Hotel will be auctioned online on
May 15.
The bidding will start from
₹190 crores, out of which ₹10
crore will have to be deposited as
earnest money for the e-auction.
Built over an area of around
20,000 square yards, the hotel has
138 rooms, a bar, swimming pool
and restaurant. James Hotel
Limited had taken a loan of ₹89
crore from Punjab National
Bank.
However, in 2014 the group
stopped paying the instalments.
The bank had declared them
defaulters and in 2016 the then
UT deputy commissioner, Ajit
Balaji Joshi, had directed the
bank to take physical possession
of the hotel.
On August 26, 2016, 200 guests
had to leave the hotel when the
bank took its possession.
Later, through the National
Company Law Tribunal orders,
dated October 17, 2018, liquidator
Navneet Gupta had served the
auction notice. According to
sources, a reserve price of ₹210
crores had been set for the
property in March 2019, but no
major hotel group showed any
interest.

Online approval system Family of deceased
sepoy to get ₹74L
for building plan fails
to kick off in Patiala
CHANDIGARH :The Motor Accident

Navrajdeep Singh
n

navrajdeep.singh@htlive.com

PATIALA: Around three months

after the local government
department had implemented
the building plan management
system across Punjab, the online
system has remained a nonstarter due to technical snarls.
Not even a single building
plan has been approved till date.
The online system primarily
includes online approval of
building plans for commercial as
well as residential units falling
under the jurisdiction of Urban
Local Bodies (ULBs) in the state.
Following the announcement
by state local bodies minister
Navjot Singh Sidhu regarding
the online approvals on January
15, the department had directed
all ULBs to follow the same with
immediate effect.
The local bodies department
aims to automate the end-to-end
empanelling of architects, online
documents submissions, online
fee payments, architect
registrations, building plan
approvals, and issuing of completion and occupation certificates in all ULBs.
However, the applicants
approaching Patiala municipal
corporation (MC) are facing
inconvenience as the town planning department refused to
entertain their application due
to ‘faulty online procedure’.
Moreover, with no clarity on
making financial transaction,
the local bodies is yet to decide
the modalities for applicants to
make online payments related to
clearance of their respective
building plans.
One of the senior officials said
that the software related to
online system lacks data pertaining to town planning schemes
due to which, the process online
approvals has been delayed.
“In a recent communique, the

n

As per the new bylaws, if any building is found to be unauthorised,
action will be taken against the builder as well as official concerned
of the building department.

WITH THE PATIALA MC
REFUSING TO ENTERTAIN
PLEAS OWING TO FAULTY
ONLINE PROCEDURE,
APPLICANTS ARE FACING
INCONVENIENCE
local bodies department has
sought record related to town
planning schemes to upload
them on the software.
The data of vacant plots outside the town planning scheme
has already been uploaded,” an
official said.
MC commissioner Gurpreet
Singh Khaira said that the matter was brought to the notice of
the chief town planner for further action.
“We have requested department to approving building
plans through offline system
till the software is updated,”
Khaira said.
He added that they have discussed and reviewed the matter
in detail and immediate measures will be taken to provide hassle-free services to the residents.

NEW BUILDING BYLAWS
With unauthorised buildings
mushrooming under the urban
local bodies’ (ULB) limits, the
Punjab local government
department had recently come
up with new building bylaws.
A senior official, requesting
anonymity, said that mushrooming of unauthorised buildings within the MC jurisdiction
is a serious issue and is being
dealt in a stringent manner.
“The extent of these illegal activities can be gauged from the fact
that of every 10 complaints we
receive, seven were related to
building bylaws violations,” the
official added. The new bylaws
suggest that action will be undertaken against the builder as well
as the official of the building
department concerned.
As per the notification,
besides the building inspector
and owner of the building, the
assistant town planner’s (ATP)
of the respective ULB will also be
held responsible for construction of illegal structures in the
area. As per the new rules, the
architect or civil engineer will be
held responsible.

Claims Tribunal (MACT), Chandigarh, has awarded ₹74 lakh
compensation to the family of an
army sepoy who died in a road
accident in Himachal Pradesh
in 2017. Victim Shashi Kumar,
who was 29 years old at the time
of the incident, belonged to Karyali village in Hamirpur (HP)
and was posted with the 13
Dogra Regiment. He is survived
by his wife Pooja Kumari, 24,
son Shivay Rangra, a toddler,
and mother Veena Devi, 59, who
will receive the compensation.
On the afternoon of June 10,
2017, Shashi Kumar was travelling in Himachal Pradesh’s Kangra district along with four others when their car fell into a
gorge. Besides Shashi Kumar,
Rajesh Kumar and driver Ritesh
Bhardwaj were killed.
However, two other occupants, Sunil Kumar and Sourav
Rangra, survived the accident
with injuries.
Sunil alleged that Ritesh was
driving the car rashly, which
resulted in the accident.

A first inquiry report (FIR)
was registered against the
deceased driver under Sections
304A (causing death due to negligence), 279 (rash driving) and
337(causing hurt by endangering life of others) of the IPC at
Dharamshala.
Later, on the plea of the
sepoy’s family, the MACT put
car owner Baldev Kumar
Bhardwaj of Bilaspur and New
India Assurance Company Limited on notice.
In a written reply, Bhardwaj,
the owner of the car, denied that
the accident took place due to
rash and negligent driving, stating that the driver was trying to
avoid hitting a stray cow that
came on the road all of a sudden.
Both the respondents — car
owner and insurer — urged for
the plea to be dismissed.
However, deciding in the
claimants’ favour, the tribunal
observed that despite a lengthy
cross-examination, the “respondents could not impeach
credibility of prosecution witness Sunil Kumar”.
HTC
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CHANDIGARH :The city will have to
wait for at least another couple of
weeks for improved water supply as the commissioning of Phases 5 and 6 of the Kajauli waterworks, which will bring additional 29 million gallon daily
(MGD) water to Chandigarh for
the Bhakra canal project, is
stuck in the trial phase.
Last month, the municipal
corporation had said that it will
increase water supply in the city
by four hours from April 20 as
the project was in the final
stages.
However, the latest ground
report available with the MC
revealed that the trial run of the
new lines is still underway and is
not expected to be complete
before April 30.
The civic body will need
another week after that before
starting to draw additional 29
MGD water. The city currently
gets 55 MGD from the first four
phases while the remaining 25
MGD is supplied by tubewells.
MC chief engineer Manoj Bansal said Greater Mohali Area
Development
Authority
(GMADA) has been carrying out
final testing of new phases at the
project site in Kajauli, which
also supplied water to Mohali.
“We have been informed that

Night club owner
arrested in
Chandigarh
CHANDIGARH : The UT police

arrested the owner of Poison
night club in Sector 17 for allegedly playing music beyond the
permissible time limit.
This is second such arrest
made in the past 10 days in
Chandigarh.
Cops said during a surprise
checking on the intervening
night of Saturday and Sunday,
they found the club open after
1am.
Under the deputy commissioner’s order, night clubs and
other such commercial establishment cannot operate past
1am in the city.
For any extension, a special
permission has to be granted by
the officials concerned.
Police said Poison owner
Sushant Nagpal could not produce any such permit.
He was booked and arrested
under Section 188 (disobedience
to order duly promulgated by
public servant) of the IPC and
HTC
later released on bail.

10-hour supply
MC currently supplies water for six hours a day
Current supply hours

Revised hours

4am to 8am
6:30pm to 8:30pm

4am to 10am

5pm to 9pm

115 MGD Summer water requirement
80 MGD Current water supply
110 MGD Supply with addition of
new phases
the work will complete by April
30. Hopefully, we will increase
our supply hours from May first
week,” he said.
DEMAND IS UP BY
20-30% ALREADY
The delay has not gone well with
residents. With the onset of summer, water demand has already
gone up.
An official dealing with the
city ‘s water distribution said
there has been 20-30% increase
in water demand in the past two
week, which is set to increase
further.
The affect of short supply is
already visible with upper floors
getting water at low pressures.
JJ Singh, president of the
Sector 48 residents’ welfare association (RWA), said supply is not
proper in upper floors of socie-

ties in the area.
“We were expecting a comfortable summer, as was repeatedly promised by the MC. We are
still waiting for it,” he said
Deepak Jagotia, general secretary of the Sector 40A RWA,
said water pressure on the second floor is poor and supply
stops an hour before the mandated time.
The MC currently supplies
water for six hours a day from
4am to 8am and then from 6:30pm
to 8:30pm. However, it has promised that apart from increase in
supply hours, water pressure to
upper floors will also improve
with commissioning of the new
phases.
“It is a matter of days before
the city will be in a much better
position with regards to water
supply,” said an MC engineer.

Sec 17 mall guard
returns woman’s
₹2-lakh bracelet
HT Correspondent
n

ludhiana@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH : Proving that hon-

esty as a virtue still exists, a
security guard secured and later
returned ₹2-lakh-worth diamond bracelet that fell off a
woman patron’s wrist inside a
movie hall at TDI Jagat Mall in
Sector 17 on Sunday.
Meenakshi Gupta, 60, who is
associated with Rotary Club and
runs a coaching institute in Sector 19, had gone to watch a movie
with a friend at Cinepolis multiplex inside the mall around
noon. “I came back after the
show and realised that I had
dropped my diamond bracelet somewhere. I took a chance
and went back to the mall to look
for it,” said Meenakshi.
To her surprise, a security
guard, Suraj Kumar, had found
it and kept it safe with the mall
management.

n

Suraj Kumar, 24

“I could not believe it. Such
honesty deserves to be appreciated,” said Meenakshi.
Suraj, 24, who was on duty
outside the auditorium, said he
had gone inside after the show,
as is his routine, and found the
bracelet lying on the floor.
“I handed it over to the mall
management hoping for its
owner to return,” he said.
After verifying Meenakshi’s
details, the management
handed over the bracelet to her.

Punjabi varsity teachers boycott poll duty rehearsal
HT Correspondent
n

patiala@hindustantimes.com

PATIALA: The teachers of Punjabi

University, Patiala, boycotted
the rehearsals for election duties
here on Sunday. At least 385
assistant and associate professors, who have been deployed on
election duties by the district
electoral office, did not attend
the rehearsals.
The teachers gathered on the
University campus and staged
protests outside vice-chancellor
(V-C) prof BS Ghuman’s office.
The teachers held a meeting
with the university authorities
and pressed upon them to take
up the matter with the district
administration.
“We have decided that we will
not attend the rehearsals for
election duties to mark our pro-

n

To mark their protest, over 120 teachers have submitted their
documents to contest the Lok Sabha elections.
HT FILE PHOTO

test. The district administration
is infringing into the political
rights provided to us in the university calendar,” the protesting
teachers said.
The teachers stated that as per

the university calendar, they
can contest the election of state
assembly and national Parliament by getting permission from
the university authorities.
The university teachers fur-

ther added that since they are
likely to contest elections, therefore, the electoral office cannot
deploy them on poll duties due to
their political activity.
University registrar Manjit
Singh Nijjar said that the teachers have been informed that
their representation has been
submitted to the district
administration, in which they
have insisted that the university
teachers should not be
deployed on poll duty due to
their political inclinations.
In a bizarre move, protesting
against the decision of the district electoral office to depute
university teachers on election
duties, over 120 teachers have
already submitted their documents to contest general elections from different constituencies in the state.

In order to skip election
duties, the Punjabi University
teachers have filed applications,
and are seeking permissions
from the university authorities
to contest in the Lok Sabha
elections scheduled on May 19.
“We are strongly against the
district administration’s
decision to deploy us on election
duty. We find contesting elections a more viable option,” the
teachers said.
The teachers further said
that under this ‘right to contest
elections’, teachers can join any
political party, propagate any
political ideology, support any
political party, comment on the
programmes and policies of any
government if it is not in larger
public interest, without having
to resign from their posts.
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Manoj
Bajpayee
PHOTO: SHIVAM
SAXENA/HT
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Salman Khan’s varied looks in his upcoming movie, Bharat

The journey of a man and his nation

irector Ali Abbas Zafar’s
upcoming movie, Bharat,
starring actor Salman
Khan, chronicles the journey
of a man and the nation
together in and as Bharat.
The film essays the life of
Salman’s character in tandem
with the events of Indian
history spanning six decades,
touching upon the landmark
years that brought about the

D

partition of the land and,
much later, the onset of
liberalisation.
Ever since the
announcement of the film,
there has been excitement
around the varied looks of
Salman’s character — from a
circus artist to a naval officer,
and his journey over 60 years.
Following glimpses of the
diverse looks in the teaser and

‘Don’t tell your boss:
Get lost, I’m gonna
be a writer’

Manoj Bajpayee, who
turns 50 today, talks
about spending 25
years in Bollywood
Rishabh Suri
ctor Manoj Bajpayee has
all reasons to celebrate.
He turns 50 today and
also completes 25 years
as an actor! He started his
career with Drohkaal in 1994,
and his filmography, which
includes Satya (1998), Gangs of
Wasseypur (2012) and Aligarh
(2016) to name a few, features
some of the most criticallyacclaimed films in Indian
cinema. Excerpts from a
chat with the Padma Shri
awardee.

A

Are you a birthday person?
It’s not about the number.
Numbers matter to people who
think they have achieved a lot.
For me, life is starting every
day, every year. There’s a lot
to be done! This year, I am
celebrating with friends from
the industry. It’s the first time
I am having a get-together of
this kind. It was on their
insistence, saying I should not
behave like a stingy man! They
all thought they deserve a
party not just for my birthday,
but since the Padma Shri also
happened this year. I have
completed 25 years in the
industry, which is an
impossible industry for an
outsider like me. So I gave into
their demands!

How has the journey shaped up
for you to come to this conclusion
that it’s an ‘impossible industry’?
You have to be really lucky.
Talent alone doesn’t matter in
this industry, and everyone
knows this. If someone says
‘good films are done’, ‘talent
always survives’, there are
other factors too, which are far
more important. You should
be extremely lucky too, and
have the common sense to
keep changing your path,
adjusting and accommodating,
without bending on your
principles. It’s a small
industry, that’s why it’s so
difficult. I stayed on the fringe,
was never a part of the elite
league, but I survived and am
still surviving. The audience is
going to see a lot of different
stuff from me.
Talking about different stuff, your
film Sonchiriya (which didn’t rake
in numbers theatrically) is now on
a streaming platform and people
are reacting positively...
It’s disheartening, the manner
in which this film has been
dealt with, but that’s the nexus
of distributors… most of my
films are victims of this. This
is not new for me, I take it on
my chin every time. But my
team members are all very
sad, it was heart-melting to see
them. I have been a fan of

Abhishek Chaubey (director),
who upped his game with this
film. There are nearly six
months left for the year to end,
but one thing is for sure, it’s
the best film of 2019 regardless
of the fact that there are six
months to go. At the end of the
day, everyone thinks that
since Manoj starred in the
film, that’s why he’s talking
like that. So be it! What is
great, is great, whether I am in
it, or not. I just hope and pray
it gets its due justice on the
streaming platform.

Are you happy then, since people
must be messaging you about
how good the film was, after
watching it online?
Messages have started
dropping in, but I don’t have
any sympathies for these
reactions. I don’t take it well.
Whenever I get these
reactions, I feel if the audience
doesn’t go out and see the film,
boost the collections… yes, it’s
sad and tragic that our quality
is decided by the box-office.
That’s realism, a fact that if the
audiences don’t move out and
watch good films at the
theatre, people will stop
making them. So these kind of
reactions don’t flatter me. I
don’t feel appreciated at all by
these words.
n

rishabh.suri@htlive.com

STOP PRESS
IT’S A FILM, NOT A HOTEL:
SRK ROASTS CRITICS
ctor Shah Rukh Khan was at
his wittiest best at the firstever Critics Choice Film Awards.
During the ceremony on Sunday
night, SRK took to the stage
and said, “So I request all my
critic friends here, please don’t
be like us Bollywood film stars,
and get carried away by what

A

Bollywood succumbed to many
years ago — the star system.
The star system cannot be the
only way of summing up films
by our critics... 3 stars, 3.5 stars,
3 and a quarter stars, 5 stars...
It’s a film, not a hotel for
God’s sake. With the
advent of homegrown
critics, film critic is an
endangered species. Let it
not get replaced by
consumer service.” HTC

PHOTO:
VIRAL
BHAYANI

trailer, social media is abuzz
with increased curiosity and a
positive reaction among the
audience.
Ali says, “It’s a parallel
journey between Salman’s
character, Bharat, and the
birth of the nation which
happened in 1947 and from
then to 2010, all the landmark
events that this country has
gone through. A few of them

criss-cross his character’s
journey and how it affects the
storyline is what Bharat is all
about.”
The movie also stars actor
Katrina Kaif along with
actors Disha Patani, Sunil
Grover, Tabu, and Jackie
Shroff.
Bharat also marks Ali and
Salman’s third collaboration,
after the success of Sultan

Kavita Awaasthi
hey say books are
windows to the world
and Mouni Roy can
vouch for the fact. She
credits her father for
introducing her to
books at an early age.
“I grew up in Cooch
Behar, West Bengal,
and books were my
only window to the
world and different
cultures,” says the
RAW actor on World
Book Day.
“I was introduced to
Rabindranath
Tagore’s Gitanjali
and a book of short
stories by
Shakespeare at
the same time. I
fell in love with
them. Later, I
read The
Tempest,
Othello and
many other

T
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emember that post on
social media that asks
you to get on a plane and
never come back, or that film
that would have you quit
your job to ‘follow your
dream’? Well, if writing is
your dream, on World Book
Day today, Amish Tripathi —
author of the fastest-selling
book series in India’s
publishing industry — has
advice: Don’t quit your job.
“You have to pay your
bills at the end of the month,
man — unless you have a
rich father... There’s no
harm in having a job. Write
your book along with your
job. Yes, you’ll have to work
hard, for 14-15 hours a day,
you’ll have very little free
time, but that’s cool. There’s
no substitute to hard work,”

R

says Amish. “I resigned
only after The Secret of the
Nagas’ (his sophomore
work) royalty cheque
became more than my
salary cheque,” adds
Amish, who worked in the
financial services sector for
a decade and a half before
the first book in his Shiva
trilogy, The Immortals of
Meluha, came out in 2010.
And the 44-year-old says
though starting on his first
book was an emotional
moment, he stuck with his
job. “Use your heart to decide
the destination, but use your
head to plot the journey. If
you want to be a writer, don’t
kill that dream. Pursue it.
Just don’t jump without
thinking — don’t tell your
boss, ‘Get lost, I am gonna be
a writer’, I wouldn’t
recommend that,” chuckles

HTC

Nothingbeatsthesmell
ofabook:MouniRoy

Amish Tripathi

Prannay

(2016) and Tiger Zinda Hai
(2017).
Directed by Ali Abbas Zafar,
Bharat is produced by
Bhushan Kumar, Krishan
Kumar, Atul Agnihotri, Alvira
Agnihotri, under the banners
of T-Series, Reel Life
Productions and Salman
Khan Films, and hits the
screen this Eid, June 5.

Mouni
Roy
PHOTO:
YOGEN
SHAH

the author, currently looking
forward to the release of the
final cog in his Ram trilogy.
Does the Indian Institute
of Management (IIM)
graduate believe that one
day a person would have to
enrol in an IIM instead of a
creative writing course to be
a writer? With a hearty
laugh, and fortuitously
dropping another reason
why financial independence
is imperative even as one
pursues their writing dream,
he answers, “I assure you

IIM graduates aren’t
necessarily more creative.
Creativity is a blessing that
can be available to anyone.
They [IIM graduates] are on
average, with well paying
jobs, able to invest in
marketing
themselves.
PHOTO:
You need to
SHUTTERSTOCK
invest in
marketing.
That’s how it
works.”
n

works of Shakespeare,” she
says, adding she prefers classic
fiction over the popular
variety.
Mouni enjoys reading a
couple of books at the same
time and ends up finishing
three or more in a month. “It
depends on the book. I take
more time to finish a nonfiction book than a fiction one.
Currently, I am reading the
Latitudes of Longing by
Shubhangi Swarup. It had been
on my mind since a long time
and couldn’t get to it. But now, I
am enjoying it. There is such
pleasure in reading a book and
nothing beats the smell of a
book, not to mention books are
easy on the eyes as opposed to
gadgets. You can never replace
books with any electronic
gadgets, though in the past few
years, I have started to love
audio books.”
Just like most book lovers,
she is quite possessive about
her books and with experience
learned not to let anyone
borrow them. She has a simple
answer for anyone seeking to
borrow a book from her
collection. “If anyone shows
interest in the books I have or I
am reading, I buy one and gift it
to them (laughs). Earlier, my
friends didn’t realise this, but
of late they’ve understood that
instead of letting them borrow
my books, I prefer to gift them.
The thing is people borrow
books but by the time they’d
return them, the condition of
the books would be horrible.”
n

kavita.awasthi@htlive.com

WORLD
BOOK
DAY

prannay.pathak
@htlive.com

K-pop group dreams of performing near the Taj Mahal

Farozan Akhtar

um aapse pyaar karte
hain” followed by “Aap
bahut khoobsurat hain”
and more, K-pop group IN2IT
went all out to make sure their
first India tour, with stops in
Mumbai and Delhi, was a
memorable one. Not only did
they charm the audience with
endearing attempts in Hindi,
they whipped the crowd into a
frenzy with a performance on
Bole Chudiyan (Kabhi Khushi
Kabhie Gham; 2001).
The group was surprised by
the recognition K-pop has in
India and touched by the
enthusiastic response they
received here. “We arrived in
Mumbai really early in the
morning (2-3am) and a lot of
fans were there to greet us.
Even at the Delhi airport, fans
waited for us though it was
raining. At the concert, the
audience sang and danced
with us. We were very happy

H

and thankful for it,” Inpyo, the
leader of the group, says.
Talking about their
Bollywood performance,
videos of which took the
Internet by storm and won

them new fans, group member
Isaac reveals they took a week
to learn the choregraphy, and
shares, “We had a lot of fun
practising it! Even after

practice, we would sing the
song in our car.”
The group is super excited
when asked about the

(L-R) Inpyo, Hyunuk, Isaac, Jiahn, Yeontae, and Inho of IN2IT

possibility of a Bollywood
collaboration. “Definitely!
Whether it’s a cameo in a film
or a commercial, we would
love to be part of anything
Bollywood,” gushes Isaac.
On how they found Indian
cities, Jiahn says they were
impressed by Mumbai’s
Gateway of India and Isaac
adds the group loved the over
100-ft high statue of Hanuman
in Jhandewalan, New Delhi.
And all of them loved Indian
cuisine. “Hyunuk is a foodie.
He loves to eat curry even in
Korea so when we came here,
we wanted to try the authentic
Indian curry. We also liked
Tandoori Chicken, Biryani,
and Samosas,” says Inpyo.
But the band leaves India
with an unfulfilled dream — to
perform near the Taj Mahal.
“Unfortunately, we won’t have
time to see the Taj this time, so,
we hope to visit India again
soon,” Isaac says.
n

farozan.akhtar@htlive.com
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It is time you do something about your
fitness as it needs care. You remain stable
and content in terms of finance and
monetary issues. You are likely to handle
a job at work most competently and
receive rave reviews about the same. A
ARIES
visit to a relative staying in another town
(MAR 21 - APR 20)
might add some fun in your life today.
Property matters are better to be discussed
well before coming into a conclusion.
Love Focus: Some confusion may prevail in your relationship today.
Lover may be in a complaining mood; it will be better to maintain a
low profile.
Lucky Number: 22 Lucky Colour: Electric Grey
Health remains satisfactory today. But
don’t overindulge. You have the money,
but what you need is a little
judiciousness in spending. A trying time
is indicated for job seekers. Cupid’s
arrow finds its mark as love blossoms. So
LEO
watch out. Family scene will be joyous as
(JuLY 23 - AuG 23)
fresh beginnings are made. An
uncomfortable journey might make you
lethargic and fatigued. Some of you are likely to acquire property in
the form of a plot or an apartment.
Love Focus: Newlyweds are likely to have a scintillating time today.
Make the most of it.
Lucky Number: 3 Lucky Colour: Brown
Condition of those under the weather is set
to improve fast. Support from an
unexpected quarter will prove to be of
great help in terms of finance. You can
become a part of a huge project at work,
so brace yourself for hard work and
SAGITTARIUS
success. Homemakers are likely to bring in
(NOV 23 - DEC 21)
a good change to improve the home front,
which will be welcomed by all. An enjoyable
journey by road is on the cards for some. If you are planning to buy or
sell property, this is the best day.
Love Focus: Lover may appear overdemanding today but isn’t that
justified in love? After all who else should he/she be counting upon?
Lucky Number: 9 Lucky Colour: Magenta

HINDUSTA N TIMES, CHANDIGARH
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John Cena: This American wrestler-actor, who is
known for his roles in films such as Trainwreck,
The Marine, Legendary, Fred: The Movie and 12
Rounds, turns 42 today.

Health will not deter you today as you
remain fit to pursue anything of your
interest. It is high time that you become
judicious in your spending and save as
much as possible to raise you monetary
situation. Time has come to prove your
TAURUS
mettle on the professional front and you
(APR 21 - MAY 20)
will go great guns! Spouse or a family
member may not be on talking terms with you
today. Your concern for an ailing relation may make you undertake a
journey. Those in property business may not find the day profitable.
Love Focus: Romance is on its peak as you give your hundred per
cent to your relationship.
Lucky Number: 3 Lucky Colour: Lemon

Health keeps you at peace today as you
relax and rejuvenate. Forging a business
partnership is foreseen and will be a step
in the right direction in terms of lifting
your finances. A turbulent period is
foreseen in a new job. But be confident
GEMINI
and honest. A vacation planned with
(MAY 21 - JUN 21)
family might get cancelled because of some
untoward reason. So don’t be disheartened. A
profitable day is foreseen for those in property business. So make the
most of it.
Love Focus: Extending the fig leaf to your lover who was not very
happy with you is likely to be a step in the right direction.
Lucky Number: 1 Lucky Colour: Coffee

Health will be back because of a new diet
plan being undertaken. Take care not to
fritter away your earnings, as you may
need to keep it for the rainy day. Taking
the initiative to approach someone at
work for completing a task may brighten
CANCER
your prospects in completing it well. In
(JuNE 22 - JuLY 22)
the family front, listen well before coming
to a conclusion and give your views and
opinions only after thinking well. Be careful while driving in heavy
traffic. You are likely to lose money in your property business.
Love Focus: The day looks to be great on the love front as you will
keep a promise and get appreciated for it by your lover.
Lucky Number: 9 Lucky Colour: Dark Grey

Health remains moderate; but needs some
care. Don’t promise anything to anyone,
especially money. Your workable
solution to a professional problem will
get the go ahead from higher ups. Tips
given by someone is likely to come in
VIRGO
(AuG 24 - SEPT 23)
handy in a tricky situation related to
driving. Ascertain facts before reacting to a
bad news about something or someone in the
family. Postpone a property deal for another day as it is likely to be
not a very good day for any property related dealings.
Love Focus: You would need to maintain your cool on the love front
today as the lover may appear to be in a complaining mode.
Lucky Number: 1 Lucky Colour: Peach

Your effort towards getting into shape is
finally showing good results. Certain
good news on the financial front can be
expected today. You will need to watch
your step on the work front as someone
is out to get you. A lot of convincing will
LIBRA
be required to make lover consent to your
(SEPT 24 - OCT 23)
wishes. Homemakers will take the initiative
of making some positive changes on the home
front. An official outing with colleague might be fun. Those in
property business can have a money-spinning day.
Love Focus: You would need to be at your convincing best to make
your lover agree with something in your mind.
Lucky Number: 2 Lucky Colour: Baby Pink

It is better to take precaution if you are not
feeling completely fit. It’s better to watch
what you are eating. Tackling a nagging
monetary issue will be somewhat
difficult for you. So handle with care.
You can be under scrutiny of your boss
SCORPIO
today because of something not done
(OCT 24 - NOV 22)
well at work. Preparation for a function or a
party can take most of your day. A long drive
with family can be great fun. This is not a good day to deal in
property.
Love Focus: Some more efforts would be required to impress the one
you secretly like. Make sure you give in your best!
Lucky Number: 5 Lucky Colour: Yellow

Health needs extra care, due to changing
weather. Be cautious and stay safe.
Financial condition is set to improve
soon as profits accrue. Professionally,
you are likely to excel; your talent will
speak and get you the best rewards.
CAPRICORN
Keep up the hard work. You will manage
(DEC 22 - JAN 21)
to keep the domestic atmosphere light and
keep each member happy today. Delays and
glitches can mar a perfect outing. A gain in the property business is
preordained.
Love Focus: Keep romance on the back-burner today. An outing with
lover is likely to be postponed to a later date.
Lucky Number: 6 Lucky Colour: Crimson

Health promises to keep you in excellent
condition today. Your efforts to stabilise
monetary conditions will be fruitful.
Following someone blindly on the
professional front may not be in your
favour. Lonely hearts are likely to get
AQUARIUS
lucky. You are likely to take the family
(JAN 22 - FEB 19)
someplace exciting and enjoy your heart
out. Travelling a lot will have its toll on you as
you feel exhausted and sick. Chances of becoming the owner of a
house or an apartment look bright for some.
Love Focus: Channelising all your energy in wooing the one you like
is certain to brighten your chances for romance.
Lucky Number: 8 Lucky Colour: Navy Blue

Health remains at ease as you practice the
new fitness regime. Some hard work may
be required to make the monetary
condition stable. Something good done
to someone at work is likely to be repaid
soon. A helping hand can be expected for
PISCES
completing a long pending job. You will
(FEB 20 - MAR 20)
need all the tact and diplomacy at your
disposal to handle a family member. You might
get a chance to travel across border on an official trip. This is not an
ideal day to deal with a property issue you have been neglecting.
Love Focus: Some of the singles are likely to fall in love soon as
cupid’s arrow hits the mark.
Lucky Number: 7 Lucky Colour: Lemon

SUDOKU

CALVIN AND HOBBES

DIFFICULTY LEVEL

Bill Watterson

Actor Huma
Qureshi with
brother, actor
Saqib Saleem
PHOTO: SATISH
BATE/HT

MATHDOKU

DID YOU KNOW?
AnUpam Kher was cast in the 1983 film
Jaane Bhi Do Yaaron as a ‘disco killer’ bUt
all his scenes were discarded from the
final cUt at the editing stage.

Fill in all the squares in the grid so that each row, column and
each of the 9X9 squares contains all the digits from 1 to 9.

SCRAMBLE - 3064
Solve the four anagrams and move one letter to each square to
form four ordinary words

IREEE
WIPES
BEOLTT
ALYFSW
Now arrange the letters marked with an asterisk (*) to form the
answer to the riddle or to fill in the missing words as indicated.

T

SCRAMBLE SOLUTION: Eerie, swipe, bottle, sawfly
ANSWER: Not knowing anything is the sweetest life - Sophocles

hey are partners in crime
and despite being in the
same profession, they
never let any jealousy or
competition come in the way
of their happiness. In fact,
when actor Huma Qureshi
and her brother actor Saqib
Saleem gang up as a team,
they leave no stone unturned
to have a ball and pull pranks
on each other.
Huma shares that Saqib is
way ahead of her when it
comes to playing pranks. “I
think my brother is the
biggest prankster on the
planet. He has a habit of

taking the most embarrassing
pictures and videos of me,”
Huma says.
Brothers are often
protective of their sisters,
so much so that they even spy
on them and this is true in the
case of this celebrity sibling
duo. Huma shares, “Saqib
keeps a close eye on my
activities. He always is
curious about who I’m talking
to on the phone or texting, and
tries to snatch my phone and
trouble me.”
However, the 32-year-old
actor is quick to add that
Saqib does silly things, too, to
bring a smile on her face. “He
does silly Tarzan dances. He is
always cranky early in the
morning and extra charged
late at night. He also reminds
me to stay cool and sane,” the
actor laughs.
On a slightly serious note,
Huma doesn’t shy away
from calling her brother a
baby. “He is the baby in our
family, and the most
hardworking and good kid I
know. Saqa has been my Rock
of Gibraltar through
everything. To be frank, I
wouldn’t know how to
function without him,”
Huma signs off.

SOLUTION SUDOKU

Sangeeta Yadav

Place numbers into the puzzle cells so that each row and column contains each of the digits from 1 to 5. No number is to be repeated in any row or
column. Each bold-outlined cells contain a hint of a number and one of the mathematical symbols + x - /. The number is the result of the operation
represented by the symbol to the digits contained.

BINGE-WATCH GUIDE

MOVIES ON TV
EDITOR’S
PICK

LINE OF DUTY
2012 | 16+ | 4 Seasons | Series

Starring: Martin Compston,
Vicky McClure, Adrian Dunbar
Synopsis: DS Steve Arnott is
transferred to a police
anticorruption unit after he
refuses to be part of a cover-up
involving accidental shooting.

Starring: Kate Beckinsale,
Ólafur Darri Ólafsson

THE WIDOW
2019 | 13+ | Season 1 | Series

Synopsis: A woman’s search
to uncover the mysterious
disappearance of her husband
leads her to the Congo.

Starring: Namrata Gujaran,
Arjun Rampal, Sonnalli Seygall

SALUTE SIACHEN
2017 | 13+ | Season 1 | Series

SOLUTION MATHDUKU

Humarevealsthe
meanestthing
brotherSaqib
Saleemdoestoher

Not knowing anything is the ________ ____
- Sophocles (8,4)

Synopsis: Actors, models and
sportspersons attempt to scale
the most treacherous parts of
the Siachen glacier.

Justice League
at 1247
0913 Once
Upon A
Time In
China II
1112 Surf’s Up
1247 Justice League
1451 Hellboy
1701 xXx: State Of The
Union
1850 Ocean’s Eight
2100 Iron Man 2

EDITOR’S
PICK

Big Hero 6 at 1352
1133 Home Alone 2
1352 Big Hero 6
1542 War For The Planet Of The
Apes
1830 Prince Of Persia: The
Sands Of Time
2050 Guardians Of The Galaxy
Vol. 2

Unforgettable at 1012
1012 Unforgettable
1150 The Patriot
1435 The Campaign
1552 Fool’s Gold
1744 Rush Hour
1920 Mean Machine
2100 Blood Diamond

Starring: Rajkummar Rao,
Naveen Kasturia, Anna Ador

BOSE: DEAD/ALIVE
2017 | 16+ | Season 1 | Series

BOSTON LEGAL
2004 | 16+ | 5 Seasons | Series

Synopsis: This is the story of
India’s biggest cover-up: Netaji
Subhash Chandra Bose and the
mystery of his alleged death.

Starring: James Spader, William
Shatner, Candice Bergen

LOC Kargil at 2045

Synopsis: Ethicallychallenged attorney Alan Shore
makes his mark winning cases
no one would take.

1115 Damini
1430 Jaisi Karni Waisi Bharni
1800 Chandramukhi Ka Badla
2045 LOC Kargil

Phir Hera Pheri at 2000

Singh Is Bliing at 1402

1100 No Problem
1359 Himmatwar
1705 Half Girlfriend
2000 Phir Hera Pheri
2317 Anaconda 3: Offspring

0955 Return Of Chandramukhi
1250 Toilet - Ek Prem Katha
1402 Singh Is Bliing
1856 Jurmana
2100 Bruce Lee-The Fighter
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Tom
Hanks

THE GOLDFINCH BY
DONNA TARTT (2013)
Who’s in it: Nicole Kidman,
Sarah Paulson, Finn
Wolfhard, Ansel Elgort, Luke
Wilson
Premise: Tartt’s first book in
11 years, The Goldfinch
became an instant bestseller
and even won the author a
Pulitzer Prize. It follows the
story of Theo Decker, a
teenager who survives a
terror attack that claims the
life of his mum. Following
the incident, Theo’s life is
unalterably changed and he
enters the world of crime,

Nicole
Kidman

deception, and second
chances.
Release: September 13
Quotable quotes: I had the
epiphany that laughter was
light, and light was laughter,
and that this was the secret
of the universe.

PHOTO: RYAN

THE GOOD LIAR BY
NICHOLAS SEARLE
(2016)

TOBY
MELVILLE/
REUTERS

Who’s in it: Ian McKellen,
Helen Mirren
Premise: Octogenarian Roy
Courtnay is aiming for the
last big payday of his life
when he lays eyes on Betty, a
wealthy widow, on a dating
site. He’s confident that his
scheme to swindle her will be
a success. In no time, the

veteran con man moves into
Betty’s home and also
prepares to accompany her
on a romantic sojourn to
Europe. But, is Betty actually
the woman she’s claiming to
be?
Release: November 15
Quotable quotes: One of
the things that I dislike
intensely is dishonesty.

PFLUGER/THE
NEW YORK
TIMES

THE GOOD SHEPHERD
BY CS FORESTER
(1955)
Being made as: Greyhound
Who’s in it: Tom Hanks,
Elisabeth Shue, Stephen
Graham, Manuel GarciaRulfo
Premise: The book follows a
US Navy commander, George
Krause, in the early days of

BOOKED FOR
THE BIG SCREEN
On World Book
Day today, we take
a look at upcoming
book-to-film
adaptations

Dipti Mudaliar

lthough many
bibliophiles may — most
of the time — feel that a
book is any day better
than its 70mm adaptation, a
majority of book lovers
nevertheless agree that there’s
something fascinating about

A

seeing their loved characters
get played by their favourite
actors. Which is why we have
compiled this list of literary
works — thrillers, sweet
romance novels, fantasy reads
and even a comic book — being
made into Hollywood movies.
So, get set, read, watch, enjoy!

n

World War II. The story is told
in the third person in the
book, entirely from Krause’s
point of view detailing his
depression and inferiority.
Release: Pushed to May
2020
Quotable quotes: Be sober,
be vigilant; because your
adversary the devil, as a
roaring lion, walketh about,
seeking whom he may
devour.

Helen Mirren
PHOTO: CHRIS
FARINA/AFP

THE LAST THING HE
WANTED BY JOAN
DIDION (1996)
Who’s in it: Anne Hathaway,
Ben Affleck and Willem
Dafoe
Premise: The novel is set in
1984. The provocative thriller
follows Elena McMahon, a
Washington Post reporter,
who leaves her job after
covering the 1984 US
presidential campaign, in
order to care for her dad. But
in return, she inherits his
position as an arms dealer
caught in the middle of an

Taraji P Henson as
Ann Atwater

international security
conflict. McMahon
struggles to cope with
the spies, American
military personnel,
and the consequences
of her father’s errors
that are waiting for
her on a small island
off the coast of Costa
Rica.
Release: Streaming
services release
Quotable quotes:
The most terrifying
verse I know:
merrily merrily
merrily life is but a
dream.

Anne
Hathaway
PHOTO: ANGELA
WEISS/AFP

dipti.mudaliar@htlive.com

THE WOMAN IN THE
WINDOW BY AJ FINN
(2018)

Amy Adams
PHOTO: KEVIN
WINTER/GETTY
IMAGES/AFP

Who’s in it: Amy Adams, Julianne
Moore, Gary Oldman, Wyatt
Russell
Premise: Anna Fox, an
agoraphobic New Yorker, spends
her time drinking wine, taking
baths, and watching her
neighbours until she sees the
unexpected. What did she
witness? In this thriller, nothing is
what it seems.
Release: October 4
Quotable quotes: Watching is
like nature photography: You
don’t interfere with the wildlife.

THE BEST OF ENEMIES:
RACE AND REDEMPTION
IN THE NEW SOUTH BY
OSHA GRAY DAVIDSON
(2007)
Who’s in it: Taraji P Henson,
Sam Rockwell
Premise: A black civil-rights
activist named Ann Atwater
and a white Ku Klux Klan
leader named CP Ellis
frequently cross paths in

WHERE’D YOU GO,
BERNADETTE BY MARIA
SEMPLE (2012)
Who’s in it: Cate Blanchett,
Emma Nelson, Kristen Wiig, and
Judy Greer
Premise: This funny novel with a
non-traditional narrative includes
many different formats – e-mails,
letters, FBI docs, correspondence
with a psychiatrist – to unveil the
story of Bernadette, a handson mum, who’s always busy
with her 15-year-old daughter
Bee’s school activities but
suddenly disappears one day.
What follows is Bee’s road trip
adventure where she discovers
all about her mum’s past secrets.
Release: August 9
Quotable quotes: Life is a stew,
and pot is poop. If someone
stirred even a teeny-bit of poop
in the stew, would you really
want to eat it?

North Carolina in the ’60s
when they protest against
each other’s stance on school
integration. However, when
1971 comes around and
schools are legally required
to desegregate in the US, the
duo meet again and when
forced to co-chair a few open
forums in their hometown of
Raleigh — they become
great friends.
Release: Released in the US
Quotable quotes: Peace
without justice and equal
opportunity is no peace.

Melissa
McCarthy

THE KITCHEN BY OLLIE
MASTERS (2015)

PHOTO: CHRIS
PIZZELLO/AP

Who’s in it: Melissa McCarthy,
Tiffany Haddish, and Elisabeth
Moss
Premise: Based on the Vertigo
comic book series, it follows the
lives of Irish mobsters’ wives who
team up to run the business after
their husbands are sent to prison.
Release: August 9
Quotable quotes: Just to be
clear, now we run the
neighbourhood.

Actor Emma Watson along
with her co-stars and film’s
director PHOTO: TWITTER/
EMMAWATSON

Cate Blanchett

Tom
Holland

PHOTO: VALERIE
MACON/AFP

OLD POSSUM’S BOOK OF
PRACTICAL CATS BY
TS ELIOT (1939)
Being made as: Cats
Who’s in it: Taylor Swift, Idris
Elba, and Judi Dench
Premise: Based on feline
psychology, the poems are told
over the course of an evening,
wherein a tribe of cats gather to
decide which cat can ascend to a
heavenly place. The Jellicle
choice, anyone?
Release: December 20
Quotable quotes: With cats,
some say, one rule is true: Don’t
speak till you are spoken to.

LITTLE WOMEN BY
LOUISA MAY ALCOTT
(1868)
Who’s in it: Meryl Streep,
Saoirse Ronan, Timothée
Chalamet, Emma Watson,
Florence Pugh
Premise: Following the
lives of the four March
sisters — Meg, Jo, Beth and
Amy — this classic details
their journey from
childhood to womanhood.
Release: December 25
Quotable quotes: I am
not afraid of storms, for I
am learning how to sail my
ship.

THE KNIFE OF NEVER
LETTING GO BY
PATRICK NESS (2008)
Being made as: Chaos
Walking
Who’s in it: Tom Holland,
Daisy Ridley, Nick Jonas
Premise: In a dystopian
world where women are
non-existent, Todd Hewitt
is the only boy in a town of
men. He has to deal with
an unpleasant wake of
“the Noise germ” that
infiltrated the world. He
can hear everyone’s
thoughts, and vice versa.
Release: Pushed to 2020
Quotable quotes: When
luck ain’t with you, it’s
against you.
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PHOTOS: ISTOCK;
SHUTTERSTOCK

Shaan-EAwadh; (inset)
Dussehri mango

DUSSEHRI:
LUCKNOW-MALIHABAD
The land of Nawabs could be
well credited for the famous
mangoes whose aroma
overpowers all once it makes
its way to the markets and
makes its lovers claim that
‘The King is in North’. Once
you are done being awed by
Lucknow’s ornate Imambaras,
their sprawling premises,
Rumi Darwaza, Lucknow
Residency and La Martiniere

ALPHONSO:
RATNAGIRI
Surrounded by the
beautiful Sahyadri range
on the Konkan coastline,
Ratnagiri’s Alphonsos
overshadow its history. Its
Ratnadurg Fort, covered
by sea on three sides, is
a pretty picture when
the rains turn its
lands to green.
Thibaw Palace,
built in Pagoda
style, was the
residence of the
exiled king of
Burma (Myanmar)
— Thibaw Min, the
last king of the
Konbaung dynasty.
Besides all this heritage,
it is the golden yellow
fruit, hailed as the king of
mangoes that captures all
imagination, and
appropriately jumpstarts
the season of obsession.
Interestingly, Alphonso
was a result of Afonso de
Albuquerque’s, the second
Governor of Portuguese,
efforts. India loved the
fruit so much that he took
some saplings to Brazil to
experiment with grafting.
The quest for the ideal
variety ended with one
that was named Affonse
after him and brought
back to India in the 16th
century.

Kesar mango;
(inset) Mahabat
Maqbara Palace

GREATPULP,
NO FICTION

(Top) Alohonso Mango; (above)
Thibaw Palace
PHOTOS: SHUTTERSTOCK; ISTOCK

KESAR: JUNAGADH
Put Gujarat and mango in
one equation and you get
silky and addictive aamras.
First cultivated by the
Nawabs of Junagadh in
the early 20th century,
Kesar has intelligently
taken the title of being
the queen of the mangoes
while others are fighting
for the king’s position. It’s
bright orange colour
and to an extent,
being one of the
most expensive
varieties is
correctly
reminiscent of
the spice by
same name —
kesar (saffron).
The foothills of
Girnar, blooming
with fragrant
Kesar mangoes in
the summer, make
the tombs of Nawabs
and the wild Asiatic lions
at Gir Forest National Park
become secondary.

A

n

(Far right) Hazarduari
Palace museum;
(right)
Himsagar
mango

HIMSAGAR:
MURSHIDABAD
How can any story of
sweetness be complete
without a mention of West
Bengal. Once governed from
Murshidabad, the seat of
power of the Nawabs of
Bengal, it is only logical
that the city had its own
collection of mango
orchards. Coming from
the fertile lands on the

Varanasi or Kashi or
Banaras, quietly
delivers a palette
changer. Langra, with
its thick green skin,
which remains so
even when ripe, as
compared to others’
turning yellow, boasts of a
better shelf life. Yet,
despite being one of the
oldest varieties around, it
lives in the shadows of its
other sought after
counterparts in the
country. It might be due
to its humble origins. It is
said to have been
cultivated in the lands of a
layman in Varanasi.

MALGOVA, TOTAPURI:
KRISHNAGIRI

Garima Verma
s we cut a slice of
the first mango of
the season, the
husband, quite
uncharacteristically, turns
poetic: Zindagi khaas na sahi,
iss mausam mein toh aam hi
kaafi hai. I wonder if it was the
fruit or the election season
making lesser mortals
significant again. Has to be the
fruit! For, it has inspired poets,
made kings lust for it, and
turned many into travellers.
The mango groves were an
integral part of lord Buddha’s
spiritual journey, for Kalidas,
mango season meant love and
passion, and Mirza Ghalib was
such a fan, fabled to have
devoured almost all the
varieties that were popular
during his time that he
could say with authority:
Mujhse poochho tumhein
khabar kya hai, aam ke
aage nai’shakar
(sugarcane) kya hai.

LANGRA: VARANASI

Manikarnika ghat;
(inset) Langra mango

The golden goodness of mango is an inspiration
for artists and poets. For others, it is an indulgence
that brings joy. Here’s a map to travel the length and
breadth of India to savour the best of its flavours

bank of the Ganga,
Himsagar are available
only for four weeks,
anytime between May
and June. It is though difficult
to ascertain whether
Murshidabad’s mangoes are
more intriguing or the
Hazarduari Palace. The threestorey 19th-century palace, as
the name suggests, has 1,000
real and false doors, built
so that any attempt to escape
would end in getting lost
in the maze.

Think Kanjeevarams and
their lovely golden mango
motifs and you know that
Tamil Nadu has a special
place for the fruit. Coming
from Krishnagiri,
Malgova’s crimson blush
and availability
throughout the season has
arguably earned the place
the title of ‘mango capital’.
Krishnagiri was once a
Gateway of Tamil Nadu
and its fort hence, the first
line of defence. Malgova,
which was legendary in
the orchards of the ruler of
Mysore, Hyder Ali, the fruit
is still a favourite in Tamil
kitchens. Its sweetness
though, is well balanced
by Totapuri, which is also
believed to have
originated from
Krishnagiri, which is now
widely cultivated in
Andhra Pradesh,
Karnataka, and Tamil
Nadu.

ht.cafe@htlive.com

BANGANPALLI:
BANGANPALLE
The South, meanwhile,
continues to wage war for its
own king; the giant among
them — Banganapalli. It is
believed to have been
introduced by the Andra
Pradesh’s Banganpalle royal
family. An important place
during medieval times in
Vijayanagara rule, its fort still

gives a peek into the glory
days. The nearby Belum
Caves, the largest and longest
cave system open to public in
India, are any historian,
archaeologist or geologist’s
delight. Though Banganpalle
is known for its diamonds
now, the mangoes are the
ones putting its name on the
map.

College, head some 25km to
Malihabad. Its village Dasheri
still houses the 300-year-old
mother tree. Belonging to the
Nawab of Lucknow, the
legend has it that in order to
prevent the mango’s
reproduction, even the seeds
of eaten ones were destroyed.
It is said that it was only when
someone somehow
succeeded in stealing a fruit
that it spread to other parts.
The fruits from the mother
tree still go exclusively to the
Nawab’s family.

Belum cave; (inset)
Banganapalli mango

(Top) Totapur mango; (above)
Kanchipuram silk sari

CHAUNSA: BIHAR
The love affair and also
the debate that starts
with Alphonso, ends with
the juiciest of all —
Chaunsa. For, they are the
lasts to hit the market and
leave us with a desiring
wait for next season.
Originated in the Sindh
region of now Pakistan,
Sher Shah Suri named his
favourite mango variety
Chaunsa after his victory
over Humayun at Chausa
in Bihar’s Buxar district,
from where its
propagation in India is
believed to have
started. The Mughals’
infatuation with the
fruit saw Akbar plant
one lakh mango trees
in Darbhanga in an
orchard which was
hence called Lakh Bagh;
some trees still rumoured
to be standing.

Chaunsa mango

‘Connections Mohit’s‘mesmerising’
before merit in Maldivianholiday
Bollywood’
Mohammed
Zeeshan Ayyub
says he is in no
hurry to sign
big projects
PHOTO: PRATIK
CHORGE/HT

Mohit Malhotra
with girlfriend, Aishwarya
Desai

Beautiful beaches with palm trees are a common sight in
Maldvies; (below) Maldives corals house for fishes
PHOTOS: SHUTTERSTOCK

Anjali Shetty

Rishabh Suri
e’s among those rare
actors who have worked
back-to-back with the
Khans — Shah Rukh (Raees,
2017; Zero, 2018), Aamir
(Thugs of Hindostan) and
Salman (Tubelight, 2017). But
Mohammed Zeeshan Ayyub is
taking a break now. He has cut
down on the number of
projects, and currently, has
only one film in hand —
Article 15 with Ayushmann
Khurrana. “I don’t have that
big a role (in Article 15). I just
have two scenes. And I shot for
it for two days in Lucknow,”
he says.
Isn’t he afraid that taking a
break might affect his career,

H

as out of sight is out of mind?
“Not at all. Thugs… and Zero
took two years. I was quite
tired, and decided I’ll take a
break. I didn’t come to this
field for that (working
constantly). I was indeed a bit
confused some time back that
‘I need to do a film like this and
do a character like that for my
career graph’, but I keep going
back in time... I remembered
2000, the time I had started
doing theatre, and the reason I
shifted to this field and left my
dream of becoming an
engineer or joining the Air
Force, or any other profession.
I decided I will become an
actor and be in a creative field,
on the stage, even if only to fix
the lights,” says Zeeshan.

So, he isn’t in any hurry to
focus on big projects. “You just
need to keep on performing
(instead of thinking) ‘there are
so many people standing, who
will get a chance and grab it’.
We are making so many films.
Everybody needs good actors,”
he says.
But does he believe that
some get these roles through
connections rather than
merit? “Definitely…
projection and connection
both are there. Kitni bhi baat
karein, but industry operates
likes a business only. It’s clear
that acting ke basis pe zyaada
log kaam kar nahi rahe. But
aisa bhi nahi ki acting se aapko
kuchh milta nahi,” Zeeshan
says.

ctor Mohit Malhotra
recently visited Maldives
with his girlfriend
Aishwarya Desai. The actor
shares that the stay was
spectacular and it was a
totally unwinding experience
in the truest sense. Mohit
says, “We were staying at an
exotic resort and spa. It’s an
island in itself, it’s located in
one of the largest lagoons in
Maldives. You are left
mesmerised looking at its
beauty.”
Speaking about all the fun
activities that he experienced
there, Mohit adds that
snorkelling in the middle of
the ocean was the best. “For
people who love water, and
everything underwater,
snorkelling is a must-do
there. We were amazed at the

A

treasur
e trove
that exists
under water. We
got to see beautiful coral
reefs, different kinds of fishes
and sea turtles. It was
incredible,” he says.
A self-confessed foodie,
Mohit tried the local cuisine
and particularly enjoyed
dishes such as Garudhiya,
Maas Huni and Maldivian
omelette. “Fish is a major
ingredient in most of their
popular dishes. The food is
amazing and we thoroughly
enjoyed exploring the local
cuisine,” he adds.

Mohit further says that
the people were warm,
friendly and extremely
helpful. He says, “Their
hospitality is incredible, they
make you feel at ease and at
home.”
Mohit suggests snorkelling,
jet skiing, laying on a
hammock in the middle of a
lagoon and eating local
cuisine while enjoying the
white sand beaches as the
must-dos while in Maldives.
n

anjali.shetty@htlive.com
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Manoj
Bajpayee
PHOTO: SHIVAM
SAXENA/HT

PHOTO: HTCS

Salman Khan’s varied looks in his upcoming movie, Bharat

The journey of a man and his nation

irector Ali Abbas Zafar’s
upcoming movie, Bharat,
starring actor Salman
Khan, chronicles the journey
of a man and the nation
together in and as Bharat.
The film essays the life of
Salman’s character in tandem
with the events of Indian
history spanning six decades,
touching upon the landmark
years that brought about the

D

partition of the land and,
much later, the onset of
liberalisation.
Ever since the
announcement of the film,
there has been excitement
around the varied looks of
Salman’s character — from a
circus artist to a naval officer,
and his journey over 60 years.
Following glimpses of the
diverse looks in the teaser and

‘Don’t tell your boss:
Get lost, I’m gonna
be a writer’

Manoj Bajpayee, who
turns 50 today, talks
about spending 25
years in Bollywood
Rishabh Suri
ctor Manoj Bajpayee has
all reasons to celebrate.
He turns 50 today and
also completes 25 years
as an actor! He started his
career with Drohkaal in 1994,
and his filmography, which
includes Satya (1998), Gangs of
Wasseypur (2012) and Aligarh
(2016) to name a few, features
some of the most criticallyacclaimed films in Indian
cinema. Excerpts from a
chat with the Padma Shri
awardee.

A

Are you a birthday person?
It’s not about the number.
Numbers matter to people who
think they have achieved a lot.
For me, life is starting every
day, every year. There’s a lot
to be done! This year, I am
celebrating with friends from
the industry. It’s the first time
I am having a get-together of
this kind. It was on their
insistence, saying I should not
behave like a stingy man! They
all thought they deserve a
party not just for my birthday,
but since the Padma Shri also
happened this year. I have
completed 25 years in the
industry, which is an
impossible industry for an
outsider like me. So I gave into
their demands!

How has the journey shaped up
for you to come to this conclusion
that it’s an ‘impossible industry’?
You have to be really lucky.
Talent alone doesn’t matter in
this industry, and everyone
knows this. If someone says
‘good films are done’, ‘talent
always survives’, there are
other factors too, which are far
more important. You should
be extremely lucky too, and
have the common sense to
keep changing your path,
adjusting and accommodating,
without bending on your
principles. It’s a small
industry, that’s why it’s so
difficult. I stayed on the fringe,
was never a part of the elite
league, but I survived and am
still surviving. The audience is
going to see a lot of different
stuff from me.
Talking about different stuff, your
film Sonchiriya (which didn’t rake
in numbers theatrically) is now on
a streaming platform and people
are reacting positively...
It’s disheartening, the manner
in which this film has been
dealt with, but that’s the nexus
of distributors… most of my
films are victims of this. This
is not new for me, I take it on
my chin every time. But my
team members are all very
sad, it was heart-melting to see
them. I have been a fan of

Abhishek Chaubey (director),
who upped his game with this
film. There are nearly six
months left for the year to end,
but one thing is for sure, it’s
the best film of 2019 regardless
of the fact that there are six
months to go. At the end of the
day, everyone thinks that
since Manoj starred in the
film, that’s why he’s talking
like that. So be it! What is
great, is great, whether I am in
it, or not. I just hope and pray
it gets its due justice on the
streaming platform.

Are you happy then, since people
must be messaging you about
how good the film was, after
watching it online?
Messages have started
dropping in, but I don’t have
any sympathies for these
reactions. I don’t take it well.
Whenever I get these
reactions, I feel if the audience
doesn’t go out and see the film,
boost the collections… yes, it’s
sad and tragic that our quality
is decided by the box-office.
That’s realism, a fact that if the
audiences don’t move out and
watch good films at the
theatre, people will stop
making them. So these kind of
reactions don’t flatter me. I
don’t feel appreciated at all by
these words.
n

rishabh.suri@htlive.com

STOP PRESS
IT’S A FILM, NOT A HOTEL:
SRK ROASTS CRITICS
ctor Shah Rukh Khan was at
his wittiest best at the firstever Critics Choice Film Awards.
During the ceremony on Sunday
night, SRK took to the stage
and said, “So I request all my
critic friends here, please don’t
be like us Bollywood film stars,
and get carried away by what

A

Bollywood succumbed to many
years ago — the star system.
The star system cannot be the
only way of summing up films
by our critics... 3 stars, 3.5 stars,
3 and a quarter stars, 5 stars...
It’s a film, not a hotel for
God’s sake. With the
advent of homegrown
critics, film critic is an
endangered species. Let it
not get replaced by
consumer service.” HTC

PHOTO:
VIRAL
BHAYANI

trailer, social media is abuzz
with increased curiosity and a
positive reaction among the
audience.
Ali says, “It’s a parallel
journey between Salman’s
character, Bharat, and the
birth of the nation which
happened in 1947 and from
then to 2010, all the landmark
events that this country has
gone through. A few of them

criss-cross his character’s
journey and how it affects the
storyline is what Bharat is all
about.”
The movie also stars actor
Katrina Kaif along with
actors Disha Patani, Sunil
Grover, Tabu, and Jackie
Shroff.
Bharat also marks Ali and
Salman’s third collaboration,
after the success of Sultan

Kavita Awaasthi
hey say books are
windows to the world
and Mouni Roy can
vouch for the fact. She
credits her father for
introducing her to
books at an early age.
“I grew up in Cooch
Behar, West Bengal,
and books were my
only window to the
world and different
cultures,” says the
RAW actor on World
Book Day.
“I was introduced to
Rabindranath
Tagore’s Gitanjali
and a book of short
stories by
Shakespeare at
the same time. I
fell in love with
them. Later, I
read The
Tempest,
Othello and
many other

T

PHOTO: AMAL KS/HT

emember that post on
social media that asks
you to get on a plane and
never come back, or that film
that would have you quit
your job to ‘follow your
dream’? Well, if writing is
your dream, on World Book
Day today, Amish Tripathi —
author of the fastest-selling
book series in India’s
publishing industry — has
advice: Don’t quit your job.
“You have to pay your
bills at the end of the month,
man — unless you have a
rich father... There’s no
harm in having a job. Write
your book along with your
job. Yes, you’ll have to work
hard, for 14-15 hours a day,
you’ll have very little free
time, but that’s cool. There’s
no substitute to hard work,”

R

says Amish. “I resigned
only after The Secret of the
Nagas’ (his sophomore
work) royalty cheque
became more than my
salary cheque,” adds
Amish, who worked in the
financial services sector for
a decade and a half before
the first book in his Shiva
trilogy, The Immortals of
Meluha, came out in 2010.
And the 44-year-old says
though starting on his first
book was an emotional
moment, he stuck with his
job. “Use your heart to decide
the destination, but use your
head to plot the journey. If
you want to be a writer, don’t
kill that dream. Pursue it.
Just don’t jump without
thinking — don’t tell your
boss, ‘Get lost, I am gonna be
a writer’, I wouldn’t
recommend that,” chuckles

HTC

Nothingbeatsthesmell
ofabook:MouniRoy

Amish Tripathi

Prannay

(2016) and Tiger Zinda Hai
(2017).
Directed by Ali Abbas Zafar,
Bharat is produced by
Bhushan Kumar, Krishan
Kumar, Atul Agnihotri, Alvira
Agnihotri, under the banners
of T-Series, Reel Life
Productions and Salman
Khan Films, and hits the
screen this Eid, June 5.

Mouni
Roy
PHOTO:
YOGEN
SHAH

the author, currently looking
forward to the release of the
final cog in his Ram trilogy.
Does the Indian Institute
of Management (IIM)
graduate believe that one
day a person would have to
enrol in an IIM instead of a
creative writing course to be
a writer? With a hearty
laugh, and fortuitously
dropping another reason
why financial independence
is imperative even as one
pursues their writing dream,
he answers, “I assure you

IIM graduates aren’t
necessarily more creative.
Creativity is a blessing that
can be available to anyone.
They [IIM graduates] are on
average, with well paying
jobs, able to invest in
marketing
themselves.
PHOTO:
You need to
SHUTTERSTOCK
invest in
marketing.
That’s how it
works.”
n

works of Shakespeare,” she
says, adding she prefers classic
fiction over the popular
variety.
Mouni enjoys reading a
couple of books at the same
time and ends up finishing
three or more in a month. “It
depends on the book. I take
more time to finish a nonfiction book than a fiction one.
Currently, I am reading the
Latitudes of Longing by
Shubhangi Swarup. It had been
on my mind since a long time
and couldn’t get to it. But now, I
am enjoying it. There is such
pleasure in reading a book and
nothing beats the smell of a
book, not to mention books are
easy on the eyes as opposed to
gadgets. You can never replace
books with any electronic
gadgets, though in the past few
years, I have started to love
audio books.”
Just like most book lovers,
she is quite possessive about
her books and with experience
learned not to let anyone
borrow them. She has a simple
answer for anyone seeking to
borrow a book from her
collection. “If anyone shows
interest in the books I have or I
am reading, I buy one and gift it
to them (laughs). Earlier, my
friends didn’t realise this, but
of late they’ve understood that
instead of letting them borrow
my books, I prefer to gift them.
The thing is people borrow
books but by the time they’d
return them, the condition of
the books would be horrible.”
n

kavita.awasthi@htlive.com

WORLD
BOOK
DAY

prannay.pathak
@htlive.com

K-pop group dreams of performing near the Taj Mahal

Farozan Akhtar

um aapse pyaar karte
hain” followed by “Aap
bahut khoobsurat hain”
and more, K-pop group IN2IT
went all out to make sure their
first India tour, with stops in
Mumbai and Delhi, was a
memorable one. Not only did
they charm the audience with
endearing attempts in Hindi,
they whipped the crowd into a
frenzy with a performance on
Bole Chudiyan (Kabhi Khushi
Kabhie Gham; 2001).
The group was surprised by
the recognition K-pop has in
India and touched by the
enthusiastic response they
received here. “We arrived in
Mumbai really early in the
morning (2-3am) and a lot of
fans were there to greet us.
Even at the Delhi airport, fans
waited for us though it was
raining. At the concert, the
audience sang and danced
with us. We were very happy

H

and thankful for it,” Inpyo, the
leader of the group, says.
Talking about their
Bollywood performance,
videos of which took the
Internet by storm and won

them new fans, group member
Isaac reveals they took a week
to learn the choregraphy, and
shares, “We had a lot of fun
practising it! Even after

practice, we would sing the
song in our car.”
The group is super excited
when asked about the

(L-R) Inpyo, Hyunuk, Isaac, Jiahn, Yeontae, and Inho of IN2IT

possibility of a Bollywood
collaboration. “Definitely!
Whether it’s a cameo in a film
or a commercial, we would
love to be part of anything
Bollywood,” gushes Isaac.
On how they found Indian
cities, Jiahn says they were
impressed by Mumbai’s
Gateway of India and Isaac
adds the group loved the over
100-ft high statue of Hanuman
in Jhandewalan, New Delhi.
And all of them loved Indian
cuisine. “Hyunuk is a foodie.
He loves to eat curry even in
Korea so when we came here,
we wanted to try the authentic
Indian curry. We also liked
Tandoori Chicken, Biryani,
and Samosas,” says Inpyo.
But the band leaves India
with an unfulfilled dream — to
perform near the Taj Mahal.
“Unfortunately, we won’t have
time to see the Taj this time, so,
we hope to visit India again
soon,” Isaac says.
n

farozan.akhtar@htlive.com
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Astrologer Prem Kumar Sharma can be contacted at: Delhi: 91-11-26449898,
26489899 (Sat to Mon): Panchkula: 91-172-2562832, 2572874 (Tues to Thurs);
Mumbai: 09223376963 (Last week of every month)

TUESDAY,
APRIL 23,
2019

It is time you do something about your
fitness as it needs care. You remain stable
and content in terms of finance and
monetary issues. You are likely to handle
a job at work most competently and
receive rave reviews about the same. A
ARIES
visit to a relative staying in another town
(MAR 21 - APR 20)
might add some fun in your life today.
Property matters are better to be discussed
well before coming into a conclusion.
Love Focus: Some confusion may prevail in your relationship today.
Lover may be in a complaining mood; it will be better to maintain a
low profile.
Lucky Number: 22 Lucky Colour: Electric Grey
Health remains satisfactory today. But
don’t overindulge. You have the money,
but what you need is a little
judiciousness in spending. A trying time
is indicated for job seekers. Cupid’s
arrow finds its mark as love blossoms. So
LEO
watch out. Family scene will be joyous as
(JuLY 23 - AuG 23)
fresh beginnings are made. An
uncomfortable journey might make you
lethargic and fatigued. Some of you are likely to acquire property in
the form of a plot or an apartment.
Love Focus: Newlyweds are likely to have a scintillating time today.
Make the most of it.
Lucky Number: 3 Lucky Colour: Brown
Condition of those under the weather is set
to improve fast. Support from an
unexpected quarter will prove to be of
great help in terms of finance. You can
become a part of a huge project at work,
so brace yourself for hard work and
SAGITTARIUS
success. Homemakers are likely to bring in
(NOV 23 - DEC 21)
a good change to improve the home front,
which will be welcomed by all. An enjoyable
journey by road is on the cards for some. If you are planning to buy or
sell property, this is the best day.
Love Focus: Lover may appear overdemanding today but isn’t that
justified in love? After all who else should he/she be counting upon?
Lucky Number: 9 Lucky Colour: Magenta
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John Cena: This American wrestler-actor, who is
known for his roles in films such as Trainwreck,
The Marine, Legendary, Fred: The Movie and 12
Rounds, turns 42 today.

Health will not deter you today as you
remain fit to pursue anything of your
interest. It is high time that you become
judicious in your spending and save as
much as possible to raise you monetary
situation. Time has come to prove your
TAURUS
mettle on the professional front and you
(APR 21 - MAY 20)
will go great guns! Spouse or a family
member may not be on talking terms with you
today. Your concern for an ailing relation may make you undertake a
journey. Those in property business may not find the day profitable.
Love Focus: Romance is on its peak as you give your hundred per
cent to your relationship.
Lucky Number: 3 Lucky Colour: Lemon

Health keeps you at peace today as you
relax and rejuvenate. Forging a business
partnership is foreseen and will be a step
in the right direction in terms of lifting
your finances. A turbulent period is
foreseen in a new job. But be confident
GEMINI
and honest. A vacation planned with
(MAY 21 - JUN 21)
family might get cancelled because of some
untoward reason. So don’t be disheartened. A
profitable day is foreseen for those in property business. So make the
most of it.
Love Focus: Extending the fig leaf to your lover who was not very
happy with you is likely to be a step in the right direction.
Lucky Number: 1 Lucky Colour: Coffee

Health will be back because of a new diet
plan being undertaken. Take care not to
fritter away your earnings, as you may
need to keep it for the rainy day. Taking
the initiative to approach someone at
work for completing a task may brighten
CANCER
your prospects in completing it well. In
(JuNE 22 - JuLY 22)
the family front, listen well before coming
to a conclusion and give your views and
opinions only after thinking well. Be careful while driving in heavy
traffic. You are likely to lose money in your property business.
Love Focus: The day looks to be great on the love front as you will
keep a promise and get appreciated for it by your lover.
Lucky Number: 9 Lucky Colour: Dark Grey

Health remains moderate; but needs some
care. Don’t promise anything to anyone,
especially money. Your workable
solution to a professional problem will
get the go ahead from higher ups. Tips
given by someone is likely to come in
VIRGO
(AuG 24 - SEPT 23)
handy in a tricky situation related to
driving. Ascertain facts before reacting to a
bad news about something or someone in the
family. Postpone a property deal for another day as it is likely to be
not a very good day for any property related dealings.
Love Focus: You would need to maintain your cool on the love front
today as the lover may appear to be in a complaining mode.
Lucky Number: 1 Lucky Colour: Peach

Your effort towards getting into shape is
finally showing good results. Certain
good news on the financial front can be
expected today. You will need to watch
your step on the work front as someone
is out to get you. A lot of convincing will
LIBRA
be required to make lover consent to your
(SEPT 24 - OCT 23)
wishes. Homemakers will take the initiative
of making some positive changes on the home
front. An official outing with colleague might be fun. Those in
property business can have a money-spinning day.
Love Focus: You would need to be at your convincing best to make
your lover agree with something in your mind.
Lucky Number: 2 Lucky Colour: Baby Pink

It is better to take precaution if you are not
feeling completely fit. It’s better to watch
what you are eating. Tackling a nagging
monetary issue will be somewhat
difficult for you. So handle with care.
You can be under scrutiny of your boss
SCORPIO
today because of something not done
(OCT 24 - NOV 22)
well at work. Preparation for a function or a
party can take most of your day. A long drive
with family can be great fun. This is not a good day to deal in
property.
Love Focus: Some more efforts would be required to impress the one
you secretly like. Make sure you give in your best!
Lucky Number: 5 Lucky Colour: Yellow

Health needs extra care, due to changing
weather. Be cautious and stay safe.
Financial condition is set to improve
soon as profits accrue. Professionally,
you are likely to excel; your talent will
speak and get you the best rewards.
CAPRICORN
Keep up the hard work. You will manage
(DEC 22 - JAN 21)
to keep the domestic atmosphere light and
keep each member happy today. Delays and
glitches can mar a perfect outing. A gain in the property business is
preordained.
Love Focus: Keep romance on the back-burner today. An outing with
lover is likely to be postponed to a later date.
Lucky Number: 6 Lucky Colour: Crimson

Health promises to keep you in excellent
condition today. Your efforts to stabilise
monetary conditions will be fruitful.
Following someone blindly on the
professional front may not be in your
favour. Lonely hearts are likely to get
AQUARIUS
lucky. You are likely to take the family
(JAN 22 - FEB 19)
someplace exciting and enjoy your heart
out. Travelling a lot will have its toll on you as
you feel exhausted and sick. Chances of becoming the owner of a
house or an apartment look bright for some.
Love Focus: Channelising all your energy in wooing the one you like
is certain to brighten your chances for romance.
Lucky Number: 8 Lucky Colour: Navy Blue

Health remains at ease as you practice the
new fitness regime. Some hard work may
be required to make the monetary
condition stable. Something good done
to someone at work is likely to be repaid
soon. A helping hand can be expected for
PISCES
completing a long pending job. You will
(FEB 20 - MAR 20)
need all the tact and diplomacy at your
disposal to handle a family member. You might
get a chance to travel across border on an official trip. This is not an
ideal day to deal with a property issue you have been neglecting.
Love Focus: Some of the singles are likely to fall in love soon as
cupid’s arrow hits the mark.
Lucky Number: 7 Lucky Colour: Lemon

SUDOKU

CALVIN AND HOBBES

DIFFICULTY LEVEL

Bill Watterson

Actor Huma
Qureshi with
brother, actor
Saqib Saleem
PHOTO: SATISH
BATE/HT

MATHDOKU

DID YOU KNOW?
AnUpam Kher was cast in the 1983 film
Jaane Bhi Do Yaaron as a ‘disco killer’ bUt
all his scenes were discarded from the
final cUt at the editing stage.

Fill in all the squares in the grid so that each row, column and
each of the 9X9 squares contains all the digits from 1 to 9.

SCRAMBLE - 3064
Solve the four anagrams and move one letter to each square to
form four ordinary words

IREEE
WIPES
BEOLTT
ALYFSW
Now arrange the letters marked with an asterisk (*) to form the
answer to the riddle or to fill in the missing words as indicated.

T

SCRAMBLE SOLUTION: Eerie, swipe, bottle, sawfly
ANSWER: Not knowing anything is the sweetest life - Sophocles

hey are partners in crime
and despite being in the
same profession, they
never let any jealousy or
competition come in the way
of their happiness. In fact,
when actor Huma Qureshi
and her brother actor Saqib
Saleem gang up as a team,
they leave no stone unturned
to have a ball and pull pranks
on each other.
Huma shares that Saqib is
way ahead of her when it
comes to playing pranks. “I
think my brother is the
biggest prankster on the
planet. He has a habit of

taking the most embarrassing
pictures and videos of me,”
Huma says.
Brothers are often
protective of their sisters,
so much so that they even spy
on them and this is true in the
case of this celebrity sibling
duo. Huma shares, “Saqib
keeps a close eye on my
activities. He always is
curious about who I’m talking
to on the phone or texting, and
tries to snatch my phone and
trouble me.”
However, the 32-year-old
actor is quick to add that
Saqib does silly things, too, to
bring a smile on her face. “He
does silly Tarzan dances. He is
always cranky early in the
morning and extra charged
late at night. He also reminds
me to stay cool and sane,” the
actor laughs.
On a slightly serious note,
Huma doesn’t shy away
from calling her brother a
baby. “He is the baby in our
family, and the most
hardworking and good kid I
know. Saqa has been my Rock
of Gibraltar through
everything. To be frank, I
wouldn’t know how to
function without him,”
Huma signs off.

SOLUTION SUDOKU

Sangeeta Yadav

Place numbers into the puzzle cells so that each row and column contains each of the digits from 1 to 5. No number is to be repeated in any row or
column. Each bold-outlined cells contain a hint of a number and one of the mathematical symbols + x - /. The number is the result of the operation
represented by the symbol to the digits contained.

BINGE-WATCH GUIDE

MOVIES ON TV
EDITOR’S
PICK

LINE OF DUTY
2012 | 16+ | 4 Seasons | Series

Starring: Martin Compston,
Vicky McClure, Adrian Dunbar
Synopsis: DS Steve Arnott is
transferred to a police
anticorruption unit after he
refuses to be part of a cover-up
involving accidental shooting.

Starring: Kate Beckinsale,
Ólafur Darri Ólafsson

THE WIDOW
2019 | 13+ | Season 1 | Series

Synopsis: A woman’s search
to uncover the mysterious
disappearance of her husband
leads her to the Congo.

Starring: Namrata Gujaran,
Arjun Rampal, Sonnalli Seygall

SALUTE SIACHEN
2017 | 13+ | Season 1 | Series

SOLUTION MATHDUKU

Humarevealsthe
meanestthing
brotherSaqib
Saleemdoestoher

Not knowing anything is the ________ ____
- Sophocles (8,4)

Synopsis: Actors, models and
sportspersons attempt to scale
the most treacherous parts of
the Siachen glacier.

Justice League
at 1247
0913 Once
Upon A
Time In
China II
1112 Surf’s Up
1247 Justice League
1451 Hellboy
1701 xXx: State Of The
Union
1850 Ocean’s Eight
2100 Iron Man 2

EDITOR’S
PICK

Big Hero 6 at 1352
1133 Home Alone 2
1352 Big Hero 6
1542 War For The Planet Of The
Apes
1830 Prince Of Persia: The
Sands Of Time
2050 Guardians Of The Galaxy
Vol. 2

Unforgettable at 1012
1012 Unforgettable
1150 The Patriot
1435 The Campaign
1552 Fool’s Gold
1744 Rush Hour
1920 Mean Machine
2100 Blood Diamond

Starring: Rajkummar Rao,
Naveen Kasturia, Anna Ador

BOSE: DEAD/ALIVE
2017 | 16+ | Season 1 | Series

BOSTON LEGAL
2004 | 16+ | 5 Seasons | Series

Synopsis: This is the story of
India’s biggest cover-up: Netaji
Subhash Chandra Bose and the
mystery of his alleged death.

Starring: James Spader, William
Shatner, Candice Bergen

LOC Kargil at 2045

Synopsis: Ethicallychallenged attorney Alan Shore
makes his mark winning cases
no one would take.

1115 Damini
1430 Jaisi Karni Waisi Bharni
1800 Chandramukhi Ka Badla
2045 LOC Kargil

Phir Hera Pheri at 2000

Singh Is Bliing at 1402

1100 No Problem
1359 Himmatwar
1705 Half Girlfriend
2000 Phir Hera Pheri
2317 Anaconda 3: Offspring

0955 Return Of Chandramukhi
1250 Toilet - Ek Prem Katha
1402 Singh Is Bliing
1856 Jurmana
2100 Bruce Lee-The Fighter
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Tom
Hanks

THE GOLDFINCH BY
DONNA TARTT (2013)
Who’s in it: Nicole Kidman,
Sarah Paulson, Finn
Wolfhard, Ansel Elgort, Luke
Wilson
Premise: Tartt’s first book in
11 years, The Goldfinch
became an instant bestseller
and even won the author a
Pulitzer Prize. It follows the
story of Theo Decker, a
teenager who survives a
terror attack that claims the
life of his mum. Following
the incident, Theo’s life is
unalterably changed and he
enters the world of crime,

Nicole
Kidman

deception, and second
chances.
Release: September 13
Quotable quotes: I had the
epiphany that laughter was
light, and light was laughter,
and that this was the secret
of the universe.

PHOTO: RYAN

THE GOOD LIAR BY
NICHOLAS SEARLE
(2016)

TOBY
MELVILLE/
REUTERS

Who’s in it: Ian McKellen,
Helen Mirren
Premise: Octogenarian Roy
Courtnay is aiming for the
last big payday of his life
when he lays eyes on Betty, a
wealthy widow, on a dating
site. He’s confident that his
scheme to swindle her will be
a success. In no time, the

veteran con man moves into
Betty’s home and also
prepares to accompany her
on a romantic sojourn to
Europe. But, is Betty actually
the woman she’s claiming to
be?
Release: November 15
Quotable quotes: One of
the things that I dislike
intensely is dishonesty.

PFLUGER/THE
NEW YORK
TIMES

THE GOOD SHEPHERD
BY CS FORESTER
(1955)
Being made as: Greyhound
Who’s in it: Tom Hanks,
Elisabeth Shue, Stephen
Graham, Manuel GarciaRulfo
Premise: The book follows a
US Navy commander, George
Krause, in the early days of

BOOKED FOR
THE BIG SCREEN
On World Book
Day today, we take
a look at upcoming
book-to-film
adaptations

Dipti Mudaliar

lthough many
bibliophiles may — most
of the time — feel that a
book is any day better
than its 70mm adaptation, a
majority of book lovers
nevertheless agree that there’s
something fascinating about

A

seeing their loved characters
get played by their favourite
actors. Which is why we have
compiled this list of literary
works — thrillers, sweet
romance novels, fantasy reads
and even a comic book — being
made into Hollywood movies.
So, get set, read, watch, enjoy!

n

World War II. The story is told
in the third person in the
book, entirely from Krause’s
point of view detailing his
depression and inferiority.
Release: Pushed to May
2020
Quotable quotes: Be sober,
be vigilant; because your
adversary the devil, as a
roaring lion, walketh about,
seeking whom he may
devour.

Helen Mirren
PHOTO: CHRIS
FARINA/AFP

THE LAST THING HE
WANTED BY JOAN
DIDION (1996)
Who’s in it: Anne Hathaway,
Ben Affleck and Willem
Dafoe
Premise: The novel is set in
1984. The provocative thriller
follows Elena McMahon, a
Washington Post reporter,
who leaves her job after
covering the 1984 US
presidential campaign, in
order to care for her dad. But
in return, she inherits his
position as an arms dealer
caught in the middle of an

Taraji P Henson as
Ann Atwater

international security
conflict. McMahon
struggles to cope with
the spies, American
military personnel,
and the consequences
of her father’s errors
that are waiting for
her on a small island
off the coast of Costa
Rica.
Release: Streaming
services release
Quotable quotes:
The most terrifying
verse I know:
merrily merrily
merrily life is but a
dream.

Anne
Hathaway
PHOTO: ANGELA
WEISS/AFP

dipti.mudaliar@htlive.com

THE WOMAN IN THE
WINDOW BY AJ FINN
(2018)

Amy Adams
PHOTO: KEVIN
WINTER/GETTY
IMAGES/AFP

Who’s in it: Amy Adams, Julianne
Moore, Gary Oldman, Wyatt
Russell
Premise: Anna Fox, an
agoraphobic New Yorker, spends
her time drinking wine, taking
baths, and watching her
neighbours until she sees the
unexpected. What did she
witness? In this thriller, nothing is
what it seems.
Release: October 4
Quotable quotes: Watching is
like nature photography: You
don’t interfere with the wildlife.

THE BEST OF ENEMIES:
RACE AND REDEMPTION
IN THE NEW SOUTH BY
OSHA GRAY DAVIDSON
(2007)
Who’s in it: Taraji P Henson,
Sam Rockwell
Premise: A black civil-rights
activist named Ann Atwater
and a white Ku Klux Klan
leader named CP Ellis
frequently cross paths in

WHERE’D YOU GO,
BERNADETTE BY MARIA
SEMPLE (2012)
Who’s in it: Cate Blanchett,
Emma Nelson, Kristen Wiig, and
Judy Greer
Premise: This funny novel with a
non-traditional narrative includes
many different formats – e-mails,
letters, FBI docs, correspondence
with a psychiatrist – to unveil the
story of Bernadette, a handson mum, who’s always busy
with her 15-year-old daughter
Bee’s school activities but
suddenly disappears one day.
What follows is Bee’s road trip
adventure where she discovers
all about her mum’s past secrets.
Release: August 9
Quotable quotes: Life is a stew,
and pot is poop. If someone
stirred even a teeny-bit of poop
in the stew, would you really
want to eat it?

North Carolina in the ’60s
when they protest against
each other’s stance on school
integration. However, when
1971 comes around and
schools are legally required
to desegregate in the US, the
duo meet again and when
forced to co-chair a few open
forums in their hometown of
Raleigh — they become
great friends.
Release: Released in the US
Quotable quotes: Peace
without justice and equal
opportunity is no peace.

Melissa
McCarthy

THE KITCHEN BY OLLIE
MASTERS (2015)

PHOTO: CHRIS
PIZZELLO/AP

Who’s in it: Melissa McCarthy,
Tiffany Haddish, and Elisabeth
Moss
Premise: Based on the Vertigo
comic book series, it follows the
lives of Irish mobsters’ wives who
team up to run the business after
their husbands are sent to prison.
Release: August 9
Quotable quotes: Just to be
clear, now we run the
neighbourhood.

Actor Emma Watson along
with her co-stars and film’s
director PHOTO: TWITTER/
EMMAWATSON

Cate Blanchett

Tom
Holland

PHOTO: VALERIE
MACON/AFP

OLD POSSUM’S BOOK OF
PRACTICAL CATS BY
TS ELIOT (1939)
Being made as: Cats
Who’s in it: Taylor Swift, Idris
Elba, and Judi Dench
Premise: Based on feline
psychology, the poems are told
over the course of an evening,
wherein a tribe of cats gather to
decide which cat can ascend to a
heavenly place. The Jellicle
choice, anyone?
Release: December 20
Quotable quotes: With cats,
some say, one rule is true: Don’t
speak till you are spoken to.

LITTLE WOMEN BY
LOUISA MAY ALCOTT
(1868)
Who’s in it: Meryl Streep,
Saoirse Ronan, Timothée
Chalamet, Emma Watson,
Florence Pugh
Premise: Following the
lives of the four March
sisters — Meg, Jo, Beth and
Amy — this classic details
their journey from
childhood to womanhood.
Release: December 25
Quotable quotes: I am
not afraid of storms, for I
am learning how to sail my
ship.

THE KNIFE OF NEVER
LETTING GO BY
PATRICK NESS (2008)
Being made as: Chaos
Walking
Who’s in it: Tom Holland,
Daisy Ridley, Nick Jonas
Premise: In a dystopian
world where women are
non-existent, Todd Hewitt
is the only boy in a town of
men. He has to deal with
an unpleasant wake of
“the Noise germ” that
infiltrated the world. He
can hear everyone’s
thoughts, and vice versa.
Release: Pushed to 2020
Quotable quotes: When
luck ain’t with you, it’s
against you.
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Shaan-EAwadh; (inset)
Dussehri mango

DUSSEHRI:
LUCKNOW-MALIHABAD
The land of Nawabs could be
well credited for the famous
mangoes whose aroma
overpowers all once it makes
its way to the markets and
makes its lovers claim that
‘The King is in North’. Once
you are done being awed by
Lucknow’s ornate Imambaras,
their sprawling premises,
Rumi Darwaza, Lucknow
Residency and La Martiniere

ALPHONSO:
RATNAGIRI
Surrounded by the
beautiful Sahyadri range
on the Konkan coastline,
Ratnagiri’s Alphonsos
overshadow its history. Its
Ratnadurg Fort, covered
by sea on three sides, is
a pretty picture when
the rains turn its
lands to green.
Thibaw Palace,
built in Pagoda
style, was the
residence of the
exiled king of
Burma (Myanmar)
— Thibaw Min, the
last king of the
Konbaung dynasty.
Besides all this heritage,
it is the golden yellow
fruit, hailed as the king of
mangoes that captures all
imagination, and
appropriately jumpstarts
the season of obsession.
Interestingly, Alphonso
was a result of Afonso de
Albuquerque’s, the second
Governor of Portuguese,
efforts. India loved the
fruit so much that he took
some saplings to Brazil to
experiment with grafting.
The quest for the ideal
variety ended with one
that was named Affonse
after him and brought
back to India in the 16th
century.

Kesar mango;
(inset) Mahabat
Maqbara Palace

GREATPULP,
NO FICTION

(Top) Alohonso Mango; (above)
Thibaw Palace
PHOTOS: SHUTTERSTOCK; ISTOCK

KESAR: JUNAGADH
Put Gujarat and mango in
one equation and you get
silky and addictive aamras.
First cultivated by the
Nawabs of Junagadh in
the early 20th century,
Kesar has intelligently
taken the title of being
the queen of the mangoes
while others are fighting
for the king’s position. It’s
bright orange colour
and to an extent,
being one of the
most expensive
varieties is
correctly
reminiscent of
the spice by
same name —
kesar (saffron).
The foothills of
Girnar, blooming
with fragrant
Kesar mangoes in
the summer, make
the tombs of Nawabs
and the wild Asiatic lions
at Gir Forest National Park
become secondary.

A
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(Far right) Hazarduari
Palace museum;
(right)
Himsagar
mango

HIMSAGAR:
MURSHIDABAD
How can any story of
sweetness be complete
without a mention of West
Bengal. Once governed from
Murshidabad, the seat of
power of the Nawabs of
Bengal, it is only logical
that the city had its own
collection of mango
orchards. Coming from
the fertile lands on the

Varanasi or Kashi or
Banaras, quietly
delivers a palette
changer. Langra, with
its thick green skin,
which remains so
even when ripe, as
compared to others’
turning yellow, boasts of a
better shelf life. Yet,
despite being one of the
oldest varieties around, it
lives in the shadows of its
other sought after
counterparts in the
country. It might be due
to its humble origins. It is
said to have been
cultivated in the lands of a
layman in Varanasi.

MALGOVA, TOTAPURI:
KRISHNAGIRI

Garima Verma
s we cut a slice of
the first mango of
the season, the
husband, quite
uncharacteristically, turns
poetic: Zindagi khaas na sahi,
iss mausam mein toh aam hi
kaafi hai. I wonder if it was the
fruit or the election season
making lesser mortals
significant again. Has to be the
fruit! For, it has inspired poets,
made kings lust for it, and
turned many into travellers.
The mango groves were an
integral part of lord Buddha’s
spiritual journey, for Kalidas,
mango season meant love and
passion, and Mirza Ghalib was
such a fan, fabled to have
devoured almost all the
varieties that were popular
during his time that he
could say with authority:
Mujhse poochho tumhein
khabar kya hai, aam ke
aage nai’shakar
(sugarcane) kya hai.

LANGRA: VARANASI

Manikarnika ghat;
(inset) Langra mango

The golden goodness of mango is an inspiration
for artists and poets. For others, it is an indulgence
that brings joy. Here’s a map to travel the length and
breadth of India to savour the best of its flavours

bank of the Ganga,
Himsagar are available
only for four weeks,
anytime between May
and June. It is though difficult
to ascertain whether
Murshidabad’s mangoes are
more intriguing or the
Hazarduari Palace. The threestorey 19th-century palace, as
the name suggests, has 1,000
real and false doors, built
so that any attempt to escape
would end in getting lost
in the maze.

Think Kanjeevarams and
their lovely golden mango
motifs and you know that
Tamil Nadu has a special
place for the fruit. Coming
from Krishnagiri,
Malgova’s crimson blush
and availability
throughout the season has
arguably earned the place
the title of ‘mango capital’.
Krishnagiri was once a
Gateway of Tamil Nadu
and its fort hence, the first
line of defence. Malgova,
which was legendary in
the orchards of the ruler of
Mysore, Hyder Ali, the fruit
is still a favourite in Tamil
kitchens. Its sweetness
though, is well balanced
by Totapuri, which is also
believed to have
originated from
Krishnagiri, which is now
widely cultivated in
Andhra Pradesh,
Karnataka, and Tamil
Nadu.

ht.cafe@htlive.com

BANGANPALLI:
BANGANPALLE
The South, meanwhile,
continues to wage war for its
own king; the giant among
them — Banganapalli. It is
believed to have been
introduced by the Andra
Pradesh’s Banganpalle royal
family. An important place
during medieval times in
Vijayanagara rule, its fort still

gives a peek into the glory
days. The nearby Belum
Caves, the largest and longest
cave system open to public in
India, are any historian,
archaeologist or geologist’s
delight. Though Banganpalle
is known for its diamonds
now, the mangoes are the
ones putting its name on the
map.

College, head some 25km to
Malihabad. Its village Dasheri
still houses the 300-year-old
mother tree. Belonging to the
Nawab of Lucknow, the
legend has it that in order to
prevent the mango’s
reproduction, even the seeds
of eaten ones were destroyed.
It is said that it was only when
someone somehow
succeeded in stealing a fruit
that it spread to other parts.
The fruits from the mother
tree still go exclusively to the
Nawab’s family.

Belum cave; (inset)
Banganapalli mango

(Top) Totapur mango; (above)
Kanchipuram silk sari

CHAUNSA: BIHAR
The love affair and also
the debate that starts
with Alphonso, ends with
the juiciest of all —
Chaunsa. For, they are the
lasts to hit the market and
leave us with a desiring
wait for next season.
Originated in the Sindh
region of now Pakistan,
Sher Shah Suri named his
favourite mango variety
Chaunsa after his victory
over Humayun at Chausa
in Bihar’s Buxar district,
from where its
propagation in India is
believed to have
started. The Mughals’
infatuation with the
fruit saw Akbar plant
one lakh mango trees
in Darbhanga in an
orchard which was
hence called Lakh Bagh;
some trees still rumoured
to be standing.

Chaunsa mango

‘Connections Mohit’s‘mesmerising’
before merit in Maldivianholiday
Bollywood’
Mohammed
Zeeshan Ayyub
says he is in no
hurry to sign
big projects
PHOTO: PRATIK
CHORGE/HT

Mohit Malhotra
with girlfriend, Aishwarya
Desai

Beautiful beaches with palm trees are a common sight in
Maldvies; (below) Maldives corals house for fishes
PHOTOS: SHUTTERSTOCK

Anjali Shetty

Rishabh Suri
e’s among those rare
actors who have worked
back-to-back with the
Khans — Shah Rukh (Raees,
2017; Zero, 2018), Aamir
(Thugs of Hindostan) and
Salman (Tubelight, 2017). But
Mohammed Zeeshan Ayyub is
taking a break now. He has cut
down on the number of
projects, and currently, has
only one film in hand —
Article 15 with Ayushmann
Khurrana. “I don’t have that
big a role (in Article 15). I just
have two scenes. And I shot for
it for two days in Lucknow,”
he says.
Isn’t he afraid that taking a
break might affect his career,

H

as out of sight is out of mind?
“Not at all. Thugs… and Zero
took two years. I was quite
tired, and decided I’ll take a
break. I didn’t come to this
field for that (working
constantly). I was indeed a bit
confused some time back that
‘I need to do a film like this and
do a character like that for my
career graph’, but I keep going
back in time... I remembered
2000, the time I had started
doing theatre, and the reason I
shifted to this field and left my
dream of becoming an
engineer or joining the Air
Force, or any other profession.
I decided I will become an
actor and be in a creative field,
on the stage, even if only to fix
the lights,” says Zeeshan.

So, he isn’t in any hurry to
focus on big projects. “You just
need to keep on performing
(instead of thinking) ‘there are
so many people standing, who
will get a chance and grab it’.
We are making so many films.
Everybody needs good actors,”
he says.
But does he believe that
some get these roles through
connections rather than
merit? “Definitely…
projection and connection
both are there. Kitni bhi baat
karein, but industry operates
likes a business only. It’s clear
that acting ke basis pe zyaada
log kaam kar nahi rahe. But
aisa bhi nahi ki acting se aapko
kuchh milta nahi,” Zeeshan
says.

ctor Mohit Malhotra
recently visited Maldives
with his girlfriend
Aishwarya Desai. The actor
shares that the stay was
spectacular and it was a
totally unwinding experience
in the truest sense. Mohit
says, “We were staying at an
exotic resort and spa. It’s an
island in itself, it’s located in
one of the largest lagoons in
Maldives. You are left
mesmerised looking at its
beauty.”
Speaking about all the fun
activities that he experienced
there, Mohit adds that
snorkelling in the middle of
the ocean was the best. “For
people who love water, and
everything underwater,
snorkelling is a must-do
there. We were amazed at the

A

treasur
e trove
that exists
under water. We
got to see beautiful coral
reefs, different kinds of fishes
and sea turtles. It was
incredible,” he says.
A self-confessed foodie,
Mohit tried the local cuisine
and particularly enjoyed
dishes such as Garudhiya,
Maas Huni and Maldivian
omelette. “Fish is a major
ingredient in most of their
popular dishes. The food is
amazing and we thoroughly
enjoyed exploring the local
cuisine,” he adds.

Mohit further says that
the people were warm,
friendly and extremely
helpful. He says, “Their
hospitality is incredible, they
make you feel at ease and at
home.”
Mohit suggests snorkelling,
jet skiing, laying on a
hammock in the middle of a
lagoon and eating local
cuisine while enjoying the
white sand beaches as the
must-dos while in Maldives.
n

anjali.shetty@htlive.com
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Manoj
Bajpayee
PHOTO: SHIVAM
SAXENA/HT

PHOTO: HTCS

Salman Khan’s varied looks in his upcoming movie, Bharat

The journey of a man and his nation

irector Ali Abbas Zafar’s
upcoming movie, Bharat,
starring actor Salman
Khan, chronicles the journey
of a man and the nation
together in and as Bharat.
The film essays the life of
Salman’s character in tandem
with the events of Indian
history spanning six decades,
touching upon the landmark
years that brought about the

D

partition of the land and,
much later, the onset of
liberalisation.
Ever since the
announcement of the film,
there has been excitement
around the varied looks of
Salman’s character — from a
circus artist to a naval officer,
and his journey over 60 years.
Following glimpses of the
diverse looks in the teaser and

‘Don’t tell your boss:
Get lost, I’m gonna
be a writer’

Manoj Bajpayee, who
turns 50 today, talks
about spending 25
years in Bollywood
Rishabh Suri
ctor Manoj Bajpayee has
all reasons to celebrate.
He turns 50 today and
also completes 25 years
as an actor! He started his
career with Drohkaal in 1994,
and his filmography, which
includes Satya (1998), Gangs of
Wasseypur (2012) and Aligarh
(2016) to name a few, features
some of the most criticallyacclaimed films in Indian
cinema. Excerpts from a
chat with the Padma Shri
awardee.

A

Are you a birthday person?
It’s not about the number.
Numbers matter to people who
think they have achieved a lot.
For me, life is starting every
day, every year. There’s a lot
to be done! This year, I am
celebrating with friends from
the industry. It’s the first time
I am having a get-together of
this kind. It was on their
insistence, saying I should not
behave like a stingy man! They
all thought they deserve a
party not just for my birthday,
but since the Padma Shri also
happened this year. I have
completed 25 years in the
industry, which is an
impossible industry for an
outsider like me. So I gave into
their demands!

How has the journey shaped up
for you to come to this conclusion
that it’s an ‘impossible industry’?
You have to be really lucky.
Talent alone doesn’t matter in
this industry, and everyone
knows this. If someone says
‘good films are done’, ‘talent
always survives’, there are
other factors too, which are far
more important. You should
be extremely lucky too, and
have the common sense to
keep changing your path,
adjusting and accommodating,
without bending on your
principles. It’s a small
industry, that’s why it’s so
difficult. I stayed on the fringe,
was never a part of the elite
league, but I survived and am
still surviving. The audience is
going to see a lot of different
stuff from me.
Talking about different stuff, your
film Sonchiriya (which didn’t rake
in numbers theatrically) is now on
a streaming platform and people
are reacting positively...
It’s disheartening, the manner
in which this film has been
dealt with, but that’s the nexus
of distributors… most of my
films are victims of this. This
is not new for me, I take it on
my chin every time. But my
team members are all very
sad, it was heart-melting to see
them. I have been a fan of

Abhishek Chaubey (director),
who upped his game with this
film. There are nearly six
months left for the year to end,
but one thing is for sure, it’s
the best film of 2019 regardless
of the fact that there are six
months to go. At the end of the
day, everyone thinks that
since Manoj starred in the
film, that’s why he’s talking
like that. So be it! What is
great, is great, whether I am in
it, or not. I just hope and pray
it gets its due justice on the
streaming platform.

Are you happy then, since people
must be messaging you about
how good the film was, after
watching it online?
Messages have started
dropping in, but I don’t have
any sympathies for these
reactions. I don’t take it well.
Whenever I get these
reactions, I feel if the audience
doesn’t go out and see the film,
boost the collections… yes, it’s
sad and tragic that our quality
is decided by the box-office.
That’s realism, a fact that if the
audiences don’t move out and
watch good films at the
theatre, people will stop
making them. So these kind of
reactions don’t flatter me. I
don’t feel appreciated at all by
these words.
n

rishabh.suri@htlive.com

STOP PRESS
IT’S A FILM, NOT A HOTEL:
SRK ROASTS CRITICS
ctor Shah Rukh Khan was at
his wittiest best at the firstever Critics Choice Film Awards.
During the ceremony on Sunday
night, SRK took to the stage
and said, “So I request all my
critic friends here, please don’t
be like us Bollywood film stars,
and get carried away by what

A

Bollywood succumbed to many
years ago — the star system.
The star system cannot be the
only way of summing up films
by our critics... 3 stars, 3.5 stars,
3 and a quarter stars, 5 stars...
It’s a film, not a hotel for
God’s sake. With the
advent of homegrown
critics, film critic is an
endangered species. Let it
not get replaced by
consumer service.” HTC

PHOTO:
VIRAL
BHAYANI

trailer, social media is abuzz
with increased curiosity and a
positive reaction among the
audience.
Ali says, “It’s a parallel
journey between Salman’s
character, Bharat, and the
birth of the nation which
happened in 1947 and from
then to 2010, all the landmark
events that this country has
gone through. A few of them

criss-cross his character’s
journey and how it affects the
storyline is what Bharat is all
about.”
The movie also stars actor
Katrina Kaif along with
actors Disha Patani, Sunil
Grover, Tabu, and Jackie
Shroff.
Bharat also marks Ali and
Salman’s third collaboration,
after the success of Sultan

Kavita Awaasthi
hey say books are
windows to the world
and Mouni Roy can
vouch for the fact. She
credits her father for
introducing her to
books at an early age.
“I grew up in Cooch
Behar, West Bengal,
and books were my
only window to the
world and different
cultures,” says the
RAW actor on World
Book Day.
“I was introduced to
Rabindranath
Tagore’s Gitanjali
and a book of short
stories by
Shakespeare at
the same time. I
fell in love with
them. Later, I
read The
Tempest,
Othello and
many other

T

PHOTO: AMAL KS/HT

emember that post on
social media that asks
you to get on a plane and
never come back, or that film
that would have you quit
your job to ‘follow your
dream’? Well, if writing is
your dream, on World Book
Day today, Amish Tripathi —
author of the fastest-selling
book series in India’s
publishing industry — has
advice: Don’t quit your job.
“You have to pay your
bills at the end of the month,
man — unless you have a
rich father... There’s no
harm in having a job. Write
your book along with your
job. Yes, you’ll have to work
hard, for 14-15 hours a day,
you’ll have very little free
time, but that’s cool. There’s
no substitute to hard work,”

R

says Amish. “I resigned
only after The Secret of the
Nagas’ (his sophomore
work) royalty cheque
became more than my
salary cheque,” adds
Amish, who worked in the
financial services sector for
a decade and a half before
the first book in his Shiva
trilogy, The Immortals of
Meluha, came out in 2010.
And the 44-year-old says
though starting on his first
book was an emotional
moment, he stuck with his
job. “Use your heart to decide
the destination, but use your
head to plot the journey. If
you want to be a writer, don’t
kill that dream. Pursue it.
Just don’t jump without
thinking — don’t tell your
boss, ‘Get lost, I am gonna be
a writer’, I wouldn’t
recommend that,” chuckles

HTC

Nothingbeatsthesmell
ofabook:MouniRoy

Amish Tripathi

Prannay

(2016) and Tiger Zinda Hai
(2017).
Directed by Ali Abbas Zafar,
Bharat is produced by
Bhushan Kumar, Krishan
Kumar, Atul Agnihotri, Alvira
Agnihotri, under the banners
of T-Series, Reel Life
Productions and Salman
Khan Films, and hits the
screen this Eid, June 5.

Mouni
Roy
PHOTO:
YOGEN
SHAH

the author, currently looking
forward to the release of the
final cog in his Ram trilogy.
Does the Indian Institute
of Management (IIM)
graduate believe that one
day a person would have to
enrol in an IIM instead of a
creative writing course to be
a writer? With a hearty
laugh, and fortuitously
dropping another reason
why financial independence
is imperative even as one
pursues their writing dream,
he answers, “I assure you

IIM graduates aren’t
necessarily more creative.
Creativity is a blessing that
can be available to anyone.
They [IIM graduates] are on
average, with well paying
jobs, able to invest in
marketing
themselves.
PHOTO:
You need to
SHUTTERSTOCK
invest in
marketing.
That’s how it
works.”
n

works of Shakespeare,” she
says, adding she prefers classic
fiction over the popular
variety.
Mouni enjoys reading a
couple of books at the same
time and ends up finishing
three or more in a month. “It
depends on the book. I take
more time to finish a nonfiction book than a fiction one.
Currently, I am reading the
Latitudes of Longing by
Shubhangi Swarup. It had been
on my mind since a long time
and couldn’t get to it. But now, I
am enjoying it. There is such
pleasure in reading a book and
nothing beats the smell of a
book, not to mention books are
easy on the eyes as opposed to
gadgets. You can never replace
books with any electronic
gadgets, though in the past few
years, I have started to love
audio books.”
Just like most book lovers,
she is quite possessive about
her books and with experience
learned not to let anyone
borrow them. She has a simple
answer for anyone seeking to
borrow a book from her
collection. “If anyone shows
interest in the books I have or I
am reading, I buy one and gift it
to them (laughs). Earlier, my
friends didn’t realise this, but
of late they’ve understood that
instead of letting them borrow
my books, I prefer to gift them.
The thing is people borrow
books but by the time they’d
return them, the condition of
the books would be horrible.”
n

kavita.awasthi@htlive.com

WORLD
BOOK
DAY

prannay.pathak
@htlive.com

K-pop group dreams of performing near the Taj Mahal

Farozan Akhtar

um aapse pyaar karte
hain” followed by “Aap
bahut khoobsurat hain”
and more, K-pop group IN2IT
went all out to make sure their
first India tour, with stops in
Mumbai and Delhi, was a
memorable one. Not only did
they charm the audience with
endearing attempts in Hindi,
they whipped the crowd into a
frenzy with a performance on
Bole Chudiyan (Kabhi Khushi
Kabhie Gham; 2001).
The group was surprised by
the recognition K-pop has in
India and touched by the
enthusiastic response they
received here. “We arrived in
Mumbai really early in the
morning (2-3am) and a lot of
fans were there to greet us.
Even at the Delhi airport, fans
waited for us though it was
raining. At the concert, the
audience sang and danced
with us. We were very happy

H

and thankful for it,” Inpyo, the
leader of the group, says.
Talking about their
Bollywood performance,
videos of which took the
Internet by storm and won

them new fans, group member
Isaac reveals they took a week
to learn the choregraphy, and
shares, “We had a lot of fun
practising it! Even after

practice, we would sing the
song in our car.”
The group is super excited
when asked about the

(L-R) Inpyo, Hyunuk, Isaac, Jiahn, Yeontae, and Inho of IN2IT

possibility of a Bollywood
collaboration. “Definitely!
Whether it’s a cameo in a film
or a commercial, we would
love to be part of anything
Bollywood,” gushes Isaac.
On how they found Indian
cities, Jiahn says they were
impressed by Mumbai’s
Gateway of India and Isaac
adds the group loved the over
100-ft high statue of Hanuman
in Jhandewalan, New Delhi.
And all of them loved Indian
cuisine. “Hyunuk is a foodie.
He loves to eat curry even in
Korea so when we came here,
we wanted to try the authentic
Indian curry. We also liked
Tandoori Chicken, Biryani,
and Samosas,” says Inpyo.
But the band leaves India
with an unfulfilled dream — to
perform near the Taj Mahal.
“Unfortunately, we won’t have
time to see the Taj this time, so,
we hope to visit India again
soon,” Isaac says.
n

farozan.akhtar@htlive.com
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Astrologer Prem Kumar Sharma can be contacted at: Delhi: 91-11-26449898,
26489899 (Sat to Mon): Panchkula: 91-172-2562832, 2572874 (Tues to Thurs);
Mumbai: 09223376963 (Last week of every month)

TUESDAY,
APRIL 23,
2019

It is time you do something about your
fitness as it needs care. You remain stable
and content in terms of finance and
monetary issues. You are likely to handle
a job at work most competently and
receive rave reviews about the same. A
ARIES
visit to a relative staying in another town
(MAR 21 - APR 20)
might add some fun in your life today.
Property matters are better to be discussed
well before coming into a conclusion.
Love Focus: Some confusion may prevail in your relationship today.
Lover may be in a complaining mood; it will be better to maintain a
low profile.
Lucky Number: 22 Lucky Colour: Electric Grey
Health remains satisfactory today. But
don’t overindulge. You have the money,
but what you need is a little
judiciousness in spending. A trying time
is indicated for job seekers. Cupid’s
arrow finds its mark as love blossoms. So
LEO
watch out. Family scene will be joyous as
(JuLY 23 - AuG 23)
fresh beginnings are made. An
uncomfortable journey might make you
lethargic and fatigued. Some of you are likely to acquire property in
the form of a plot or an apartment.
Love Focus: Newlyweds are likely to have a scintillating time today.
Make the most of it.
Lucky Number: 3 Lucky Colour: Brown
Condition of those under the weather is set
to improve fast. Support from an
unexpected quarter will prove to be of
great help in terms of finance. You can
become a part of a huge project at work,
so brace yourself for hard work and
SAGITTARIUS
success. Homemakers are likely to bring in
(NOV 23 - DEC 21)
a good change to improve the home front,
which will be welcomed by all. An enjoyable
journey by road is on the cards for some. If you are planning to buy or
sell property, this is the best day.
Love Focus: Lover may appear overdemanding today but isn’t that
justified in love? After all who else should he/she be counting upon?
Lucky Number: 9 Lucky Colour: Magenta
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John Cena: This American wrestler-actor, who is
known for his roles in films such as Trainwreck,
The Marine, Legendary, Fred: The Movie and 12
Rounds, turns 42 today.

Health will not deter you today as you
remain fit to pursue anything of your
interest. It is high time that you become
judicious in your spending and save as
much as possible to raise you monetary
situation. Time has come to prove your
TAURUS
mettle on the professional front and you
(APR 21 - MAY 20)
will go great guns! Spouse or a family
member may not be on talking terms with you
today. Your concern for an ailing relation may make you undertake a
journey. Those in property business may not find the day profitable.
Love Focus: Romance is on its peak as you give your hundred per
cent to your relationship.
Lucky Number: 3 Lucky Colour: Lemon

Health keeps you at peace today as you
relax and rejuvenate. Forging a business
partnership is foreseen and will be a step
in the right direction in terms of lifting
your finances. A turbulent period is
foreseen in a new job. But be confident
GEMINI
and honest. A vacation planned with
(MAY 21 - JUN 21)
family might get cancelled because of some
untoward reason. So don’t be disheartened. A
profitable day is foreseen for those in property business. So make the
most of it.
Love Focus: Extending the fig leaf to your lover who was not very
happy with you is likely to be a step in the right direction.
Lucky Number: 1 Lucky Colour: Coffee

Health will be back because of a new diet
plan being undertaken. Take care not to
fritter away your earnings, as you may
need to keep it for the rainy day. Taking
the initiative to approach someone at
work for completing a task may brighten
CANCER
your prospects in completing it well. In
(JuNE 22 - JuLY 22)
the family front, listen well before coming
to a conclusion and give your views and
opinions only after thinking well. Be careful while driving in heavy
traffic. You are likely to lose money in your property business.
Love Focus: The day looks to be great on the love front as you will
keep a promise and get appreciated for it by your lover.
Lucky Number: 9 Lucky Colour: Dark Grey

Health remains moderate; but needs some
care. Don’t promise anything to anyone,
especially money. Your workable
solution to a professional problem will
get the go ahead from higher ups. Tips
given by someone is likely to come in
VIRGO
(AuG 24 - SEPT 23)
handy in a tricky situation related to
driving. Ascertain facts before reacting to a
bad news about something or someone in the
family. Postpone a property deal for another day as it is likely to be
not a very good day for any property related dealings.
Love Focus: You would need to maintain your cool on the love front
today as the lover may appear to be in a complaining mode.
Lucky Number: 1 Lucky Colour: Peach

Your effort towards getting into shape is
finally showing good results. Certain
good news on the financial front can be
expected today. You will need to watch
your step on the work front as someone
is out to get you. A lot of convincing will
LIBRA
be required to make lover consent to your
(SEPT 24 - OCT 23)
wishes. Homemakers will take the initiative
of making some positive changes on the home
front. An official outing with colleague might be fun. Those in
property business can have a money-spinning day.
Love Focus: You would need to be at your convincing best to make
your lover agree with something in your mind.
Lucky Number: 2 Lucky Colour: Baby Pink

It is better to take precaution if you are not
feeling completely fit. It’s better to watch
what you are eating. Tackling a nagging
monetary issue will be somewhat
difficult for you. So handle with care.
You can be under scrutiny of your boss
SCORPIO
today because of something not done
(OCT 24 - NOV 22)
well at work. Preparation for a function or a
party can take most of your day. A long drive
with family can be great fun. This is not a good day to deal in
property.
Love Focus: Some more efforts would be required to impress the one
you secretly like. Make sure you give in your best!
Lucky Number: 5 Lucky Colour: Yellow

Health needs extra care, due to changing
weather. Be cautious and stay safe.
Financial condition is set to improve
soon as profits accrue. Professionally,
you are likely to excel; your talent will
speak and get you the best rewards.
CAPRICORN
Keep up the hard work. You will manage
(DEC 22 - JAN 21)
to keep the domestic atmosphere light and
keep each member happy today. Delays and
glitches can mar a perfect outing. A gain in the property business is
preordained.
Love Focus: Keep romance on the back-burner today. An outing with
lover is likely to be postponed to a later date.
Lucky Number: 6 Lucky Colour: Crimson

Health promises to keep you in excellent
condition today. Your efforts to stabilise
monetary conditions will be fruitful.
Following someone blindly on the
professional front may not be in your
favour. Lonely hearts are likely to get
AQUARIUS
lucky. You are likely to take the family
(JAN 22 - FEB 19)
someplace exciting and enjoy your heart
out. Travelling a lot will have its toll on you as
you feel exhausted and sick. Chances of becoming the owner of a
house or an apartment look bright for some.
Love Focus: Channelising all your energy in wooing the one you like
is certain to brighten your chances for romance.
Lucky Number: 8 Lucky Colour: Navy Blue

Health remains at ease as you practice the
new fitness regime. Some hard work may
be required to make the monetary
condition stable. Something good done
to someone at work is likely to be repaid
soon. A helping hand can be expected for
PISCES
completing a long pending job. You will
(FEB 20 - MAR 20)
need all the tact and diplomacy at your
disposal to handle a family member. You might
get a chance to travel across border on an official trip. This is not an
ideal day to deal with a property issue you have been neglecting.
Love Focus: Some of the singles are likely to fall in love soon as
cupid’s arrow hits the mark.
Lucky Number: 7 Lucky Colour: Lemon

SUDOKU

CALVIN AND HOBBES

DIFFICULTY LEVEL

Bill Watterson

Actor Huma
Qureshi with
brother, actor
Saqib Saleem
PHOTO: SATISH
BATE/HT

MATHDOKU

DID YOU KNOW?
AnUpam Kher was cast in the 1983 film
Jaane Bhi Do Yaaron as a ‘disco killer’ bUt
all his scenes were discarded from the
final cUt at the editing stage.

Fill in all the squares in the grid so that each row, column and
each of the 9X9 squares contains all the digits from 1 to 9.

SCRAMBLE - 3064
Solve the four anagrams and move one letter to each square to
form four ordinary words

IREEE
WIPES
BEOLTT
ALYFSW
Now arrange the letters marked with an asterisk (*) to form the
answer to the riddle or to fill in the missing words as indicated.

T

SCRAMBLE SOLUTION: Eerie, swipe, bottle, sawfly
ANSWER: Not knowing anything is the sweetest life - Sophocles

hey are partners in crime
and despite being in the
same profession, they
never let any jealousy or
competition come in the way
of their happiness. In fact,
when actor Huma Qureshi
and her brother actor Saqib
Saleem gang up as a team,
they leave no stone unturned
to have a ball and pull pranks
on each other.
Huma shares that Saqib is
way ahead of her when it
comes to playing pranks. “I
think my brother is the
biggest prankster on the
planet. He has a habit of

taking the most embarrassing
pictures and videos of me,”
Huma says.
Brothers are often
protective of their sisters,
so much so that they even spy
on them and this is true in the
case of this celebrity sibling
duo. Huma shares, “Saqib
keeps a close eye on my
activities. He always is
curious about who I’m talking
to on the phone or texting, and
tries to snatch my phone and
trouble me.”
However, the 32-year-old
actor is quick to add that
Saqib does silly things, too, to
bring a smile on her face. “He
does silly Tarzan dances. He is
always cranky early in the
morning and extra charged
late at night. He also reminds
me to stay cool and sane,” the
actor laughs.
On a slightly serious note,
Huma doesn’t shy away
from calling her brother a
baby. “He is the baby in our
family, and the most
hardworking and good kid I
know. Saqa has been my Rock
of Gibraltar through
everything. To be frank, I
wouldn’t know how to
function without him,”
Huma signs off.

SOLUTION SUDOKU

Sangeeta Yadav

Place numbers into the puzzle cells so that each row and column contains each of the digits from 1 to 5. No number is to be repeated in any row or
column. Each bold-outlined cells contain a hint of a number and one of the mathematical symbols + x - /. The number is the result of the operation
represented by the symbol to the digits contained.

BINGE-WATCH GUIDE

MOVIES ON TV
EDITOR’S
PICK

LINE OF DUTY
2012 | 16+ | 4 Seasons | Series

Starring: Martin Compston,
Vicky McClure, Adrian Dunbar
Synopsis: DS Steve Arnott is
transferred to a police
anticorruption unit after he
refuses to be part of a cover-up
involving accidental shooting.

Starring: Kate Beckinsale,
Ólafur Darri Ólafsson

THE WIDOW
2019 | 13+ | Season 1 | Series

Synopsis: A woman’s search
to uncover the mysterious
disappearance of her husband
leads her to the Congo.

Starring: Namrata Gujaran,
Arjun Rampal, Sonnalli Seygall

SALUTE SIACHEN
2017 | 13+ | Season 1 | Series

SOLUTION MATHDUKU

Humarevealsthe
meanestthing
brotherSaqib
Saleemdoestoher

Not knowing anything is the ________ ____
- Sophocles (8,4)

Synopsis: Actors, models and
sportspersons attempt to scale
the most treacherous parts of
the Siachen glacier.

Justice League
at 1247
0913 Once
Upon A
Time In
China II
1112 Surf’s Up
1247 Justice League
1451 Hellboy
1701 xXx: State Of The
Union
1850 Ocean’s Eight
2100 Iron Man 2

EDITOR’S
PICK

Big Hero 6 at 1352
1133 Home Alone 2
1352 Big Hero 6
1542 War For The Planet Of The
Apes
1830 Prince Of Persia: The
Sands Of Time
2050 Guardians Of The Galaxy
Vol. 2

Unforgettable at 1012
1012 Unforgettable
1150 The Patriot
1435 The Campaign
1552 Fool’s Gold
1744 Rush Hour
1920 Mean Machine
2100 Blood Diamond

Starring: Rajkummar Rao,
Naveen Kasturia, Anna Ador

BOSE: DEAD/ALIVE
2017 | 16+ | Season 1 | Series

BOSTON LEGAL
2004 | 16+ | 5 Seasons | Series

Synopsis: This is the story of
India’s biggest cover-up: Netaji
Subhash Chandra Bose and the
mystery of his alleged death.

Starring: James Spader, William
Shatner, Candice Bergen

LOC Kargil at 2045

Synopsis: Ethicallychallenged attorney Alan Shore
makes his mark winning cases
no one would take.

1115 Damini
1430 Jaisi Karni Waisi Bharni
1800 Chandramukhi Ka Badla
2045 LOC Kargil

Phir Hera Pheri at 2000

Singh Is Bliing at 1402

1100 No Problem
1359 Himmatwar
1705 Half Girlfriend
2000 Phir Hera Pheri
2317 Anaconda 3: Offspring

0955 Return Of Chandramukhi
1250 Toilet - Ek Prem Katha
1402 Singh Is Bliing
1856 Jurmana
2100 Bruce Lee-The Fighter
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Tom
Hanks

THE GOLDFINCH BY
DONNA TARTT (2013)
Who’s in it: Nicole Kidman,
Sarah Paulson, Finn
Wolfhard, Ansel Elgort, Luke
Wilson
Premise: Tartt’s first book in
11 years, The Goldfinch
became an instant bestseller
and even won the author a
Pulitzer Prize. It follows the
story of Theo Decker, a
teenager who survives a
terror attack that claims the
life of his mum. Following
the incident, Theo’s life is
unalterably changed and he
enters the world of crime,

Nicole
Kidman

deception, and second
chances.
Release: September 13
Quotable quotes: I had the
epiphany that laughter was
light, and light was laughter,
and that this was the secret
of the universe.

PHOTO: RYAN

THE GOOD LIAR BY
NICHOLAS SEARLE
(2016)

TOBY
MELVILLE/
REUTERS

Who’s in it: Ian McKellen,
Helen Mirren
Premise: Octogenarian Roy
Courtnay is aiming for the
last big payday of his life
when he lays eyes on Betty, a
wealthy widow, on a dating
site. He’s confident that his
scheme to swindle her will be
a success. In no time, the

veteran con man moves into
Betty’s home and also
prepares to accompany her
on a romantic sojourn to
Europe. But, is Betty actually
the woman she’s claiming to
be?
Release: November 15
Quotable quotes: One of
the things that I dislike
intensely is dishonesty.

PFLUGER/THE
NEW YORK
TIMES

THE GOOD SHEPHERD
BY CS FORESTER
(1955)
Being made as: Greyhound
Who’s in it: Tom Hanks,
Elisabeth Shue, Stephen
Graham, Manuel GarciaRulfo
Premise: The book follows a
US Navy commander, George
Krause, in the early days of

BOOKED FOR
THE BIG SCREEN
On World Book
Day today, we take
a look at upcoming
book-to-film
adaptations

Dipti Mudaliar

lthough many
bibliophiles may — most
of the time — feel that a
book is any day better
than its 70mm adaptation, a
majority of book lovers
nevertheless agree that there’s
something fascinating about

A

seeing their loved characters
get played by their favourite
actors. Which is why we have
compiled this list of literary
works — thrillers, sweet
romance novels, fantasy reads
and even a comic book — being
made into Hollywood movies.
So, get set, read, watch, enjoy!

n

World War II. The story is told
in the third person in the
book, entirely from Krause’s
point of view detailing his
depression and inferiority.
Release: Pushed to May
2020
Quotable quotes: Be sober,
be vigilant; because your
adversary the devil, as a
roaring lion, walketh about,
seeking whom he may
devour.

Helen Mirren
PHOTO: CHRIS
FARINA/AFP

THE LAST THING HE
WANTED BY JOAN
DIDION (1996)
Who’s in it: Anne Hathaway,
Ben Affleck and Willem
Dafoe
Premise: The novel is set in
1984. The provocative thriller
follows Elena McMahon, a
Washington Post reporter,
who leaves her job after
covering the 1984 US
presidential campaign, in
order to care for her dad. But
in return, she inherits his
position as an arms dealer
caught in the middle of an

Taraji P Henson as
Ann Atwater

international security
conflict. McMahon
struggles to cope with
the spies, American
military personnel,
and the consequences
of her father’s errors
that are waiting for
her on a small island
off the coast of Costa
Rica.
Release: Streaming
services release
Quotable quotes:
The most terrifying
verse I know:
merrily merrily
merrily life is but a
dream.

Anne
Hathaway
PHOTO: ANGELA
WEISS/AFP

dipti.mudaliar@htlive.com

THE WOMAN IN THE
WINDOW BY AJ FINN
(2018)

Amy Adams
PHOTO: KEVIN
WINTER/GETTY
IMAGES/AFP

Who’s in it: Amy Adams, Julianne
Moore, Gary Oldman, Wyatt
Russell
Premise: Anna Fox, an
agoraphobic New Yorker, spends
her time drinking wine, taking
baths, and watching her
neighbours until she sees the
unexpected. What did she
witness? In this thriller, nothing is
what it seems.
Release: October 4
Quotable quotes: Watching is
like nature photography: You
don’t interfere with the wildlife.

THE BEST OF ENEMIES:
RACE AND REDEMPTION
IN THE NEW SOUTH BY
OSHA GRAY DAVIDSON
(2007)
Who’s in it: Taraji P Henson,
Sam Rockwell
Premise: A black civil-rights
activist named Ann Atwater
and a white Ku Klux Klan
leader named CP Ellis
frequently cross paths in

WHERE’D YOU GO,
BERNADETTE BY MARIA
SEMPLE (2012)
Who’s in it: Cate Blanchett,
Emma Nelson, Kristen Wiig, and
Judy Greer
Premise: This funny novel with a
non-traditional narrative includes
many different formats – e-mails,
letters, FBI docs, correspondence
with a psychiatrist – to unveil the
story of Bernadette, a handson mum, who’s always busy
with her 15-year-old daughter
Bee’s school activities but
suddenly disappears one day.
What follows is Bee’s road trip
adventure where she discovers
all about her mum’s past secrets.
Release: August 9
Quotable quotes: Life is a stew,
and pot is poop. If someone
stirred even a teeny-bit of poop
in the stew, would you really
want to eat it?

North Carolina in the ’60s
when they protest against
each other’s stance on school
integration. However, when
1971 comes around and
schools are legally required
to desegregate in the US, the
duo meet again and when
forced to co-chair a few open
forums in their hometown of
Raleigh — they become
great friends.
Release: Released in the US
Quotable quotes: Peace
without justice and equal
opportunity is no peace.

Melissa
McCarthy

THE KITCHEN BY OLLIE
MASTERS (2015)

PHOTO: CHRIS
PIZZELLO/AP

Who’s in it: Melissa McCarthy,
Tiffany Haddish, and Elisabeth
Moss
Premise: Based on the Vertigo
comic book series, it follows the
lives of Irish mobsters’ wives who
team up to run the business after
their husbands are sent to prison.
Release: August 9
Quotable quotes: Just to be
clear, now we run the
neighbourhood.

Actor Emma Watson along
with her co-stars and film’s
director PHOTO: TWITTER/
EMMAWATSON

Cate Blanchett

Tom
Holland

PHOTO: VALERIE
MACON/AFP

OLD POSSUM’S BOOK OF
PRACTICAL CATS BY
TS ELIOT (1939)
Being made as: Cats
Who’s in it: Taylor Swift, Idris
Elba, and Judi Dench
Premise: Based on feline
psychology, the poems are told
over the course of an evening,
wherein a tribe of cats gather to
decide which cat can ascend to a
heavenly place. The Jellicle
choice, anyone?
Release: December 20
Quotable quotes: With cats,
some say, one rule is true: Don’t
speak till you are spoken to.

LITTLE WOMEN BY
LOUISA MAY ALCOTT
(1868)
Who’s in it: Meryl Streep,
Saoirse Ronan, Timothée
Chalamet, Emma Watson,
Florence Pugh
Premise: Following the
lives of the four March
sisters — Meg, Jo, Beth and
Amy — this classic details
their journey from
childhood to womanhood.
Release: December 25
Quotable quotes: I am
not afraid of storms, for I
am learning how to sail my
ship.

THE KNIFE OF NEVER
LETTING GO BY
PATRICK NESS (2008)
Being made as: Chaos
Walking
Who’s in it: Tom Holland,
Daisy Ridley, Nick Jonas
Premise: In a dystopian
world where women are
non-existent, Todd Hewitt
is the only boy in a town of
men. He has to deal with
an unpleasant wake of
“the Noise germ” that
infiltrated the world. He
can hear everyone’s
thoughts, and vice versa.
Release: Pushed to 2020
Quotable quotes: When
luck ain’t with you, it’s
against you.
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PHOTOS: ISTOCK;
SHUTTERSTOCK

Shaan-EAwadh; (inset)
Dussehri mango

DUSSEHRI:
LUCKNOW-MALIHABAD
The land of Nawabs could be
well credited for the famous
mangoes whose aroma
overpowers all once it makes
its way to the markets and
makes its lovers claim that
‘The King is in North’. Once
you are done being awed by
Lucknow’s ornate Imambaras,
their sprawling premises,
Rumi Darwaza, Lucknow
Residency and La Martiniere

ALPHONSO:
RATNAGIRI
Surrounded by the
beautiful Sahyadri range
on the Konkan coastline,
Ratnagiri’s Alphonsos
overshadow its history. Its
Ratnadurg Fort, covered
by sea on three sides, is
a pretty picture when
the rains turn its
lands to green.
Thibaw Palace,
built in Pagoda
style, was the
residence of the
exiled king of
Burma (Myanmar)
— Thibaw Min, the
last king of the
Konbaung dynasty.
Besides all this heritage,
it is the golden yellow
fruit, hailed as the king of
mangoes that captures all
imagination, and
appropriately jumpstarts
the season of obsession.
Interestingly, Alphonso
was a result of Afonso de
Albuquerque’s, the second
Governor of Portuguese,
efforts. India loved the
fruit so much that he took
some saplings to Brazil to
experiment with grafting.
The quest for the ideal
variety ended with one
that was named Affonse
after him and brought
back to India in the 16th
century.

Kesar mango;
(inset) Mahabat
Maqbara Palace

GREATPULP,
NO FICTION

(Top) Alohonso Mango; (above)
Thibaw Palace
PHOTOS: SHUTTERSTOCK; ISTOCK

KESAR: JUNAGADH
Put Gujarat and mango in
one equation and you get
silky and addictive aamras.
First cultivated by the
Nawabs of Junagadh in
the early 20th century,
Kesar has intelligently
taken the title of being
the queen of the mangoes
while others are fighting
for the king’s position. It’s
bright orange colour
and to an extent,
being one of the
most expensive
varieties is
correctly
reminiscent of
the spice by
same name —
kesar (saffron).
The foothills of
Girnar, blooming
with fragrant
Kesar mangoes in
the summer, make
the tombs of Nawabs
and the wild Asiatic lions
at Gir Forest National Park
become secondary.

A

n

(Far right) Hazarduari
Palace museum;
(right)
Himsagar
mango

HIMSAGAR:
MURSHIDABAD
How can any story of
sweetness be complete
without a mention of West
Bengal. Once governed from
Murshidabad, the seat of
power of the Nawabs of
Bengal, it is only logical
that the city had its own
collection of mango
orchards. Coming from
the fertile lands on the

Varanasi or Kashi or
Banaras, quietly
delivers a palette
changer. Langra, with
its thick green skin,
which remains so
even when ripe, as
compared to others’
turning yellow, boasts of a
better shelf life. Yet,
despite being one of the
oldest varieties around, it
lives in the shadows of its
other sought after
counterparts in the
country. It might be due
to its humble origins. It is
said to have been
cultivated in the lands of a
layman in Varanasi.

MALGOVA, TOTAPURI:
KRISHNAGIRI

Garima Verma
s we cut a slice of
the first mango of
the season, the
husband, quite
uncharacteristically, turns
poetic: Zindagi khaas na sahi,
iss mausam mein toh aam hi
kaafi hai. I wonder if it was the
fruit or the election season
making lesser mortals
significant again. Has to be the
fruit! For, it has inspired poets,
made kings lust for it, and
turned many into travellers.
The mango groves were an
integral part of lord Buddha’s
spiritual journey, for Kalidas,
mango season meant love and
passion, and Mirza Ghalib was
such a fan, fabled to have
devoured almost all the
varieties that were popular
during his time that he
could say with authority:
Mujhse poochho tumhein
khabar kya hai, aam ke
aage nai’shakar
(sugarcane) kya hai.

LANGRA: VARANASI

Manikarnika ghat;
(inset) Langra mango

The golden goodness of mango is an inspiration
for artists and poets. For others, it is an indulgence
that brings joy. Here’s a map to travel the length and
breadth of India to savour the best of its flavours

bank of the Ganga,
Himsagar are available
only for four weeks,
anytime between May
and June. It is though difficult
to ascertain whether
Murshidabad’s mangoes are
more intriguing or the
Hazarduari Palace. The threestorey 19th-century palace, as
the name suggests, has 1,000
real and false doors, built
so that any attempt to escape
would end in getting lost
in the maze.

Think Kanjeevarams and
their lovely golden mango
motifs and you know that
Tamil Nadu has a special
place for the fruit. Coming
from Krishnagiri,
Malgova’s crimson blush
and availability
throughout the season has
arguably earned the place
the title of ‘mango capital’.
Krishnagiri was once a
Gateway of Tamil Nadu
and its fort hence, the first
line of defence. Malgova,
which was legendary in
the orchards of the ruler of
Mysore, Hyder Ali, the fruit
is still a favourite in Tamil
kitchens. Its sweetness
though, is well balanced
by Totapuri, which is also
believed to have
originated from
Krishnagiri, which is now
widely cultivated in
Andhra Pradesh,
Karnataka, and Tamil
Nadu.

ht.cafe@htlive.com

BANGANPALLI:
BANGANPALLE
The South, meanwhile,
continues to wage war for its
own king; the giant among
them — Banganapalli. It is
believed to have been
introduced by the Andra
Pradesh’s Banganpalle royal
family. An important place
during medieval times in
Vijayanagara rule, its fort still

gives a peek into the glory
days. The nearby Belum
Caves, the largest and longest
cave system open to public in
India, are any historian,
archaeologist or geologist’s
delight. Though Banganpalle
is known for its diamonds
now, the mangoes are the
ones putting its name on the
map.

College, head some 25km to
Malihabad. Its village Dasheri
still houses the 300-year-old
mother tree. Belonging to the
Nawab of Lucknow, the
legend has it that in order to
prevent the mango’s
reproduction, even the seeds
of eaten ones were destroyed.
It is said that it was only when
someone somehow
succeeded in stealing a fruit
that it spread to other parts.
The fruits from the mother
tree still go exclusively to the
Nawab’s family.

Belum cave; (inset)
Banganapalli mango

(Top) Totapur mango; (above)
Kanchipuram silk sari

CHAUNSA: BIHAR
The love affair and also
the debate that starts
with Alphonso, ends with
the juiciest of all —
Chaunsa. For, they are the
lasts to hit the market and
leave us with a desiring
wait for next season.
Originated in the Sindh
region of now Pakistan,
Sher Shah Suri named his
favourite mango variety
Chaunsa after his victory
over Humayun at Chausa
in Bihar’s Buxar district,
from where its
propagation in India is
believed to have
started. The Mughals’
infatuation with the
fruit saw Akbar plant
one lakh mango trees
in Darbhanga in an
orchard which was
hence called Lakh Bagh;
some trees still rumoured
to be standing.

Chaunsa mango

‘Connections Mohit’s‘mesmerising’
before merit in Maldivianholiday
Bollywood’
Mohammed
Zeeshan Ayyub
says he is in no
hurry to sign
big projects
PHOTO: PRATIK
CHORGE/HT

Mohit Malhotra
with girlfriend, Aishwarya
Desai

Beautiful beaches with palm trees are a common sight in
Maldvies; (below) Maldives corals house for fishes
PHOTOS: SHUTTERSTOCK

Anjali Shetty

Rishabh Suri
e’s among those rare
actors who have worked
back-to-back with the
Khans — Shah Rukh (Raees,
2017; Zero, 2018), Aamir
(Thugs of Hindostan) and
Salman (Tubelight, 2017). But
Mohammed Zeeshan Ayyub is
taking a break now. He has cut
down on the number of
projects, and currently, has
only one film in hand —
Article 15 with Ayushmann
Khurrana. “I don’t have that
big a role (in Article 15). I just
have two scenes. And I shot for
it for two days in Lucknow,”
he says.
Isn’t he afraid that taking a
break might affect his career,

H

as out of sight is out of mind?
“Not at all. Thugs… and Zero
took two years. I was quite
tired, and decided I’ll take a
break. I didn’t come to this
field for that (working
constantly). I was indeed a bit
confused some time back that
‘I need to do a film like this and
do a character like that for my
career graph’, but I keep going
back in time... I remembered
2000, the time I had started
doing theatre, and the reason I
shifted to this field and left my
dream of becoming an
engineer or joining the Air
Force, or any other profession.
I decided I will become an
actor and be in a creative field,
on the stage, even if only to fix
the lights,” says Zeeshan.

So, he isn’t in any hurry to
focus on big projects. “You just
need to keep on performing
(instead of thinking) ‘there are
so many people standing, who
will get a chance and grab it’.
We are making so many films.
Everybody needs good actors,”
he says.
But does he believe that
some get these roles through
connections rather than
merit? “Definitely…
projection and connection
both are there. Kitni bhi baat
karein, but industry operates
likes a business only. It’s clear
that acting ke basis pe zyaada
log kaam kar nahi rahe. But
aisa bhi nahi ki acting se aapko
kuchh milta nahi,” Zeeshan
says.

ctor Mohit Malhotra
recently visited Maldives
with his girlfriend
Aishwarya Desai. The actor
shares that the stay was
spectacular and it was a
totally unwinding experience
in the truest sense. Mohit
says, “We were staying at an
exotic resort and spa. It’s an
island in itself, it’s located in
one of the largest lagoons in
Maldives. You are left
mesmerised looking at its
beauty.”
Speaking about all the fun
activities that he experienced
there, Mohit adds that
snorkelling in the middle of
the ocean was the best. “For
people who love water, and
everything underwater,
snorkelling is a must-do
there. We were amazed at the

A

treasur
e trove
that exists
under water. We
got to see beautiful coral
reefs, different kinds of fishes
and sea turtles. It was
incredible,” he says.
A self-confessed foodie,
Mohit tried the local cuisine
and particularly enjoyed
dishes such as Garudhiya,
Maas Huni and Maldivian
omelette. “Fish is a major
ingredient in most of their
popular dishes. The food is
amazing and we thoroughly
enjoyed exploring the local
cuisine,” he adds.

Mohit further says that
the people were warm,
friendly and extremely
helpful. He says, “Their
hospitality is incredible, they
make you feel at ease and at
home.”
Mohit suggests snorkelling,
jet skiing, laying on a
hammock in the middle of a
lagoon and eating local
cuisine while enjoying the
white sand beaches as the
must-dos while in Maldives.
n

anjali.shetty@htlive.com
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Manoj
Bajpayee
PHOTO: SHIVAM
SAXENA/HT

PHOTO: HTCS

Salman Khan’s varied looks in his upcoming movie, Bharat

The journey of a man and his nation

irector Ali Abbas Zafar’s
upcoming movie, Bharat,
starring actor Salman
Khan, chronicles the journey
of a man and the nation
together in and as Bharat.
The film essays the life of
Salman’s character in tandem
with the events of Indian
history spanning six decades,
touching upon the landmark
years that brought about the

D

partition of the land and,
much later, the onset of
liberalisation.
Ever since the
announcement of the film,
there has been excitement
around the varied looks of
Salman’s character — from a
circus artist to a naval officer,
and his journey over 60 years.
Following glimpses of the
diverse looks in the teaser and

‘Don’t tell your boss:
Get lost, I’m gonna
be a writer’

Manoj Bajpayee, who
turns 50 today, talks
about spending 25
years in Bollywood
Rishabh Suri
ctor Manoj Bajpayee has
all reasons to celebrate.
He turns 50 today and
also completes 25 years
as an actor! He started his
career with Drohkaal in 1994,
and his filmography, which
includes Satya (1998), Gangs of
Wasseypur (2012) and Aligarh
(2016) to name a few, features
some of the most criticallyacclaimed films in Indian
cinema. Excerpts from a
chat with the Padma Shri
awardee.

A

Are you a birthday person?
It’s not about the number.
Numbers matter to people who
think they have achieved a lot.
For me, life is starting every
day, every year. There’s a lot
to be done! This year, I am
celebrating with friends from
the industry. It’s the first time
I am having a get-together of
this kind. It was on their
insistence, saying I should not
behave like a stingy man! They
all thought they deserve a
party not just for my birthday,
but since the Padma Shri also
happened this year. I have
completed 25 years in the
industry, which is an
impossible industry for an
outsider like me. So I gave into
their demands!

How has the journey shaped up
for you to come to this conclusion
that it’s an ‘impossible industry’?
You have to be really lucky.
Talent alone doesn’t matter in
this industry, and everyone
knows this. If someone says
‘good films are done’, ‘talent
always survives’, there are
other factors too, which are far
more important. You should
be extremely lucky too, and
have the common sense to
keep changing your path,
adjusting and accommodating,
without bending on your
principles. It’s a small
industry, that’s why it’s so
difficult. I stayed on the fringe,
was never a part of the elite
league, but I survived and am
still surviving. The audience is
going to see a lot of different
stuff from me.
Talking about different stuff, your
film Sonchiriya (which didn’t rake
in numbers theatrically) is now on
a streaming platform and people
are reacting positively...
It’s disheartening, the manner
in which this film has been
dealt with, but that’s the nexus
of distributors… most of my
films are victims of this. This
is not new for me, I take it on
my chin every time. But my
team members are all very
sad, it was heart-melting to see
them. I have been a fan of

Abhishek Chaubey (director),
who upped his game with this
film. There are nearly six
months left for the year to end,
but one thing is for sure, it’s
the best film of 2019 regardless
of the fact that there are six
months to go. At the end of the
day, everyone thinks that
since Manoj starred in the
film, that’s why he’s talking
like that. So be it! What is
great, is great, whether I am in
it, or not. I just hope and pray
it gets its due justice on the
streaming platform.

Are you happy then, since people
must be messaging you about
how good the film was, after
watching it online?
Messages have started
dropping in, but I don’t have
any sympathies for these
reactions. I don’t take it well.
Whenever I get these
reactions, I feel if the audience
doesn’t go out and see the film,
boost the collections… yes, it’s
sad and tragic that our quality
is decided by the box-office.
That’s realism, a fact that if the
audiences don’t move out and
watch good films at the
theatre, people will stop
making them. So these kind of
reactions don’t flatter me. I
don’t feel appreciated at all by
these words.
n

rishabh.suri@htlive.com

STOP PRESS
IT’S A FILM, NOT A HOTEL:
SRK ROASTS CRITICS
ctor Shah Rukh Khan was at
his wittiest best at the firstever Critics Choice Film Awards.
During the ceremony on Sunday
night, SRK took to the stage
and said, “So I request all my
critic friends here, please don’t
be like us Bollywood film stars,
and get carried away by what

A

Bollywood succumbed to many
years ago — the star system.
The star system cannot be the
only way of summing up films
by our critics... 3 stars, 3.5 stars,
3 and a quarter stars, 5 stars...
It’s a film, not a hotel for
God’s sake. With the
advent of homegrown
critics, film critic is an
endangered species. Let it
not get replaced by
consumer service.” HTC

PHOTO:
VIRAL
BHAYANI

trailer, social media is abuzz
with increased curiosity and a
positive reaction among the
audience.
Ali says, “It’s a parallel
journey between Salman’s
character, Bharat, and the
birth of the nation which
happened in 1947 and from
then to 2010, all the landmark
events that this country has
gone through. A few of them

criss-cross his character’s
journey and how it affects the
storyline is what Bharat is all
about.”
The movie also stars actor
Katrina Kaif along with
actors Disha Patani, Sunil
Grover, Tabu, and Jackie
Shroff.
Bharat also marks Ali and
Salman’s third collaboration,
after the success of Sultan

Kavita Awaasthi
hey say books are
windows to the world
and Mouni Roy can
vouch for the fact. She
credits her father for
introducing her to
books at an early age.
“I grew up in Cooch
Behar, West Bengal,
and books were my
only window to the
world and different
cultures,” says the
RAW actor on World
Book Day.
“I was introduced to
Rabindranath
Tagore’s Gitanjali
and a book of short
stories by
Shakespeare at
the same time. I
fell in love with
them. Later, I
read The
Tempest,
Othello and
many other

T
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emember that post on
social media that asks
you to get on a plane and
never come back, or that film
that would have you quit
your job to ‘follow your
dream’? Well, if writing is
your dream, on World Book
Day today, Amish Tripathi —
author of the fastest-selling
book series in India’s
publishing industry — has
advice: Don’t quit your job.
“You have to pay your
bills at the end of the month,
man — unless you have a
rich father... There’s no
harm in having a job. Write
your book along with your
job. Yes, you’ll have to work
hard, for 14-15 hours a day,
you’ll have very little free
time, but that’s cool. There’s
no substitute to hard work,”

R

says Amish. “I resigned
only after The Secret of the
Nagas’ (his sophomore
work) royalty cheque
became more than my
salary cheque,” adds
Amish, who worked in the
financial services sector for
a decade and a half before
the first book in his Shiva
trilogy, The Immortals of
Meluha, came out in 2010.
And the 44-year-old says
though starting on his first
book was an emotional
moment, he stuck with his
job. “Use your heart to decide
the destination, but use your
head to plot the journey. If
you want to be a writer, don’t
kill that dream. Pursue it.
Just don’t jump without
thinking — don’t tell your
boss, ‘Get lost, I am gonna be
a writer’, I wouldn’t
recommend that,” chuckles

HTC

Nothingbeatsthesmell
ofabook:MouniRoy

Amish Tripathi

Prannay

(2016) and Tiger Zinda Hai
(2017).
Directed by Ali Abbas Zafar,
Bharat is produced by
Bhushan Kumar, Krishan
Kumar, Atul Agnihotri, Alvira
Agnihotri, under the banners
of T-Series, Reel Life
Productions and Salman
Khan Films, and hits the
screen this Eid, June 5.

Mouni
Roy
PHOTO:
YOGEN
SHAH

the author, currently looking
forward to the release of the
final cog in his Ram trilogy.
Does the Indian Institute
of Management (IIM)
graduate believe that one
day a person would have to
enrol in an IIM instead of a
creative writing course to be
a writer? With a hearty
laugh, and fortuitously
dropping another reason
why financial independence
is imperative even as one
pursues their writing dream,
he answers, “I assure you

IIM graduates aren’t
necessarily more creative.
Creativity is a blessing that
can be available to anyone.
They [IIM graduates] are on
average, with well paying
jobs, able to invest in
marketing
themselves.
PHOTO:
You need to
SHUTTERSTOCK
invest in
marketing.
That’s how it
works.”
n

works of Shakespeare,” she
says, adding she prefers classic
fiction over the popular
variety.
Mouni enjoys reading a
couple of books at the same
time and ends up finishing
three or more in a month. “It
depends on the book. I take
more time to finish a nonfiction book than a fiction one.
Currently, I am reading the
Latitudes of Longing by
Shubhangi Swarup. It had been
on my mind since a long time
and couldn’t get to it. But now, I
am enjoying it. There is such
pleasure in reading a book and
nothing beats the smell of a
book, not to mention books are
easy on the eyes as opposed to
gadgets. You can never replace
books with any electronic
gadgets, though in the past few
years, I have started to love
audio books.”
Just like most book lovers,
she is quite possessive about
her books and with experience
learned not to let anyone
borrow them. She has a simple
answer for anyone seeking to
borrow a book from her
collection. “If anyone shows
interest in the books I have or I
am reading, I buy one and gift it
to them (laughs). Earlier, my
friends didn’t realise this, but
of late they’ve understood that
instead of letting them borrow
my books, I prefer to gift them.
The thing is people borrow
books but by the time they’d
return them, the condition of
the books would be horrible.”
n

kavita.awasthi@htlive.com

WORLD
BOOK
DAY

prannay.pathak
@htlive.com

K-pop group dreams of performing near the Taj Mahal

Farozan Akhtar

um aapse pyaar karte
hain” followed by “Aap
bahut khoobsurat hain”
and more, K-pop group IN2IT
went all out to make sure their
first India tour, with stops in
Mumbai and Delhi, was a
memorable one. Not only did
they charm the audience with
endearing attempts in Hindi,
they whipped the crowd into a
frenzy with a performance on
Bole Chudiyan (Kabhi Khushi
Kabhie Gham; 2001).
The group was surprised by
the recognition K-pop has in
India and touched by the
enthusiastic response they
received here. “We arrived in
Mumbai really early in the
morning (2-3am) and a lot of
fans were there to greet us.
Even at the Delhi airport, fans
waited for us though it was
raining. At the concert, the
audience sang and danced
with us. We were very happy

H

and thankful for it,” Inpyo, the
leader of the group, says.
Talking about their
Bollywood performance,
videos of which took the
Internet by storm and won

them new fans, group member
Isaac reveals they took a week
to learn the choregraphy, and
shares, “We had a lot of fun
practising it! Even after

practice, we would sing the
song in our car.”
The group is super excited
when asked about the

(L-R) Inpyo, Hyunuk, Isaac, Jiahn, Yeontae, and Inho of IN2IT

possibility of a Bollywood
collaboration. “Definitely!
Whether it’s a cameo in a film
or a commercial, we would
love to be part of anything
Bollywood,” gushes Isaac.
On how they found Indian
cities, Jiahn says they were
impressed by Mumbai’s
Gateway of India and Isaac
adds the group loved the over
100-ft high statue of Hanuman
in Jhandewalan, New Delhi.
And all of them loved Indian
cuisine. “Hyunuk is a foodie.
He loves to eat curry even in
Korea so when we came here,
we wanted to try the authentic
Indian curry. We also liked
Tandoori Chicken, Biryani,
and Samosas,” says Inpyo.
But the band leaves India
with an unfulfilled dream — to
perform near the Taj Mahal.
“Unfortunately, we won’t have
time to see the Taj this time, so,
we hope to visit India again
soon,” Isaac says.
n

farozan.akhtar@htlive.com
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It is time you do something about your
fitness as it needs care. You remain stable
and content in terms of finance and
monetary issues. You are likely to handle
a job at work most competently and
receive rave reviews about the same. A
ARIES
visit to a relative staying in another town
(MAR 21 - APR 20)
might add some fun in your life today.
Property matters are better to be discussed
well before coming into a conclusion.
Love Focus: Some confusion may prevail in your relationship today.
Lover may be in a complaining mood; it will be better to maintain a
low profile.
Lucky Number: 22 Lucky Colour: Electric Grey
Health remains satisfactory today. But
don’t overindulge. You have the money,
but what you need is a little
judiciousness in spending. A trying time
is indicated for job seekers. Cupid’s
arrow finds its mark as love blossoms. So
LEO
watch out. Family scene will be joyous as
(JuLY 23 - AuG 23)
fresh beginnings are made. An
uncomfortable journey might make you
lethargic and fatigued. Some of you are likely to acquire property in
the form of a plot or an apartment.
Love Focus: Newlyweds are likely to have a scintillating time today.
Make the most of it.
Lucky Number: 3 Lucky Colour: Brown
Condition of those under the weather is set
to improve fast. Support from an
unexpected quarter will prove to be of
great help in terms of finance. You can
become a part of a huge project at work,
so brace yourself for hard work and
SAGITTARIUS
success. Homemakers are likely to bring in
(NOV 23 - DEC 21)
a good change to improve the home front,
which will be welcomed by all. An enjoyable
journey by road is on the cards for some. If you are planning to buy or
sell property, this is the best day.
Love Focus: Lover may appear overdemanding today but isn’t that
justified in love? After all who else should he/she be counting upon?
Lucky Number: 9 Lucky Colour: Magenta

HINDUSTA N TIMES, JALANDHAR
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John Cena: This American wrestler-actor, who is
known for his roles in films such as Trainwreck,
The Marine, Legendary, Fred: The Movie and 12
Rounds, turns 42 today.

Health will not deter you today as you
remain fit to pursue anything of your
interest. It is high time that you become
judicious in your spending and save as
much as possible to raise you monetary
situation. Time has come to prove your
TAURUS
mettle on the professional front and you
(APR 21 - MAY 20)
will go great guns! Spouse or a family
member may not be on talking terms with you
today. Your concern for an ailing relation may make you undertake a
journey. Those in property business may not find the day profitable.
Love Focus: Romance is on its peak as you give your hundred per
cent to your relationship.
Lucky Number: 3 Lucky Colour: Lemon

Health keeps you at peace today as you
relax and rejuvenate. Forging a business
partnership is foreseen and will be a step
in the right direction in terms of lifting
your finances. A turbulent period is
foreseen in a new job. But be confident
GEMINI
and honest. A vacation planned with
(MAY 21 - JUN 21)
family might get cancelled because of some
untoward reason. So don’t be disheartened. A
profitable day is foreseen for those in property business. So make the
most of it.
Love Focus: Extending the fig leaf to your lover who was not very
happy with you is likely to be a step in the right direction.
Lucky Number: 1 Lucky Colour: Coffee

Health will be back because of a new diet
plan being undertaken. Take care not to
fritter away your earnings, as you may
need to keep it for the rainy day. Taking
the initiative to approach someone at
work for completing a task may brighten
CANCER
your prospects in completing it well. In
(JuNE 22 - JuLY 22)
the family front, listen well before coming
to a conclusion and give your views and
opinions only after thinking well. Be careful while driving in heavy
traffic. You are likely to lose money in your property business.
Love Focus: The day looks to be great on the love front as you will
keep a promise and get appreciated for it by your lover.
Lucky Number: 9 Lucky Colour: Dark Grey

Health remains moderate; but needs some
care. Don’t promise anything to anyone,
especially money. Your workable
solution to a professional problem will
get the go ahead from higher ups. Tips
given by someone is likely to come in
VIRGO
(AuG 24 - SEPT 23)
handy in a tricky situation related to
driving. Ascertain facts before reacting to a
bad news about something or someone in the
family. Postpone a property deal for another day as it is likely to be
not a very good day for any property related dealings.
Love Focus: You would need to maintain your cool on the love front
today as the lover may appear to be in a complaining mode.
Lucky Number: 1 Lucky Colour: Peach

Your effort towards getting into shape is
finally showing good results. Certain
good news on the financial front can be
expected today. You will need to watch
your step on the work front as someone
is out to get you. A lot of convincing will
LIBRA
be required to make lover consent to your
(SEPT 24 - OCT 23)
wishes. Homemakers will take the initiative
of making some positive changes on the home
front. An official outing with colleague might be fun. Those in
property business can have a money-spinning day.
Love Focus: You would need to be at your convincing best to make
your lover agree with something in your mind.
Lucky Number: 2 Lucky Colour: Baby Pink

It is better to take precaution if you are not
feeling completely fit. It’s better to watch
what you are eating. Tackling a nagging
monetary issue will be somewhat
difficult for you. So handle with care.
You can be under scrutiny of your boss
SCORPIO
today because of something not done
(OCT 24 - NOV 22)
well at work. Preparation for a function or a
party can take most of your day. A long drive
with family can be great fun. This is not a good day to deal in
property.
Love Focus: Some more efforts would be required to impress the one
you secretly like. Make sure you give in your best!
Lucky Number: 5 Lucky Colour: Yellow

Health needs extra care, due to changing
weather. Be cautious and stay safe.
Financial condition is set to improve
soon as profits accrue. Professionally,
you are likely to excel; your talent will
speak and get you the best rewards.
CAPRICORN
Keep up the hard work. You will manage
(DEC 22 - JAN 21)
to keep the domestic atmosphere light and
keep each member happy today. Delays and
glitches can mar a perfect outing. A gain in the property business is
preordained.
Love Focus: Keep romance on the back-burner today. An outing with
lover is likely to be postponed to a later date.
Lucky Number: 6 Lucky Colour: Crimson

Health promises to keep you in excellent
condition today. Your efforts to stabilise
monetary conditions will be fruitful.
Following someone blindly on the
professional front may not be in your
favour. Lonely hearts are likely to get
AQUARIUS
lucky. You are likely to take the family
(JAN 22 - FEB 19)
someplace exciting and enjoy your heart
out. Travelling a lot will have its toll on you as
you feel exhausted and sick. Chances of becoming the owner of a
house or an apartment look bright for some.
Love Focus: Channelising all your energy in wooing the one you like
is certain to brighten your chances for romance.
Lucky Number: 8 Lucky Colour: Navy Blue

Health remains at ease as you practice the
new fitness regime. Some hard work may
be required to make the monetary
condition stable. Something good done
to someone at work is likely to be repaid
soon. A helping hand can be expected for
PISCES
completing a long pending job. You will
(FEB 20 - MAR 20)
need all the tact and diplomacy at your
disposal to handle a family member. You might
get a chance to travel across border on an official trip. This is not an
ideal day to deal with a property issue you have been neglecting.
Love Focus: Some of the singles are likely to fall in love soon as
cupid’s arrow hits the mark.
Lucky Number: 7 Lucky Colour: Lemon

SUDOKU

CALVIN AND HOBBES

DIFFICULTY LEVEL

Bill Watterson

Actor Huma
Qureshi with
brother, actor
Saqib Saleem
PHOTO: SATISH
BATE/HT

MATHDOKU

DID YOU KNOW?
AnUpam Kher was cast in the 1983 film
Jaane Bhi Do Yaaron as a ‘disco killer’ bUt
all his scenes were discarded from the
final cUt at the editing stage.

Fill in all the squares in the grid so that each row, column and
each of the 9X9 squares contains all the digits from 1 to 9.

SCRAMBLE - 3064
Solve the four anagrams and move one letter to each square to
form four ordinary words

IREEE
WIPES
BEOLTT
ALYFSW
Now arrange the letters marked with an asterisk (*) to form the
answer to the riddle or to fill in the missing words as indicated.

T

SCRAMBLE SOLUTION: Eerie, swipe, bottle, sawfly
ANSWER: Not knowing anything is the sweetest life - Sophocles

hey are partners in crime
and despite being in the
same profession, they
never let any jealousy or
competition come in the way
of their happiness. In fact,
when actor Huma Qureshi
and her brother actor Saqib
Saleem gang up as a team,
they leave no stone unturned
to have a ball and pull pranks
on each other.
Huma shares that Saqib is
way ahead of her when it
comes to playing pranks. “I
think my brother is the
biggest prankster on the
planet. He has a habit of

taking the most embarrassing
pictures and videos of me,”
Huma says.
Brothers are often
protective of their sisters,
so much so that they even spy
on them and this is true in the
case of this celebrity sibling
duo. Huma shares, “Saqib
keeps a close eye on my
activities. He always is
curious about who I’m talking
to on the phone or texting, and
tries to snatch my phone and
trouble me.”
However, the 32-year-old
actor is quick to add that
Saqib does silly things, too, to
bring a smile on her face. “He
does silly Tarzan dances. He is
always cranky early in the
morning and extra charged
late at night. He also reminds
me to stay cool and sane,” the
actor laughs.
On a slightly serious note,
Huma doesn’t shy away
from calling her brother a
baby. “He is the baby in our
family, and the most
hardworking and good kid I
know. Saqa has been my Rock
of Gibraltar through
everything. To be frank, I
wouldn’t know how to
function without him,”
Huma signs off.

SOLUTION SUDOKU

Sangeeta Yadav

Place numbers into the puzzle cells so that each row and column contains each of the digits from 1 to 5. No number is to be repeated in any row or
column. Each bold-outlined cells contain a hint of a number and one of the mathematical symbols + x - /. The number is the result of the operation
represented by the symbol to the digits contained.

BINGE-WATCH GUIDE

MOVIES ON TV
EDITOR’S
PICK

LINE OF DUTY
2012 | 16+ | 4 Seasons | Series

Starring: Martin Compston,
Vicky McClure, Adrian Dunbar
Synopsis: DS Steve Arnott is
transferred to a police
anticorruption unit after he
refuses to be part of a cover-up
involving accidental shooting.

Starring: Kate Beckinsale,
Ólafur Darri Ólafsson

THE WIDOW
2019 | 13+ | Season 1 | Series

Synopsis: A woman’s search
to uncover the mysterious
disappearance of her husband
leads her to the Congo.

Starring: Namrata Gujaran,
Arjun Rampal, Sonnalli Seygall

SALUTE SIACHEN
2017 | 13+ | Season 1 | Series

SOLUTION MATHDUKU

Humarevealsthe
meanestthing
brotherSaqib
Saleemdoestoher

Not knowing anything is the ________ ____
- Sophocles (8,4)

Synopsis: Actors, models and
sportspersons attempt to scale
the most treacherous parts of
the Siachen glacier.

Justice League
at 1247
0913 Once
Upon A
Time In
China II
1112 Surf’s Up
1247 Justice League
1451 Hellboy
1701 xXx: State Of The
Union
1850 Ocean’s Eight
2100 Iron Man 2

EDITOR’S
PICK

Big Hero 6 at 1352
1133 Home Alone 2
1352 Big Hero 6
1542 War For The Planet Of The
Apes
1830 Prince Of Persia: The
Sands Of Time
2050 Guardians Of The Galaxy
Vol. 2

Unforgettable at 1012
1012 Unforgettable
1150 The Patriot
1435 The Campaign
1552 Fool’s Gold
1744 Rush Hour
1920 Mean Machine
2100 Blood Diamond

Starring: Rajkummar Rao,
Naveen Kasturia, Anna Ador

BOSE: DEAD/ALIVE
2017 | 16+ | Season 1 | Series

BOSTON LEGAL
2004 | 16+ | 5 Seasons | Series

Synopsis: This is the story of
India’s biggest cover-up: Netaji
Subhash Chandra Bose and the
mystery of his alleged death.

Starring: James Spader, William
Shatner, Candice Bergen

LOC Kargil at 2045

Synopsis: Ethicallychallenged attorney Alan Shore
makes his mark winning cases
no one would take.

1115 Damini
1430 Jaisi Karni Waisi Bharni
1800 Chandramukhi Ka Badla
2045 LOC Kargil

Phir Hera Pheri at 2000

Singh Is Bliing at 1402

1100 No Problem
1359 Himmatwar
1705 Half Girlfriend
2000 Phir Hera Pheri
2317 Anaconda 3: Offspring

0955 Return Of Chandramukhi
1250 Toilet - Ek Prem Katha
1402 Singh Is Bliing
1856 Jurmana
2100 Bruce Lee-The Fighter
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Tom
Hanks

THE GOLDFINCH BY
DONNA TARTT (2013)
Who’s in it: Nicole Kidman,
Sarah Paulson, Finn
Wolfhard, Ansel Elgort, Luke
Wilson
Premise: Tartt’s first book in
11 years, The Goldfinch
became an instant bestseller
and even won the author a
Pulitzer Prize. It follows the
story of Theo Decker, a
teenager who survives a
terror attack that claims the
life of his mum. Following
the incident, Theo’s life is
unalterably changed and he
enters the world of crime,

Nicole
Kidman

deception, and second
chances.
Release: September 13
Quotable quotes: I had the
epiphany that laughter was
light, and light was laughter,
and that this was the secret
of the universe.

PHOTO: RYAN

THE GOOD LIAR BY
NICHOLAS SEARLE
(2016)

TOBY
MELVILLE/
REUTERS

Who’s in it: Ian McKellen,
Helen Mirren
Premise: Octogenarian Roy
Courtnay is aiming for the
last big payday of his life
when he lays eyes on Betty, a
wealthy widow, on a dating
site. He’s confident that his
scheme to swindle her will be
a success. In no time, the

veteran con man moves into
Betty’s home and also
prepares to accompany her
on a romantic sojourn to
Europe. But, is Betty actually
the woman she’s claiming to
be?
Release: November 15
Quotable quotes: One of
the things that I dislike
intensely is dishonesty.

PFLUGER/THE
NEW YORK
TIMES

THE GOOD SHEPHERD
BY CS FORESTER
(1955)
Being made as: Greyhound
Who’s in it: Tom Hanks,
Elisabeth Shue, Stephen
Graham, Manuel GarciaRulfo
Premise: The book follows a
US Navy commander, George
Krause, in the early days of

BOOKED FOR
THE BIG SCREEN
On World Book
Day today, we take
a look at upcoming
book-to-film
adaptations

Dipti Mudaliar

lthough many
bibliophiles may — most
of the time — feel that a
book is any day better
than its 70mm adaptation, a
majority of book lovers
nevertheless agree that there’s
something fascinating about

A

seeing their loved characters
get played by their favourite
actors. Which is why we have
compiled this list of literary
works — thrillers, sweet
romance novels, fantasy reads
and even a comic book — being
made into Hollywood movies.
So, get set, read, watch, enjoy!

n

World War II. The story is told
in the third person in the
book, entirely from Krause’s
point of view detailing his
depression and inferiority.
Release: Pushed to May
2020
Quotable quotes: Be sober,
be vigilant; because your
adversary the devil, as a
roaring lion, walketh about,
seeking whom he may
devour.

Helen Mirren
PHOTO: CHRIS
FARINA/AFP

THE LAST THING HE
WANTED BY JOAN
DIDION (1996)
Who’s in it: Anne Hathaway,
Ben Affleck and Willem
Dafoe
Premise: The novel is set in
1984. The provocative thriller
follows Elena McMahon, a
Washington Post reporter,
who leaves her job after
covering the 1984 US
presidential campaign, in
order to care for her dad. But
in return, she inherits his
position as an arms dealer
caught in the middle of an

Taraji P Henson as
Ann Atwater

international security
conflict. McMahon
struggles to cope with
the spies, American
military personnel,
and the consequences
of her father’s errors
that are waiting for
her on a small island
off the coast of Costa
Rica.
Release: Streaming
services release
Quotable quotes:
The most terrifying
verse I know:
merrily merrily
merrily life is but a
dream.

Anne
Hathaway
PHOTO: ANGELA
WEISS/AFP

dipti.mudaliar@htlive.com

THE WOMAN IN THE
WINDOW BY AJ FINN
(2018)

Amy Adams
PHOTO: KEVIN
WINTER/GETTY
IMAGES/AFP

Who’s in it: Amy Adams, Julianne
Moore, Gary Oldman, Wyatt
Russell
Premise: Anna Fox, an
agoraphobic New Yorker, spends
her time drinking wine, taking
baths, and watching her
neighbours until she sees the
unexpected. What did she
witness? In this thriller, nothing is
what it seems.
Release: October 4
Quotable quotes: Watching is
like nature photography: You
don’t interfere with the wildlife.

THE BEST OF ENEMIES:
RACE AND REDEMPTION
IN THE NEW SOUTH BY
OSHA GRAY DAVIDSON
(2007)
Who’s in it: Taraji P Henson,
Sam Rockwell
Premise: A black civil-rights
activist named Ann Atwater
and a white Ku Klux Klan
leader named CP Ellis
frequently cross paths in

WHERE’D YOU GO,
BERNADETTE BY MARIA
SEMPLE (2012)
Who’s in it: Cate Blanchett,
Emma Nelson, Kristen Wiig, and
Judy Greer
Premise: This funny novel with a
non-traditional narrative includes
many different formats – e-mails,
letters, FBI docs, correspondence
with a psychiatrist – to unveil the
story of Bernadette, a handson mum, who’s always busy
with her 15-year-old daughter
Bee’s school activities but
suddenly disappears one day.
What follows is Bee’s road trip
adventure where she discovers
all about her mum’s past secrets.
Release: August 9
Quotable quotes: Life is a stew,
and pot is poop. If someone
stirred even a teeny-bit of poop
in the stew, would you really
want to eat it?

North Carolina in the ’60s
when they protest against
each other’s stance on school
integration. However, when
1971 comes around and
schools are legally required
to desegregate in the US, the
duo meet again and when
forced to co-chair a few open
forums in their hometown of
Raleigh — they become
great friends.
Release: Released in the US
Quotable quotes: Peace
without justice and equal
opportunity is no peace.

Melissa
McCarthy

THE KITCHEN BY OLLIE
MASTERS (2015)

PHOTO: CHRIS
PIZZELLO/AP

Who’s in it: Melissa McCarthy,
Tiffany Haddish, and Elisabeth
Moss
Premise: Based on the Vertigo
comic book series, it follows the
lives of Irish mobsters’ wives who
team up to run the business after
their husbands are sent to prison.
Release: August 9
Quotable quotes: Just to be
clear, now we run the
neighbourhood.

Actor Emma Watson along
with her co-stars and film’s
director PHOTO: TWITTER/
EMMAWATSON

Cate Blanchett

Tom
Holland

PHOTO: VALERIE
MACON/AFP

OLD POSSUM’S BOOK OF
PRACTICAL CATS BY
TS ELIOT (1939)
Being made as: Cats
Who’s in it: Taylor Swift, Idris
Elba, and Judi Dench
Premise: Based on feline
psychology, the poems are told
over the course of an evening,
wherein a tribe of cats gather to
decide which cat can ascend to a
heavenly place. The Jellicle
choice, anyone?
Release: December 20
Quotable quotes: With cats,
some say, one rule is true: Don’t
speak till you are spoken to.

LITTLE WOMEN BY
LOUISA MAY ALCOTT
(1868)
Who’s in it: Meryl Streep,
Saoirse Ronan, Timothée
Chalamet, Emma Watson,
Florence Pugh
Premise: Following the
lives of the four March
sisters — Meg, Jo, Beth and
Amy — this classic details
their journey from
childhood to womanhood.
Release: December 25
Quotable quotes: I am
not afraid of storms, for I
am learning how to sail my
ship.

THE KNIFE OF NEVER
LETTING GO BY
PATRICK NESS (2008)
Being made as: Chaos
Walking
Who’s in it: Tom Holland,
Daisy Ridley, Nick Jonas
Premise: In a dystopian
world where women are
non-existent, Todd Hewitt
is the only boy in a town of
men. He has to deal with
an unpleasant wake of
“the Noise germ” that
infiltrated the world. He
can hear everyone’s
thoughts, and vice versa.
Release: Pushed to 2020
Quotable quotes: When
luck ain’t with you, it’s
against you.
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PHOTOS: ISTOCK;
SHUTTERSTOCK

Shaan-EAwadh; (inset)
Dussehri mango

DUSSEHRI:
LUCKNOW-MALIHABAD
The land of Nawabs could be
well credited for the famous
mangoes whose aroma
overpowers all once it makes
its way to the markets and
makes its lovers claim that
‘The King is in North’. Once
you are done being awed by
Lucknow’s ornate Imambaras,
their sprawling premises,
Rumi Darwaza, Lucknow
Residency and La Martiniere

ALPHONSO:
RATNAGIRI
Surrounded by the
beautiful Sahyadri range
on the Konkan coastline,
Ratnagiri’s Alphonsos
overshadow its history. Its
Ratnadurg Fort, covered
by sea on three sides, is
a pretty picture when
the rains turn its
lands to green.
Thibaw Palace,
built in Pagoda
style, was the
residence of the
exiled king of
Burma (Myanmar)
— Thibaw Min, the
last king of the
Konbaung dynasty.
Besides all this heritage,
it is the golden yellow
fruit, hailed as the king of
mangoes that captures all
imagination, and
appropriately jumpstarts
the season of obsession.
Interestingly, Alphonso
was a result of Afonso de
Albuquerque’s, the second
Governor of Portuguese,
efforts. India loved the
fruit so much that he took
some saplings to Brazil to
experiment with grafting.
The quest for the ideal
variety ended with one
that was named Affonse
after him and brought
back to India in the 16th
century.

Kesar mango;
(inset) Mahabat
Maqbara Palace

GREATPULP,
NO FICTION

(Top) Alohonso Mango; (above)
Thibaw Palace
PHOTOS: SHUTTERSTOCK; ISTOCK

KESAR: JUNAGADH
Put Gujarat and mango in
one equation and you get
silky and addictive aamras.
First cultivated by the
Nawabs of Junagadh in
the early 20th century,
Kesar has intelligently
taken the title of being
the queen of the mangoes
while others are fighting
for the king’s position. It’s
bright orange colour
and to an extent,
being one of the
most expensive
varieties is
correctly
reminiscent of
the spice by
same name —
kesar (saffron).
The foothills of
Girnar, blooming
with fragrant
Kesar mangoes in
the summer, make
the tombs of Nawabs
and the wild Asiatic lions
at Gir Forest National Park
become secondary.

A

n

(Far right) Hazarduari
Palace museum;
(right)
Himsagar
mango

HIMSAGAR:
MURSHIDABAD
How can any story of
sweetness be complete
without a mention of West
Bengal. Once governed from
Murshidabad, the seat of
power of the Nawabs of
Bengal, it is only logical
that the city had its own
collection of mango
orchards. Coming from
the fertile lands on the

Varanasi or Kashi or
Banaras, quietly
delivers a palette
changer. Langra, with
its thick green skin,
which remains so
even when ripe, as
compared to others’
turning yellow, boasts of a
better shelf life. Yet,
despite being one of the
oldest varieties around, it
lives in the shadows of its
other sought after
counterparts in the
country. It might be due
to its humble origins. It is
said to have been
cultivated in the lands of a
layman in Varanasi.

MALGOVA, TOTAPURI:
KRISHNAGIRI

Garima Verma
s we cut a slice of
the first mango of
the season, the
husband, quite
uncharacteristically, turns
poetic: Zindagi khaas na sahi,
iss mausam mein toh aam hi
kaafi hai. I wonder if it was the
fruit or the election season
making lesser mortals
significant again. Has to be the
fruit! For, it has inspired poets,
made kings lust for it, and
turned many into travellers.
The mango groves were an
integral part of lord Buddha’s
spiritual journey, for Kalidas,
mango season meant love and
passion, and Mirza Ghalib was
such a fan, fabled to have
devoured almost all the
varieties that were popular
during his time that he
could say with authority:
Mujhse poochho tumhein
khabar kya hai, aam ke
aage nai’shakar
(sugarcane) kya hai.

LANGRA: VARANASI

Manikarnika ghat;
(inset) Langra mango

The golden goodness of mango is an inspiration
for artists and poets. For others, it is an indulgence
that brings joy. Here’s a map to travel the length and
breadth of India to savour the best of its flavours

bank of the Ganga,
Himsagar are available
only for four weeks,
anytime between May
and June. It is though difficult
to ascertain whether
Murshidabad’s mangoes are
more intriguing or the
Hazarduari Palace. The threestorey 19th-century palace, as
the name suggests, has 1,000
real and false doors, built
so that any attempt to escape
would end in getting lost
in the maze.

Think Kanjeevarams and
their lovely golden mango
motifs and you know that
Tamil Nadu has a special
place for the fruit. Coming
from Krishnagiri,
Malgova’s crimson blush
and availability
throughout the season has
arguably earned the place
the title of ‘mango capital’.
Krishnagiri was once a
Gateway of Tamil Nadu
and its fort hence, the first
line of defence. Malgova,
which was legendary in
the orchards of the ruler of
Mysore, Hyder Ali, the fruit
is still a favourite in Tamil
kitchens. Its sweetness
though, is well balanced
by Totapuri, which is also
believed to have
originated from
Krishnagiri, which is now
widely cultivated in
Andhra Pradesh,
Karnataka, and Tamil
Nadu.

ht.cafe@htlive.com

BANGANPALLI:
BANGANPALLE
The South, meanwhile,
continues to wage war for its
own king; the giant among
them — Banganapalli. It is
believed to have been
introduced by the Andra
Pradesh’s Banganpalle royal
family. An important place
during medieval times in
Vijayanagara rule, its fort still

gives a peek into the glory
days. The nearby Belum
Caves, the largest and longest
cave system open to public in
India, are any historian,
archaeologist or geologist’s
delight. Though Banganpalle
is known for its diamonds
now, the mangoes are the
ones putting its name on the
map.

College, head some 25km to
Malihabad. Its village Dasheri
still houses the 300-year-old
mother tree. Belonging to the
Nawab of Lucknow, the
legend has it that in order to
prevent the mango’s
reproduction, even the seeds
of eaten ones were destroyed.
It is said that it was only when
someone somehow
succeeded in stealing a fruit
that it spread to other parts.
The fruits from the mother
tree still go exclusively to the
Nawab’s family.

Belum cave; (inset)
Banganapalli mango

(Top) Totapur mango; (above)
Kanchipuram silk sari

CHAUNSA: BIHAR
The love affair and also
the debate that starts
with Alphonso, ends with
the juiciest of all —
Chaunsa. For, they are the
lasts to hit the market and
leave us with a desiring
wait for next season.
Originated in the Sindh
region of now Pakistan,
Sher Shah Suri named his
favourite mango variety
Chaunsa after his victory
over Humayun at Chausa
in Bihar’s Buxar district,
from where its
propagation in India is
believed to have
started. The Mughals’
infatuation with the
fruit saw Akbar plant
one lakh mango trees
in Darbhanga in an
orchard which was
hence called Lakh Bagh;
some trees still rumoured
to be standing.

Chaunsa mango

‘Connections Mohit’s‘mesmerising’
before merit in Maldivianholiday
Bollywood’
Mohammed
Zeeshan Ayyub
says he is in no
hurry to sign
big projects
PHOTO: PRATIK
CHORGE/HT

Mohit Malhotra
with girlfriend, Aishwarya
Desai

Beautiful beaches with palm trees are a common sight in
Maldvies; (below) Maldives corals house for fishes
PHOTOS: SHUTTERSTOCK

Anjali Shetty

Rishabh Suri
e’s among those rare
actors who have worked
back-to-back with the
Khans — Shah Rukh (Raees,
2017; Zero, 2018), Aamir
(Thugs of Hindostan) and
Salman (Tubelight, 2017). But
Mohammed Zeeshan Ayyub is
taking a break now. He has cut
down on the number of
projects, and currently, has
only one film in hand —
Article 15 with Ayushmann
Khurrana. “I don’t have that
big a role (in Article 15). I just
have two scenes. And I shot for
it for two days in Lucknow,”
he says.
Isn’t he afraid that taking a
break might affect his career,

H

as out of sight is out of mind?
“Not at all. Thugs… and Zero
took two years. I was quite
tired, and decided I’ll take a
break. I didn’t come to this
field for that (working
constantly). I was indeed a bit
confused some time back that
‘I need to do a film like this and
do a character like that for my
career graph’, but I keep going
back in time... I remembered
2000, the time I had started
doing theatre, and the reason I
shifted to this field and left my
dream of becoming an
engineer or joining the Air
Force, or any other profession.
I decided I will become an
actor and be in a creative field,
on the stage, even if only to fix
the lights,” says Zeeshan.

So, he isn’t in any hurry to
focus on big projects. “You just
need to keep on performing
(instead of thinking) ‘there are
so many people standing, who
will get a chance and grab it’.
We are making so many films.
Everybody needs good actors,”
he says.
But does he believe that
some get these roles through
connections rather than
merit? “Definitely…
projection and connection
both are there. Kitni bhi baat
karein, but industry operates
likes a business only. It’s clear
that acting ke basis pe zyaada
log kaam kar nahi rahe. But
aisa bhi nahi ki acting se aapko
kuchh milta nahi,” Zeeshan
says.

ctor Mohit Malhotra
recently visited Maldives
with his girlfriend
Aishwarya Desai. The actor
shares that the stay was
spectacular and it was a
totally unwinding experience
in the truest sense. Mohit
says, “We were staying at an
exotic resort and spa. It’s an
island in itself, it’s located in
one of the largest lagoons in
Maldives. You are left
mesmerised looking at its
beauty.”
Speaking about all the fun
activities that he experienced
there, Mohit adds that
snorkelling in the middle of
the ocean was the best. “For
people who love water, and
everything underwater,
snorkelling is a must-do
there. We were amazed at the

A

treasur
e trove
that exists
under water. We
got to see beautiful coral
reefs, different kinds of fishes
and sea turtles. It was
incredible,” he says.
A self-confessed foodie,
Mohit tried the local cuisine
and particularly enjoyed
dishes such as Garudhiya,
Maas Huni and Maldivian
omelette. “Fish is a major
ingredient in most of their
popular dishes. The food is
amazing and we thoroughly
enjoyed exploring the local
cuisine,” he adds.

Mohit further says that
the people were warm,
friendly and extremely
helpful. He says, “Their
hospitality is incredible, they
make you feel at ease and at
home.”
Mohit suggests snorkelling,
jet skiing, laying on a
hammock in the middle of a
lagoon and eating local
cuisine while enjoying the
white sand beaches as the
must-dos while in Maldives.
n

anjali.shetty@htlive.com
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DO NOT QUIT
THE JOB, SAYS
AMISH TRIPATHI

WORLD BOOK DAY: NOTHING BEATS THE
SMELL OF A BOOK, SAYS MOUNI ROY

>>htcity p3

‘IMPOSSIBLE INDUSTRY FOR OUTSIDERS’

MANOJ BAJPAYEE TALKS ABOUT HIS 25 YEARS IN B’WOOD >>htcity p3

>>htcity p3

shortstories
32-YR-OLD ENDS
LIFE IN SANGRUR
SANGRUR: A 32-year-old man
allegedly committed suicide by
hanging self from a window at his
residence late on Monday evening.
The deceased has been identified
as Parminder Singh, of Sangrur
city, who worked as a photographer. Police said that the deceased
had taken divorce from his wife
and was reportedly unhappy with
his ‘love affair’ and took the
extreme step. “Statements of his
family members are being recorded and action will be taken
on the basis of their statements,”
said Harjinder Singh, SHO of City
HTC
police station-1.

Physiotherapy camp held
PATIALA: The department of
physiotherapy at the Sri Guru
Granth Sahib World University,
Fatehgarh Sahib, organised a
physiotherapy camp at the
gurdwara in Deva Mander village
as part of a series of health camps
being organised to mark the 550th
birth anniversary of Guru Nanak,
here on Monday. The camp was
organised under the supervision of
Dr Pankakpreet Singh, in-charge of
the department, and assistant
professor Supreet Bindra. Over 150
patients took benefits of the
HTC
services provided.

Earth Day at Police DAV
PATIALA: Police DAV School held a
special assembly to mark World
Earth Day in Patiala on Monday.
The aim was to sensitise students
about their role in addressing the
global environmental challenges
at grassroots level. To mark the
day, Harleen Kaur and Swati Bawa,
both of Class 6, shared their views
on the importance of the day and
emphasised on the need to
save green cover. Students took
part in different activities and
raised slogans such as ‘save earth’.
Principal Meena Thapar congratuHTC
lated the students.

PU declares results
CHANDIGARH: Panjab University
has declared results of Shastri, B Sc
(hons) anthropology (re appear),
BA (hons) social science, ME
electrical (instrumentation and
control), (re appear), first spell,
third spell, second spell (re appear),
and first semester, ME (electronics
and communication engg), first
semester, third semester, first
spell, third spell, and fifth spell,
and ME (chemical), third semester,
for the examination held in
December 2018; ME (chemical),
second semester (re appear), for
the examination held in January
2019; and B Sc (hons) chemistry,
second semester, for the examination held in May 2018. Students
can see their results on the official
HTC
website of the university.

Man behind 52 vehicle
thefts in police net
MODUS OPERANDI The accused used to target students, who parked their vehicles
outside academic institutes in city, especially in Choti Baradari and Leela Bhawan areas
HT Correspondent
n

patiala@hindustantimes.com

PATIALA: The district police have

arrested a man for allegedly
being involved in vehiclelifting and recovered 52 stolen
vehicles from his possession,
here on Monday.
The accused is Praveen
Kumar, of Malerkotla in Sangrur district.
Senior superintendent of
police (SSP) Mandeep Singh
Sidhu said that the accused has
confessed that he used to steal
two-wheelers from Patiala since
past two years.
“The accused added that he
would visit Patiala from Malerkotla by bus and target motorcycles and Honda Activa scooters parked outside educational
institutions,” SSP Sidhu said.
“Incidents of vehicle-lifting
had increased manifold in two
years,” he said.
He added that the accused
said that he used to drive back to
Malerkotala in the stolen vehicles, forge registration copies
and bills of the vehicles,
tamper with the engine and
chasis numbers and sell the
vehicle in the market to unsuspecting customers.

Cop saves woman
from drowning
CHANDIGARH: A constable with
Chandigarh Police, Sombir
Deshwal, saved a woman from
drowning at Dhanas lake. The
incident took place on Sunday
when a 38-year-old woman identified as Tohida, of Nayagaon,
fell in the lake while cleaning her
hands. Deshwal who was standing at the nearby checkpost was
informed. “Sombir jumped in the
lake to saved the woman’s life,”
said police officials privy to the
matter. Sombir’s counterpart
Sunil rushed the woman to
GMSH in Sector 16 for treatment.
SHO Rajiv Kumar is likely to recommend his name for bravery
HTC
award and DGP medal.

n

n

Accused and the seized vehicles in police custody at Police Lines in Patiala on Monday.

HT PHOTO

The accused used to target
students, who parked their
vehicles outside academic institutes especially in Choti
Baradari and Leela Bhawan
areas in Royal City.
On transport department
officials’ involvement in forging
vehicle documents, the SSP said
that they are investigating the

matter to get more information
about his accomplices. “We are
trying to find out how he managed to temper with vehicle
records,” police said.
Police have registered a case
against the accused under Section 379 (punishment for theft)
and 420 (cheating) of the Indian
Penal Code (IPC).

21-year-old man accused of
robbing man of ₹20 gets bail
HT Correspondent
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH: The district court

has granted bail to a Parvesh
Kumar, 21, of Kishangarh,
in the case pertaining to robbery
of ₹20.
The case dates back to March
28, when the accused was booked
by police under Section 392 (punishment for robbery) and 34 (acts
done by several persons in furtherance of common intention)
of the Indian Penal Code (IPC).
Complainant is Shiva Kailash,

who works as a helper at a citybased hotel.
He told police that on March
28, after finishing his work at
around 1am, he took an auto. At
Kishangarh, he stepped out of
the auto and started moving
towards his house.
On the way, he was stopped by
the accused who had allegedly
threatened him and taken away
his purse that contained ₹20. He
had dialled 100 and informed
police about the incident.
Defence counsel Ravi
Lubhana argued that the

accused was being falsely
implicated in the matter and
that the amount robbed was
merely ₹20.
On this, the court ruled that
it’s not about the amount robbed
but the intention behind the
crime. The defence advocate
argued that earlier too,
the accused had been granted
bail and cited multiple other
such judgments.
After hearing the argument,
the court granted bail to the
accused after furnishing bail
bonds of ₹50,000.

almost 100% in the number of
cases each month, cyber
crime is increasing at an
alarming rate in Ludhiana.
Figures available with the
cyber crime cell of the Ludhiana Police reveal that while
the number of complaints in
2018 were 1,164, the number
had already reached 672 as of
April 15 this year. This
reflects the cases each month
have doubled from 97 last year
to 192 in 2019.
According to police officials, a quarter of the complaints were regarding insurance fraud/ financial fraud,
followed by cases of harassment through cyber stalking
and fake accounts (15%) and
OTP frauds (10%). Other victims fell prey to cloning of
debit/credit cards, physical
swapping of debit cards and
wrong use of online advertising platforms for used goods.
Ludhiana police’s cyber
cell was set up in August 2017,
following which 399 complaints came by end of 2017.
Among the recent arrests
were a former operation theatre (OT) technician at a private hospital, who was
arrested on March 23 for filming patients while changing
into hospital gowns using a
spy camera. In February, a
Mohali man was booked for
posting morphed pictures of a
motivational speaker on
Instagram. Before that, in
January, the police booked a
banker for hacking the official
e-mail address of Punjab and

Dear consumer, be cautious
Being aware of the fraudsters’ modus operandi can help you exercise caution
ONLINE BANKING

While shopping or
banking online, bank
websites incorporate a
temporary one-time
password (OTP) to protect
network access and users’
digital identities
Be wary of OTP messages
on your mobile phone
when you have not
personally initiated an
online transaction
Prevent fraud by not
sharing this OTP with a
stranger.
Sind Bank, Saban Bazaar.
MOST VICTIMS SENIOR
CITIZENS: ADCP
Deepak Pareek, additional
deputy commissioner of
police (ADCP, headquarters)
explained that the victims in
cases of insurance/ financial
fraud were mostly aged above
40 or senior citizens.
“Since customers’ insurance information is available
online, fraudsters crack the
data and contact residents,
especially senior citizens or
people from rural areas. They
pose as employees of insur-

ATM TRANSACTIONS

SAFEGUARD YOUR INFORMATION

Keep an eye on your card while
handing it for a transaction at
various shopping outlets, petrol
pumps, restaurants, etc., as your
card information is sensitive
When using an ATM, physically
examine the keypad to ensure it
does not have an overlay device

Do not share debit/credit card or
CVV number
Prefer cash on delivery for
online shopping. If using debit
cards for online payments, make
a separate bank account with
limited funds in it

Do not rely on strangers at the
ATM for operating the machine.

Never save your passwords or
account details on web
browsers or websites
Do not upload important
documents on non-secure
online servers. Scan and store
them locally on your personal
computer.

ance companies or banks and
offer schemes on discounted
rates. The unwary customers
are then asked to make payments in favour of their
accounts,” he said.
Similarly in OTP fraud,
miscreants carry out online
transactions and contact residents to share their one-time
password (OTP) and other
details. In cases of physical
swapping of debit cards, miscreants approach bank customers at ATM kiosks offering them help to withdraw
cash. While doing so, they
secure the customer’s PIN,

and swap the card for fraudulent transactions later, the
ADCP shared.
He said Ludhiana was well
equipped to deal with such
cases. “The staff is technically
competent, and is supported
by a special officer of the rank
of assistant commissioner of
police (ACP). The cops are
trained regularly to keep up
with advances in cyber crime.
Besides, the cell remains in
touch with their counterparts
in other states for updates on
recent incidents, types of
crime and for coordination in
tracing the culprits,” he said.

Grab the card insert slot to
ensure it doesn’t come off
easily. If it does, it may be a
skimmer, and the bank should
be notified

n

Jasjit Singh Bunny

Sexual harassment:
Challan filed against
former MLA Bunny
CHANDIGARH: Police on Monday
filed chargesheet against ex-Punjab legislator Jasjit Singh Bunny
in a case of sexual harassment.
Bunny is son of former Punjab
finance minister and Akali leader
late Captain Kanwaljit Singh.
He was booked on November
23, 2018, under Sections 354A and
509 of the India Penal Code on the
complaint of a woman working at
a hair salon in Chandigarh.
The chargesheet filed in the
court of chief judicial magistrate
also mentions the same sections.
The 32-year-old complainant
had told police that Bunny had
come to the salon in a drunken
state and asked for a head massage. While having the conversation, he allegedly touched a girl at
the reception.
On being asked to leave the
premises for being drunk, he
allegedly started abusing. When
the owner was called, he abused
her as well and threatened to slap
her and the staff, it was stated in
the FIR. Bunny was arrested and
taken to hospital, where his medical examination confirmed that
he was drunk. He was later
released on bail.
A copy of the chargesheet will
be handed over to complainant on
the next date of hearing (July 10),
following which arguments will
take place before framing of charges against the accused.
HTC

patiala@hindustantimes.com

PATIALA: Punjab chief minister

Captain Amarinder Singh condoled the death of former
MLA from Shutrana and

former minister Hamir Singh
Ghagga, 65. Ghagga, after a prolonged illness, breathed his last
at his residence in Patiala on
Monday evening. CM described
Ghagga as a ‘gentleman politician’, who worked for welfare of

weaker sections. Captain added
that people of the area will
always remember Ghagga for his
pro-poor approach at the grassroots level. he expressed
his sympathies with the
bereaved family.

Farm labour, cattle
rearers put up with
adverse weather

LS POLLS 2019

Mohit Singla

papers on the first day of filing
nominations on Monday for the
general elections scheduled on
May 19.
Deputy commissioner-cumdistrict electoral officer Kumar
Amit said that candidates can
file their nomination papers till
April 29, while scrutiny of the
documents will be carried out on
the following day.
He added that the candidates
can withdraw their nomination
by May 2. All major political outfits have announced the names
of their respective candidates
from the district, who have
already started campaigning
across the constituency.
Congress’ Preneet Kaur,
Shiromani Akali Dal’s
(SAD) Surjit Singh Rakhra, Punjab Democratic Alliance’s Dharamvira Gandhi and Aam Aadmi
Party’s (AAP) Neena Mittal are
in fray from the constituency.

n

Amarpal Singh
LUDHIANA: With an increase of

HT Correspondent
n

“We have recovered 24
motorcycles, 25 Honda Activa
scooters and three Maruti 800
cars from him,” the SSP said.
“Police are not considering
the vehicle buyers as accused.
We are treating them as victims
and have asked them to handover the stolen vehicles to
police,” the SSP said.

Cyber crime cases see an alarming
rise in Ludhiana
amarpal.singh@htlive.com

Students of Scholar Fields Public School celebrating World Earth Day in Patiala on
BHARAT BHUSHAN/HT
Monday.

CM condoles passing away of
ex-minister Hamir Ghagga

R E A L T H R E AT

n

CIRCLE OF LIFE

patiala@hindustantimes.com

NABHA :Clouds during the days of

harvest have been a cause of
worry for not only to the farmers
but also to the labourers and cattle rearers. Where the crops
were reportedly flattened at a
number of places due to downpour last week, the yield of wheat
stubble was also affected in the
fields which survived the rains.
Cattle rearers buy wheat
straw to feed their cattle at ₹250300 per quintal. On an average,
15-18 quintal straw is obtained
per acre. The quantity of straw
has been highly affected by the
rain bringing down the extracted
stubble to 5-7 quintals per acre.
The shortage has caused an
inflation in prices and it is selling
for over ₹600 per quintal.
Amrik Singh, who depends on
his two buffaloes for livelihood,
said there is high competition
and inflation in straw prices,
which will affect his profits.
Gurcharan Singh, a farmer,
said the straw helps them cover
some of the cost of harvest but
this time, most of the straw
assimilated in the soil and
couldn’t be extracted.
As the rains disturb the qual-

ity of grain, the procurement
agencies and traders tend to buy
the best quality available.
One portion of the payment to
farm labour is made by
giving them the respective
quantity of the wheat grain at the
market price.
“The babus get to choose their
grains first and we are supplied
the foodgrain from the last lot
which is most affected by the
rain,” said Channpreet Singh, a
labourer. “Having little say, the
weaker section of the society
bears threats like scarcity, poor
water quality,” said Sunder
Shyam, another labourer.
FARMERS’ UNION CALLS
FOR ACTION AGAINST
CLIMATE CHANGE
“It's evident that every section of
the society is directly or indirectly affected by the outcome of
climate change and yet it fails to
be the agenda of political parties,” said Onkar Singh of Bharatiya Kisan Union, Rajewal.
“Rainfall near Baisakhi has been
a regular phenomenon for the
past few years and yet the government has failed to pay attention,” he said, adding, sincere
effort needed to be put in to save
the future generation.

NO NOMINATIONS
FILED ON DAY-1
HT Correspondent
n

patiala@hindustantimes.com

PATIALA: No candidates filed their

CANDIDATES CAN FILE
NOMINATION PAPERS
TILL APRIL 29, SCRUTINY
OF DOCUMENTS WILL
BE CARRIED OUT THE
FOLLOWING DAY

‘ N O TA O R N O V O T E ’

Nabha ward no 5 residents
boycott election candidates

n

Nabha residents showing the notices asking politicians to not visit them asking for votes.

HT Correspondent
n

patiala@hindustantimes.com

NABHA: Residents of ward no 5 in

Nabha have put up posters on
their walls announcing that no
politician should come asking for
votes. They said that they have no
faith left in any candidate. Many
said they will go for NOTA button
while others plan to not vote.

The residents said they have
been living in ‘hell’ for the past 10
years. “Water overflows from
drains even when it’s not raining
and enters our houses,” they said.
Politicians are aware of our condition but not taking any action,
they said.
Cabinet minister Sadhu Singh
Dharamsot had made promises
before the Vidhan Sabha elec-

HT PHOTO

tions in 2017 but we remained
ignored, rued the residents. “We
have been subject to troubles and
diseases on a daily basis due to the
continuous water logging,” said
retired principal Inder Mohan.
“Meanwhile, roads have withered,” he said. The residents said
they have no expectations from
the contesting leaders and have
decided to boycott all of them.
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10 days after undertrial’s
death, police register FIR

GAS AGENCY
EMPLOYEE LOSES
₹47,000 TO
SNATCHERS

SUICIDE THAT WASN’T Livtar was found dead with drawstring tied around his neck;
jail officials suspected he had ended his life, but autopsy report confirmed strangulation

HT Correspondent

HT Correspondent
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

LUDHIANA: Ten days after an

undertrial, Livtar Singh, was
found dead at the Ludhiana
Central Jail, the Division Number 7 police registered a murder
case against the unidentified
accused on the complaint
of jail superintendent Shamsher
Singh Boparai.
The superintendent had on
April 12 formed a special investigation team (SIT) to probe Livtar’s death, but it failed to identify
the culprits.
According to the jail authorities, they had sent application to
the police twice within a week for
the registration of the FIR, but the
police claimed that they received
the complaint only on Saturday.
Undergoing trial in cases of
snatching, Livtar was found dead
in a bathroom of the jail with a
drawstring tied around his neck
on April 10.
The jail officials had earlier
suspected it to be a case of suicide,
but the autopsy reports revealed
that he was strangulated to death.
Following this outcome, the jail
superintendent had constituted
an SIT.

FOUR MOBILE PHONES FOUND
HIDDEN IN CLOTHES, BEDDINGS
HT Correspondent
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

LUDHIANA: The Ludhiana

Central Jail staff recovered
four mobiles and SIM
cards from the possession
of four inmates during a
search carried out on Saturday night.
The accused had hid the
mobiles under their beddings and clothes.
The Division Number 7
police have registered a
case against the accused,
who have been identified
as Rohit Mehta, Vishal
Sharma, Pankaj Rajput
and Harryson Chineau.
Ludhiana Central Jail
superintendent Shamsher
Singh Boparai said, “On

Jail superintendent Boparai
said Livtar had died on April 10
and autopsy reports came two
days later. “On the same day, I

Saturday night, a surprise
checking was conducted in
the jail.”
“Different teams carried
out raids in which four
mobiles and as many SIM
cards were recovered. The
accused had hid them in
their barracks under the
beddings and bags of
clothes,” he added.
He said the staff recovered one mobile each from
Rohit, Vishal, Pankaj and
Harryson.
Assistant sub-inspector
(ASI) Sulakhan Singh, who
is investigating the case,
said a first information
report (FIR) under Section
52 (A) of the Prisons Act
has been registered against
the accused.

had written to the police commissioner to register a murder case.
Then on April 17, I had sent a
reminder to the Division Number

›

An SIT was formed
after we came to
know about the murder.
The probing team has
identified few suspects,
names of whom will be
shared with the police.
SHAMSHER SINGH BOPARAI,
jail superintendent

7 police,” he added. He said the
SIT has identified some suspects
and will tell the police their
names after completing the
inquiry.
Meanwhile, Division Number
7 SHO inspector Sulakhan Singh
said they received the complaint
regarding the murder on Saturday, immediately after which, an
FIR under IPC Section 302 was
registered.
Satvinder Kaur, mother of Livtar Singh, has alleged that 10 days
before his murder, some of his fellow inmates had assaulted him
and they could be behind her
son’s killing. Livtar was lodged in
the Ludhiana Central Jail for the
past one year.

n

BEE-ING AROUND

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

LUDHIANA: A gas agency employee

was robbed of ₹47,000 near
Panchi Park here, police said
on Sunday.
The complainant, Faleshwar
Parsad, 65, of Shaheed Bhagat
Singh Nagar, said he worked as a
salesman in a gas agency. He was
going to the office after delivering cylinders to customers when
he was robbed of the cash.
Parsad said he was pushed by
the miscreants as he reached
near Panchi Park after which he
fell on the road.
Before he could stand up, the
accused snatched his bag containing ₹47,000 and fled from
the spot.
Head constable Harjap Singh,
who is investigating the case,
said an FIR under Section 379-B
of the Indian Penal Code (IPC)
was registered.
Police have been scanning the
CCTV cameras installed in the
area to identify the accused.

ACCUSED TARGETED
HIM WHILE HE WAS
GOING TO HIS OFFICE
AFTER DELIVERING
LPG CYLINDERS

n

A honey bee hovering over a common hollyhock in Ludhiana.

GURPREET SINGH/HT

59-yr-old looted of ₹1L, scooter
HT Correspondent
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH:A 59-year-old lottery

dealer was looted of his scooter
with ₹1 lakh in its boot near the
transport light point on Madhya
Marg on Saturday night.
Victim Vinod Kumar, who sits
in Mullanpur, was returning to
his house in Panchkula around
11pm when three men on a bike
stopped him near transport light
point, police said.
An officer said Vinod was
overpowered by the three men
and they took away his scooter

NO WEAPON WAS USED
IN THE CRIME AND VINOD
RECEIVED ONLY MINOR
INJURIES, SAY POLICE
which had nearly ₹1 lakh cash in
its boot.
No weapon was used to commit the crime and Vinod received
only minor injuries, police
said.Bapu Dham police officials
have registered a case against
unidentified persons under section 356 (use of criminal force to
commit a crime), 379 (theft), 341

(punishment for wrongful
restraint) and 34 (criminal conspiracy) of the Indian Penal code
(IPC).
Cops claim that attackers
knew the route used by Vinod
while returning to his home and
struck at the opportune time
when he was alone. There is a
possibility that the trio started
following him from Mullanpur.
Attempts are being made to
grab the CCTV footage of the
accused through roundabout
footages and to ascertain which
route was taken by the people to
escape from the spot.

Teachers in a fix after SCERT
asks them to attend seminars

HERO SANTOSH TROPHY

ADDITIONAL DUTIES Teachers are already busy with paper evaluation and election
duties; seminar aimed at enhancing their teaching skills in respective subjects
Deepa Sharma Sood
n

n

Players in action during the Hero Santosh Trophy football match at the Guru Nanak Dev stadium in Ludhiana on Sunday.
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LUDHIANA: According to the latest
instructions from the State
Council of Educational
Research and Training (SCERT)
director Inderjit Singh, subject
teachers will have to attend
seminars on April 22 and April
24 to enhance their skills in the
respective subjects.
However, these instructions
have left the teachers in a fix as
most of them are assigned additional duties and will not be able
to attend the seminars.
According to information
from the council, around
3,500 teachers of english, social
studies, mathematics and science have been directed to
attend the seminars from April
22 to May 18.
Teachers stated that it is not

THE SEMINARS FOR
SCIENCE TEACHERS WILL
BEGIN FROM APRIL 22;
MATH TEACHERS TO
ATTEND SEMINAR
FROM APRIL 24
the right time to conduct the
seminars as most of them are
deputed on paper marking and
election duties.
As per sources, around 20%
staff of government schools is
assigned election duties either
as block-level officers or sector
officers. On the other hand,
around 15% subject teachers are
also deputed on evaluation duty
to check and re-check the
answer sheets. The Punjab
School Education Board has
directed the teachers to com-

plete the marking process by
next week.
The seminars will be
conducted by district and block
mentors of different subjects.
The teachers will be taught
innovative ways to make their
subject interesting for students.
TEACHERS OBJECT
TO SEMINAR DATES
Most of the teachers have
decided to continue with their
election duty and paper marking duty.
A government school teacher
said, “I am on the evaluation
duty. I have been directed to
complete the evaluation process
by next week. It is not feasible
for me to attend the seminar on
April 24. The dates for the seminars should be changed.”
Another teacher, requesting
anonymity, said, “I am deputed

Services defeat Punjab 1-0 to lift title Seminar on enhancing quality in
HTC/Agencies
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

LUDHIANA: Bikash Thapa’s second-

half strike paved way for Services’ 1-0 win over hosts Punjab in
the final match and enabled his
team to clinch their sixth Santosh
Trophy title at the Guru Nanak
Stadium in Ludhiana on Sunday.
Local fans were seen leaving
the stadium in disappointment
when the match ended in
visitors’ favour.
With this victory, Services
ended the campaign without losing a single match.
Incidentally, the last time Ser-

Orbit bus staffers
booked for
assaulting
PRTC driver
LUDHIANA: Police on Sunday

arrested a driver and a conductor working with the Orbit bus
service and booked three other
unidentified accused for allegedly thrashing the driver of a
PRTC bus.
The two accused were identified as Jaggi and Bhau.
In his complaint, he victim
driver, Resham Singh, said the
bus he was driving had brushed
past an Orbit bus near Katani
Kalan on Chandigarh Road. The
PRTC bus was on its way to Ludhiana from Chandigarh.
Resham alleged that the Orbit
bus driver, conductor and three
unknown persons thrashed him
and tore his uniform.
The Koom Kalan police have
registered an FIR under Sections
323, 341, 506 and 34 of the Indian
Penal Code (IPC) against five
persons.
HTC

vices played in the Santosh Trophy final was in 2015, at the same
venue and against the same opposition, a match that they won 5-4
on penalties after it ended 0-0 post
extra time.
It was a somewhat slow start to
the game as both the sides looked
to measure each other up before
committing themselves. Home
side Punjab had more initiative
during the opening exchanges,
managing to get a few shots on
goal. However, as the match wore
on, Services started to gain more
composure and built their own
articulate attacks down the
flanks.This wing-play almost

resulted in a goal right at the end
of the first half.
Bikash Thapa was played
through on the right as he entered
the box, sold a dummy to a Punjab
defender and crossed to Harikrishna AU who scuffed his shot.
After the changeover, Services
came out with a clear intent to go
ahead in the game.
Again, it was their wing-play
that helped them in their endeavours. Lallawmkima found himself on the edge of the Punjab area
with the ball.
He squared it to Thapa, who
slotted it into the bottom corner.
A shirtless celebration meant

that Thapa had to go into the referee’s books.
That goal gave Punjab the initiative to go looking for the equaliser, and striker Vikrant Singh
came oh-so-close with around 15
minutes of regulation time to go.
Turning in the centre-circle,
he spotted that the Services
keeper Vishnu VK was off his
line, and chipped the ball towards
goal. The ball eventually plonked
on the cross-bar and went out of
play. Punjab wasted the advantage of playing the final at home
and will have to wait another season to try out their luck in winning the Santosh Trophy title.

higher education at GGN Khalsa
HT Correspondent
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

LUDHIANA: A NAAC sponsored

national seminar on ‘Enhancing
Quality in Higher Education:
Innovative Practices’ was organised by the internal
quality assurance cell (IQAC) of
the GGN Khalsa College here
on Saturday.
Principal Arvinder Singh said
the seminar was organised to provide a platform for scholars to

highlight various issues relating
to higher education and its development. Around 60 research
papers were presented in technical session during the seminar.
Kuldip Puri, professor, School
of Open Learning, Panjab University, Chandigarh, delivered the
key note address.
He stressed on the role of
higher education in empowering
the youth for self-sustainability.
He discussed the challenges faced
in higher education and sug-

gested methods to improve its
vision in India.
Resource person Vivek Kohli
gave insights into the malfunctioning of higher education system. He emphasised on ways to
improve the quality, efficiency
and effectiveness in higher education. Kohli talked about transforming curriculum, converting
private institutes into non-profit
institutes, improving industry,
need for alumni influence for
growth of institutes.

NO STOPPING

Disability is no barrier for these bakers, their yummy cupcakes are a proof
Atish Sharma
n

says Raman Agarwal, Ashirwad school principal.

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

LUDHIANA : It is hard to tell any
difference between goodquality bakery products and
those sold at the Sashakt
canteen on the mini-secretariat premises.
The ones at the canteen,
however, are made by young
bakers with special needs at
an outlet in the urban estate
of Dugri.
After successfully running
a canteen for more than three
years at the mini-secretariat,
these teens with autism and
down syndrome have been
effortlessly rustling up cupcakes, muffins and biscuits
since January this year.
They are being trained by
Ashirwad School, with assistance from a city-based fivestar hotel, under a corporate
social responsibility (CSR)
programme.
The items prepared by
these bakers have many tak-

n

Teens with special needs at their bakery class in Ludhiana’s Dugri.

ers, who don’t hesitate from
giving special orders for parties and events of large scale.
These special bakers get
₹3,000 stipend and work from
10am to 3pm, depending upon

when their parents come to
take them back home.
Orders are generally
received through phonecalls
people make to the school and
the cost of orders varies

HT PHOTO

depending on the quantity.
“We prepare at least 150
cupcakes and muffins every
week. After delivering the
special orders, the remaining
ones are sent to the canteen,”

TALES OF SUCCESS
Ananya, who used to study at
a private school, was forced to
drop out as the school did not
allow her to continue citing
her poor performance.
However, she did not let
this deter her confidence and
determination as she went
ahead to a be dance teacher.
“I am happy now,” says Ananya. “The students I teach are
my friends who understand
me. We play together, sing
together, dance together and
live together,” she adds.
Another student, Vinay
Jindal, who suffers from cerebral palsy, has opened up a
shop at BRS Nagar and running it without any external
support.
Ishneet and Gurleen also
have similar stories to share.
Ishneet, who had studied at
Ashirwad School, now
teaches at a students of kin-

dergarten. Gurleen, who suffered down syndrome, now
works with his father at a factory on Daresi Road.
Many of them can also
be seen working at Sashakt
Canteen, where the main
training is provided and
they get a chance to interact
with public.
ENROLMENT IS KEY
The school for children with
special needs currently has a
strength of 72. “There are children, who came to us with
mental disabilities, but are
now a part of mainstream
educational institutions,”
says Raman Agrawal. “We
focus to detect the problem
and then work on it through
physiotherapy and occupational therapy,” he adds.
Dr Neelam Sodhi, director
of the project, says, “With
early intervention, there
are more chances of successfully dealing with such disabilities.”

on election duty as a block-level
officer. I am busy with the verification process of voters. At the
same time, I have been told to
attend the seminar at District
Institutes of Education and
Training, Jagraon, on April 24.”
The seminars for science
teachers will begin from April
22 at four venues—Government
Senior Secondary School,
Siyaar; Government Senior Secondary School, (Girls), Khanna;
Government Senior Secondary
School, (Girls) Sahnewal and
BM Government Senior Secondary School, Raikot.
The training sessions for
mathematics, english and social
studies will start from April 24.
The sessions will be conducted from 8am to 2pm.
SCERT director cum DPI (elementary) Inderjit Singh could
not be reached for comments.

Panjab University
security guards
seek weekly offs
HT Correspondent
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH:In a memorandum to
the Panjab University (PU) senate members on Sunday, the varsity security guards have
sought proper pay scale, regularisation, and weekly offs among
other demands.
The Ex-servicemen Security
Employees Union said in their
demand charter that the guards
are given two/three off days in a
month while they are expected to
work at odd hours in round the
clock shifts. The charter asks for
fixed weekly offs mentioned in
the duty roster approved by the
registrar every month.
The demand charter also mentions that the daily wage/temporary/contract security guards be
given national and special holidays declared by PU such as Holi
and Diwali as per their requirement and not as ‘leave without
pay’. The charter also asks for
their pay scale to be on a par with
that of a security guard, instead of
a chowkidar. They have also
sought a separate regularisation
policy for those appointed under
ex-servicemen category, under
which those over 10 years of service may be regularised.
They further sought the same
shift as the security officers (9am
to 5pm). They said that during
entrance tests, they are paid less
than the Class ‘C’ employees
while working for more hours.
They further said that there are
12 posts of gunmen lying vacant
and security guards are working
against these posts but are not
given any authority letter by PU
to carry guns. They demanded
that they be given the authority
letters, gun allowance and the
same pay scale as the gunmen.
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embarrassing pictures and
videos of her
>>P4

meanest thing that her
brother Saqib Saleem does
to her — taking the most

Manoj
Bajpayee
PHOTO: SHIVAM
SAXENA/HT

PHOTO: HTCS

Salman Khan’s varied looks in his upcoming movie, Bharat

The journey of a man and his nation

irector Ali Abbas Zafar’s
upcoming movie, Bharat,
starring actor Salman
Khan, chronicles the journey
of a man and the nation
together in and as Bharat.
The film essays the life of
Salman’s character in tandem
with the events of Indian
history spanning six decades,
touching upon the landmark
years that brought about the

D

partition of the land and,
much later, the onset of
liberalisation.
Ever since the
announcement of the film,
there has been excitement
around the varied looks of
Salman’s character — from a
circus artist to a naval officer,
and his journey over 60 years.
Following glimpses of the
diverse looks in the teaser and

‘Don’t tell your boss:
Get lost, I’m gonna
be a writer’

Manoj Bajpayee, who
turns 50 today, talks
about spending 25
years in Bollywood
Rishabh Suri
ctor Manoj Bajpayee has
all reasons to celebrate.
He turns 50 today and
also completes 25 years
as an actor! He started his
career with Drohkaal in 1994,
and his filmography, which
includes Satya (1998), Gangs of
Wasseypur (2012) and Aligarh
(2016) to name a few, features
some of the most criticallyacclaimed films in Indian
cinema. Excerpts from a
chat with the Padma Shri
awardee.

A

Are you a birthday person?
It’s not about the number.
Numbers matter to people who
think they have achieved a lot.
For me, life is starting every
day, every year. There’s a lot
to be done! This year, I am
celebrating with friends from
the industry. It’s the first time
I am having a get-together of
this kind. It was on their
insistence, saying I should not
behave like a stingy man! They
all thought they deserve a
party not just for my birthday,
but since the Padma Shri also
happened this year. I have
completed 25 years in the
industry, which is an
impossible industry for an
outsider like me. So I gave into
their demands!

How has the journey shaped up
for you to come to this conclusion
that it’s an ‘impossible industry’?
You have to be really lucky.
Talent alone doesn’t matter in
this industry, and everyone
knows this. If someone says
‘good films are done’, ‘talent
always survives’, there are
other factors too, which are far
more important. You should
be extremely lucky too, and
have the common sense to
keep changing your path,
adjusting and accommodating,
without bending on your
principles. It’s a small
industry, that’s why it’s so
difficult. I stayed on the fringe,
was never a part of the elite
league, but I survived and am
still surviving. The audience is
going to see a lot of different
stuff from me.
Talking about different stuff, your
film Sonchiriya (which didn’t rake
in numbers theatrically) is now on
a streaming platform and people
are reacting positively...
It’s disheartening, the manner
in which this film has been
dealt with, but that’s the nexus
of distributors… most of my
films are victims of this. This
is not new for me, I take it on
my chin every time. But my
team members are all very
sad, it was heart-melting to see
them. I have been a fan of

Abhishek Chaubey (director),
who upped his game with this
film. There are nearly six
months left for the year to end,
but one thing is for sure, it’s
the best film of 2019 regardless
of the fact that there are six
months to go. At the end of the
day, everyone thinks that
since Manoj starred in the
film, that’s why he’s talking
like that. So be it! What is
great, is great, whether I am in
it, or not. I just hope and pray
it gets its due justice on the
streaming platform.

Are you happy then, since people
must be messaging you about
how good the film was, after
watching it online?
Messages have started
dropping in, but I don’t have
any sympathies for these
reactions. I don’t take it well.
Whenever I get these
reactions, I feel if the audience
doesn’t go out and see the film,
boost the collections… yes, it’s
sad and tragic that our quality
is decided by the box-office.
That’s realism, a fact that if the
audiences don’t move out and
watch good films at the
theatre, people will stop
making them. So these kind of
reactions don’t flatter me. I
don’t feel appreciated at all by
these words.
n

rishabh.suri@htlive.com

STOP PRESS
IT’S A FILM, NOT A HOTEL:
SRK ROASTS CRITICS
ctor Shah Rukh Khan was at
his wittiest best at the firstever Critics Choice Film Awards.
During the ceremony on Sunday
night, SRK took to the stage
and said, “So I request all my
critic friends here, please don’t
be like us Bollywood film stars,
and get carried away by what

A

Bollywood succumbed to many
years ago — the star system.
The star system cannot be the
only way of summing up films
by our critics... 3 stars, 3.5 stars,
3 and a quarter stars, 5 stars...
It’s a film, not a hotel for
God’s sake. With the
advent of homegrown
critics, film critic is an
endangered species. Let it
not get replaced by
consumer service.” HTC

PHOTO:
VIRAL
BHAYANI

trailer, social media is abuzz
with increased curiosity and a
positive reaction among the
audience.
Ali says, “It’s a parallel
journey between Salman’s
character, Bharat, and the
birth of the nation which
happened in 1947 and from
then to 2010, all the landmark
events that this country has
gone through. A few of them

criss-cross his character’s
journey and how it affects the
storyline is what Bharat is all
about.”
The movie also stars actor
Katrina Kaif along with
actors Disha Patani, Sunil
Grover, Tabu, and Jackie
Shroff.
Bharat also marks Ali and
Salman’s third collaboration,
after the success of Sultan

Kavita Awaasthi
hey say books are
windows to the world
and Mouni Roy can
vouch for the fact. She
credits her father for
introducing her to
books at an early age.
“I grew up in Cooch
Behar, West Bengal,
and books were my
only window to the
world and different
cultures,” says the
RAW actor on World
Book Day.
“I was introduced to
Rabindranath
Tagore’s Gitanjali
and a book of short
stories by
Shakespeare at
the same time. I
fell in love with
them. Later, I
read The
Tempest,
Othello and
many other

T
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emember that post on
social media that asks
you to get on a plane and
never come back, or that film
that would have you quit
your job to ‘follow your
dream’? Well, if writing is
your dream, on World Book
Day today, Amish Tripathi —
author of the fastest-selling
book series in India’s
publishing industry — has
advice: Don’t quit your job.
“You have to pay your
bills at the end of the month,
man — unless you have a
rich father... There’s no
harm in having a job. Write
your book along with your
job. Yes, you’ll have to work
hard, for 14-15 hours a day,
you’ll have very little free
time, but that’s cool. There’s
no substitute to hard work,”

R

says Amish. “I resigned
only after The Secret of the
Nagas’ (his sophomore
work) royalty cheque
became more than my
salary cheque,” adds
Amish, who worked in the
financial services sector for
a decade and a half before
the first book in his Shiva
trilogy, The Immortals of
Meluha, came out in 2010.
And the 44-year-old says
though starting on his first
book was an emotional
moment, he stuck with his
job. “Use your heart to decide
the destination, but use your
head to plot the journey. If
you want to be a writer, don’t
kill that dream. Pursue it.
Just don’t jump without
thinking — don’t tell your
boss, ‘Get lost, I am gonna be
a writer’, I wouldn’t
recommend that,” chuckles

HTC

Nothingbeatsthesmell
ofabook:MouniRoy

Amish Tripathi

Prannay

(2016) and Tiger Zinda Hai
(2017).
Directed by Ali Abbas Zafar,
Bharat is produced by
Bhushan Kumar, Krishan
Kumar, Atul Agnihotri, Alvira
Agnihotri, under the banners
of T-Series, Reel Life
Productions and Salman
Khan Films, and hits the
screen this Eid, June 5.

Mouni
Roy
PHOTO:
YOGEN
SHAH

the author, currently looking
forward to the release of the
final cog in his Ram trilogy.
Does the Indian Institute
of Management (IIM)
graduate believe that one
day a person would have to
enrol in an IIM instead of a
creative writing course to be
a writer? With a hearty
laugh, and fortuitously
dropping another reason
why financial independence
is imperative even as one
pursues their writing dream,
he answers, “I assure you

IIM graduates aren’t
necessarily more creative.
Creativity is a blessing that
can be available to anyone.
They [IIM graduates] are on
average, with well paying
jobs, able to invest in
marketing
themselves.
PHOTO:
You need to
SHUTTERSTOCK
invest in
marketing.
That’s how it
works.”
n

works of Shakespeare,” she
says, adding she prefers classic
fiction over the popular
variety.
Mouni enjoys reading a
couple of books at the same
time and ends up finishing
three or more in a month. “It
depends on the book. I take
more time to finish a nonfiction book than a fiction one.
Currently, I am reading the
Latitudes of Longing by
Shubhangi Swarup. It had been
on my mind since a long time
and couldn’t get to it. But now, I
am enjoying it. There is such
pleasure in reading a book and
nothing beats the smell of a
book, not to mention books are
easy on the eyes as opposed to
gadgets. You can never replace
books with any electronic
gadgets, though in the past few
years, I have started to love
audio books.”
Just like most book lovers,
she is quite possessive about
her books and with experience
learned not to let anyone
borrow them. She has a simple
answer for anyone seeking to
borrow a book from her
collection. “If anyone shows
interest in the books I have or I
am reading, I buy one and gift it
to them (laughs). Earlier, my
friends didn’t realise this, but
of late they’ve understood that
instead of letting them borrow
my books, I prefer to gift them.
The thing is people borrow
books but by the time they’d
return them, the condition of
the books would be horrible.”
n

kavita.awasthi@htlive.com

WORLD
BOOK
DAY

prannay.pathak
@htlive.com

K-pop group dreams of performing near the Taj Mahal

Farozan Akhtar

um aapse pyaar karte
hain” followed by “Aap
bahut khoobsurat hain”
and more, K-pop group IN2IT
went all out to make sure their
first India tour, with stops in
Mumbai and Delhi, was a
memorable one. Not only did
they charm the audience with
endearing attempts in Hindi,
they whipped the crowd into a
frenzy with a performance on
Bole Chudiyan (Kabhi Khushi
Kabhie Gham; 2001).
The group was surprised by
the recognition K-pop has in
India and touched by the
enthusiastic response they
received here. “We arrived in
Mumbai really early in the
morning (2-3am) and a lot of
fans were there to greet us.
Even at the Delhi airport, fans
waited for us though it was
raining. At the concert, the
audience sang and danced
with us. We were very happy

H

and thankful for it,” Inpyo, the
leader of the group, says.
Talking about their
Bollywood performance,
videos of which took the
Internet by storm and won

them new fans, group member
Isaac reveals they took a week
to learn the choregraphy, and
shares, “We had a lot of fun
practising it! Even after

practice, we would sing the
song in our car.”
The group is super excited
when asked about the

(L-R) Inpyo, Hyunuk, Isaac, Jiahn, Yeontae, and Inho of IN2IT

possibility of a Bollywood
collaboration. “Definitely!
Whether it’s a cameo in a film
or a commercial, we would
love to be part of anything
Bollywood,” gushes Isaac.
On how they found Indian
cities, Jiahn says they were
impressed by Mumbai’s
Gateway of India and Isaac
adds the group loved the over
100-ft high statue of Hanuman
in Jhandewalan, New Delhi.
And all of them loved Indian
cuisine. “Hyunuk is a foodie.
He loves to eat curry even in
Korea so when we came here,
we wanted to try the authentic
Indian curry. We also liked
Tandoori Chicken, Biryani,
and Samosas,” says Inpyo.
But the band leaves India
with an unfulfilled dream — to
perform near the Taj Mahal.
“Unfortunately, we won’t have
time to see the Taj this time, so,
we hope to visit India again
soon,” Isaac says.
n

farozan.akhtar@htlive.com
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It is time you do something about your
fitness as it needs care. You remain stable
and content in terms of finance and
monetary issues. You are likely to handle
a job at work most competently and
receive rave reviews about the same. A
ARIES
visit to a relative staying in another town
(MAR 21 - APR 20)
might add some fun in your life today.
Property matters are better to be discussed
well before coming into a conclusion.
Love Focus: Some confusion may prevail in your relationship today.
Lover may be in a complaining mood; it will be better to maintain a
low profile.
Lucky Number: 22 Lucky Colour: Electric Grey
Health remains satisfactory today. But
don’t overindulge. You have the money,
but what you need is a little
judiciousness in spending. A trying time
is indicated for job seekers. Cupid’s
arrow finds its mark as love blossoms. So
LEO
watch out. Family scene will be joyous as
(JuLY 23 - AuG 23)
fresh beginnings are made. An
uncomfortable journey might make you
lethargic and fatigued. Some of you are likely to acquire property in
the form of a plot or an apartment.
Love Focus: Newlyweds are likely to have a scintillating time today.
Make the most of it.
Lucky Number: 3 Lucky Colour: Brown
Condition of those under the weather is set
to improve fast. Support from an
unexpected quarter will prove to be of
great help in terms of finance. You can
become a part of a huge project at work,
so brace yourself for hard work and
SAGITTARIUS
success. Homemakers are likely to bring in
(NOV 23 - DEC 21)
a good change to improve the home front,
which will be welcomed by all. An enjoyable
journey by road is on the cards for some. If you are planning to buy or
sell property, this is the best day.
Love Focus: Lover may appear overdemanding today but isn’t that
justified in love? After all who else should he/she be counting upon?
Lucky Number: 9 Lucky Colour: Magenta

HINDUSTA N TIMES, CHANDIGARH
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John Cena: This American wrestler-actor, who is
known for his roles in films such as Trainwreck,
The Marine, Legendary, Fred: The Movie and 12
Rounds, turns 42 today.

Health will not deter you today as you
remain fit to pursue anything of your
interest. It is high time that you become
judicious in your spending and save as
much as possible to raise you monetary
situation. Time has come to prove your
TAURUS
mettle on the professional front and you
(APR 21 - MAY 20)
will go great guns! Spouse or a family
member may not be on talking terms with you
today. Your concern for an ailing relation may make you undertake a
journey. Those in property business may not find the day profitable.
Love Focus: Romance is on its peak as you give your hundred per
cent to your relationship.
Lucky Number: 3 Lucky Colour: Lemon

Health keeps you at peace today as you
relax and rejuvenate. Forging a business
partnership is foreseen and will be a step
in the right direction in terms of lifting
your finances. A turbulent period is
foreseen in a new job. But be confident
GEMINI
and honest. A vacation planned with
(MAY 21 - JUN 21)
family might get cancelled because of some
untoward reason. So don’t be disheartened. A
profitable day is foreseen for those in property business. So make the
most of it.
Love Focus: Extending the fig leaf to your lover who was not very
happy with you is likely to be a step in the right direction.
Lucky Number: 1 Lucky Colour: Coffee

Health will be back because of a new diet
plan being undertaken. Take care not to
fritter away your earnings, as you may
need to keep it for the rainy day. Taking
the initiative to approach someone at
work for completing a task may brighten
CANCER
your prospects in completing it well. In
(JuNE 22 - JuLY 22)
the family front, listen well before coming
to a conclusion and give your views and
opinions only after thinking well. Be careful while driving in heavy
traffic. You are likely to lose money in your property business.
Love Focus: The day looks to be great on the love front as you will
keep a promise and get appreciated for it by your lover.
Lucky Number: 9 Lucky Colour: Dark Grey

Health remains moderate; but needs some
care. Don’t promise anything to anyone,
especially money. Your workable
solution to a professional problem will
get the go ahead from higher ups. Tips
given by someone is likely to come in
VIRGO
(AuG 24 - SEPT 23)
handy in a tricky situation related to
driving. Ascertain facts before reacting to a
bad news about something or someone in the
family. Postpone a property deal for another day as it is likely to be
not a very good day for any property related dealings.
Love Focus: You would need to maintain your cool on the love front
today as the lover may appear to be in a complaining mode.
Lucky Number: 1 Lucky Colour: Peach

Your effort towards getting into shape is
finally showing good results. Certain
good news on the financial front can be
expected today. You will need to watch
your step on the work front as someone
is out to get you. A lot of convincing will
LIBRA
be required to make lover consent to your
(SEPT 24 - OCT 23)
wishes. Homemakers will take the initiative
of making some positive changes on the home
front. An official outing with colleague might be fun. Those in
property business can have a money-spinning day.
Love Focus: You would need to be at your convincing best to make
your lover agree with something in your mind.
Lucky Number: 2 Lucky Colour: Baby Pink

It is better to take precaution if you are not
feeling completely fit. It’s better to watch
what you are eating. Tackling a nagging
monetary issue will be somewhat
difficult for you. So handle with care.
You can be under scrutiny of your boss
SCORPIO
today because of something not done
(OCT 24 - NOV 22)
well at work. Preparation for a function or a
party can take most of your day. A long drive
with family can be great fun. This is not a good day to deal in
property.
Love Focus: Some more efforts would be required to impress the one
you secretly like. Make sure you give in your best!
Lucky Number: 5 Lucky Colour: Yellow

Health needs extra care, due to changing
weather. Be cautious and stay safe.
Financial condition is set to improve
soon as profits accrue. Professionally,
you are likely to excel; your talent will
speak and get you the best rewards.
CAPRICORN
Keep up the hard work. You will manage
(DEC 22 - JAN 21)
to keep the domestic atmosphere light and
keep each member happy today. Delays and
glitches can mar a perfect outing. A gain in the property business is
preordained.
Love Focus: Keep romance on the back-burner today. An outing with
lover is likely to be postponed to a later date.
Lucky Number: 6 Lucky Colour: Crimson

Health promises to keep you in excellent
condition today. Your efforts to stabilise
monetary conditions will be fruitful.
Following someone blindly on the
professional front may not be in your
favour. Lonely hearts are likely to get
AQUARIUS
lucky. You are likely to take the family
(JAN 22 - FEB 19)
someplace exciting and enjoy your heart
out. Travelling a lot will have its toll on you as
you feel exhausted and sick. Chances of becoming the owner of a
house or an apartment look bright for some.
Love Focus: Channelising all your energy in wooing the one you like
is certain to brighten your chances for romance.
Lucky Number: 8 Lucky Colour: Navy Blue

Health remains at ease as you practice the
new fitness regime. Some hard work may
be required to make the monetary
condition stable. Something good done
to someone at work is likely to be repaid
soon. A helping hand can be expected for
PISCES
completing a long pending job. You will
(FEB 20 - MAR 20)
need all the tact and diplomacy at your
disposal to handle a family member. You might
get a chance to travel across border on an official trip. This is not an
ideal day to deal with a property issue you have been neglecting.
Love Focus: Some of the singles are likely to fall in love soon as
cupid’s arrow hits the mark.
Lucky Number: 7 Lucky Colour: Lemon

SUDOKU

CALVIN AND HOBBES

DIFFICULTY LEVEL

Bill Watterson

Actor Huma
Qureshi with
brother, actor
Saqib Saleem
PHOTO: SATISH
BATE/HT

MATHDOKU

DID YOU KNOW?
AnUpam Kher was cast in the 1983 film
Jaane Bhi Do Yaaron as a ‘disco killer’ bUt
all his scenes were discarded from the
final cUt at the editing stage.

Fill in all the squares in the grid so that each row, column and
each of the 9X9 squares contains all the digits from 1 to 9.

SCRAMBLE - 3064
Solve the four anagrams and move one letter to each square to
form four ordinary words

IREEE
WIPES
BEOLTT
ALYFSW
Now arrange the letters marked with an asterisk (*) to form the
answer to the riddle or to fill in the missing words as indicated.

T

SCRAMBLE SOLUTION: Eerie, swipe, bottle, sawfly
ANSWER: Not knowing anything is the sweetest life - Sophocles

hey are partners in crime
and despite being in the
same profession, they
never let any jealousy or
competition come in the way
of their happiness. In fact,
when actor Huma Qureshi
and her brother actor Saqib
Saleem gang up as a team,
they leave no stone unturned
to have a ball and pull pranks
on each other.
Huma shares that Saqib is
way ahead of her when it
comes to playing pranks. “I
think my brother is the
biggest prankster on the
planet. He has a habit of

taking the most embarrassing
pictures and videos of me,”
Huma says.
Brothers are often
protective of their sisters,
so much so that they even spy
on them and this is true in the
case of this celebrity sibling
duo. Huma shares, “Saqib
keeps a close eye on my
activities. He always is
curious about who I’m talking
to on the phone or texting, and
tries to snatch my phone and
trouble me.”
However, the 32-year-old
actor is quick to add that
Saqib does silly things, too, to
bring a smile on her face. “He
does silly Tarzan dances. He is
always cranky early in the
morning and extra charged
late at night. He also reminds
me to stay cool and sane,” the
actor laughs.
On a slightly serious note,
Huma doesn’t shy away
from calling her brother a
baby. “He is the baby in our
family, and the most
hardworking and good kid I
know. Saqa has been my Rock
of Gibraltar through
everything. To be frank, I
wouldn’t know how to
function without him,”
Huma signs off.

SOLUTION SUDOKU

Sangeeta Yadav

Place numbers into the puzzle cells so that each row and column contains each of the digits from 1 to 5. No number is to be repeated in any row or
column. Each bold-outlined cells contain a hint of a number and one of the mathematical symbols + x - /. The number is the result of the operation
represented by the symbol to the digits contained.

BINGE-WATCH GUIDE

MOVIES ON TV
EDITOR’S
PICK

LINE OF DUTY
2012 | 16+ | 4 Seasons | Series

Starring: Martin Compston,
Vicky McClure, Adrian Dunbar
Synopsis: DS Steve Arnott is
transferred to a police
anticorruption unit after he
refuses to be part of a cover-up
involving accidental shooting.

Starring: Kate Beckinsale,
Ólafur Darri Ólafsson

THE WIDOW
2019 | 13+ | Season 1 | Series

Synopsis: A woman’s search
to uncover the mysterious
disappearance of her husband
leads her to the Congo.

Starring: Namrata Gujaran,
Arjun Rampal, Sonnalli Seygall

SALUTE SIACHEN
2017 | 13+ | Season 1 | Series

SOLUTION MATHDUKU

Humarevealsthe
meanestthing
brotherSaqib
Saleemdoestoher

Not knowing anything is the ________ ____
- Sophocles (8,4)

Synopsis: Actors, models and
sportspersons attempt to scale
the most treacherous parts of
the Siachen glacier.

Justice League
at 1247
0913 Once
Upon A
Time In
China II
1112 Surf’s Up
1247 Justice League
1451 Hellboy
1701 xXx: State Of The
Union
1850 Ocean’s Eight
2100 Iron Man 2

EDITOR’S
PICK

Big Hero 6 at 1352
1133 Home Alone 2
1352 Big Hero 6
1542 War For The Planet Of The
Apes
1830 Prince Of Persia: The
Sands Of Time
2050 Guardians Of The Galaxy
Vol. 2

Unforgettable at 1012
1012 Unforgettable
1150 The Patriot
1435 The Campaign
1552 Fool’s Gold
1744 Rush Hour
1920 Mean Machine
2100 Blood Diamond

Starring: Rajkummar Rao,
Naveen Kasturia, Anna Ador

BOSE: DEAD/ALIVE
2017 | 16+ | Season 1 | Series

BOSTON LEGAL
2004 | 16+ | 5 Seasons | Series

Synopsis: This is the story of
India’s biggest cover-up: Netaji
Subhash Chandra Bose and the
mystery of his alleged death.

Starring: James Spader, William
Shatner, Candice Bergen

LOC Kargil at 2045

Synopsis: Ethicallychallenged attorney Alan Shore
makes his mark winning cases
no one would take.

1115 Damini
1430 Jaisi Karni Waisi Bharni
1800 Chandramukhi Ka Badla
2045 LOC Kargil

Phir Hera Pheri at 2000

Singh Is Bliing at 1402

1100 No Problem
1359 Himmatwar
1705 Half Girlfriend
2000 Phir Hera Pheri
2317 Anaconda 3: Offspring

0955 Return Of Chandramukhi
1250 Toilet - Ek Prem Katha
1402 Singh Is Bliing
1856 Jurmana
2100 Bruce Lee-The Fighter
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